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PREFACE

The great influence of Babylonian culture upon the
lands of the Ancient Near East has long been recognized
and intensively studied.

Linguistically, this influence

has been detected in Biblical Hebrew and in various dialects of Aramaic .

It has also been seen that the later

stage of Hebrew, Mishnaic Hebrew, itself ·greatly influenced
by Aramaic, has a number of words and expressions that can
ultimately be traced back to Akkadian.
The problem of this study has been to assess this
Akkadian linguistic influence upon Mishnaic Hebrew and to
see it in proper proportion.

It must be remembered that

Akkadian was already a dead language by the time the structures of Mishnaic Hebrew began to develop, during the
Second Commonwealth.

While recognizing the influence of

Akkadian and the heritage it bequeathed indirectly , through
the medium of Aramaic , it is essential to avoid the pitfalls of the long rejected Pan-Babylonian position .

Pre-

vious claims that a word originated in Akkadian must be
re - assessed , while new possibilities are to be suggested
on the basis of the most recent research.

The problem of

loanwords calls for a recognition of the vitality of
Mishnaic Hebrew itself and consideration of the possibility

iii

that words not attested in Biblical literature may yet
have been in existence in Biblical times.

Aramaic also

must be seen as a vigorous linguistic force, even contributing much to the lexicon of the later stages of Akkadian.

Loanwords and cognates must be distinquished as

far as the evidence allows.

Akkadian influence, through

Aramaic, can be seen in the Mishnaic Hebrew lexicon, but
this is best treated in terms of degrees of probability,
rather than dogmatically.
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INTRODUCTION

1,

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

From the Old Akkadian period, beginning 2500
B.C.E., down to the Late Babylonian stage, beginning
about 625 B,C.E,, the Akkadian culture and language exerted a deep influence upon a wide geographic area.

1

This

influence has had, as one of its effects, the transfer of
lexical elements, loanwords, into Biblical Hebrew, a fact
long recognized. 2
It has also been recognized that the later stratum
of the Hebrew language, 1 e~Sn l;)akamim, r abbinic Hebrew, 3
lA schema of the development of Akkadian is found
in W. van Soden, GAG, par. 2. The wide cultural influence
of Akkadian is described in E. A. Speiser, "The Expanding
Orbit," World History of the Jewish People, I, ed. B, Ne tanyahu and E. A. Speiser (Rutgers, 1964), pp. 246-66; and H,
W, F. Saggs, The Greatness That Was Babylon (New York,
1968), pp. 454-74.
2cf . H. Zimmern, AFw; Maximilian Ellenbogen,
Foreign Words in the Old Testament: Their Origin and
Etymology (London, 1952), and the Biblical lexica, especially L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, Lexicon in Veteris
Testamenti libros, 2 vols. (Leiden, 1953 •
3This is the term the Rabbis themselves used to
distinguish their language from 1e~8n Torah, "the language
of the Torah," TB Hul , 137b, This language is distinguished from 1e~dyet;, "language of the common people,"
by being purely Hebrew, while the latter is mixed with
Aramaic, A, Bendavid , Biblical Hebrew and Mishnaic Hebrew
(Tel Aviv, 1967), pp , 135, 171 (hereafter abbreviated as
BHMH) . This language was not entirely restricted to the
1

2

has also received loanwords from Akkadian, and that
Akkadian influence has also been exerted upon native Hebrew elements, that is, through loan translation.
Some of this transfer of lexical elements may have
taken place directly in the early period when Judah came
into contact with the Assyrian empire.

The later books of

the Bible do contain loanwords from Babylonian, 4 but the
probability is that they were transmitted through Aramaic.
By the time of the Nee-Babylonian empire, Akkadian had
ceased to be a spoken language.

Certainly by the Mishnaic

period there is no question of Akkadian being a living
language from which loans are transferred into Hebrew.
Aramaic is to be regarded as a reservoir of that
Akkadian influence which later made itself felt upon
Mishnaic Hebrew.

It is difficult, in most cases impossible,

to establish the time when a word entered Aramaic from
Akkadian, and, again, when the word entered Hebrew.

It

cannot be stated that the two time-points are identical.
Aramaic was the lingua franca of the Assyrian empire, and
there was a very close symbiosis between it and Assyrian.
From the time of Tiglath-Pileser III onward, Aramaic was
academy, as seen by the letters of Bar Kochba which are
quite similar in style, but with differences, A. Bendavid,
ibid., pp. 99-101 .
4Examples of loanwords in the later books of the
Bible are: dohan < dubn~, "millet," Ezek. 4: 9; ber~mim <.
burrumu, "multi-colored,~ Ezek . 27:24; kere(
karl!u,
"stomach," Jer. 51:34; kot,el <k utallu,"wall," Cant . 2:9;
AHw,_PE• 517ff.; sugar < sigarru, "cage," Ezek. 19:19;
gallabim <'. gallabu, "barber,'' Ezek. 5: 1.

<
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officially recognized by Assyria.
tains Akkadian loanwords.5

Imperial Aramaic con-

Aramaic scribes are depicted in

reliefs alongside the Assyrian scribes.

Some Assyrians

were bi-lingual and found the Aramaic alphabet easier to
use than the complex cuneiform script. 6
The purpose of this study is to collect all the
words in the Mishnah that have been previously proposed as
Akkadian loanwords and to evaluate these suggestions in
terms of linguistic and philological criteria.

In ad-

dition, the study sets as its goal the further identification of new loanwords and loan translations which have
not yet been noted in the literature.
The contribution of this study has been both positive and negative.

In many cases, loanword proposals pre-

viously made in the literature have been accepted, but the
5Examples of Akkadian loans in Imperial Aramaic
include: " apkP
apkallu, "wise one, official," H. Donner
and W. Rllllig, KAI, I, 49, 254; ., rdklJ
arad ekalli,
"architect in t~service of the king," ibid., 47, 237;
byrt, bira
birtu, "fortress," c. Jean and J. Hoftijzer,
DISO, p. 35; dnh, dnt
dannatu, "legal document," ibid. J.
p. 59, and KAr,-I,7i7, 236:Vs. 4; lbty ml"
libbatu malU,
"be filled with fury," KAI, I, 46, 233:19-20; mt < nmtu,
"land," DISO, p. 172; ~ < mi§rU, "boundary,"ibid~. 165;
~
naggaru, "carpenter," ibid., p. 174; !lP.2.!: < napbaru,
totality, 11 ibid., p. 181; skl < sukallu, "vizier," KAI, I,
47, 236:Rs. 2; ll!:_, "document":"" < ~a1;1iru, "write," DISO,
p. 296; ~ < tabnmu, "boundary," ibid., p. 325; cf. also
minda, midd~ <. maddatu, belt ( biltu, ~ < ilku, "tribute, tax-;7'Ezra 4:13; F. Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical
Aramaic (Wiesbaden, 1961), par. 188. Some of these have
entered Mishnaic Hebrew.

<

<

<

<

<

<

6 R. A. Bowman, "Arameans, Aramaic and the Bible,"
JNES, VII (1948), 74f.
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discussion of these words has been enriched by reference
to the latest literature on them.

The words have also

been discussed from a linguistic point of view, with attention paid to stress and accent changes and to the effect
of the entry of a new word into Hebrew upon the existing
vocabulary .

A number of loanwords not previously pro-

posed, to the best of my knowledge, have been identified
here.

A number of loan translations and extensions of

meaning in semantic equivalents and, in some cases, synonymous cognate roots have been proposed.

In all cases,

reference was made to Aramaic and Syriac as it has become
very clear during the process of this study that these
languages served as the vehicle of the transmission of
loanwords and extensions into Hebrew.

One may speak of

Aramaic loanwords in Hebrew which, in turn, were Akkadian
loanwords in Aramaic.
The negative contribution of this study has been
to apply linguistic and philological criteria critically
to words which have been proposed as Akkadian loans by
Zimmern and others .

A number of these have been rejected

or called into question .

The significance of this critical

evaluation of previous suggestions is that it emphasizes
more strongly the linguistic autonomy and influence of
Aramaic .

The words which were questioned as not being bor-

rowed from Akkadian were either cognates in Akkadian and
Aramai c , or , having entered Akkadian at a late stage, may
have been borrowed from Aramaic .

The role of Aramaic was

5

not fully considered in Zimmern's study, Akkadische

"
Fremdworter,
except as a passive recipient .
The words rejected were placed in a chapter together with loanword suggestions proposed here where the
linguistic evidence was not decisive.

It became clear

during the process of this study that in many cases of
loanwords, and even more so in the area of loan translations and extensions, it is not always possible to
establish conclusively an Akkadian influence.
better to speak of degrees of probability .

It seems

In the case

of the loan translations and extensions, the words were
similarly divided according to degree of probability.

A

number of original suggestions were made here, but the
possibility of an earlier Akkadian influence on Biblical
Hebrew, with the Mishnaic Hebrew dependent upon the Biblical, not upon the Akkadian, had to be considered.

In

addition, the probability that the word or expression in
Hebrew was an independent coinage rather than a reflection
of Akkadian influence ruled out a decisive acceptance of
the latter .

In these cases, where Akkadian influence could

not be definitively established, the value of considering
the word or expression was as a parallel to Akkadian.
Although Arabic is not of central interest in this
study, much use was made of the work of Fraenkel.7

In

7 siegmund Fraenkel, Die arRmaischen Fremdworter
im Arabischen (Leiden, 1886) (hereafter abbreviated as
Aram . Fw . ) .

6

words where there was some doubt about a loanword, and
there was a possibility that the Akkadian, the Aramaic,
and, possibly, the Hebrew were cognate, the presence of
an Arabic cognate increased that probability somewhat.

On

the other hand, where Fraenkel showed that an Arabic word
was borrowed from Aramaic, that probability decreased.

Of

course, a word might be borrowed from Aramaic by Arabic,
but still be cognate in Akkadian and Aramaic.

The evidence

from Aramaic loanwords in Arabic is of auxiliary, not of
essential importance in establishing that a particular
word or expression is borrowed from Akkadian by Aramaic,
and then, by Hebrew.
For the purpose of this study, the Hebrew has been
limited to the words in the Mishnah which do not occur in
the Hebrew parts of the Bible.

Words which occur in the

Aramaic _parts only have been included, as it is assumed
that Aramaic was the vehicle of their entry into Hebrew.
The limitation to the Mishnah is admittedly arbitrary, as
the first stage of le~~n hakamim, up to the conclusion of
the Mishnah, about 200 C.E., also includes the Tannaitic
Midrashim and the Tosefta.

Hebrew in this study includes

only words occurring in Hebrew passages, even if they have
an Aramaicised spelling.

Excluded are Aramaic words that

occur in formulae and maxims in the Mishnah, e.g.,
wedi~tama~ beJia" ga" hala11, "who uses the crown perishes,"
(/Ab. 4:5), possibly from~. "crown."

The Akkadian

examples have been drawn from the Old Akkadian or Old

7

Babylonian periods down to the Neo-Babylonian period ,
wherever applicable, or from the corresponding Assyrian
periods .

The main source is the material in the GAD and

the Akkadisches Handw~rterbuch. 8
As indicated above, the material has been divided
into sections according to the degree of probability that
a word is a loan .

In the first list of words a Sumerian

word has entered Akkadian, then Aramaic, and then Mishnaic
Hebrew.

Here the probability of a loan is highest, as the

possibility that the word is common Semitic is ruled out.
The second category is where an Akkadian word has entered
Aramaic, then Hebrew.

In a very few cases, there is no

apparent Aramaic counterpart.

The test of this loan is

where a derivation or a form is involved which does not
correspond to anything in Aramaic or Hebrew .
A third grouping contains words which have previously been proposed as loans but which, for philological,
historical or semantic reasons, must be questioned, and
others which I am suggesting as loa ns on the basis of
some linguistic criteria but where there is not enough
evidence to establish this decisively .

The common factor

here is the problem of the relationship of the Akkadian
wor d to the corresponding Aramaic.

While the word may

8 cAD , vols . A, Pt . l ; .A , Pt. 2; n, Q, li, Q,
Fascicles have appeared
covering letters ~ to !·

Q, Y!I., .2_-;-and 1.; and AHw .

8

have been borrowed from Aramaic by Mishnaic Hebrew, the
possibility remains that the Aramaic and Akkadian are cognate or that this is common Semitic, presumably present in
early Hebrew but not attested in the sources.

The problem

is that synchronic criteria do not identify the word as
a loan because of any phonemic or morphological peculiarity.
The word could conceivably be a loan, viewed historically;
that is, if it was not present in Old Aramaic or Biblical
Hebrew and is present in Mishnaic Hebrew.

However, the

full vocabulary of Old Aramaic is not available to us,
and the Hebrew of the Bible does not exhaust the entire
early Hebrew vocabulary.
viewed tentatively,

Words in this category are

Where it is certain that a loan has

been from Aramaic to Late Babylonian, and the word appears in the Mishnah, it is not included in this study.
The proportion of words in the Mishnaic Hebrew
vocabulary that can be traced back to an Akkadian loanword
is a small part of the whole.

While Mishnaic Hebrew has

been greatly influenced by Aramaic vocabulary and syntax,
it is still to be considered a vital, creative language,
a direct continuation of the spoken language of Biblical
times.

Aramaic is also to be considered a vital language,

and, while it borrowed from Akkadian, these borrowings
are also a small part of the total vocabulary.
Another category considered is the loan translation, where the influence of Akkadian has been exerted
upon Hebrew, usually through prior influence upon Aramaic,

9

but where no phonemic or morphemic elements have been
transferred.

This category includes a) loan translations,

where an Akkadian phrase is rendered in Hebrew exactly; b)
loan renditions, where the Akkadian provides a general model
for analogous constructions in Hebrew; c) extensions, where
a special technical or idiomatic sense in Akkadian has been
taken over by the semantic equivalent in Hebrew; and d)
where this same process occurs with roots which are cognate
in Akkadian and Hebrew.

An example of the last is kmr /

kamaru, "pile up," which are cognates, but where kummur~,
"piling up dates for ripening," is borrowed as metammer.
A number of loan translations are in the legal
area, and I have relied upon studies in that area by
Kutscher and Muffs.9

Several others are proposed here as

original suggestions, to the best of my knowledge.
There are also cases where one finds parallel expressions in Akkadian and in Hebrew, possibly with an Aramaic
counterpart.

The expressions, however, are not sufficiently

technical or specific to establish a definite borrowing, and
the possibility of independent coinage exists.

Examples are:

ina ! uqi ~iirubu, "take in from the street, adopt," kol
tene"esa12. min hat~uq, "anyone taken in from the street," and
kalab m~,

Jqtlab

amti

kele:J hamma Y:Im, "sea-dog."

These rave been

9E. Y. Kutscher, "New Aramaic Texts," JAOS, LXIV
(1954), 233-48; Y. Muffs, Studies in the AramaicLegal
Papyri From Elephantine (Leiden, 1969) (hereafter abbreviated as Studies).

10

grouped in a separate chapter for loan-translations and
extensions of lesser probability.

As stated above, they

still have value, if not as definitely established examples
of loans, then as examples of parallel usage in the cognate languages .
Prior to the discussion of the specific words, the
history of study in this area and special linguistic and
philological considerations will be discussed.
In all chapters, the words are listed according
to the Hebrew alphabet, based on the point of view that the
Hebrew words are the ones under discussion, with Akkadian
and Sumerian material being used to clarify their derivation .
The Mishnah edition of Albeck, vocalized by Yalon, 10
has been heavily relied upon in this study.

It has the

advantage of a judicious selection of spellings and
vocalizations from the various resources available, including manuscripts and oral traditions of different Jewish
communities.

In addition, Yalon's

special researches

into problems of vocalization with his references to
manuscript variants were consulted. 11

Other resources

were the Giessen edition of the Mishnah, with German
lOH . Albeck , The Six Orders of the Mishnah, (Heb rew) , Hebrew text and commentary, vocalization by Hanoch
Yalon, 6 vols . (Jerusalem, 195 3-58) (hereafter abbreviated as Mishnah) .
llH . Yalon , Introduction to the Vocalization of
the Mishnah , (Hebrew) (Jerusalem, 1964) (hereafter ab breviated as IVM) .

11

translation and critical apparatus, 12 the facsimile of
the Kaufmann Manuscript of the Mishnah, 1 3 the Mishnah
variants published by Porath, 14 and the Mishnah upon which
the Palestinian Talmud is based, 1 5
Use has also been made of Ginze Mishna, recently
published by Abraham I, Katsh . 16

This work contains 159

photographic reproductions of the extant Geniza fragments
of the Mishnah from the Antonin Collection of Geniza
materials in the Saltykov-Shchedrin Library in Leningrad,
u.s.s . R.

In addition to valuable manuscript resources,

the critical apparatus includes comparisons with the printed Mishnah, the internal evidence of the printed Talmudic
text, the Kaufmann Manuscript, and Lowe's The Mishnah on
Which the Palestinian Talmud Rests.
One of the purposes of consulting the manuscripts
and variants was to find, if possible, variant forms and
vocalizations which might be closer to the Akkadian
12 Georg Beer and O. Hol tzmann, eds., Die Mischna,
11
Text, Ubersetzung und ausfllhrliche Erkl~rung (Giessen ,
1912ff . ),
1 3a , Beer, Faksimile- Aus abe
Kaufmann A 50 (1928; rpt, Jerusalem,
breviated as MK) ,

Mischnacodex
hereafter ab-

14E . Porath , Mishnaic Hebrew, (Hebrew) (Jerusalem, 19 38) •
1 5w , H. Lowe, The Mishnah on Which the Palestinian
Talmud Rests (1883 ; rpt. Jerusalem, 1968) (hereafter abbreviated as MPT) ,
16A , I . Katsh , Ginze Mishna (Jerusalem, 1970)
(he rea f ter abbreviated as GM) ,
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original, in the case of a loanword.

It was not the pur-

pose to decide here, as did Yalon, which is the more correct reading for the Mishnah.

Variants in vocalization

can be due to internal .factors as much as to the form
of the Akkadian loanword.

Nevertheless, if a variant

form or vocali~ation in a manuscript corresponds more
closely to the Akkadian original, or to the Aramaic intermediary than the accepted vocalization of the editions or
of Yalon, it is plausible and probable that this form was
the one actually borrowed.

Where the Hebrew form is

closer to the Akkadian than the known Aramaic forms, some
questions could be raised, if not decisively settled, about
the possible non-dependence of the Hebrew upon an Aramaic
intermediary.

It should be noted that vocalizations in

the Kaufmann Manuscript, differing from the accepted ones,
have already been used by Kutscher to strengthen the case
for certain loanwords and to make conclusions about the
form in which they entered. 1 7

17 The vocalization of " emma tay, "when," with a
doubling of the mem, Beer, MK, Ber. 1:1, has been cited
as confirmation ofa borrowing from immati < ina mati,
E. Y. Kutscher, Hanoch Yalon FestschrI"1tyerusalem, 1963),
p . 269. Also, the presence of adage~ in the E of J appar,
"swamp, meadow," M. Be-ia 5:7, Kaufmann Manuscript, ibid.,
has been cited as confirmation of a borrowin~ of J appar
from jppar
Sumerian AMBAR, Kutscher, Le~on€nu, XXXI
(1967, 10 -9. The Kaufmann Manuscript must be used judiciously, as in both cases, despite the doubling, the
vowels preceding are not consistent with the doubling, cf.
ba• appar and me" emmatay, ibid., loc . cit.

6,
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2.

HISTORY OF RESEARCH INTO AKKADIAN LOANS

In the early stages of Assyriological study,
identifications of Late Hebrew words originating in Assyrian were made.

E. Schrader, in 1883, noted the Assyrian

source of se!)at, "tongs," < :;;abatu, ~ • "handle," < qatu,
"hand," and 'fietar, "document,"

<~ .

"write. 1118

J.

Oppert, in 1886, related malk~nu and Hebrew malk~n,
"pledge . 1119

D. Feuchtwang identified kerI, "heap," i~ba r,

"receipt," and heI,lqer, "ownerless property," with their
Assyrian sourcea. 20 A significant study by Meissner in 1891
identified a number of botanical loanwords in Hebrew. 21
Identifications by Barth included bel dababi
"opponent , " dala bu

> 2.!h,

"disturb," taqanu

> ba Lal deAaAa,
> !.9!1, "set in

order , " and sakapu, "strike down,"~~. "afflict . 1122
The appearance of Delitzsch's Assyrisches Hand-

"
worterbuch
in 1896 facilitated further identifications .
l8E . Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das Alten
Testament , 2nd ed . (Giessen, 1883), pp . 516f ., 580 and
587 (hereafter abbreviated as KAT) .
19J . Oppert, "Explication de quelques formules
juridiques , " ZA , I (1886), 304-6 .
20 n. Feuchtwang , "Lexicalis ches , " ZA, V ( 1890 ) ,
90 , and ZA , VI (1891) , 437 - 43 .
21B . Meissner, "Babylonische Pflanzennamen , " ZA,
VI (1891) , 289 - 98 .
22 J . Bar th , Wurzeluntersuchungen (Leipzig , 1902) ,
pp . 3, 11 , 32 and 53 ; cf. variants~/~ in Mishnaic Heb r ew , Y. N. Epstein , Introduction to the Text of the Mishnah
2 vols. (Hebrew) (Jerusalem, 1948), II, 1226 (hereafter abbre viated as ITM) .
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A number of Late Hebrew words which were related to Assyrian in the dictionary itself are simanu

> s i manim,

"windpipe," zi• ipu, "form, mold," > zayye:g , "forge," and
qalapu ;:,, qelipa, "husk. 112 3

Jastrow's Dictionary, in 1903,

relying upon Schrader and Delitzsch, recognized the Assyrian origins ' of ~
"chain," and ~u~ebin

< ~alaqu, "dissect," birit < biritu,
< susapinu, "attenda'lt of the bride or !11,"oom."

His identifications, however, were hampered by a tendency to
derive the Assyrian from supposed Hebrew roots by etylll)]ogy. 24
Delitzsch's dictionary was largely the basis upon
which Pick , in 1903, was able to point out a number of
significant relationships between Assyrian and the Talmud.
He discussed place and personal names, Talmudic legends
originating in Babylonian myths, and several lexical identifications.25

What is significant in his work is his

recognition that legal formulae used in the Talmud and in
texts of the Middle Ages are derived from Nee-Babylonian
models. 26
An important landmark in this area was the
23F . Delitzsch, Assyrisches Handwgrterbuch (Leipzig , 1896) (hereafter abbreviated Assyr. Hwb.) .
2 4M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the
Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi1i and the Midrashic Literature, 2
vols. (1886-1903; rpt. N.Y., 19 ) (hereafter abbreviated as
Dictionary) . An example of this false etymologizing is his
recognition that siim§um, "sesame," derives from ~ama!d!ammu,
and then his attempt to derive it from leme~, "sun , p .
1537 .
-25H . Pick Talmudische Glossen zu Delitzschs
Assyris c hem HandwArterbuch (Berlin, 1903) (hereafter abbreviated as Talmudische Glossen).
26Ibid . , pp . 23ff .
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appearance of Zimmern's Akkadische Fremdw~rter in 1915. 27
The purpose of this study was to demonstrate the cultural
influence of Babylonian through the diffusion of loanwords.
Of the approximately four hundred words in Hebrew that he
discusses, about fifty appear to have entered Mishnaic
Hebrew from Akkadian with the mediation of Aramaic.
While many of Zimmern's identifications are still
valid, there are several limitations to be noted in this
monograph.

Although he avoided the pitfalls of excessive

etymologizing, he did not indicate his method in making
identifications.

With the subsequent advance of Akkadian

philology a number of his identifications can be questioned.
On the other hand, a few new loanwords can be noted.

He

was aware of loan translations, but many more can be offered.
Another source for loanwords is Brockelmann's
Lexicon Syriacum which notes Akkadian loanwords in Syriac,
some of which also appear in Mishnaic Hebrew. 28
Eitan, in 1928, sought to explain J e,2h:r, "possibly, maybe," as derived from Assyrian ippa~ar < paMaru,
"loosened, freed, possible."

This identification is not

thoroughly convincing, as it is possible that the
2 7AFw.
2 Bc . Brockelmann, Lex . Syr .; a few examples are:
askuppatu >"' isqu pa , "threshold,"~ :,> ge ;,a, "gypsum,"
kisibirru > k fi sbart°§:, "coriander , 11 marru > marra, "hoe , 11
and talJumu > t e J;luma , "boundary."
-----
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development took place as a parallel development upon a
common Semitic root,

El!:_. 29

Torczyner (Tur-Sinai), in 1935, sought to explain
Mishnaic qarpI12, on the basis of Sumerian gapdipp(i', "top
of a building. 11 30

His attempt is not acceptable because

he proposes reading the Mishnaic word as *gapdi,R > *gadpTp.,
assuming a correction of~ :;;- ~ in Hebrew.

This is not

borne out by the manuscripts of the Mishnah, and it is
inadequate semantically.

In the Mishnah, ~ denotes

some type of courtyard.3 1
Other suggestions of Tur-Sinai which deserve consideration are his identification of teuir, "sac of the
foetus," with saparu, "net, 1132 and his relating Cayin
harac, "evil eye," with Akkadian ezzi~ likkilmulu, "(may
the gods) look upon him with anger. 11 33
Kutscher has sought to relate Akkadian kimapbu
(Sumerian KI-MA!j), "grave," to Mishnaic ~ . "sepulchral
chamber."

It has been recognized that Palmyrene

~

and

Nabatean ~ . with the same meaning, are loanwords from
291. Eitan, "Hebrew and Semitic Particles, Continued," AJSL, XLVI (1929), 31-32.
30N. Torczyner, Le!on6nu, VII (1935), 130.
3lcf. Albeck, Mishnah, M~ced, pp. 427-28.
3 2N. Tur-Sinai, Commentary on Job (Hebrew) (Tel
Aviv, 19 5 4) , p. 2 3 2 •

33N. Tur-Sinai, The Languafe and the Book, Vol.
lia-La~tn Verusalem, 1954), p. 357hereafter abbreviated
as Ll3).
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the Akkadian .

Mishnaic k~~. plural kukki m, according to

Kutscher, was borrowed by Hebrew from Western Aramaic,
which , in turn , borrowed it from an Eastern Aramaic dialect.
In the latter dialect, the h was retained, as in Akkadian ;
,

~

but in the Western dialect, it was obsolete.
symbol for the

ti,

Lacking a

the Western dialect represented the~

in the borrowed word by~. thus the change f r o m ~ ~
t o ~-

This was facilitated by the fact that the~. fol-

lowing a vowel, was aspirated.3 4
Following Barth and Schulthess, Kutscher accepts
the loanword AMBAR
ing place, swamp . "

">

apparu

> " appar,

"water-covered graz-

What is important is that he finds a

vocalization in the Kaufmann Manuscript of the Mishnah,
' appar, as against the , a~ar of the Albeck edition.

This

form , with adage ~ following an initial • aleph, is unusual
unless it is explained as a borrowing . 35

Other relation-

ships to Mishnaic Hebrew which he notes are purgidam

>

peragdan , " lying flat on the back, 3 6 and gams1u 17 , "a
11

corpse lying doubled up," and kama 11 u, "crouch, bend. 11 37
Important contributions have been made in specific
areas .

R . C . Thompson's Dictionary of Assyrian Botany

34Kutscher , "kiik and its Cognates," Sukenik Volume ,
Eretz Israel , VIII (Jerusalem, 1967), 273-79 .
35Kut scher , Lel on~nu , XXXI (1967) , 10 7-17 .
36 I bid ., p . 114 ; cf . GAG, 120j ; and M. Held ,
JCS , XV (l§tiIT, 10b .
37 Kutscher, ibid ., pp . 115-16 .
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makes many useful identifications, although it also suffers from much etymologizing and attempts to explain the
Assyrian term on the basis of Aramaic or Hebrew.3 8

Lands-

berger's study of the fauna of Mesopotamia is of great
importance both ·for Biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew.39

Many

useful identifications of loanwords have been made in the
CAD and in von Soden's Akkadisches Handwirterbuch.
Recent suggestions in the area of loanwords have
been made in a study by Weisberg.

He has suggested that

mizru, "wool material," is the source of Mishnaic mizran,
"girth of material spread under or over bedding;" that
ritta ~ataru ana, "to inscribe the hand to," is the source
of the expression mu!l;tab 1 emal ekiit., "marked with the royal
mark ; II that l el;la re hara" l goes back to Akkadian §almat qaqqadi,

"black-headed ones;" and that Mishnaic pa.tin,

"cross beam," be derived from Neo- Babylonian pit(i)nu,
"strong . 1140
Some of these identifications are less than certain, however.

It is not clear whether mizran is derived

directly as a loan from mizru, or whether there are cognate
38R . C. Thompson, DAB .
39B . Landsberger, Die Fauna des Alten Mesopotamien
(Leipzig, 1934) (hereafter abbreviated as Fauna).
40 David B. Weisberg , "Some Observations on Late
Babylonian Texts and Rabbinic Literature , " HUCA, XXXIX
(1968) , 71- 80 . The identification mizru > mizran was first
made in 1899 by J . Krengel, Das Haus'ger[t i ~ M iMna
(Frankfurt a. M. ), cited in Weisberg, ibid . , p. 73, n. 22.
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verbs from which a parallel development may have occurred,
, "spin wool. 1141

cf. Mishnai.c~

The expression ritta

~ataru ana certainly clarifies Biblical

ikt ~b

ad~, 42

=~-=----":......:=::;..._j._il""""", "levied for royal
service, 114 3 can al'so be compared with Mishnaic muktab
be" is ra I

a ! el

mele , "levied for the king's army,"

which may be a reflection of Latin conscribere and Greek

Yf~fll.J , "enrol. 114 4 Moreover, Weisberg does not relate
pitinu with Biblical migtan, which may also be related .
A specific area in which significant work has been
done is that of legal terminology.

As has been noted ,

initial insights into the Akkadian origin of Talmudic
terms such as ~~j.ar, "receipt," nedilnya, "dowry," and
heg,qer, "ownerless property," were made by Feuchtwang and

Pick. 45

Driver and Miles, in their studies of Babylonian

and Assyrian law, discuss the relationship of c~r ~bt n,
"surety," and erebu, "enter," siW.~n~t, "gifts from the
groom, II and l ubultu, from wabalu, "bring, II and that of
41M.

S~ya

6: 1.

42

Isa. 44: 5.

43TB Ket . 58a.
44M . Qid . 4:5; cf. Albeck, Mishnah, Nal1m, p.
327; and H~iddell and R. Scott, A Greek~ish
Lexicon (Abridged edition) (Oxford, 1571, Impression of
1963), p . 145 (hereafter abbreviated as GEL) .
450. Feuchtwang, "Lexicalisches zur PrismaInschrift Tiglath- Pilesers (IR 9-16)," ZA, V (1890),
90-94; td m, "Studien zum Babylonischen Rechtwesen,"
ZA , VI 1 91), 437-46; and Pick, Talmudische Glossen ,
p. 24 .

8
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" !iris to erre~um, "tenant-farmer. 114 6

Kutscher' s study of

Akkadian and Aramaic legal terms and their relationship to
the Mishnah and Talmud is most significant . 47

He proposes

that certain military terms were transferred to the legal
area by a natural extension of language.

Examples are

qablu , "battle," :> gQl, "complain, sue," and grh mltlmh,
"incite war," > grh dyn, "sue in court."

Another extension

is the use of z~ru, "hate," used in the sense of "divorce,"
in Akkadian, and translated by (n4 in Aramaic and in Rabbinic texts as late as the eleventh century C. E. 48
Yaron provides an example of a concept that exerted a far-reaching influence through loan translation.
Akkadian ubbubu, "clear, free of obligation," is reproduced as zukkt in Nuzi and Alalakh, as !l9..Y. in Biblical
Hebrew, Neo-Babylonian murruqu, Aramaic !!!!'.9,_, Mishnaic ~ .
Demotic wJ b, and Greek katharopoio. 49
the relationship of

Levine's study of

mulugu to me l~g, inalienable property

of the wife brought into a marriage, is also of importance.
Something of the original meaning survives in Mishnaic
46a . R. Driver and J. C. Miles, The Assyrian Laws
(Oxford, 1935); c ~rabSn, p. 144, n, l; si416n6t, pp. 186
and 472, where a connection with zab'alu is rejected, and
.l aris, p. 505.
47Kutscher, "New Aramaic Texts," JAOS, LXXIV
(1954), 233-48.
48Ibid.
49R. Yaron, Introduction to the Law of the Aramaic
Papyri (Oxford, 1961), p. 90, n, 4, and pp. 90f. (hereafter abbreviated as LAP).
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Hebrew , but , as with many loanwords, there is also a
semantic shift . 50
Muffs has contributed an in-depth study of Aramaic
documents from Elephantine recording the transfer of property or the confirm.ation of rights thereto . 5l

Drawing

upon the work of Cuq , Peiser, Koschaker and Speiser , as
well as that of Kutscher , Muffs traces the relationship
between formulae of conveyance in documents in Aramaic ,
Nee - Assyrian , and peripheral Akkadian.

He notes that the

operative sections of Old Babylonian sale documents are
impersonal and objective , while the legal tradition from
Susa , Kultepe , Assyria , Nuzi , and Ugarit has a more sub jective quality .

The seller indicates his renunciation

of ownership by the formula libbat u );ab , "his heart is
satisfied . 11 5 2

The immediate prototypes of the Aramaic

formulae were Nee-Assyrian , a fact explained in terms of
the Assyrian-Aramaic symbiosis between the thirteenth
and sixth centuries B. C . E .

From the ninth century on ,

Assyrian deeds were provided with short Aramaic summaries ,
or dockets .

These were inscribed in the wet clay on the

lower margin or on the reverse side .

Many are introduced

50B , Levi ne , Survivals of Ancient Canaanite in
t he Mishnah (Ph . D. Dissertation , Brandeis University ,
1962) , pp . 43- 62 , and pp . 91 - 103 , nn . 127 - 85 (hereafter
abbreviat ed as Survivals) .
51Mu f fs , Studies .
52Ib i d ., pp . 90-115 .Cf. E. Y. Kutscher, "Ara ma ic,"
Current Trends in Ling uistics, VI (The Hague, 1970),
347-412, esp. 382-388.
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by the word dnt, a translation loan from Assyrian dannatu,
"valid deed," a term which is equivalent to kunukku, "valid
sealed document," and which appears in Elephantine as
dnh. 53
Muffs' study is of direct relevance for the understanding of Mishnaic legal formulae and terminology.

The

Rabbis were aware of the secular origin of the legal formulae.54

A number of terms in Mishnaic Hebrew which can

be traced through Aramaic to Akkadian are:

wa,d1, "produce a document, 115 5

~el.uca,

"requires an oath,"

.t:D.,

~etar <

m~ 2I •

"litigate," tacun

<emedu,

"impose,"

and~

l!!, "remove, pay off" < eteru, "remove, pay off," and
qassu uttir "(the buyer) removed (the seller's) hand. 1157
Falk has studied correspondences in legal practice between Nee-Babylonian law and law recorded in Mishnah, Tosefta, and Talmud.5 8

His work is more significant

for the comparison of legal institutions than for
53Muffs, Studies, pp. 187-90; R. A. Bowman, JNES,
VII (1948), 74; M. Lidzbarski, Corpus Inscriptionum
Semiticarum, Vol. I, Part 2 (Paris, 1889), 17f. (hereafter
abbreviated as CIS); KAI, I, no. 236:4; KAI, II, 292; cf.
also 1eyapp~t_ k~, "t<Jstrengthen his legal right,"
Vi. B. B, 7:2, which should be compared with dannu, "strong,
legally valid."
--54Muffs,ibid., p. 193; cf, also, Bendavid, BH'.4H,
pp. 170-71.
-55Muffs, Studies, p. 183
5 6 1bid., p. 32, n. 1,

57rbid., p. 126, n. 2.

58zeev W. Falk, "Nee-Babylonian Law in the
Halakhah, 11 ~ . XXXVII (1967), 39-47.
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lexicography, but it does corroborate the insights of
others that the cultural influence of Babylonia extended
as far as Rabbinic law ,

Falk himself is cautious about

drawing conclusions as to direct cultural influence, noting
that there can also be parallel development in legal institutions . 59
More closely related to specific terms are Falk ' s
suggestions of parallels between Mishnaic .;'15 J n barzel,
property brought into a marriage by the wife for which the
husband accepts responsibility, and Akkadian alpe u liat r
ul imutti, "(lit . ) bulls and cows that do not die, 1160 and
his contention that legal terms for "decree,"~ and~.
are to be traced to the influence of parasu. 61

3,

INFLUENCES UPON MISHNAIC HEBREW

The Rabbis of the Mishnaic and Talmudic periods
recognized that their language was distinctive lexically
and syntactically from that of the Bible :

The language

of Scripture and the language of the Sages are distinct . 11 62
59z.

w.

Falk, Tarbiz, XXXVII (1967), 47.

60idem "The Expression 'Iron Sheep ' in the
Talmud ," Tar bi; , XXVI (1956 - 57) , 287-91.
6lidem, "Hebrew Legal Terms III ,'"'JSS, XIV (1969) ,
39 - 44 .

zB

62 TB Qid , 2b; TB A. Z. 58b;
~ul. 137b , M. H.
Segal , A Grariiiiiar of Mishnaic Hebrew Ox ord , 1927) , pp , 2f .
(he r eafter abbreviated as GMH) , maintains that earlier
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Modern views have been divided over the cause of this
divergence .
Zunz considered rabbinic Hebrew to be an artificial product of the schoolmen, similar to medieval Latin,
and created under the influence of Aramaic . 6 3

C. Levias ,

maintaining a view of the natural development of Mishnaic
Hebrew and also recognizing its great dependence upon
Aramaic, called Mishnaic Hebrew "the living language of
the last centuries of Jewish independence . "

He enumerated

among its distinguishing properties, as against Biblical
Hebrew, admittance of a greater contingent of Aramaic loanwords, the greater Aramaicization of its syntax, and the
borrowing of about 300 vocables from Greek and Latin . 64
M. H. Segal held that Mishnaic Hebrew was the
"direct lineal descendant of the spoken Hebrew of the Bib-

lica l period , as distinguished from the literary Hebrew
of the Biblical period preserved in the Hebrew Scriptures . 11 65
The living language continued to exist as long as there was
a communal existence in Palestine :

"So long as the Jewish

people maintained some sort of national existence in Palestine , Mishnaic Hebrew continued to be the language of at
Mishnaic Hebrew did not recognize this distinction, and
that it comes from a later period .

63A. Geiger , Lehrbuch zur Sprache der Mischna
(Breslau , 18 45) , pp . lf . , cited by Kutscher in the Hanok
Yalon Festschrift , p . 246 .
--64c . Levias, "Hebrew Language," Jewish Encyclopedia , VI, 308 .
65segal , GMH , p . 11 .
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least a section of the Jewish people living in Palestine .
As that Jewish life in Palestine gradually decayed and ultimately suffered total extinction, so was Mishnaic Heb rew banished step by step from everyday life, and eventually , toward the end of the Mishnaic period, became confined to the learned in the schools and academies . 1166
Segal minimizes the Aramaic influence upon Hebrew in
loanwords, considering verbs to be borrowed but minimally
and nouns in a somewhat freer manner .

His view is that

those words in the lexicon of Mishnaic Hebrew which are
not in the Bible originate in the primary stratum of the
Old Hebrew vocabulary . 67
H. Albeck also regards the Hebrew of the Mishnah
as a natural development from Biblical Hebrew.
to Aramaic a very significant role .

He assigns

Roots common to other

Semitic languages but not present in Biblical Hebrew he
regards as transmitted through Aramaic .

Moreover, the

Latin and Greek loanwords entered Hebrew after first having been absorbed by Aramaic .

In addition , extended con-

notations of Biblical words are often influenced by similar usage in Aramaic. 68
66

Segal , GMH, p. 10 .

67Ibid ., pp . 48 and 98 .
68 H. Albeck , Introduction to the Mishnah (Hebrew)
(Jerusalem , 1959) , p. 128 and pp . 132ff . (hereafter abbrevia ted as IM) . A detailed study of the loan translation
or calque process in Aramaic is that of Kutscher , Tarbiz,
XXXIII ( 1963- 64) , 118 - 30 .
---
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E. Y. Kutscher, evaluating the work of Segal,
considers his attempt to prove the independence

or

Mishnaic

Hebrew to be an over-reaction to the views of Zunz, thus
failing to recognize sufficiently the influence of Aramaic.69
This influence becomes ,apparent through the unique vocalization of Mishnaic Hebrew which is attested in the Parma and
Kaufmann manuscripts, and in oral Yemenite traditions .
Kutscher emphasizes that much of this tradition was lost
through the scribal correction of this vocalization in an
attempt to make it conform to Massoretic Biblical vocalizatiorJO
In addition to the study of Aramaic influences, the
search for a correct vocalization of the Mishnah is also of
relevance to this study.71

An example is the form me' emma1ay,

"when," going back to *immatay/~, rather than the
cepted Jematay.
~

>

ac-

This is closer to the Akkadian original,

ina mati.7 2

The most detailed and complete study of the differentiae between Biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew is that of
Bendavid.73

He provides lists of Mishnaic Hebrew equi-

valents for Biblical words and expressions . 7 4

This

69Kutscher, Hanoch Yalon Festschrift, p. 246.
70Ibid .

71 Yalon, IVM.

7 2Kutscher, ~ - • pp. 267f, ; Beer, MK, M. Ber. 1: 1.
73Bendavid, fil!!:lli_.
74rbid., pp . 130-31 and 331-82.
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facilitates the study of the effect of a loanword if the
Mishnaic equivalent is a borrowed word ,

Bendavid , while

recognizing the Aramaic influence, cites examples of Mishnaic Hebrew rejecting the Aramaic form and demonstrating
its vitality by preferring the earlier Hebrew.75

He cites

instances where both Greek and Aramaic influence may have
coalesced, complicating the explanation of a loan process . 7 6
He also notes Akkadian influence upon Babylonian documents ,
where

hen, "yes," is closer to Akkadian anna than is Pales -

tinian hin . 77
The emergence of '1ishnaic Hebrew as a distinctive
dialect is considered by Segal to have occurred around
400 B . C, E , 7 8

This dialect was in use at the time the later

books of the Bible were written, and evidence of its influence is found in Chronicles, Esther, and Daniel , as
well as in Sirach,79

It was the view of Klausner that

Mishnaic Hebrew reached its height at the time of and
through the initiative of the Hasmoneans, about 150
B,C , E . 80

Rabin ' s view is similar to that of Klausner ,

except that he attributes the rise of Mishnaic Hebrew not
75Bendavid , BHMH, p , 132 ,
7 6 Ibid ,, p . 149 ,

77Ibid, , p , 217,

78segal , GMH , pp. 1 and 13f ,
79Ib i d ., p , 13,
80 J. Klausner , "Origin of '.Ushnaic Hebrew ," SH
( Jer usa l em , 1923) , Orientalia atque Judaica I, Art . IX ,
c ited i n Segal , GMH , p . 14 , n . 2 .
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to the action of the courts or any official governing
body, but to the literary activities of the Hasidim, the
Asideans of the Maccabean age. 81
Grintz detects the influence of Mishnaic Hebrew
upon a passage in Matthew, thus offering an example which
confirms that Mishnaic Hebrew was commonly written and
spoken in the first century, C.E-.
Greek reads:

""

7°;J

~

,,

>J

et1•f>1,Jr1(.0VV'!J BCJ

In Matthew 28:1, the
I

j-4tat/ ,.fl.f~TIIII'

and is rendered, "in the dawning to the first of the Sabbath," or "as it began to dawn toward the first day of the
week."

Grintz detects in this construction the influence

of Mishnaic " ~r 1 ey~m, not referring to "dawn" but to
/\ - 82
"night be fore," equivalent to Aramaic nagha, nogha.

the

The Bar Kochba documents from the Judean Desert,
following the identification of these by Yadin, provide
examples of Mishnaic Hebrew used in contexts outside of
the academy.

An example from one of these contains several

typical Mishnaic words:

~wtwpty cmk mn hJ;l;kyr li krnw " ny

w" th mn yhwntn bn ml;mym prnsw ~l ~mCwn bn kwsb" n{y,1 y(r., 1,
"my share with you of the land that we have leased, you
81 c. Rabin, "The Historical Background of Qumran
Hebrew," SH, IV (Jerusalem, 1958), 144-61.
8 2J. Grintz, "Hebrew as the Spoken and Written
Language in the Last Days of the Second Temple," JBL,
LXXIX (1960), 32-47, and 37ff. Aramaic " ~rta differs
from Hebrew "Sr in that it denotes the night after the
day, while " ~ i s the night before, as is negha, nagh~,
cf. ibid., and Albeck, IM, p. 173, n. 31; cf. also,
M. Pes:-1: 1: J $r 1e" arti'aca:_ca{ar, "the night before
thefourteenth.
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and I , from Jonathan son of MljNYM , the administrator of
Simeon ben Kosiba , Prince of Israel. n83

The words ~

.

"rent , " and prns , "administrator , " also occur in another
document . 84

In yet another document, there occurs the

phrase wdql h i;wbh wth 2d ~bkpr, "the 'fine date' and the

l;ia 2ag in the village . n85
that in M. A. Z. 1:5,

~ a~

This phrase is identical with
deqel

tag

weoa~a d, verifying the

reading of the Kaufmann Manuscript and the Yeru~almi
- 86 There are also difagainst the ha;,1'i.2 of the Babli.
ferences between the language of the Mishnah and that of
the Bar Kochba documents, as noted by Bendavid . 8 7
The defeat of Bar Kochba and the resulting shift of
the Jewish center to Aramaic-speaking Galilee is held to
be the cause of the demise of Mishnaic Hebrew as a living
tongue . BB

There were pockets where Hebrew was spoken after

this date , even down to 300 C. E. in the south of Eretz
83y . Yadin, "Expedition D - The Cave of the Letters, " IEJ , XII (1962), Nos . 3-4 , 255 , Doc. 45 .
841, Yadin , ibid . , p . 250, Doc . 44; cf . M. B. M.
9 : 2; TP Pe~a VIII, 21a; and Bendavid, BHMH , pp . 99-100 .
B5Yadin , ibid ., p . 255 , Doc . 46 .
B6Yadin , ibid.; cf . Albeck, Mishnah , Nezi qi n, p .
488 , where he c ites the opinion of LBw, Die Flora der
Juden , 4 vols . (Vienna , 1924- 34), Vol . II , 321 (hereafter
abbreviated as Flora) , who rejects the edition's ga9ab
in favor of ~a~~g.
87Bendavid , ~ . pp . 100-1 .
88segal , GMH , p . 15 ; cf . also , Y. Grintz , ibid.,
p . 47; and BendavIT"; BHMH, pp . 151-65 .
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Yisraei . 8 9

4.

LINGUISTIC AND PHILOLOGICAL ASPECTS

Two ways in which one vocabulary can influence
another are 1) the outright transfer of lexical elements
from one language into another, and 2) the use of elements
in the receiving language in

new

designative functions

modelled after a pattern in the source language.90
The first case is the loanword.

When it enters a

language, it is adapted to the sound and grammatical patterns of that language.9 1

The rendering of the foreign

form by the nearest phonemic shape is called phonemic
substitution.9 2

The reproduction of the loanword in the

receiving language is affected by the sound patterns of
that language and by the degree of mastery of the source
language which the speakers have.93
89Bendavid, BHMH, p. 161.
90uriel Weinreich, Languages in Contact (New York,
1953), p . 47.
91L . Bloomfield, Language (New York, 1933), p. 449.
9 2weinreich, ibid.; Bloomfield, ibid., p . 445 (who
calls it phonetic substitution); and Henry M. Hoenigswald,
Lan uage Chane and Lin uistic Reconstruction (Chicago,
19 O , p . 25 , par . 3.9 hereafter abbreviated as Language
Change).
93Winfred P . Lehman , Historical Linguistics: An
Introduction (New York , 1962), p . 214 . An example of this
in Greek loanwords in the Mishnah is provided by Bendavid ,
op . cit ., pp . 184-86 .
Palestinian sources are closer to
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Bloomfield distinguished between cultural borrowing, where cultural elements pass from one linguistic
community to another, not necessarily contiguous, and intimate borrowing, where two languages are spoken in what
is topographically a single community.94

The close sym-

biosis between Aramaic and Assyrian may be an instance of
a circumstance in which intimate borrowing can take place.
In Mishnaic material

intimat e borrowing takes place be-

tween Aramaic and Hebrew.

The Hebrew and Akkadian, as al-

ready noted, were not in direct contact.
Borrowings of vocabulary are most likely in
specialized cultural areas, such as scientific and legal
terminology.

In descending order of likelihood are bor-

rowings of syntactic, morphological and phonological elements .

The borrowing of the last two is quite rare.95

The statement of Jespersen is relevant here:

"As ••• there

is generally nothing to induce one to use words from
foreign languages for things one has just as well at home,
loanwords are nearly always technical words belonging to
one special branch of knowledge or industry, and may be
grouped as to show what each nation has learned from each
the Greek, while Babylonian sources introduce changes,
ass i milating words to assumed Semitic derivations .
94L. Bloomfield, Language, pp . 444f . , and pp .
46lf .

95w . Lehmann, Historical Linguistics, p . 212 .
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of the others."96
On the other hand, in the relationship and interaction between Old English and Scandinavian, a much wider
range of words was borrowed .

Jespersen says:

"It is pre-

cisely the most indispensable elements of the language that
have undergone the strongest Scandinavian influence, and
this is raised into certainty when we discover that a
certain number of these grammatical words, the small coin
of language • •• which are nowhere else transferred from one
language to another, have been taken over from Danish into
English."97

He attributes this extensive non-technical

borrowing to the intimacy of the relationships between the
English and the Scandinavian invaders.9 8
The Aramaic-Assyrian symbiosis and the close relationship of Aramaic and Mishnaic Hebrew may also account
for certain non-technical borrowings.
not be decided with certainty.

This, however, can-

There are a number of

words which occur in Akkadian, are not present in Biblical
Hebrew, and then re-appear in the Mishnah .

These are verbs

which do not exhibit that formal pattern which provides one
of the criteria for the identification of a loan as against
a cognate . 99
9 6 0. Jespersen, Growth and Structure of the English
Language, 9th ed . (New York , 1955), p . 30 (hereafter abbreviated as Growth) .
97Ibid , pp . 78f .

98Ibid . , p . 79.

99words such as kananu, knn, "wind," marasu, mrs,
"stir ," ma~a b u, ~ . "measure," and qalapu, 9lE_, "pee_l_
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Mishnaic Hebrew has instances of verbs with the
~ap.Cel, e.g., ~a~lel, "complete," ~acamem, "stupefy,"
~ahrer, "free."

Akkadian cannot, however, be regarded as

the source of the limited amount of ~agcel forms that are
to be found.

Traces of the ~ap.Cel are widely found in all

of the dialects, indicating that Akkadian cannot be the primary source.100

Rabin has recently studied thirty examples

of the ~agce1 in North West Semitic and has concluded that
only two are traceable to Akkadian.

He posits Amorite as

the source of the ~ap.Cel form in the various Semitic languages.101

A number of Aramaic verbs have been traced

directly to Akkadian, e.g., ~ez!);l
laklel

< ~uklulu,

< ~uzubu,

"save, 11

"complete," a n d ~ < ~ . "complete. 11 102

This may be, however, the borrowing of the entire form as
is, rather than of the ~apCel element.

Moreover, as these

are Aramaic, they do not enter into our study except for
off," are not classed here with the loanwords but with
the words in a doubtful category, and may conceivably be
cognates in Akkadian, Aramaic, and Hebrew.
lOOc. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden
Grammatik der semitischen S;rachen (Berlin, 1908-13), I,
520-21, cf. also, pp. 525-2 (hereafter abbreviated as
Grundriss).
101c. Rabin, "The Nature and Origin of Eret_z
the SafCel
_ __
in Hebrew and Aramaic," W. F. Albri~ht Volume,
Israel, IX (Jerusalem, 1959), 148-5 •
l0 2F. Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic
(Wiesbaden, 1968), p. 58; cf. also, S, Moscati, Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the SemiticE'ari="
guages (Wiesbaden, 1964), par. 12.lB (hereafter abbreviated as Introduction); and E. A. Speiser~ "Studies in
Semitic Formatives," JAOS, LVI (1936), 22-'16.
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!aklel, which does occur in Mishnaic Hebrew and was borbowed from Aramaic and, ultimately, from Akkadian.

In

the case of the noun ~iita1,2., "partner," it is possible that
the word was borrowed directly from lutapC, a later form
for tapp(t, "associate."

This, again, represents the bor-

rowing of a word, not a grammatical element.
Another form of lexical interference is the
translation loan or loan shift.
word is not imported.

The phonemic shape of the

Native elements are used in new

combinations based upon a model in the influencing language,
thus undergoing an extension of meaning.

There are loan

translations proper, in which the elements of the model
are reproduced exactly, as in Louisiana French marchandises
,
103
seches for English dry-goods.
Examples from the Mishnah are " e§bac hakkabeq, "lobe (finger) of the liver,"
from uban amutim, and !ieo~re hare" ~, "black-headed ones, 11
from 2almat qaqqadi.
In a loan rendition, the model compound provides
a general hint for the reproduction, e.g., German Vaterland
after Latin patria.

Akkadian ana ~um ) af~um, "because of,"

is the model for several constructions:
C 1 V. ww 104
a

1elum, 1e~em,

sum, ~ -

One aspect of the loanshift process is where an
extended or idiomatic use of a word is taken over by the
103u. Weinreich, Languages in Contact, p. 51.
l04Bendavid BHMH p. 197; J. Barth, ZA, XXII
(1908-9), 93f.; and'segal: GMH, p. 24, n. 2. -
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semantic equivalent in the receiving language.

Thus

Portugese correr, "run," comes to mean "run for office"
under the influence of the English idiom. 105

An example

in the Mishnah is barasu, "cut," and idiomatically, "fix
a price," translated by ·~

and 9..!i.§_, "cut" and "fix a

price. 1110 6
The process of extension can also apply to forms
which are cognate in the two languages but where a special
idiomatic sense of one is transferred to the other.

Old

English eorl, "brave warrior," acquired the sense of
"nobleman" under the influence of the Old Norse cognate .107
Examples of this process in the Mishnah are:

hamm~~I~ ietar

~ . "one who produces a bill of indebtedness,"

< wa~tl,

and cen hattannur < In kiri, "eye (hole) of the stove."
When a certain form of a cognate enters into Hebrew from Akkadian, it has been classed here with the loan
translations.

This is not a lexical transfer but the

borrowing of a special meaning.

An example is:

piroe

105Hoenigswald, Language Change, p. 22, n. 19.
l06cAD, VI (H), 92ff.; M. B. M. 5:7; M. Seb. 4:1;
TB Git. 50b-.-There are cases, cited by Bendavid, BHMH,
pp 109-10, where internal translations of Biblical words
are made in Mishnaic Hebrew, literally and idiomatically.
It might be argued that Biblical krt, 9£.§., "fix, determine,"
are internally translated b y ~ and !1§.§_. However, the
elaboration of terms, and of meanings not present in the
Biblical models argues for the influence of an outside
language where these meanings are attached to the corresponding words. What the Biblical evidence may show, however, is the possibility that the loan process acted upon
Hebrew at an earlier stage than Mishnaic Hebrew.
107Jespersen, Growth, p. 72.
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kehiina, "young priests," < ~ . "young man."
Weinreich explores the problem of lexical integration of loanwords; that is, the consequence of a word
transfer upon the "field" or semantic system of which it
becomes a member. 1 08
The first situation is that of a loanword with
entirely new content.

The emergence of new one-morpheme

forms adds new environments to the environment ranges of
all the forms in the newly created discourses.

An example

is the introduction of the morpheme tea and the creation
of new environments such as tea-leaves, tea-cups, and teatime.109

Examples from Akkadian and Hebrew, reflecting

combinations with a word for which there was no earlier
corresponding words are mulugu )' merS'g;., "property of a
wife brought into a marriage of which the husband has
the fruit without responsibility for the loss," and combinations such as callde mel~g, "mel~g servants," lig.l)at.
mel~g, "a mel ~e;. maid-servant," and behemat, mel~lt, "a
mel~g animal."
In the terminology of Hoenigswald, this type of
loan is called "innovation without item-by-item replacement," or "new 'names' for new 'things.• 11110

While the

l0 8weinreich, Languages in Contact, pp. 53ff.
l09Hoenigswald, Language Change, pp. 22f.
llOibid., p. 22.
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word may be new, one cannot always be certain about the
newness of the thing to which it refers.

For example,

the word mel~~ is new in Mishnaic Hebrew, not being present in the Bible, but Levine, who has traced its development, is not willing to ·rule out that such an institution
existed on Palestinian soil in ancient times. 111
Full identity of content, or confusion of usage,
may result from the entrance of a loanword,

This situ-

ation is generally restricted to the earlier stages of
language contact, and eventually one of the terms may become fixed and the other discarded. 112
Old words may be discarded as their content becomes fully covered by the loanword.

In the terminology

of Hoenigswald, there is "one to one replacement by borrowing.11113

Examples are the replacement of Old English

earn by French uncle, and Middle English~ by Scandinavian
~ . 114

Akkadian kisibirru, source of kusbar, replaces

~ . "coriander, 11 used in the Bible, and Biblical mi pt an
"threshold," is replaced by ' isquppa

< askuppatu. 11 5

The

111 Levine, Survivals, p. 62.
112 weinreich, Languages in Contact, p. 54.
11 3weinreich, ibid., pp. 54f.; and Hoenigswald,
Language Change, pp. 2 ~
114 Hoenigswald, ibid.
ll5cf . ~ • Numb. 11:7, replaced by kusbar, M, Kil.
1:2 ~ Afw, p. 57; migtan, I Sam. 5:5, replaced by J i s ~
~ . 10:2; Afw, p. 31.

loan process is not the only way in which words are relegated to obsolescence.

There are internal shifts of mean-

ing, not dependent upon borrowing from external sources.
Bendavid cites examples of these in Mishnaic Hebrew. 116
Not only a loanword but also a loan translation can cause
obsolescence.

Biblical yal)ad, ya!Jdaw, "together," are

replaced in the Mishnah by ke'eoad.

This is based upon

Aramaic kaoada, itself a loan translation of Akkadian
iheni~. 117
Another possibility is that the content of the
clashing old and new words may become specialized if both
survive • 118

For example, Biblical gegiil, "border of a

country, territory," is replaced in Mishnaic Hebrew by
seQ1ir', teoum, and me§er, the latter two words being loans
from Akkadian. 11 9

The word gebul continues in the special

senses of "landmark" and "limitation ( of a definition)." 120
Another example is Biblical seger, "book, missive, doc ument," which is replaced in the sense "legal document" by
ll6Bendav1d, BHMH, pp. 120-23.
ll7Kutscher, ~ • XXXIII (1963-64), 118-30;
GAG, par. 120e. This loan translation is already present
I°n""the later books of the Bible, Isa. 65:25; Ezra 2:64,
3:9; and Kohelet 11:6. A similar process from Greek is
J e§el in place of Biblical l el, Bendavid, BHMH, p. 116.
118 weinreich, Languages in Contact, p. 55.
M.

sota

11 9Bendavid, BHMH, p. 341; and cf. segar,
9:2.
-12 0 ~ . 7:3; TP Halla I, 57b; TB B. B. 69b.
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the loanwords

m

and ~etar.

In the Mishnah, seger, alone,

denotes the sacred book, the Torah. 121

However, evidence

that this process is not thoroughgoing, and that earlier
connotations remain, is the Mishnaic term se12.er ketilb.a,
"formula of a marriage document," a remnant of the earlier
legal sense of seper. 122
Weinreich points out that there is often insufficient information in loanword studies to decide whether
the old word has become specialized or discarded. 12 3

This

uncertainty exists in Mishnaic Hebrew for several reasons.
Various linguistic environments are embraced by Mishnaic
Hebrew, and the rate of language change is not uniform.
There are cases of the continuing influence of earlier
Hebrew as against Aramaic influence, and the Mishnah prefers the earlier vocabulary. 124

Technical terms may be

formed according to the patterns of Mishnaic Hebrew, but
they show their dependence upon the Biblical text for the
basic vocabulary unit.

There are also archaisms which

121M. Yad. 3:5; and M. Kelim 15:6.
1 22 M. ' Ed. 1:12; cf. sep.er kerit.ut, "document
of divorce," Deut. 24:1, and seger hamign!I'., "the document
of sale," Jer. 32:11, and Elephantine~. "document
for purchase of a house," A. Cowley, The Aramaic Papyri
of the Fifth Century B.C. (Oxford, 1923) 8:35 (hereafter
abbreviated as AP); spr ksp, "do ~ ment regarding money,"
ibid., 10:23 (docket), and spr mrl)g, "document of quittance," ibid., 6:22 .
123weinreich, Languages in Contact, p. 55, n. 72.
124Bendavid, BHMH, pp. 132-34.
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are quotations from the Bible.125
Criteria for evaluating whether a word is a loanword or not must be discussed.

The most preferable cri-

teria are synchronic, where no reference is made to the
history or semantic development of a word.

Words which do

not conform to the phonemic or morphological patterns of a
language may be considered as borrowed.

These criteria

apply, however, only in a few cases considered here.
The consonant combinations
compatible in Hebrew. 126

t l , t l , SJ..::! are in-

Thus words with these consonants

are to be considered foreign, e.g.,

lli < git tu

"document,"~. "handle," < qatu, "hand."

"

< GID.DA,

Other occur-

rences of these consonant combinations- are also foreign,
I
from Greek, e.g., ~ . "fry,"<"Tcilynvov , "frying pan,"
qetidra

< k11.6l&ft( ,

"chair, 11 gat~ lfg~s

<Xotlol,xls ,

"official."
In most cases considered here, the consideration
is a possible derivation from Sumerian or Akkadian where
none is possible from Aramaic or Hebrew, thus ruling out
the possibility of a cognate.

The first group of words

125Albeck, IM, p. 129. A case of the retention
of a nearly obsoleteterm is that of se~er ketuQa~ah,
"the document of her marriage contract, M. "Ed. 1:12,
a reflection of the earlier legal sense of seµer.
In
most Mishnaic discourse, as noted above,~ and ~etar
replace seµer.
Another case of the retention of a nearly
obsolete word is pa:rnr, "pot," M. Be§l'I 1:7. This is quite
rare, as Biblical pl'Irnr is replaced by qegera, Bendavid,
BHMH, p. 359.
126Moscati, Introduction, p. 75.
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considered here is derived from Sumerian and is not Semitic.
Examples are:

A.ZA.LAG )

"laundering alkali," AL
BAR.BAR . RE

> biritu

"document, 11 DIB ;;:,,

a~la.ku, "launderer,"

> allu

,

,. ' alla, "club, hoe,"

.., I
)' biriJ!, "chain," GID.DA

~

> -' etla

> ~ :> fil,

I\
?' ~ , "board, 11 KUD ,.. kuddu :,, 9.£\1,

A

~

Y/

"box," MUG ~ mukku '?' ~ , "thread, cloth," SA.AM > samu,

7 '!;nm,

"buy,"

"evaluate, estimate," AMBAR -,. apparu ?-' appar,

"swamp, meadow," GURU 7 -:, kart > kerr, "heap, pile," and
MU.tiAL.DIM i,, *mupatimmu ,- nupatimmu -:, napt~m, "cook,
baker."
Another group of words is Akkadian .

This group

has a reasonable derivation in Akkadian but none in Aramaic
or Hebrew, thus also ruling out the possibility of a cognate.

Examples are:

"lay upon, impose,"
ina mati, "when,"

.J ~med, "estimate," <

"emat.ay,

"arrs (.

" immatay, " imm'l!.:tJ

<

ztizu

<.

< imma ti <

err~um, "tenant farmer,"

ereJum/~~. "plow," wadda" y

idt , "know," ziiz

imittu, emedu,

< wuddi,

<

"certainly,"

<

z~ zu, "divide," hence, "sub-

division of a larger coin," bilt'i t, "gum of asafoetida,"

< gi l

tiyati, tagga r

< tamkaru,

"merchant . "

In some cases, the consonant patterns of the Akkadian and Hebrew words are not incompatible, and a de rivation from Hebrew or Aramaic is not absolutely ruled
out .

However , the presence of a word in Mishnaic Hebrew

forms a homonym of a root already present in Biblical
Hebrew or Aramaic but with a different meaning.

This

suggests that a loa n is the source of one of the homonyms .
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Examples are:

gargTr, Eruca,"

< girgirru,

guished from gargar. "berry. grain, II

to be distin-

ga:rrl,

"pole. frame of

bed, "< ga~riu, "pole ," to be distinguished from

ill,

"grope,

t o u c h , " ~ < laptu, "turnip," to be distinguished from

J'i£I,

"embrace, touch," and gara)l, "vessel, "<: karpatu, to

be distinguished from

1rra, "itch . "

In the case o f ~ . "drain," the evidence for a loan
is that the Hebrew is borrowed from a variant form, bibu,
which is an alternate in Assyrian for Babylonian

biJu.

In

the case of a cognate, one might expect a Hebrew counterpart
to bi 4 u, as in the case of

tuJu, le, "lamb."

The variant

lubu does not occur in Hebrew,127
A word which is common Semitic, but which has been
modified according to factors peculiar to Akkadian and enters
Hebrew in its modified form, is to be regarded as a loanword.
For example, Akkadian does not tolerate two emphatics in the
same word, and it reduces one to the corresponding non-emphatic consonant • 12 8

Mishnaic ~ . "tongs,'' is such a borrow-

ing, as the cognate form

fil

exists alongside of the bor-

rowed ~.129
Certain other factors must be considered, not as
proof of a loan, but as limiting and checking factors when
a loan is suspected but the phonemic pattern of the Akkadian
127GAG , par . 24b.
128This is the "Geers Law," which also applies to
Old Aramaic , F . Geers, JNES , IV (1945), 65-67 .
129M. J Ab. 5 : 6; both the cognate and the borrowed
form occur in Ruth 2 : 14, 16. Compare
"adorn," and
tak~ rt, " ornament ," although this may not be an Akkadian
loan.

ill,
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word is not incompatible with Hebrew.

These other criteria

are a) historical, b) semantic, and c) consonantal.
a) Historical:

The early appearance of a word in Ak-

kadian is, in itself, not sufficient proof that it is a loanword if it appears in Hebrew.

This can only be decided on

the basis of compatible and incompatible consonants and word
formations, reasonable derivations, and consonant correspondences.

For example, ekeku, "scratch," appears in Old Baby-

lonian.130

Because of the disappearance of the~ in Akkadian

and its re-appearance in Arabic and Hebrew~. it is clear
that the words are cognates, not related by borrowing.

On

the other hand, a word may appear in Neo-Assyrian and NeoBabylonian and be considered a loanword.

An example is

natbaku, "layer of bricks," which occurs in Middle Babylonian
and Neo-Assyrian, but is a loanword, Aramaic and Hebrew
nigba~.131

The late appearance of a word in Akkadian, to-

gether with insufficient philological criteria for establisha loanword, may be an argument for an origin in Aramaic.
The Assyrian-Aramaic symbiosis was responsible for
linguistic influence in two directions .

Nee-Babylonian,

from 1000-625, contains many Aramaisms, and Late Babylonian,
from 625 on, is described by von Soden as an AramaicBabylonian mixed language.132

Aramaic can be the source of

130AHw, p . 193. It is written in Old Babylonian
as e-ge-gum, ibid., from B. Landsberger, et al., MSL III,
223 , 7.
l3lAHw, p . 766 .

1 32aAG, par. 2.
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words occurring in the later stages of Akkadian and Assyrian, although the earlier stages of Neo-Babylonian
(1000-625 B.G.E.) and Neo-Assyrian (1000 - 600 B.G.E.) are prior
to the Aramaic influence.

A word that occurs no earlier

than NB and NA, using von Soden's nomenclature, and also
appears in Mishnaic Hebrew, may be Akkadian and not Aramaic.
A number of words occurring the Mishnaic Hebrew
and in the Akkadian lexicon have not been included here,
as it is clear that they are originally Aramaic.
words include:
gadamu

< ~.

egertu

< ' igra )>., iggeret,,

These

"letter,"

"cut off," ) giddem, "amputee," galalu (

gelal, "stone," >

gthel, "cover of a tomb," gari,;tu

<

gerI.;;In, "bread," and hapapu ( ~ . "wash the hair. 111 33
b) Semantic:

One expects a close relationship be-

tween the meaning of a word in Akkadian and the borrowed
form in Hebrew.

If the distance between meanings is wide

enough to require bridging by etymologizing, the loanword
is suspect.

A word with a general meaning in Akkadian, for

which equivalents already exist in Hebrew, will be borrowed
in a limited, technical sense.

E xamples are .,
sataru,

"write," ~itru, "writing," and Aramaic and Hebrew ~etar,
"legal document," and q~pu, "trust, 11 qi ptu, "position of
trust, 11 borrowed in the special sense of meqI',., "lends on

3

133cf. ege tu, AHw, p. 190; gadamu and galalu, p.
273; gari.;;tu, p. 2 2; a n d ~ . p. 321 .
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credit."

There are semantic shifts which are not too

distant, e.g., AL > allu, "hoe," i'" alla, "club."
Uncertainty in regard to the meaning of botanical
terms is due to two factors.

On the one hand, there were

semantic shifts in ancient times, where words were applied
to plants with characteristics similar to those originally
bearing a certain name, e.g., oassu
and, possibly, qasit., "leek-plants,"

> hassa,

"lettuce,"

On the other hand,

there is the difficulty for the modern scholar to determine the exact meaning of plant names because of the ambiguous contexts in which these terms are found,
The semantic criterion can call into question certain identifications which have been offered by scholars.
Zimmern identified ~ . seo~s, "cartilage of the ear,"
with qasisu, "ear, wise."

It is puzzling that the nar-

rower sense, "ear," should be transferred and not the
wider and more frequent sense of "wisdom."

Moreover, a

semantic connection between "ear" and "cartilage" is less
probable, as J:;iispus, seh~s can apply to cartilage in
other parts of the body.
c) Consonantal Correspondences:
does not differentiate between ~. ~. and

Akkadian script

Q,

Loanwords

with original: and 0 1 34 will appear in Akkadian as if
written with~(~) and should thus enter Hebrew.
are:

~

Jar i's,
!!.,

from errelum, "tenant farmer,"

Examples

<

ere l!u /

1 3 4GAG, par. 23b. Correspondences are: ·~ 1 =
~3 = l;l, '!_4 = :., and '!_5 = €_.

'!.,
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Semitic ~ .

Possibly Assyrian ari~utu, "tenancy , " is

an intermediate step .

Similarly, J~med, "estimate," would

derive from emedu, imittu, "impose," "the estimate of the
date harvest."
c ~med. 1 36

There are, however, variants , caris 1 35 and

It must be assumed that the variation, with the

presence of an~. is attributable to variants in manuscript traditions and has not been transferred .
A contrary view, that the presence of an c in a
loanword from Akkadian is a sign that it was heard and
pronounced, has been expressed by Ellenbogen in his study
of foreign words in the Old Testament .

Following Lewy and

Zimmern, and noting that Hebrew 'a~te, "one," is a loan
from Akkadian i l t e n, he makes the following statement:
"This may be taken as an indication that Akkadian, though
graphically not representing the

IV,

still possessed this

phoneme at the time i l ten was borrowed into Hebrew and
Sabean . 11 137

This statement is not accurate .

Old Babylonian period , the

I:/

Up to the

phoneme was pronounced , as

may be concluded from the many times that adianum, "fixed
time," is written with a lt.
h . 1 38

After this period Akkadian

l35Munich Manuscript Baba Batra 46b , cited in
Jastrow , Dictionary , p . 1117 .
l36AHw , pp . 2llff . and p . 377 ; Segal , GMH , p . 28 ;
Epstein , IT~II, 719 , 1210 and 1227 . The c occurs in
t he Yeru! aTiiii version of the Mishnah .
ment:

137M . Ellenbogen, Foreign Words in the Old TestaThe i r Origin and Etymology (London , 1962), p. 129 .
138aAG , par . 23c .
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loses the~ in pronunciation as well as graphically.
example is a name such as NebuzarJ adan

An

< Nab~ -zer-iddina,

where the element zer is cognate with zerac but the~ is
not transmitted.
A similar problem exists in the transmission of
Greek loanwords .

Palestinian manuscripts, closer to the

area where Greek was spoken, render these words with

"'~v"

examples being: Cl(I /\€th'
and

~fO)OV>Jamilan.

these words with c,

;:>

A ,
' arkiyyot.

J

"''A\
-~fl,, MOV ::,.a ambule,

Babylonian manuscripts transcribe

Carka' ~t.

cinbal, and camilan. 1 39 Pos-

sibly these words are being associated with similar-sounding
Semitic roots.
Conversely, Palestinian manuscripts have~ in
place of ~ . as c~ me.d and ckl, "be consumed, 11 in place of
"' kl.140
The implication of this for loanwords is to bring
into question certain identifications that have been suggested.

Akkadian ik~ , "ditch," is regarded as the source

of the loanwords cugya and cuga.

If the spelling with~

is basic, it can be doubted that this is a loanword .

If

the variant Jugya is correct, then a loan can be assumed,
and the c is a variant in scribal tradition.
A number of words with gutterals must be regarded
as cognates , not loans, although they occur in Old
l39Bendavid, BHMH, pp . 185-86 .
l40segal , GMH, p . 28 .
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Babylonian, are absent in Biblical Hebrew, and recur in
Mishnaic Hebrew .

These are:

ebet;u, "bind, tie," /

~

!rel sandal, "thong of a sandal," ekeku, "scratch," / ~ .

n~ru, "kill, 11 / be ( ar ne9Ira, "meat killed by stabbing. 11141
It cannot be assumed that the gutterals were heard and
transmitted .
Other correspondences of consonants in transcriptions of loans from Akkadian to Aramaic and Hebrew
will be considered .

Personal names or divine names are

helpful in establishing regularities of consonant transmission, as their presence in Aramaic or Hebrew represents
a borrowing and not a cognate relationship.

Only those

correspondences which are relevant to the words in this
study will be considered.

Names and loans in this study

exhibiting the same consonant transfer will be listed together, and the order of the Hebrew alphabet will be followed .

The following correspondences are attested:

~ "> ~:
biri tu

>
g

Nab ~-kudurri - u-,ur ( PN)

b! rTt, , "chain," bi bu ?'

:> g :

Nergal (DN)

:>

2-Tu,

>

[!:!_]bwkdrsr, 142

"drain . "

Nrgl , 14 3 ~

:> fil,

"document . "
141 cf . e~·p u, AHw, p. 183, ~ . ~ - 10: 3;
edequ , AHw , p. 1 , ~7Fq ~ M. Kelim 3:?,; ekeku~ AHw, p .
193b , ~ . r-1 . B. Q .
• , neru , nt! rtum,
murder, Code of
Hammurrtbi , par. l ; cf . hanrl'Cfl;\er~who stabs," M. l[ul.
6 : 2 ; cf . Arabic nal}ara, "wound in the throat, slaughter
an animal , " J . G. Hava, Arabic-English Dictionary (Beirut,
1915) , p . 754 .
142KAI I, No . 227, Vs . 5 ,
143Ibid,, No. 222, A, 9 .
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~>

~:

!arru-a~aredu (or dAUur-alaredu) (PN)

Srsrd, 144 dappu

">

'> da , "board."

~

') ~:

wuddi -,. wadda' y, "certainly."

~

> ~:

Nab~-zer-iddina ) Ne,!lilzar, adan (PN),

zuzu ~ zuz, monetary unit.

ll '> 2_:

dS"tn-a

e-eriba (PN)

>

Sanqerib, oazannu

>

l:)azzan, "mayor, official."

!.

'> 1:

Bel-eVr (PN) > Bl}r,145 ~

>m,

"document."

~ :,, ~:

~arru-k~nu ( PN)

'> ~rkn, 146 kisibirru >

kusbar, "coriander."

~ :,, g_:

Mannu-k!-A~lur (PN)

~ • "falcon," a loan proposed here.

:>

Mng" sr, 14 7 kassusu

The shortening of the

word in Hebrew is considered in the discussion below.
~

;> ~:

The change~ > ~ is not necessarily re-

lated to the loan process.

Within Akkadian it is often

unclear from the writing whether~ or emphatic~ is intended.148

One finds both the writing kukkubanu and

quqqubanu, "stomach. nl49

Segal also notes a tendency in

Mishnaic Hebrew to emphaticise certain consonants, e.g.,
Biblical !sP..!_ :,, Mishnaic ~ . "fold. nl50
144 KAI I

-- '

Thus loans such

No. 236, Rs. 4.

145Ibid., No. 233, 1, 12.
146 Ibid., No. 233, 15.
14 7Ibid., No. 234, Rs. 4.
14 9AHw, p. 500b.

>

148GAG, par. 26b.

1 5°segal, GMH, p. 30.
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as askuppatu ?

isquppa, "threshold," and kukkubanu/quggubanu

J

? gurgeba:n, "stomach," may be due to the transfer of a
variant form in Akkadian, uncertainty about the specific
writing of the Akkadian and the original consonant represented, or to an inner change in Hebrew.

~>~:

This is quite rare.

volved in Kutscher's proposal:

This change is in-

kimahbu -;;, Palmyrene km\1_

Nabatean ~ '7 Aramaic, Hebrew ~ , ~ . "sepulchre. nl5l

~ )' ~:

Nergal (DN) -;;, Nrgl, 1 5 2 laptu '? ~ •

"turnip."

~ ? m:
Nbw~lm, 153 mukku

~ ;, ~:

Nabt-utallim (or Nabt-salim) (PN)

> ~,

>

"thread, rag."

Simanu :::, siwan, name of a month, 1 5 4 kimaunu

:> Palmyrene ~- ';:> Nabatean

~

A
;, Aramaic, Hebrew ~
. ~
.

"sepulchre. 111 55
!!

::> !!=

~arru-na" id ( PN) )

~rn" d, 1 56 nap tu .,. neQ1;,

151Kutscher, E. L. Sukenik Volume, Eretz Israel,
VIII (Jerusalem, 1967), 273-79. Western Aramaic represented
Eastern Aramaic jh) by aspirated ~ fo l l owi ng a vowel.
The phenomenon_ or the interchange of qana~u/kana1!u, "submit,"
and tama:ku/tamaqu, "seize," may be of a different order. It
is not a question of representing a borrowed sound, as in
the first instance, but an internal change, GAG, par. 25d.
l5 2KAI I, No. 222, A, 9.
153Ibid . , No . 233, 14.
154w. van Soden, Das Akkadisches Syllabar, 2nd ed.,
AnOr, 42 (Rome, 1967), pp . XXI-XXII (hereafter abbreviated
as Akk . Syll.).
l55Kutscher, Eretz Israel, VIII (1967), 273-79.
l5 6 KAI I, No. 236, Vs . 1, 4.
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"naphtha."

~

>

> ~:

s1n-al}l)e-eriba ( PN) :::, Sanoer'I.);l, kisibirru

kusbar, "coriander. 11

~

> {:

Esagilla ( Temple name)

> ~ngl', 1 57

saparu, "net," > ~epir, "sack of the foetus," susapinu

ln~ebin, "attendant of the bride or groom."

This change

may be due to the loan process, or to variants in Akkadian
V 158
itself betweens and~Perhaps the variant form was
borrowed.
9.. ";:> 9..:

La-gipu (PN) ) ~ . 159 q~pu ;:, meqTQ, "lend

on credit."

P. >

b:

Sepe-dA~Jur > Sb • sr (PN), 160 ~enepu >" snb,

a measure of volume, 161 susapinu
the bride or groom."

> °f;il~e);lin,

"attendant of

The inherited writing does not al-

ways distinguish clearly between£ and p_ in Akkadian.
This is true when£ and p_ follow vowels and when they precede the ~-vowel.

Presumably there was a distinction in

pronunciation in most dialects.

This is shown in the

writing, for example, before the ~-vowel.

In particular

dialects the distinction in pronunciation also may have
been lost.

However, in Nuzi, the voiced and unvoiced

stops were confused due to the influence of 1-lurrian,
157 KAI I, No. 228, A, 16.
1 5 8GAG, par. 69b; cf. Old Assyrian lam11ne, Late
Babylonian saiiiantu, "eight," ibid.
159KAI I, No. 235, Rs. 4.
160 Ibid., Vs. 3.

161Ibid., 215:6.
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compare Akkadian baqaru 1 "to vindicate (in the legal
sense)," baqiranum, but Nuzi paqiranu, "vindicator . 11162

~

> ~:

Bel-~arra-U§Ur (PN) )' BlSr§r, 16 3 §ilbu,

"material arranged crosswise,"

> §elall,,

saliib, "cross."

There appears to be no evidence of a change

i >

~ in loan

transmission, but dialectic variation between~ and

i

oc-

curs between Akkadian and Assyrian, compare Babylonian
pasanu and Assyrian pa§anu, "cover. 11164

A loan has been

suggested here tentatively, ,ieperu, "trim (hair and other
things),"

> ~,

"cut the hair."

1>

the transmission

The non-attestation of

~makes this somewhat doubtful, un-

less it be assumed that the Hebrew or Aramaic borrowed
a variant form from Akkadian, where~, instead of

i•

is

used.

~ ') ~:

La-gTpu (PN) :,,

!:9.£, 16 5 ~ > guppa,

"box, basket."

~ > ~:
"write"

V
Sarru-kenu

(

PN )

A
v we > Sargon,
sataru > ~
•

"document."

l >t

~arru-na" id (PN) )' ~rn" d, 166 lama~bmmu

lum!iim, "sesame."

1 > ~:

!arru-a!aredu (PN)

> Srsrd,167

Rah-ili

162GAG, par. 27b; A. Ungnad and L. Matout,
Grammatik d~Akkadischen (Munich, 1969), par. 17c.
16 3KAI I No. 234, Rs. 3.
-- ,
165KAI
-- I

, No. 235, Rs. 4.

16 6Ibid., No. 236, Vs. 1, 4.
16 7Ibid., 4.

__

164GAG , par. 30c.
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(PN)

;> Rsi, 168 i utturu > str, "destroy."
!

> !:

,;;arpanI'tum (DN)

>

Zrpnt, 169 ~ utaptl

;> tutan,

"partner , " tarlugallu > tarnego1, "rooster."
!

> ~:

> nidb~J:1:,

natbaku

"layer of stone or brick."

This variant may be within Akkadian itself, as the form
nadbaku does occur. 170

!

~

l:

It is not clear that this change takes

place within the loan process.

Zimmern considered ~agTah,

"pitcher," a loan from ~ . 171

It was later shown by

Meissner that the word is to be read ~ . 1 7 2

This makes

the loan proposal doubtful unless it can be assumed that
a consonant change

! ,- l

occurs.

While in Akkadian the

script does not distinguish adequately between! and

t, 1 73

and Segal considers that within Hebrew an emphaticisation
of:_ ::>

1 occurs,

i.e.,

~

') ~ . "something improper,

untithed grain, 11 174 these changes would be internal and
not in the loan process.

There is insufficient evidence

to decide this.
In addition, there are two cases which may not be
16 8KAI I, No. 236, Vs . 2.
169KAI I , No . 222, A, 8.
l 7 0AHw, p. 766.

l71AFw, p. 33 .

1 7 2 B. Meissner, Studien zur Assyrischen Lexicographie ,
Mitteilungen der
Altorientalischen Gesellschaft, Vol . XI (Leipzig, 1937), Nos . 1-2, 79-80 (hereafter
abbreviated as Studien).
l73GAG, par. 29b .

174segal, GMH, p . 30 .
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consonant correspondences but the borrowing of attested
variants of Akkadian by the Aramaic and Hebrew.

Mishnaic

l)azina is identified with il.;;Ina, "axe," by Albe ck, l 75
and this goes back to Akkadian hassinu. 176
change

i

-,. z is internal to the Hebrew.

Possibly the

On the other

hand, there is a writing ina ha-a z-zi-in-ni h
the axes of the king.11177
rowed.

l arri, "by

This variant may have been bar-

Another possibility is that indeed there is a

change! ,. ~• compare ~arpanitu (DN)

>

Zrpnt.178

It is suggested here that kassusu, "falcon" is borrowed as Hebrew~• with a shortening of the word.
is discussed below.
loan process.

This

A change~ '> ~ is not attested in the

It may have occurred in Hebrew or Aramaic,

or represents variants in Hebrew.

There is, however, an

Akkadian writing kazzi!zf, "falcons," l 79 and this variant
may have been borrowed .
There are words in which Akkadian { represents
Semitic

t

as seen by the interdialectical distribution,

e . g., kara ~u, "leek , " Hebrew ke re~a and karti and Aramaic
keret,a .

This word was treated as a loanword by Zimmern,lBO
17 5M . Ke l i m 14:2; Albeck , Mishnah, Tohortt, p. 65.
176cAD VI (Ji)' 133f .
177Ibid ., 133, from El- Amarna.
178KAI I

--

'

No . 222, A, 8 .

179CAD II ( B) ' 89 ; cf . ~
180AFw , p . 57 .

. 3:1; AHw, p . 454 .
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but it must be regarded as a cognate.
According to Gelb, Old Akkadian had a separate
symbol to designate the sound corresponding to ProtoSemitic

t•

Old Akkadian signs SA, SE 11 , SI and SU corres-

ponded to Semitic land{, while ~A, ~I, and ~U corres-

k•

ponded to Semitic
closer to Arabic

t,

The pronunciation of this sound was
as seen by the variants in the per-

sonal name ~e-li- bu-um / Ta-la-bu . 181
shared by van Soden .

In his view, the only written dis-

tinction is between! and£.

las well as

1;

This view is not

The symbol! also represented

thus Semitic 1'_ had no exclusive or con-

sistent symbol . 182
generally merged . 183

In Old Babylonian, the sounds { and (
Von Soden does not deny, however, that

in the spoken language, in certain dialects, three different

l

sounds were distinguished , this including also ~. 184
Following the reconstruction of Falkenstein ,

Semitic

l

was reflected in Old Akkadian by{, a sound

which also occurs in contemporary Sumerian .
reconstruct the following develo pment:

Thus, we can

Original Semitic

18lr . J , Gelb, Old Akkadian Writing and Grammar,
Materials for the Assyrian Dictionary , No . 2 , 2nd ed .
(Chicago , 1961), pp. 35-37 (hereafter abbreviated as
MAD II) .
182w . van Soden , Akk . Syll. • p . XXI. Semitic 11.
was represented in Old Akkadian by ~ or [, cf. ~ arralum,
"tenant farmer ," and the personal names ;,A-ra- ~um and
Er- re -~ um, AHw , p . 243.
l83von Soden, Akk . Syll ., p . XXI.
184Ibid .
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.,_

*t,'iim '> Old Akkadian f umum > Old Babylonian sumum, and, as
the word passed into Sumerian:
liest Sumerian

furn > Later

/.

Old Akkadian sumum > Ear-

Sumerian sum .

Had Sumerian bor-

rowed this word at a later period, say, Old Babylonian, it
would have appeared in Sumerian as

l um .

This may explain

why in loans in the reverse direction Sumerian { appeared
in Akkadian as(, later as!, and in Aramaic as~-

Thus,

Sumerian words with {passing through Old Akkadian into
other Semitic languages could be represented by the latter
by l, e.g., BAN.{UR ) *pa(furu ;;, pa~~ uru, "table," and
* passuru
IIe A - 185 The case of Assur
.,,,
) Aramaic~) Aramaic
• Atur may be similar, or it may be a hyper-correction.
The differences between the vowel and stress patterns of Akkadian loanwords in Akkadian and Hebrew are due,
in the main, to the dropping of case endings, shifts in
stress, and the r e sulting vowel changes .

The loanwords

are adapted to Aramaic patterns in most cases and then to
Hebrew patterns when Hebrew borrows from Aramaic.
a) Stress on the Same Syllable:
birf tu

> birft,
,

Examples are:

"chain," taorrmu ) teb &rn, "boundary, ab £ru

>" a);1ar , "lead."

The last two examples follow the rule

that short vowels in open unstressed syllables are reduced
~ , "attendant of
to 3 ; 186 compare also susap f nu -;,, "~
s n:s eJilin

p . 24 .

18 5A . Falkenstein, Das Sumerische (Leiden, 1959),

186 Moscati, Introduction , par . 10 . 8g .
occ ur s in Aramaic , cf . ibid , , par . 10 . lOc .

The same
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/,

the bride or groom."

In the case of errelum, Old Akkadian

I

I

Jarralum, "tenant," "') Hebrew " arTs, the first vowel is
lengthened in accordance with the rule that open pre-tonic
syllables undergo lengthening,

?

I

gasis. "pole."

~ 7 ~;

I

compare also ga~I ~u
(.

e ~

The loanword guggubanu -,. gurg b.an,

"stomach," is a case where the unstressed second vowel is
reduced to & , and dissimilation occurs, 9..9..

~ £,g_, 1 87

Certain mono-syllabic words are the ·result of the

>

dropping off of the case endings, e . g., qatu, "hand,"

92:.t, "handle . " However, the vowel change :!:.. -;;, ~• in the
case of kimtu, "family," ') *kimt/kint )' *kitt )' *katt
11

>

kat,

group, " takes place regularly be fore two successive con-

sonants .188

The :!:..-vowel re-appears, however, in the plural

and construct forms, e . g . , ~ !:!.

>

The regular change of

2. in short accented vowels 18 9 explains gt ddu
I

:> ~,

A

"box," and mukku ') ~ . "rag, thread."
b) Shift of Accent:

In Akkadian the stress is

upon the last syllable if that syllable is the result of
contraction, e.g., l aniu :::, lan~ , "second,"

Otherwise, the

stress does not fall upon the last syllable but recedes as
far as possible until it meets either a long vowel in an
/

open syllable, e.g . , beliitu , "lordship," or a short vowel
/

/~

in a closed syllable, e.g., napistu, "life," kubburu,
18 7Moscati, Introduction, par. 10 . 8d . This is in
contrast to the tendency described above, and it may be due
to a relatively late process of restoration. These two
opposed tendencies operated at different periods .
lBBibid. , par. 10 . 8c.

lBgibid,
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"stout ."

If there is no long syllable, stress may come

to rest upon the first syllable, e . g., s l paru , " net . 11 l90
In contrast, Aramaic and Hebrew generally have the
stress on the final syllable, except for some cases of
penultimate patterns . 1 9 1
upon the last syllable • 1 9 2

Syriac always has the stress
In the following examples , the

dropping of case endings and the shift of str ess occasion
vowel changes that follow the rule .

"

'> me lo e;,

An example is:

m~lugu

"type of marriage gift," where the initial vowel,

losing its stress is reduced to • , and the second short ~.
receiving the stress, is changed to
n l dbaku

> nidba)i,

Q. 193

In the case of

"layer of bricks," the second syllable

is lengthened because it receives the stress . 1 9 4

In ad -

dition, short vowels in closed syllables, unstressed, can
undergo change in quality, e . g ., ~ > ~ . as in the case of
n l dbaku ? nidball; . 1 95

The same rule is exemplified by the

initial vowel of askuppatu .., J isqupta
hold ."

> f' isquppa,

"thres -

Presumably the feminine form of the Hebrew is

based upon the Aramaic form which ends in feminine -t .
c) Anaptyxis:

A consonant cluster at the end of

a word is frequently resolved by the insertion of a
secondary vowel , and the consequent creation of a new
l90Moscati , Introduction , par . 10 . 6; GAG , par . 38 .
1 9 1Mo scati , Introduction , pars . 10 . 8 and 10 . 10 .
1 9 2 Ibid ., par. 10 . 10 .

l93Ibid ., par . 10 . 8c .

19 4Ib i d .

195Ibid .
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s y ·l lable, In Hebrew, the anaptyctic vowel is ~• which assimilates to itself a and .! ( but not
syllable.

196

!!l of the prece d ing

Examples are mi~ru ) *mill!r )' me~er, "boundary, 11

and laptu>{aapt7lepe~, "turnip, 11
d) Unusual Vowel Changes:

In a number of cases the

expected vowel changes do not occur. One example is

n u-9atimmu, "cook, baker, 11 where one might expect Hebrew
*nuhtem, t he second, unstressed, vowel being reduced to zero,
•
197
and accented I changing toe,
Instead, the form naht~m
~

conforms to the pattern which includes qard&i and ma~m8n.
The word saparu, "net/' which has been proposed by Tur-Sinai
ve as a loan ins Eir, "sac of the foetus," should correspond
to a Hebrew *~ii:eiir, compare 1":atanu, Hebrew g.ii'!!iin, "son-in-law, 11
/
-v--1
ve or a development might be imagined: saparu >•:,sapar > *S par.
- - - ~ e _-_--

---

Perhaps the actual adaptation of Aramaic s pira and Hebrew
Ve -

s pir was the result of an attempt to avoid confusion with

the root 1pr, "be beautiful. 11 The difference b e tween Akkadian

!.

V

and Hebrew! may be due to v a riations in the dialects of

Akkadian, or, as Kaufman maintains, because Assyrians realized
Akkadian /s/ as [ ~) . 198 The reduction of the first
I

t hum.
--~-- >--·--

unstressed vowel follows the rule, compare tahumu

8

However,, the change !:_/'I_ is unusual. Possibly the

196

Moscati, Introduction, pars. 9 , 16 and 9,17,
197
Ibid,, par. 1O,8c.

198-

N. Tur-Sinai, Commentary on Job, p. 232; GAG, par.

55e; AIA, pp. 162-163. Compare also Esagilla (Templename) >
SnglJ , KAI I, No . 228, A, 16, Original sapi:rrru may underlie
saparu,-riivolving no accent change(Dr, Moshe Held, in oral
coiiiiiiiffi i cat i on) •
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word was adapted to the peris form , e . g . , gezir , geris,
gerig , senip. 1 99
A most important study of Akkadian influence upon
Aramaic by Kaufman200 reached me too late for inclusion in
the text but reference is made in the footnotes wherever appropriate.

About forty of the words discussed in this dis-

sertation have been considered in depth by Kaufman.

He

applies rigorous linguistic criteria and great scepticism
to Aramaic words supposed to be Akkadian loanwords.

He

questions several accepted Sumerian derivations and proposes
that words originating in Amorite and found in Mari may have
been borrowed independently by Akkadian and Aramaic .

He

generally does not accept Kulturw3rter , words denoting ob jects of wide distribution such as flora, fauna, minerals,
and tools, as Akkadian loanwords .

He thus rejects much of

what has long been considered borrowings from Akkadian and
places a greater emphasis upon Amorite , Aramaic, and Common
Semitic origins .

In contrast , Kulturw3rter were accepted

here if their form suggested that Akkadian was the immediate
link in their transmission if not their ultimate source .
Kaufman ' s approach , however, demonstrates that the weight
of Akkadian as a loan influence diminishes as knowledge of
peripheral dialects increases .

His discussion of phonology

and accentual patterns is most relevant to the subject
o f this chapter . 201
199segal , GMH , pars . 105- 106 .
200 stephen A. Kaufman , AIA .
201Ibid ., pp . 157- 78 .

CHAPTER I
NON-SEMITIC LOANWORDS

1) .J

'\ar

>abaru,

"lead. 11

Akkadian abaru, "lead," is used from the Old
Babylonian and Old Assyrian periods on.

l

'Iba Sumerian

A.BAR is not original and is a pseudo-logogram based upon

'

the Akkadian. The sign A.LU used for abaru in Old and
Middle Babylonian texts can also be read A.GAR 5, md
the CAD considers this a clue to the original pronunciation of the word. The relationship between
the Sumerian and Akkadian is not clear. They may be
different realizations of a word originating outside
of both. Von Soden is doubtful about this word as a
Sumerian loan, and the CAD considers it a substratum
word. 2
The word

$1

bar occurs in the Mishnah.3 Another

relationship to the Mishnah is seen in the punishment
cited in Alalakh tablets: a-ba-ra-am ina pi~u i~appaku,

1AHw, p. 4; CAD I, Pt. l, 36-38. Biblical La~eret,
"lead," may also derive from ab'!!.ru, B-D-B, P• 780. However, the form of Mishnaic .Jab!Ir shows that it derives
not from the Biblical borrowing but directly from ab~ru.
Arabic Jabar is a loan from Aramaic ... abara, s. Fraenkel,
Aram. Fw., p. 152. The Aramaic is the source of the Hebrew,

4; CAD I, Pt. 1, 38.
Kelim 14:5; ~ , P• 59,

2AFw, P•

3M,
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"they pour hot lead into his mouth. n4 While the Mishnah,
discussing the death penalty of "burning" does not
mention Ja~ar, this is implied by the commentary of
the Talmud which refers to pe'Ula ~el _,a)ila.r,

11

a bar

of lead," which is dropped into the criminal's mouth.5

4CAD, I, Pt. 1, 36, citing D. J. Wiseman,
The Alalakh Tablets (London, 1953), 8:32.
~. Sanh. 7:2; TB Sanh. 52a; Muffs, Studies,
P• 194, n . 1.
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2)

" alla , "lance, fork," < allum, "hoe."

This word, attested as early as Old Akkadian, is

..,

a loanword from Sumerian gisAL, and is equated with marru,
"spade . 116

An example is na ~i marr r allI tup ~ikkT , "carry-

ing spades, hoes, and corvee baskets. 11 7

The allu is also

the divine symbol of Ninurta. 8
This word occurs in the Mishnah, but <there is a
shift in meaning to a kind of weapon, as the word occurs
in passages in context with qe ~e!<, "bow," and r ~mal),
"spear. 11 9

6 AHw , p . 37b; CAD I, Pt. 1, 356f.
7cAD, ibid., citing Borger, Esarhaddon, sec.
62:38.
8cAD , ibid.
9M. ~ab . 6:4; M. Ke l i m 16:8 . The sense of -' allli
as "tool" is not entirely lost in Aramaic . The Talmud
explains the Mishnaic word as qiilpa (< Akkadian kalapp/bbu,
"axe'), TB !lab . 63a . Perhaps in Babylonia the meaning of
the Akkadian word was maintained.
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3)

~

< appa ru,

"swamp, reed growth."

Akkadian apparu is a loan from Sumerian AMBAR.lO
Esarhaddon speaks of the Gambulean who qereb agamme
giapparat1 ~itkunu ~ubtu, "dwells in the marshes and the
swamps. 1111

The walls of Babylon were surrounded by an

artificial apparu, as appears from the inscriptions of
Hammurabi:

appliram lii u~tasbir~u, "I surrounded it with

an artificial swamp . 11 12
Mishnaic J appar is to be identified with apparu
as a loanword. 13

There is no basis for any derivation

from perI, "fruit," hence, "fruitful meadow. 1114

While

Albeck's edition of the Mishnah, vocalized by Yalon, pre- ' 15 Kutscher's reading, ~appar,
sents the word a sa~
is being followed here.

His view is based upon the read-

ing in the Kaufmann Manuscript, hallan~t baJ appar.
regards the

He

ataf-pataq under the initial J aleph as in-

correct, and as characteristic of inconsistencies by the
lOAHw, p . 59 .
llcAD I, Pt . l, 142, citing Borger, Esarhaddon,
sec. 110. - 12L. W. King, Letters and Inscriptions of Hammurabi I (London , 1898), No. 57:18-19 (hereafter abbreviated as LIil).
1 31,1. Be s a 5: 7; AFw, p . 43. The Targum Yeru~almi
renders s u , "reeds" in~odus 2:3 as -' e rli. As seen
from Genesis 41:2, the reed growth was a grazing place.
14 J. Levy, NCW, I, 148.
l5Albeck, Mishnah, Mt ced, p. 301.
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scribe in mat t ers of vocalization .

It would not be as -

sociated with a syllable closed by doubling .

He regards ,

however , the doubling of the second consonant as most significant, as it provides a reading of the Hebrew word
closer to the original Akkadian . 16

16Kutsche r, Le1 on / nu , XXXI (1967) , 108- 9 ;
Beer , MK , M. 13'e§1i 5 : 7. Cf . also , AIA , p . 46.
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4)

" e'lilae;., "alkali used in laundering," < a~ lakil,

"fuller, launderer," <

Sumerian A. ZA. LAG.

The Sumerian equivalent of a l lak,u is

l ,

,,

uTUG.BABBAR,

the first element having the sense of "garment," and the
second "clean."

It has been suggested that the form

A.ZA.LAG is really pre-Sumerian. 17

In the

occurs in context with other minerals used in laundering:
~ . "soda, II b~rit., "soap, II and q~mulya, "cimolean
earth. 1118

It has been suggested that Mishnaic " e~lag is

a loan from a ~laku. 1 9
A vocalization

" a~lag

occurs in a Mishnah manu-

script from the Geniza, 20 a form closer to the Akkadian
and to Aramaic " a~ lega, which is probably the intermediary
between the Akkadian and the Hebrew.

Katsh also calls

attention to a spelling in the Babylonian Talmud, J ! lk, 21
which, if correct, is closer to the final consonant of
the Akkadian.

It is, however, corrected in the margin in

17AHw, p. 81; MSL, III, 149, 328.
18 M. "Sab. 9:5; M. Nidda 9:6; cf. Greek kt~w).foc ,
"fuller's earth," Liddell and Scott, GEL, p. 377.
1 9AFw, p . 28 . A derivation from Greek O"''To(~c(Y}Cc( ,
"vitriol," cannot be f,ccepted, cf. S. Krauss, Gri e chische
und lateinische Lehnworter im Talmud, Midrasch and Targum I
2 vols. (Berlin, 1898), 126 (hereafter abbreviated as
Lehnwllrter) •
2 0Katsh, GM, Pl. 146 , line 4.
21 Ibid., p. 292, ad loc.; cf. TB Sanh. 49b.
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in accordance with the reading of the Mishnah.

There

is also the Mishnaic variant t!:_g_22 and the Aramaic

h1ga. 23

2 2E. Porath, Mishnaic Hebrew, pp. 169 and 178.
~
23Aruk, s.v. ~e~lag.
TB Sab. 9oa::--

This is its reading for
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5)

bTrit < biri tu, Assyrian berittu , "clasp,

chain, fetters."
This word is attested in Old and Nee- Babylonian,
and in Middle and Neo-Assyrian. 24
malik!i unu ••• bi-ri-tu parzilli addI.

An Assyrian example is:
, "I threw their ruler

into iron fetters . 112 5
The CAD lists this word under biri tu, "in-between
terrain , 112 6 assuming an etymological relationship referring probably to the chain linking the manacles.

Von

Soden, however, distinguishes between birtu I, "fortress,"
birtu II , "fetters," and birtu III, "in-between. 112 7

The

Sumerian equivalents support this, as the equivalents for
"middle-region" are MURU, and DAL .BA. (AN) . NA, and for
"fetters," BAR.BAR . RE . 28
The identity of this word with Mishnaic biri t,
"knee - band, garter, 112 9 has long been recognized.30
24 AHw

--' p . 129; CAD II (B), 254f.

__

2 5CAD , i bid . , 255.

26 Ibid. , 254f .

27 AHw , p . 129 .
28 Ibid . On the basis of this, the word has been
grouped with the non- Semitic loans .
29M . Sab. 6:4 . It is defined as a knee garter
used for holding up the stockings, while ke 1i1Tm, "chains , "
in the same passage , are a pair of them with a chain joining the two , Albeck , Mishnah , M~Ced, p . 31 .
30Jastrow , Dictionary , p . 166b , citing E. Schrader,
KAT , p . 542 . AFw , p . 43, connects bere ti, "alleys , " with
beryata, but does not include our word.
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It is not absolutely certain that BAR . BAR.RE,
given by von Soden as the equivalent of bi rTtu, is a
Sumerian word.

It could conceivably be a Sumerian bor-

r owing of an Akkadian word .

In that event, this word,

biri tu , should be grouped with the loanwords of Semitic
origin .

In support of a Sumerian origin, however, it

should be noted that Sumerian BAR means "tie, bind,"
and is also equivalent to kisittu, "chain, bond . 11 31

31A. Deimel , ¥ umerisches Lexikon , Vol . III (1934 ;
pt . Graz , Austria , 1962) , 26 (hereafter abbreviated as
~) .
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lli,

6)

"document," <

ittu, "tablet, document . "

While this word is attested in Late Babylonian,
it is regarded as a Sumerian loanword from illla { D. DA,
"long tablet. 1132

It has several senses:

"one-column

tablet," "statement of account," "receipt," and, in the
form kui a ( D. DA , "parchment document. n33

An example is:

GI ~. LI . u 5 . UM . ME ~ ~u- nu pu~~ utu u gitta nI~ unu p upp ~ ,
"their wax tablets are erased, their (clay) tablets
broken. 11 3 4
It is generally recognized that Hebrew
loan from

i

u . 35

e

is a

It is used in the Mishnah in the

general sense of "document, 11 partially replacing Biblical seer and , like s e er in the Bible and in Elephantine, requiring an additional element to define its
nature.36

When modified by the element

~1;ia

or n a~! m,

~ denotes "divorce, ,,37 although this is also evident
from the context when

ill

stands alone . 38

Arabic

91.il,

3 2AHw , p . 294b ; cf. imgidd ~ , ibid . , p . 376 .
33Ibid ., p . 294b.

3 4cAD VI ( ij) , 171b .

35AFw, p . 19 ; and AIA, pp. 62-3.
3 6 c f . get pa~ut, "unfolded document," and e
meqi!~ar, "folded document , 11 M. B. B. 10 : 1. In the
Mishnah 1 ; e t r is more used in the wider sense; compare
1; e t ar l,tftl, ibid . , 10:6, and '!; e t ar 9:an 9a, M . B . M. 1:8 ,
and get hob, TB B. Q. 95a , and get qa11 s a , TB Ket . 51b .
3 7 ~. 1 : 4 .
38Ibid . 1 : 6 .
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"register," is regarded as a loan from Aramaic

gitta,

although the consonant change~ , ~ is unusuai.39

39Fraenkel, Aram . Fw ., p . 249 ; Syriac ge ta
i s derived from Akkadian illE by Jensen , cited in
Lex . Syr ., p . 113 .
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7)

da

<.

dappu, "wooden board . "

This word is attested in Neo- and in Late Babylonian ,

..,

as in the passage:

gisdap-pi kul u l babanT~in e mid, "I sup-

ported by them the boards (forming) the cornice of their
(the palaces') gates , 1140

Although the attestation in Ak-

kadian is late, the CAD considers this as possibly a Sumerian
loanword .

This is suggested by the variant writings dappu

and dab bu, and also, by Sumerian DIB, "board of a door . 1141
The use of the form adappu in Esarhaddon may be a NeoAssyrian hypercorrection. 42

Zimmern considered Aramaic

dappa , Hebrew da, as loans f r o m ~ . but he did not distinguish between DUB
"board , 114 3

':> ~ .

" clay tablet," and ~ .

They are to be kept apart, according to Lewy,

'

who distinguishes between tu- pu-um, "plank," and tup-pu-um,
"tablet, 1144

In the Mishnah, ~ is used variously, "a col-

umn of writing in the Torah scroll or a document , 114 5 da
l ellana t Bmi n , "the baker's shelf, 1146 and "strips from
which a garment is sewn together . 11 47

16 : 74 .

4 0AHw , p . 10 ; CAD III (D) , 106, from Lyon, Sargon,
Compare Biblicalluag , Canticles 8:9,

41 cAD III (D) , 106.

42Ibid ,

4 3AFw, p, 19 ; cf , Syriac dappa, Lex . Syr . , p. 162 .
44J , Lewy , Or , XIX (1950) , 5 ,
45M , Yad . 4 : 8 ; M, Gi • 9:7 .
lical dele t, Jer . 36:23-,- - -

It replaces Bib-

46M, Ke lim 1 5 : 2 .
pp . 57-8 ,

4 7 ~ . 11:9,

For a different view, cf. AIA,
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8)

~h

k~k, kukkim, "sepulchral chamber," < Nabatean

< Palmyrene

6!!!51. < Akkadian kima

Akkadian kima

u

<

u, also

Sumerian KI.MAtJ .

"grave," is a

Sumerian loan, from KI.MA!j, literally, "pre-eminent place." 48
Palmyrene

!5!!&, ~ .

has been seen to be a loan from

Akkadian, 49 as well as Nabatean ~h, 5

°

Kutscher identifies

Mishnaic ~ . kukk i m, with these loanwords, claiming that
it is borrowed from Akkadian kima

u through the mediation

of Aramaic,5 1
The relationship of Palmyrene ~ - to the Akkadian
is clear.

The Nabatean ~ . where the~ is absent, is ex-

plained by Kutscher, following NBldeke, on the basis that
Akkadian ~ may also appear as ~.5 2
This point is problematic ,
pen.

The reverse does hap-

Old Babylonian~ occurring between vowels becomes m

in Middle Babylonian, e.g., awatum ~ amatu . 53
cannot account for a progression from kima
In fact, the~

• ~change

This process

u ~ E!!!Q.

may be merely graphic.

~

~-·

Thew

may have been prono unced even though the writing in the
48 AHw, p . 478 .
4 9Kutscher, "kuk and its Cognates," Eretz Israel,
VIII (Jerusalem, 1967),273-79; ibid . , 273; DISO, p. 51,
50niso , p. 48 ; Kutscher , ibid ., p . 273.
51Kutscher , ibid., pp , 273- 79,
5 2 Ibid., p . 275 .

53GAG, par . 21d .
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l a ter period indicated

~.54

There is, however, some evidence of a change from
original m to~• which would support the claim that
kima

u, ~-• became £!'.1l_. 55

~

> Du• uzu,

da mig

There is also the change

> de., ig > ~.56

What is most problematic in this identification
is the relationship of k~ k. kuk to Nabatean ~~change of _g_ ;,
change of

~

U > ~.

is common, and presents no problem.
however, is much more unusual.

view is that while Eastern Aramaic retained the
Aramaic coalesced original

and

was not present in Western Aramaic.
kima

The

into h.

The

Kutscher's
• Western

Thus the/ /

The borrowing of

u was from Akkadian to Eastern Aramaic (compare

Palmyrene gg_il;l_) where thf [~was retained.

Then Western

Aramaic borrowed the word from the Eastern dialect.

Not

having a symbol for the (g1 ,the former represented it as
~. inasmuch as the~. when following a vowel, as ink ~ •
was aspirated and pronounced as

In that position, the

symbol represented a sound almost identical, if not completely so, with the original Akkadian sound.

In the

plural it was perhaps adapted to the Aramaic phoneme
5 4GAG par . 21d .
55Ibid ., par . 31a. This process sometimes
occurs, but it is not always the case . An example is
the name of the month, Sim~ nu > Si wa n. On the other hand,
Greek transcriptions reveal cases where this does not
occur , e . g •• ~amtl >rCl(V,U • emugu >17,-..11)( • w. von Soden ,
Akk . Syll ., pp . XXI - XXII.
56aAG, par. 31d.
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system and pronounced as a double~. e.g., kukkin. 57

This

loanword suggestion can be accepted on the basis of the
close semantic relationship between all of these words,
kimaogu

> gm > gwh > k~Js,

and in terms of this ex-

planation of the change in the symbols used to represent
the original sound.
Another change of~/~ which occurs in Akkadian is
to be regarded as an internal phenomenon and is not to be
related to the above which is a question of finding an
appropriate symbol within a dialect to represent the sound
borrowed from Akkadian.5 8
In the various occurrences of this word in the
Mishnah, Yalon, in Albeck's edition, vocalizes kuk,
kutin. 59

Kutscher, however, prefers to vocalize kS~,

kukkim. 60

There is support for this in the Kaufmann

57Kutscher, Eretz Israel, VIII (1967), 279.
5 8GAG, par. 25d. In the case of oi~~atum in place
of ki'H ;atum, "totality," the ~ is original and the lJ is
secondary. A similar example is ana~u for kana.su, -"submit."
On the other hand, there occurs tamli.ku for tama!}u, "hold,"
ibid. This last example raises the speculative probability
that there is an identity between Akkadian tamli.ou and Aramaic, Hebrew tmk. They function in identical contexts, e.g.,
tamih GIS-fA (hai;;1ta), "who holds the scepter," CAD VI qp,
~ a n d tomeljj~t. "who holds the scepter," Amos 1:5, 8.
There is also some evidence of an internal change of£ and~
in Hebrew as claimed by Segal, in the case of li9lua9 >
likliik, ''moistening, soiling," GMH, p. 28.
59Albeck, Mishnah, Nezfgin, p. 141, M. B. B. 6:8;
idem, Mishnah, M8Ced, p. 377, M. M. Q. 1: 6.
60E. Y. Kutscher, Eretz Israel, VIII (1967),
279.
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Manuscript, where one finds kukki m. 61

The second~

is doubled, although the first vowel is written plene.
This is a matter of orthography, and does not signify the
presence of a long vowel.

The doubling of the second con-

sonant, however, is regarded by Kutscher as most significant.62

Prior to Kutscher, a vocalization of k~k, kukk i m,

was given in the Mishnah edition of Rapp. 6 3

Another

occurrence of this word, following the Kaufmann Manuscript,
is provided by M. J Qh. l8: 4 , s~ de- kukkin,
as against s/ e deb~kin of Albeck and other editions. 64

61 Beer, MK, M. M. Q. 1:6, M. B. B. 6:8.
62 Kutscher, ibid. A differenct view is given by
AIA, pp. 69, 160, and 238. Following llgldeke, Kaufman
proposes a development: Babylonian kimaq (pronounced
[kiwal,]) > kuwau 7 ku!Ja:,, kii.t, ibid., p. 238.
63 E. Rapp, ed., M~ced Qatan (Giessen, 1931),
pp. 31 and 52.
64 A. Goldberg, :fasseket. " Ohol$t (Jerusalem,
1956), p . 130.
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9) keri < kar ~ , "heap, pile . "
Akkadian kar a is a Sumerian loanword, e.g . , GURU 7
ka-ru-u. 65

An Old Babylonian example is:

kar ~ a ~nan lu

altappak, "I kept on heaping up piles of grain. 1166
of a boat is gi ~GURUrM\
boat . 116 7

=

A part

kar~ elippi, "the hold of a

Mishnaic kerI is to be regarded as a loanword

from kar Q, through the mediation of Aramaic.

The identifi-

cation of kart with Aramaic k$ r a was made long ago. 68

Mish-

naic kerI does not completely replace Biblical carema, "pile , "
which continues in use .

There is, however, some evidence of

specialization in the Mishnah, where kerI denotes a finished,
threshed, pile of grain. 6 9

65AHw, p, 1152; MSL III, 112; Deimel, SL, p . 54 .
66 King , LIH, 95:25,
6 7A. Salonen, Wasserfahrzeuge in Babylonien (Helsinki , 1939), p . 82.
68n . Feuchtwang , ZA, V (1890), 90 . The Targ~rn
Yerul almi renders J,omori m-;-"piles , " Ex . 8:10, by kar w:In.
Compare also Mandaic karia, "ruins, heaps," E. S . Drower
and R. Macuch, A MandaicDictionary (Oxford, 1963), p.
201a (hereafter abbreviated as Man. Die . ) ; cf . Syriac
karya, Lex . Syr . , p . 345.
6 9M . Ter . 3:5 ; M. B. M. 9:5; M. -' Oh . 15:7.
A distinction between car~m~ and ker r is made in Tosefta
TerumSt 3: 17 . Outside of the Mishnah, in the Midrash ,
the verb ~ has the general sense of "heap up , pile up , "
e . g ., harbe ma men tikre ca leha, "much money will you pile
up (pay), 11 Midr . Gen . R. 100 : 5 . As against the vocalization of keri of Yalon , there also occurs the vocalization
ka ri , Porath , Mishnaic Hebrew , p . 104 . This is not consistent , however , and the form kerI is also noted there .
It is not clear why Kaufman rejects a Sumerian
source for kara, cf, AIA, p. 106 ,
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10)

ke ~tll., "tuft, fine hairs , fibers ,

11

<

ki i! u

<

Sumerian GI . SA, "bundle of reeds . "
The Akkadian ki s; u is a loanword from Sumerian
GI . SA, and has been proposed as the source of Aramaic

ki Ua. 70

The expression dalat ki UI is understood as "a

door made of reed-stocks joined together, 11 7 1 and, in a more
general sense, there occurs the equivalence: MA~.TUR,RA SAR

~ = ki! - ~ u l{ ~am-[~ (?)], "bundle of herbs. 11 7 2
In Mishnaic Hebrew, ke ~u ~ ~ellaqqi~ut , refers to
"the thin fibers of a certain type of cucumber , 1173 and
ke ~ut. Yi ellaqqa t a n is "the fine hair on the skin of a child
(which later falls out). 1174

In this loan there has been

a semantic shift and a narrowing of application from the
original Akkadian.

7 0AHw , p . 492 ,
72cAD XVI (~), 204.
495 ,

73M . cllqsin 2: 1; Albeck , Mishnah, Tohor~i, p .
The vocalization ke ~n t is adopted in this edition .
7 4~

. 9 : 4 ; Albeck , ibid ,, p . 366 .
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11)

mtili

< mukku,

"thread, tow, inferior wool."

Akkadian mukku is a loanword from Sumerian MUG,
which is quivalent to

g_Q_,

"thread, rope, 1175 and is an ele-

ment in sig2 MUG.ljUL = nuqaru, "worn garment. 1176

Another

sense is expressed in §Ubat mukku, "garment made of coarse
woo1. 11 77

In addition, mukku denotes inferior wool or tow,

matted wool that cannot be spun. 78
Mishnaic m~k corresponds to some of these meanings
except the sense "rope."

A passage referring to m~kTn re-

moved by the launderer requires the rendering "threads. 11 79
A soft, absorptive substance is referred to when m~ k is
spoken of as used in the ear or sanda1, 80 while "rags" best
renders the word where used of a garment torn apart and
made into m~kin.Bl
82 as against
A variant form is the plural mukkin,
75 Deimel, ! 1, p. 163; MSL III, 141 and 160.
76Deimel, ibid.

77cAD XVI ( ), 222.

7 8 B. Landsberger and T. Jacobsen, "An Old Babylonian Charm Against mer u," JNES, XV (1955), 19. Here
the meaning of mukku is established by comparison with
Talmudic~- The suggestion that this is a loanword is
not mentioned there, however. In view of the Sumerian
origin of mukku, the Aramaic and the Hebrew are clearly
loans, Foracontrary view, cf. AIA, p. 111.
79M. B. Q. 10:10; ~ - 11:11.
BoM. !ab. 6:5 .

B l ~ . 11:12 .

B2Porath Mishnaic Hebrew , p. 140; Beer, MK,
M. Kelim 22:9; H: Yalon, IVM, pp . 19 and 215; c f . -
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Yalon's vocalization rnSkin.
be closer to the Akkadian.

The variant appears to
The singular

*mu~,

analogous

to ku, is possible, but not found.

u2(a)rnrnuk~ Katsh, GM, Pl. 97, line 10, ~

- 11:12.
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12)

,..

nahtom

< nu atimmu, "baker."

Akkadian nuoatimmu is attested as early as Old
Babylonian . 83

An example is: Gimillum

i~

dur ~u nuQatimmum,

"as for this Gimillum, his permanant calling is a baker. 1184
The earlier reading of the Sumerian NU .1jAL.DIM 8 5 has
been rejected.

The Sumerian logogram equivalent to

nu atimmum is Mu, 86 while, syllabically, the equivalent is
MU. AL . DIM.87

Edzard suggests that the Akkadian may still

be derived from the Sumerian in one of two ways:

> *mupattimu,

and by dissimilation,

~

MU. AL.DIM

nul)atimmu, or the

dissimilation may have taken place in Sumerian:
> *NU.ljAL.TIM ,. nu atimmu. 88

MU.ljAL.DIM

The Mishnaic Hebrew na t Sm, "professional baker,"
is well attested. 8 9

The noun pattern with the final long

vowel is characteristic of Hebrew, and it is a Hebrew
adaptation of the borrowing, not borrowed itself.90

There

83AHw, p. 801.
84 GAG, par. 128b, from Old Babylonian .
85 cf. AFw, p. 39.

86 AHw, ibid.

870. O. Edzard, ZA, LV (1962), 109, n. 91.
88 Ibid . Aramaic appears to be the vehicle of the
loan, cf. Syriac nabtema, Lex . Syr., p . 425.
8 9M . Dem. 2:4, 5:l; _M. ijalla 1:7, 2:7; M. CEr.
7: 11; M. ' Ed . 7:7; and M. Kelim 15:2.
90segal, GMH, pp. 119-20. Kaufman suggests an alternative development: nuaatimm(u) :,,, Aramaic nuhtim >
nuj;ltum> nal)tum, AIA, p. 248,
- -•- -
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is a variant where this vowel is short, hanaQtem!m,9 1 but
this is quite unusual, as the Kaufmann Manuscript of the
A
92
Mishnah generally has the form naQtom.
As stated above,
this form is characteristic of Hebrew.

On the other hand,

Talmudic Aramaic and Syriac na~t~rna cannot be absolutely
ruled out as possibly influencing the Hebrew form.

The

development of this form from the Akkadian is not fully
clear, especially the change in the second vowel,

1>

~ ~ t

91w. Bauer, ed., Die Mischna, Dammai (Giessen,
1931), pp. 62-3.
9 2Beer, M K , ~ • 5:1; M. CEr. 7:11; and
M. cEd. 7:7.

1>
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13)

neyar

<

nia ru, "papyrus . "

Examples of this word, which is attested in NeoAssyrian, are :

kerke nia re, "papyrus roll, 11 93 elippi niari ,
V

~

"a papyrus boat, 11 9 4 and kusna-a-a-ri/rumes

"parchment . 11 95

This word has been identified with Mishnaic neyar, "papy rus, 11 9 6 and the Hebrew is considered by von Soden to be a
loan from Akkadian . 97

As this word is quite late in As-

syrian , it cannot be thought to be native but is a borrowing . 98

Assyrian , in this case, is the transmitter of this

word to Hebrew.

There appears to be no Judaeo-Aramaic

equivalent of neyar, suggesting that this borrowing in Hebrew is independent of Aramaic and may come from the contact
of the Assyrian Empire with Egypt and with Judah and Israel .
Esarhaddon conquered Egypt in 671 B. C. E. , and his influence
was felt in Palestine.99
93AHw, p . 468a .
9 4 Ibid., p . 199 . Compare Biblical kele gome J ,
" papyrus vessels ," Isa . 18 : 2 , and " oniyyet " e be, "skiffs
of reed," Job 9 : 26.
95AHw , p . 784 .
/
9 6 O. Schroeder, uluku~-!rar = amelkuTi~aru , 'Pergament schreiber , " ' ZA , XXX (1915-16) , 91- 92 ; AFw , p . 19; TurSinai , LB, VoI:" llalil.~~n, 337 . Occurrences i n the Mishnah
are M. J Ab. 4 : 20 , and M. Ke l i m 10 : 4 . The word neyar 8t,
M. Kelim 2 : 5 , can also be understood as a place name ,
see commentary of Bertinoro, ad loc .
97AHw , p . 784 .
9 8nerivations from Egyptian n- yrw are cited in E.
Ben- Yehudah , Thesaurus VII , 3653-54 .
9911 K. 19 : 37 ; Ezra 4:2 . Independent borrowing by
Hebrew and Akkadian cannot be definitely ruled out.
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14)

~d

< kuddu,

quddu , "box, basket . "

This word is attested only in Neo-Babylonian and oc-

.,

curs in lexical lists where it is equated with gis/giBUGIN.
KUD . DA . lOO

The limitation of the occurrence of this word

to the late period and to lexical lists raises a question
about it as a s ource of an Aramaic or Hebrew loanword .
However, following von Soden ' s acceptance of klli1ful. as a
Sumerian loanword , 101 it has been listed in this group
as

of

non-Semitic origin and, therefore, not a cognate

to the Aramaic or Hebrew.

It is, however , not completely

certain .
In the Mishnah there occurs q~!;l habbal;, l i , "the
Babylonian wooden bowl . 11102

The change from k to 9. may

be due to variant writing in the Akkadian itself,l03 or
may be due to a development within Hebrew ; compare Biblical

!s£!. >

Mishnaic

SI£!,

"fold . 11 104

lOOAHw , p . 499 .

lOlibid .

l0 2M. Kelim 16:1; Tosefta Ke l T m, Bab~ Qa~ 3:11,
Compare Aramaic q uda, Midr . Q8 helet R . 2 : 11. The Aramaic
may be the intermediary between Akkadian and Hebrew .

gTo.

103cf . AHw , p . 499, where a variant quddu is cited .
A similar situat i on is kukkubu/quqqubu, " stomach, " ibid . ,
p . 500 .
104 segal , GMH , p . 30 .
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15)

! wn,

"valuation, estimate," l wm, "to estimate" <:.

t~mu, "buy," !;rmu , "price," l a • a manum, "buyer."
The Sumerian ~A.fM is equivalent to ~i-i-mu,
"price , 1110 5

An example from Old Babylonian is:

~a • a manum

na din iddinu!; um u ~ib I ~a ina maur I! unu i °t;amu itbalam, "the
purchaser having then produced the seller who made the sale
to him and the witnesses in whose presence he made the purchase.11106

Mishnaic °f;um, "estimate, valuation," is a loan

from ;Smu. 107

There has been a semantic shift from ;~mu,

"buy," to ~ . !um, "estimate. 11

There is one occurrence

of the word in the Mishnah which is somewhat closer than
usual to the original:

Yisra•el ~e ~am para mikk~h'!!n, "an

Israelite who acquired a cow from a Kohen on the basis of
its estimated value . 11108

The verb, ! am, has the combined

sense of acquiring control and also evaluating.

Accord-

ing to the commentaries, the Israelite, after evaluating
the cow, undertakes t o increase its value , acquiring partial
control. The profit is s hared by both par t i es. 1 09

.,

.,

105MsL III , 143; Deimel, SL, p. 194 , SAM2

.

..,..
s 1.mu.

l06code of Hammurabi, pars . 9 and 10.
107M . Ket . 6:6; 8:3, 7; and 10:2 ; ~ - 5:1;
M, B. Q . ;_~ , and 8:1; AFw , p . 18. Tur-Sin~i, LB ,
Vol , Hala on , p . q45 • s ought to equate Mishnaic swm with
Biblical ~ , "lay upon , impose upon," a parallelto
eme du . This is not accepted here becaus ~ of the semantic
difference, and because of the Sumerian SA-AM .
108M . Ter . 11 : 9 .
109Bertinoro , commentary on M. Ter ., and Albeck,
Mishnah , Zera c r m, p . 212 .
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16 l

~ut aµ

<

~uta pG, tappC, "partner , associate. 11

Akkadian ~tft1!:pG is a ~ formation from tapp rl , "friend,
associate , " itself a loan from Sumerian TAB . 110

The ex-

pression kasap tapp3, "capital of a business partnership , "111
illustrates a commercial connotation for this word.
It has long been recognized that ~utapG is the
source of the loans '{;nta , "partner," and the verb
hi'l; tatte11, "join in partnership . " 112

h_p_,

The word occurs in

the Mishnah 11 3 and in other Semitic languages . 114

There

are various possibilities in the vocalization of the Heb rew, ~uttaµ, 11 5 ~ut ap., being closer to the Akkadian, 116 or
~~ t a g ; compare Syriac ! awtapa . 11 7
Akkadian ~uta pO. and the abstract form, ~utap iitu ,
llOR. Labat , Manuel d '(pigraphie akkadienne (Paris,
1959) , p. 95 (hereafter abbreviated as Manuel).
111MSL V, 29 .

112e . Meissner, ZA, VIII (1893) , 82ff . ; F .
Schulthess , ZA , XIX (1905!, 13 l f .: and AFw , p . 46 .
ll3M . Ter . 3: 3; M. CEr . 6 : 7 ; ~
1 : 7; and M. Bek . 9 : 3 .
---

- 1:7 ; ~

,114cf . Palmyrene m~ttp , ~wtpwt , DISO , p . 294;
Gafat dilbi , "companion , " W. Leslau , Gafat Documents (New
Haven , l§li"5) , p . 151 ; Mandaic s utap
Drewer and Macuch ,
Man . Die ., p . 458b ; Lex . Syr ., p . 7 7 ; cf . ~wtpwty cm1c,
"my share with you ," Y. Yadin , IEJ , XII (1962), 255 .

5,

115Ya l on, IVM , pp . 123- 24 .
116 Ibid .

117 Ibid .

.
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"partnership," appear to be later forms .
examples of tutapC are:

Yliddle Babylonian

EN-li (belI) itt i kunu lu !uta~,

"may my lord be your partner," and l umma lutap~ la
imangurii', "when the partners are not in agreements. 11 118
A Neo-Babylonian example of the abstract form is:

tuati

zeru

ana irrI:utu u ~utaputu ana PN mari ~a PN2 iddin, "he

gave this see to PN, the son of PN2, for tenancy and partnership.11119
The late form

~utap0 appears

development from~-

to be an unusual ~
V

Generally, nominal S forms are

based upon verbs, e.g., t apluqtum, "destruction," <halaqu ,
"destroy," and lebultum, "transport," < wabalu, "bring. 11 120
The existence of a verbal form, *~atapu, is not certain at
a11. 121

Where Hebrew uses hi~tatte:p., Akkadian must use

epel u with the abstract, e.g., tappu tam i pu~u , 122 and
~utaputu Itepu~ uJ . 12 3
118J. Aro, Glossar zu den Mittelbabylonischen
Briefen (Helsinki, 1957), p. 107.
11 9a. Cardascia, Les Archives des Muratt (Paris,
1951), p. 177, line 5 (hereafter abbreviated as Archives).
Comp~re ibid . , p . 178, where ~iita putu is derived from
~ . tapputu .
120GAG , pars. 561 and j.
121 The phrase !a tip ni~i , "who unites the people,"
is cited by C. Bezold, Babylonisch-assyrisches Glossar
(Heidelberg, 1926), p . 294. This is far from certain; cf.
~chulthess, ZA, ~ibid . ; Code of Hammurabi, col. IV, 38-39,
sa-ti-ip ni-si-su in pu-u/(-qI-im, "who brings together (or
'rescues') his people in distress," and the discussion of
this word, Driver and Miles, Babylonian Laws, II, 141-2.
122cAD IV (E), 222.
123cardascia, ibid., p. 178 .
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17)

tarneg~l

<

tarlugallum, "cock, rooster."

Akkadian tarlugallu is a loanword from Sumerian
DAR.LUGAL . MU! EN. 124

The initial element in Sumerian, DAR,

is equivalent to burrumu, "brightly colored, 1112 5 and , as
suggested by Prince, DAR.LUGAL . r,rn!,EN originally denoted
a "cock-bird of brilliant plumage. 11 126
Several variant vocalizations of the Hebrew must
be discussed .

While Yalon, in the Albeck edition of the

Mishnah, vocalizes tarnegS1, 12 7 one would expect to find
a form closer to the Akkadian tarlugallu .

One might posit

a hypothetical *tarnugal, with a change of the liquids,

!

;:> n .

In Aramaic, with the suffix for the absolute state,

the preceding vowel drops out, *tarnug(a)la :;:,, *tarnu gla .
The accent shifts forward to the last syllable , as in
Syriac, or backwards . 128
There are variant forms of this Hebrew word .

There

124 John D. Prince , Materials for a Sumerian Lexicon
(Leipzig, 1908) , p . 73 .
12 5Deimel, ~L, p . 71 .
126 Prince, ibid . Lexical equivalents of tarlugallu
in Akkadian are: uurJ5T-ib-rLMUSEN = bi-ib-ru, CAD II (B)'
222 . This equivalent , bibru , may be connected with barbur,
I K. 5 : 3 . Another equivalent is ku-du-ra-numu ~en
--tar- lugal-lum/lu , AHw , p . 499b.
12 7Albeck, Mishnah, Nezi qi n, p . 326 .
12 8Moscati , Introduction, par . 10 . 10; Lex . Syr . ,
p . 836 . A deriva t ion from Akkadian is given , citing J . Oppert , ZA, VII (1892) , 339 . Anothe r form is tarna gla,
Lex . Syr., p . 836 .
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occurs in the Kaufmann Manuscript the plural form tarn8_£l i m,12 9
presumably going back to a singular *tarnS ga l.

Another Heb-

rew variant transfers the long vowel to the first syllable,
e.g., twrnglym. 1 30

The most common form, tarneg~ l, as

vocalized by Yalon, places the stress on the same syllable
as the Akkadian.

This, however, may not be due to any

direct relationship.

The word was most probably borrowed

from Aramaic and adapted to a common Hebrew noun pattern;
compare oam~r, harg$ 1 .
frequently. 1 31

In the Mishnah, tarneg~ l occurs quite

A secondary development is the diphthongi-

zation of the second vowel.

In the Kaufmann Manuscript

there occurs the form tarnauglim, 1 3 2 and this should be compared with Mandaic tarnaula, a corrupt form, as the~ has
been lost. 1 33

The details of the vowel and stress changes

underlying these various dialectical variants are not
fully understood . 134 .
12 9Beer, MK, M. Sab , 24:3 .
1301owe , MPT , ad loc .
1 3 1M. Ter . 11 : 9; M. Macat. 3:7 ; M. ~ab . 5:4 and
24 : 3 ; M. Pes . 2: 7 and 4:7; M. Ned . 5 : 1 ; M. B. Q. 2:1 , 7:7,
and 10 : 9 ; M. B. M. 5:4; M. ~ 3 : 5 ; M. ~- z. 1:5; ~
.
3:5 and 12: 1 ; a n d ~ . 3: 8 .
1 3 2Beer , op . c i t . , ~- 12:2 (corresponding to
12 : 1 in the Albeck edition).
l33nrower and Macuch , Man . Die . , p , 482a.
1 3 4There is inconsistency within the same manuscript , for example , in the continuation of the passage
whe r e tarn8g1r m occurs , there also occurs tarnaglim , Beer ,
op . cit ., M. Sab . 24 : 3 , Where twrnglym occurs , the continuation has trnglym , Lowe , op . cit . , M. Hul . 12 : 2 .

CHAPTER II
LOANWORDS OF SEMITIC ORIGIN

1)

J abbii:b

< ebbubu,

~ . ~ . "flute."

The Sumerian equivalent of this word is GI.DI.DA,
with the element GI, "reed," and with another Akkadian
equivalent being malilum, "flute."l
Mishnaic Jabbug. "flute, tube," 2 is a loan from
~ . 3 Examples are J abbiib !;el gii.ne, "reed flute," 4
"' abbub 'tiel nel)S!iet, "brass flute," 5 and "' abbiib
~ellaqqallaJ in, "iron tube for roasting grain." 6

The

lAHw, p. 180b; CAD IV (E), 138a; W. G. Lambert,
BabylonianWisdom Literature (Oxford, 1960), 54:31, commentary (hereafter abbreviated as m>.
2M. Men. 10:4, "tube for roasting."
3AFw, p. 29; cf. Mandaic ambuba, Drower and Macuch,
Man. Dic.;-i;. 21; Syriac abbiiba, ~ y r •• p. l; and Latin
ambubaia, "Syrian flute g ~ The vocalization of this
word in the Kaufmann Manuscript is consistently J abbub,
Beer, MK, ad loc. This form corresponds to the Akkadian
source;-ebbubu. The variants embubu and enbubu are the
result of dissimilation and nazalI'zation.~re inanzig
< inazziq, GAG, par. 32b; Moscati, Introduction, p. 59.
Arabic lunbubis the result of a similar process, cf.
bar~ub > barnub, Moscati, ibid. It is, therefore, incorrect7;o assume on the basis"""o?-'Unbub that iabbug is derived from a root v'nfili. "be hollow," NCW, , 5 . The view
of Segal that the initial • ~l~p~ is aprefix, as in the
case of Jef.$a~• "young bir •
s also doubtful, cf. Segal,
GMH , p. l l ~ h e initial consonant appears to be borrowed
Fom the Akkadian.
4M. CAr. 2: 3.

6M. Kelim 2: 3.
90
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word also appears in J abbu'b_ r~ 0 e. "Polygonum aviculare. 117

7M. Sab. 14:3.
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2)

~ . "estimate," J~mesl, nominal form, < emedu,

"impose upon, obligate," ~ . "estimate of future yield,"
This word is to be distinguished from Hebrew Cmd,
"stand,"

It is semantically equivalent to ien, "lean," as

seen by the equivalence of nemedum, "staff for walking,"
and Hebrew mi~cene~. 8
Akkadian emedu is used in many combinations denoting "obligate, impose guilt, punishment, tribute, tax
upon."

Examples are:

arna emedu, "lay guilt upon,"

gur~ana emedu, "obligate one to undergo trial by ordeal,"
and dina emedu, "place judgment upon."9

Another example

is biltam kayantam lmissunuti. , "He imposed upon them
permanent tribute, 11 10
In Neo-Babylonian texts, emedu and the noun

!!J!!lli

refer to the estimate of the future harvest which experts
impose upon the tenant farmer.

The protection of the

owner depended upon this assessment and the revenue expected on the basis of it.

Examples are:

sulupp~ ina

mubbi lllll:ngaga immid~uma inakkis, "He will impose upon him
the estimate of the dates together with the blossoms, and

8ct. emedu, AHw, pp. 2llff.; imittu, ibid,, p,
377; nemedum ;"fiiITCenet, M. Held, "A Paitfi1'ul7:ov'er in
an Old Babylonian Dialogue," ~ . XV (1961), 25b, and
literature cited there.
9fil!!_, pp, 2llff,
lOcAD II (B), 235,

93
he will cut them," 11 and imitti sulupp~ irmniduiu, "They
will impose upon him the estimate of the dates. 11 12
Mishnaic

~

and cmd, "assess, estimate," and the

noun forms,~. C~me~. are a loan from this Neo-Babylonian
use of ~ . 13

Examples are becomed

game:

se' Im ge9a1Im,

"as much wood as would by estimate yield f i v e ~ of
coal, " 14 me-' Smed umilemiica, "from mere supposition or
hearsay, 11 15 and J al tarbe leca(er " ~mii.d~t.. "do not give
tithes too much by guessing , 1116

lla. Cardascia, Archives, pp. 203f,
12!!W!., p. 137.
13Tur-Sinai, LB, Vol. Halal8n, p. 445, citing E.
Y. Kutscher•s suggestion in Le5on6nu, X (1947), 295. An
alternate suggestion is made by Bendavid, BHMH, p. 149.
He suggests a possible Greek influence• •tO"'"T'I ,kt , d'Tot 8 ,._,,., •
"stand, weigh, estimate," upon the corresponding verb Cmd,
"stand" > "weigh, estimate." He suggests that both Greek
and Aramaic influence combine here. As against this, it is
to be noted that • md, "estimate," occurs in Babylonian
manuscripts, clos;:;r-to the Akkadian and Aramaic, while Cmd
occurs in Palestinian manuscripts, This may be a proce~
of assimilating the loan to an existing root, Cmd, cf,
Segal, GMH, p, 28, This kind of assimilation t'iuces place
at a greater distance from the area of origin of the loanword. ~An example in the reverse direction is Babylonian
Carta4 ot, "courts, archives," for ~f'XE?ov , Palestinian
l arklyy~, an assimilation to a Hebrew.:!:!.• Bendavid,
~ - . p. 185.
14M. Tam!d 2:5.
15M, Sanh. 4:5.
N

16M. -' Ab, 1:16. Compare Cwmdwt, Katsh, GM, Pl,
51, line lli';""acrloc, The variant 3wnnwt in the MI'shnah
of the PalestiriI'ailTalmud (ed, W, H. Lowe), is also
cited,~-• p. 102, note to line 14,
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3)

1

immat"I, more common:

., ema!;_ay

< ~ < ina

!!!!!ll, "when?"
The f o r m ~ . formed from an earlier ina mati, 17
occurs regularly after the Old Babylonian period.

The

basic word, mati, occurring in many combinations,adi mati,
"until when," !!!!!!!!ll, "until when," i~tu mati adi mati,
"from when to when," 18 is a cognate of Hebrew rria,tay.

The

f o r m ~ has long been seen to be the source of M1shnaic " ematay, "when,nl9 "whenever," 20 and Ca!! -'emat_ay,
"until when." 21
The form me" emmatay occurs in the Kaufmann Manuscript of the Mishnah. 22

The doubling of t h e ~ is con-

sidered most significant by Kutscher, despite the initial
long syllable, which is a matter of orthography in this
manuscript. 2 3

This form reflects a tradition going back

to *'immatay/Jimmatr < Akkadian ~

<

ina mati.

on

the basis of various traditions of vocalizing the Mishnah,
Kutscher suggests that the form 'imma 4T is more correct
l7~. par. 119a.

--·

l9AFw

22 Beer

p. 70; ~ - 1:1.

2 1 ~ . 8:7.

.-·
MK

~ - 1:1 •

2 3Kutscher, Hanoch Yalon Festschrift, p. 269.
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in Hebrew, and is closer to the ori ginal Akkadian,24

2 4Ibid. Also cited is the Malula dialect, emmat,
Compare also Mandean Jmat, Drewer and Macuch, Man. i5I'c:'";"
p. 352a, It is there derived from Akkadian immati on
the basis of Jensen, ZA, IX (1894), 532, Cf. also Syriac
J emmati, Lex, Syr., p:-27, citing the same reference to
Jensen. A different view is expressed by Kaufman, who
suggests a derivation from *i mati < *aj mati, AIA, pp.
104 and 275,
-
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4)

J isguppa < askuppatu, "threshold."

The Akkadian word is attested as early as Old Babylonian.25

An Assyrian variant is aksuppum. 26

The word is

used in Akkadian in its primary sense as a threshold o·f' a
door or of a gate, and also in other, extended contexts.
Examples are:

gi~I. DIB.GIGIR ,. as-kup-pu, "part of a

wagon, 11 27 and askuppi uban

qa°fJt

gabliti, "the 'threshold'

of the middle 'finger• of the lung." 28
Akkadian askuppatu has been identified with Mishnaic Hebrew J isguppa. "threshold. 112 9

A Yemenite variant,

where the first vowel is c l oser to the initial vowel of
- 30 The difference between the
the Akkadian, is " asguppa.
origina l Akkadian and the Aramaic and Hebrew, insofar as
the first vowel is concerned, 1s that, in these latter languages, short unstressed vowels in closed syllables can
undergo change in quality, e.g.,~ > i.31
2 5~, p. 74b.

26 9M!., par. 36c.

27~, ibid.

28!il!!_.

29AFw, p . 31; cf. M. Sab. 10:2. Compare Syriac
" eskupta, Lex. Syr., p. 35a, and Mandaic J squhta, sg ta,
Drower and Macuch, Man. Die., p. 335b. AFor t e voca zation J isguppa, cf. Albeck, Mishnah, Moced, p. 42.

11

30Yalon, IVM, p. 214. An extended meaning of
" 1sguppa is "yard""'or a ship," Tose fta Ba,liii. Bat,ra 4: l.
31Moscat1, Introduction, par. 10 . Bc. Arabic
~ uskuffat is regarded as a loan from Syriac ~esku2ta,
Fraenkel, Aram. Fw., p. 19. It is closer in form to Syriac
tha n to Judaeo-Aramaic. The doubling of ff gives the word
an Arabic form, Fraenkel, ibid. er. the discussion in AIA
pp . 49 va ~d 224- 5 . Kaufmanc:onsiders these words, with Heb~
r ew masqo_e , going back to a root *sqp, "to support," ibid.,
pp . ~ 2 5 .
--
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5}

-'arlal;t < arbu. "half-brick."

This word is attested in Old Baby l onian and in
Neo-Babylonian.3 2

.Mf and

SIG 4

In lexical lists it is equated with

SIG4.{B.33

This word is the source of Mish-

naic ~ariab. defined by the Mishnah as:

ba~I l e.bena ~e l

~el~b: teuaoim, "a half-brick three handbreadths wide. 11 34
Aramaic appears to be the vehicle of this loanword.35

3 2fil!!_, P• 67b.

33Ibid
The meaning of the Sumerian element s is
unc l ear. ~ is also the equivalent of arbu. Ugaritic
-' arb. "cow," von Soden suggests tentatively that "cowbrick" is the name of this object. This may be some
idiomatic designation of the kind of brick, fil!!_, !!!.!!!_.
Evidence for this possibi l ity is that the Sumerian equivalent of amaru. "pile of bricks," is SIG4,AN~E, the last
element meaning "donkey," ~ . p. 40,
34M. CEr. 1:3. 4; cf. Tur-Sinai, LB. Vol. Hala!~n.
pp. 147-8,"""wh'e're this identification is made. Tur-Sinai's
suggestion that arpu is to be related to area~, "moon."
of "half-moon" in contrast to 1epl!nll. "fu 1 br ck,"
le.bl\11:• "full moon," ibid., cannot be accepted. Other
a ngs for ~aria!), or"Aramaic arlha, are "bond-timber•"
an equivalent for kap.Is, TB B. B.3i. and as a term for
the short lines of writing used in the special method Qf
writing the "Song of Moses," Exodus 15, Masseket Sop..erim
12:10.

1

35cf. Syriac "&rb;~, Lex. Syr •• p. 48. It was derived from Akkadian ar u y B. Meissner, OLZ, XXV (1922},
241, cited in Lex. Syr., !!!.!!!_, Cf. the discussion in
AIA , p . 223 ,
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6)

~

< erresum,

"tenant farmer."

Examples of this word are:

!umma awilum eqel~u ana

a6.uN ana erre!im iddin . , "if a man gives his field to a

tenant farmer for rent, 11 36 and itti mare PN ana erresii.tim
~U§~ku, "(X land) which I rented from the sons of PN in a
tenancy contract. 11 37

The term derives from ere~u, "seed,

cultivate," Hebrew l)rs.3 8

Closer to the Hebrew is Neo-

Asayrian arisutu.39
Suggestions that erre;um is the source of Mishnaic
Jarls, "tenant farmer, 1140 have been made tentatively by
Pick,41 and with certainty by Zimmern and Driver and
Miles. 42
36code of Hammurabi, par. 45; cf. also pars. 46,
47, 49 and 52.
37£.!Q. II (B), 234.
38The Old Akkadian form is J arra6um, ~ . p. 243.
The sign 6 was used in Old Akkadian for the phoneme corresponding to Semitic~. aa:ln !El• w. von Soden,~
Syll., p. 6. The relationship with the word for "plow"
i~ ijeen in the equivalence of ana erreiuti with NAM.APIN.
LA.SE, the element APIN denoting 11 plow," ~ • ~ •
39AHw, p. 68.
40 M. PeJa 5:5; M. Dem. 6:8; M. Halla 4:7;
M. B. M. 5:8; M. B. B. 3:3, 10:4; and M. ~ebu. 7:8.
41H. Pick, Talmudische Glossen, p. 23.
42 AFw, p. 40; G. R. Driver and J. Miles, Assyrian
Laws, p. 5o"s." Arabic Jirris is regarded as a borrowing
from Aramaic ..firs, Fraenkel, Aram. Fw., p. 129. Fraenkel's
view, however,Ts" that the Aramaic root means "bind (in
a legal sense)," fil5!•
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It should be noted that the terms of tenancy
in the Code of Hammurabi are similar to those in the
Mishnah. In the Code the terms are: u lu ana mi~lani
u lu ana lalu~ eqlam iddin, "whether he let the field
for one half or one third the crop. 1143 An arrangement
involving similar proportions for the -'arls or meqabbel
is one of the possible arrangements attested in the
Mishnah and the Talmud, The Jaris, like the erre~um,
was responsible for a proportion of the crop, in contrast
A to the 9oker
who paid a fixed amount, regardless of the

yield.44 Moreover, the Mishnaic formula: hamm 8 qabbel fade
me\ia12er~, "he who rents a field from his neighbor, 11 4 5
parallels the Old Babylonian formula: ana err9~Utim

ilqu, 46
A vocalization .Jeri.sin is suggested by Albrecht,
based upon the suggestion of La.garde that the word derives
from .Jrs, "place a value upon," and that our word, -'aris,
is in the Pi~el and should be vocalized Jeris.47 Albrecht
acknowledges but does not accept the suggestion of Jensen
that the word derives from Assyrian irri~u (

erelu, "sow. 1148

43code of Hammurabi, par. 46.
44M • Bar Ilan and S. Zevin, ed.,~En~irloM:diy
- ;,
Talmudit, Vol. II {Jerusalem, 1952), ltl&. C. ~ P ~ 5:5
and the commentary of Maimonides, ad loc.
45M. B. M. 9:1

4 6AHw, P• 244.a,

47 K, Albrecht, Kischna Bikkurim (Giessen, 1922),
1:2, p, 16, citing P, Lagarde, Semitica, I, 50,
48
·
Albrecht, ibid,, citing P, Jensen, ZA, I (1886), 406,
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Jensen's view i s to be preferred,

In addit i on, the

voca li zation of , arisin occ urs regul arl y in the Kaufmann
Manusc ript,49

A variant of the abstract form occurs in

a Mishnah fragment from the Geniza, baJ arusui, 50

The

more common J arisut corresponds more closely to NeoAssyrian arisutu,51

49 Beer, ~ M, PeJ~ 5:5, M, CQrla 2:3,
50Katsh•

!!!i•

Pl, 2• line 26• M, Dem, 6:8,

51!!!,g., p. 4. not e on line 26• citing Lowe's
edition of the Mishnah of the Palestinian Talmud and
the printed editions; AHw. p, 68. er . a different view
of the borrowing, AIA,pp, 60 and 231. On the basis of
the Arabic, Kaufmanconsiders errelu the borrowed form.
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7)

J e~tegad

< Late

Babylonian ~addaqad, "last year."

There are various forms of this word in different
periods of Akkadian:

Old Babylonian ~addaqdim, Old and

Middle Babylonian laddagda, Neo-Assyrian ~addagdil, and
Late Babylonian ~addaqad. 52

An example is:

ultu ~addagi~

!!!!!!!!!!!!. NINDA,ijI.A ~a piya ul inandina, "Since last year no
one has given me food for my mouth. rr53

It has been sug-

gested that all of these forms go back to •~atta-gdim,5 4
Mishnaic Hebrew J e~tega!i has been long seen to go
back to ;addaqad,55

It most closely resembles the Late

Babylonian form, ~addaqad, and, as is evident from Syriac
J e~teqad,5 6 the vehicle for the l oanword in Hebrew is
Aramaic,
The difference between the Late Babylonian and the
Syriac and Hebrew forms is related to the shift of stress
and resulting vowel changes.

Presumably, ~addaqad was ac-

cented on the first syllable.57

Syriac and Hebrew J eMteqad

are stressed on the final syllable.

The exact nature of

52Q.M!., par. 72c.
53~ I, Pt. 1, 240b,

--· - -

5 4aAG

ibid.

550. o. Edzard, "Mari und Aramlter," ~. LVI
(1964), 147. The first recognition of this loanword was
made by H. Pick, OLZ 1 XII (1909), 165-7, cited by Edzard,
~ • Also eited7:s Perles, OLZ, XXI (1918), 67.
56 Lex, Syr., p. 53b. Cf . a different view by Kaufman who pos i t s a n Amorite origin and separ ate borrowing by
Akkadian and Aramaic, AIA, pp. 125 and 288.
57Moscat1 , Introduction , par . 10 . 6.
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the process of vowel change is not completely clear.
With the loss of the first vowel, a consonant
cluster at the beginning of the word was created, leading
to the addition or a prosthetic vowel.
and Hebrew the prosthetic vowel is ~.5 8

In both Syriac
Possibly, with

the bringing together or the first and second consonants,
the voiced~ was assimilated to the

l,

and became un-

voiced!•

58Moscati, Introduction, pars. 9.14 and 9.15; cf.
Segal, GMH, p. 38. An alternative explanation is given
by Speiiir, who rejects the prosthetic ~aleph. In his
view, ~e~tegad derives from ina ~attagad, a construction
similar to ina timali > i-tima'.li > Hebrew J e 4m$1, E. A.
Speiser, "An Application of the Principle of Sonority,"
AJSL, XLII (1926), 145-69, reproduced in Oriental and Bibi!ca1 Studies, ed. by E. A. Speiser (Philadelphia, 1967),
P• 377, n. !6.
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8)

bat ~ual), "fruit of the Aleppo Pine," <a!uou,

"fir tree."
The definition of a';uhu as "fir tree" is given
tentatively by von Soden and by Thompson.59

Botanical

terms are often transferred to various species which may
have similar characteristics, and it is difficult to assign them a consistent definition.
There is no doubt about the loanword a~ubu, Aramaic

Ja!iipa, 60 but it is less certain that the same word, if not
the same species, necessarily, appears in Mishnaic

luag. 61

~

The Talmud defines this fruit as "white figs. 1162

Lieberman, however, explains that bat ~ual'} is a popular name
for the

4

~ren galbI, "Aleppo Pine," and, by extension, for

its fruit. 6 3

It is plausible that "a~iiao. 'r!iial). could be

borrowed for a species of pine which is related to the

a~u))u, "fir."

59AHw, p. 85 and DAB, pp. 266r.
60 AFw, p. 53.

61M. Dem. 1:1; M. !eb. 5:1.
62 ~ . 4oa.
6 3s. Lieberman, Tosefta Kifeshuta, Zeracim, p.
132, cited in Albeckl Mishnah, ZeraCfm, p. 378. Similar
combinations are beno;, ~iqm~, M. Dem. 1:1, and ben8 4
!e11ac, TP B. B. II, 1 c.
- --
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ili < bi" u,

9)

~ . "drainage opening,"

Examples of this word, which is attested in Middle
and Nee-Assyrian and Late Babylonian, are:

RN.,,bi...;i-be

'!ia duri sa bit Assur ••• iksir, "Adad-nirari has made watertight the drainage openings of the wall around the Assur
temple,• 64

l bi-i-be la gammur, "one unfinished drainage

opening,n 65

The change of the glottal stop,~. to~. which

occurred in Assyrian 66 did not take place in Late Babylonian:

ana bi-' -e (var.!!.!::!._) la dilri tuierreblunuti,

"you slip them (the figurines ) into the drainage opening
of the city wa11. 11 67
The

fu

of the Mishnah 68 appears to derive from

Assyrian through the mediation of Aramaic. 69

64 £!Q. II (B), 297.

65~.

66 ~ , par~ 24b; cf. also ;u• u, "ewe," and Middl e
and Nee-Assyrian subu, ~ •

--· --

6 7cAD

ibid.

68M. cEr. 8:10; M. ' A. z. 3:4; er. also (oreµ. bi,in,
"a cleanerci'Tsewers," Midr. Exodus R. 6:l. Examples o
variants in Hebrew between~ and~ are cited in Epstein,
ITM, II, 1223-26. In our case, however, the bis a borFciwed feature of the Assyrian variant.
69cf. bi~!, TP TaCan. IV, 68d, cited in Jastrow,
Dictionary, p.
9. Arabic bibat is considered to be a
borrowing from Aramaic !!Tu, Fraeri°kel, Aram. Fw. 1 p. 23,
However, a derivation from ./ni:ib, "be hollow," which Fraenkel,
ibid., believes to be the source of this word and of Aramaic ' abuba., "flute," is not_acceptab}e, cf. above, J abiib
< ebbubu, pp. 90-l. Both bP u and bibu may, .however , have
beenpronounced as [biw], GAG, par . 2lii:i:" The loan is questioned by AIA, p, 98-;-ii°ut accepted by AHw, pp. 134f.
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10)

~~

< kassi.isu,

"falcon."

The following equivalence occurs in a lexical list:
SUR.DA• su-ur/ur 5~
• ka-su-su. 70 An example from Old

pa~T kazzUzT u sulaJ i ••• eli baJ erutim

Babylonian is:
u~tabnl

., "He (Sin) created axes, falcons and runs to

catch game better than the hunter's crart. 11 7 1

In Middle

Babylonian the word occurs in the derived sense of "hero,"
as in the equivalence ka-as-su-su • gar-ra-du. 72

While

Yalon, in Albeck's edition of the Mishnah, reads ~ , 7 3
there occurs the reading~ in the Mishnah of t h e ~
Yeru~almi 74 and haggez in the Kaufmann Manuscript. 75

The

reading~ is elsewhere preferred by Albeck.7 6
It is proposed that Mishnaic
frpm kassusu.

~

is a loanword

What must be accounted for is the change of

consonants and the shortening of the Akkadian word.
change from ls_ >

s.

The

is normal in borrowings from Akkadian

to Hebrew; compare ~arru-kin > sarg~n.

The change from

~ ,. ~may be due to variants within Akkadian itself, e,g,,

--·

123.

7 oAHw

p. 454,

72!!!?!,

!£!!!.

71~ II (B) • 89.

7 3 ~ . 3:1; Albeck, Mishnah, Qodo;fm, p.
7 4Lowe, ~ . M, ijul, 3:1,
75aeer, MK,~- 3:1.
76Albeck, IM, p. 136.
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kazziizI, "falcons," as against kassiisu. 77

What has

apparently occurred here is a shortening of the word
parallel to galalu

< Aramaic

gelala

> ~,

"stone, 11

Job 8:17.7 8

77cAD II (B), 89; AHw, p. 454.
7 8The parallelism of ~/bei J ab~nim, ibid., is
significant. Compare R. Bowman, "aban gallilu, 11'""15oron,
Hebraic Studies in Honor of Abraham I. Katsh (New York,
1965), pp. 64-74. If such a shortening of a loanword is
possible, the question may be raised about the identification of kassnsu with Biblical ~s, Lev. 11:17, Deut.
14:16, and Pss. 102:7. The Biblical word has been defined
as "owl," B;D-B, p. 468a. It may be significant that the
Targum Yerusalmi, as cited by the Aruk, s.v. ™-• renders
cozniyya, Lev. 11:13, by bar gazza and kSs, ibid., 11:17,
by another word. If the two words do come from the same
source, they have been differentiated semantically. It is
difficult to establish their specific meanings, and there
have been shifts in the species to which they were applied
at various times. The form of Mishnaic ™- shows no dependence upon Biblical k~s. If the suggested consonant
and word changes be accepted, it appears to be a borrowing
from Akkadian. If k~s is also traceable to Akkadian
kassiisu, it may be an"""earlier borrowing. On k > g, cf. AIA,
~. 160 for the suggestion that post-vocalic- /k7 was -realize .a in Nee-Assyrian like West Semitic fg1.
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11)

gel(!, "li111e," c( ~ ,

Sumerian IM.BABBAR,
valent of __.:..,:_
gassu,79

11

gypsUlll, limewash."

"white clay," is the equi-

The Akkadian word is attested as early

as Old Babylonian, denoting a substance for coating walls,
for magic drawings, and an abrasive powder for washing the
hands. 80

Mishnaic ge~, "lime used to delineate pathways,"81

is a loanword, having been transmitted through Aramaic. 82
Hebrew has also borrowed Greek

yJ"/'os as

gippesis, 83

and it is likely that the Greek word is also a borrowing
.from Akkadian 84 or that the word is a Kulturwort, found
in widely separated languages.
A variant cited in a Geniza Mishnah fragment is
79cAD V (G), 54ff,; !!!!,, P• 282.
BOcAD and AHw, filg_,
8 1M. Mi2• 9: 2; gel(! yewenI, "clay from the mire,"
is called yi~edok haderak):m, "roadside pegs," when it
dries, cf, Bdrtinoro's commentary on the Mishnah, !!!..12£_,
82~ , p,_31; Lex. Syr,, p. 129, where the identification of ge 2a w i t h ~ Is made, citing Jensen.

83M. Kelrm 10:2; AFw, op. cit., ibid,j Liddell

and Scott,

lli, p, 147a. - -

B4H, W, F, Saggs, The Greatness that Was Babylon,
p, 463, Arabic ji~~/Jal(l~/jU~l(I is regarded as a borrowing
.frJ.!m Aramaic giis'fs, itself borrowed from Greek and Latin,
yayros • ~• raenkel, Aram. Fw,, pp. 9-10. It is the
view of this writer, however, that Hebrew and Ar11J11aic have
two separate borrowings, one from ga~~u and the other from
the Greek, which may ultimately goback to Akkadian, or to
the word from which it is borrowed. The Arabic also appears closer to gal(l2a .( gas~u.
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ga~. 8 5 This represents a lengthening of the short
~-vowel or the Akkadian, presumably because of the accent.86

The Kaut'lllann Manuscript reads g~~. 87

8 5Katsh, GM, Pl. 136, line 12. M. Mig. 9:2.
86Moscati, Introduction, par. 10,8c.
87Katsh, op.cit., p. 272, note to line 12, citing
The manuscript reproduced in
is not consistent, as in line 14 it reads ge~.

the Kaufmann Manuscript.

~
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12)

garao < karpatu,

"vessel, container."

Akkadian karpatu is a vessel, made of various substances, clay, or metals, and used for containing different materials, for exampl e, beer, wine, milk.BB
suggested here that Mishnaic

garah,

It is

a vessel equivalent to

the bablt, 8 9 is a l oanword from Akkadian, via Aramaic fil'.!?_,
garba.9°

The form of the Aramaic and Hebrew words is

closer to the Akkadian than to the Ugaritic krpn.
consonant change of ~

>g

The

is paralleled by ~arru-kin

SargSn, and kibritu :::,> goprI~.

>

The vehicle of the loan

is Aramaic. 91

88 AHw, pp. 449-50.
8 9M. Ter. 10:8; J. Brand, Ceramics in Talmudic
Literature--nteii'rew) (Jerusalem, 1953), pp. 95f. (hereafter abbreviated as Ceramics),
90cr. Aramaic~. Cowley, !f_, 81:8 and 9, and
DISO, p. 53. Possibly,a further argument for the probability of a loanword here is the creation of a homonym
with s!!:!k, "scab, itch,"
9lcf. Syriac garba, Lex. Syr., p. 130, Ethiopic
gerab is also cited there, Two Arabic words, girbat
and Jarab are considered by Fraenkel to be borrowed
from Aramaic, having the sense of "waterskin, 11 Fraenkel,
Aram. Fw,, p. 64. There is also evidence of a re-borrowing
by Late Babylonian from Aramaic. The term guribu, "reinforcement around an earthenware Jar," occurs in Late
Babylonian and is regarded as an Aramaic loanword, CAD
V (G), 136. Generally Akkadian final - (a)t is not aropped
i n loanwords , but there are exceptions , e . g ., mal}ratu :;;:,Mandaic rnh J r J , "ship's bow," lJurdatu ;,, Babylonian Talmud
hud r a , "beam, 11 AIA , pp. 65, 71 and 167-8.
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13) gargTr < girgirru, Eruca sativa, "rocket."
In Assyrian sources, girgirru is regarded as an
aphrodisiac and an eye medicine.9 2 Mishnaic ~ has
been identified as a loanword from Akkadian girgirru.93
Another species is gargTr ~el•appar, Diplota,xis Erucoides.9 4
The form of gargtr is distinguished from its homonym,
gargar, garger, "berry."

Possibly, the entrance or the

homonym garg'fr, " ~ • " is an argument for the probability
of a borrowing.

9 2DAB, pp. 2llf.; the Talmud agrees with this
view, considering garg1 as having the property of
"increasing seed," TB Y mi lBb. It also agrees that
~ is an eye medicine, explaining~ of II K.
"li:39as 'arg'Ir, with the comment: "They brighten
(meJ rr~t the eyes ••• one rubs it across his eyes,"
TB Y6intt, ibid.

6

93AFw, p. 56; M. Maca{ . 4:5.
9 4M. Seb. 9:1; Judah Felix, MarJoth Hamishnah,
Zeracim, traditional commentaries, pointed text and
botanical supplement (Jerusalem, 1967), botanical sec.,
p. 31. Compare also Aramaic galgila, TB Git. 59b, with
!I!: change.
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14)

ga~Iii, "frame of a bed,"

< ga-;I~u,

"pole."

The Akkadian word ga~IJu is used in Old Babylonian
to denote a stake upon which criminals are impaled.
example is:

An

ina ga~I~im i~akkanuh, "they shall impale

her upon a stake, 11 95 and, from Nee-Assyrian, there is the
example:

ina ga!I~I alul, "I bound (their bodies) on

stakes. 96
11

This word has been identified with ga~~s, "sounding
pole. 97

This identification is not correct, as gas~°ti is

11

to be related to the Hebrew and Aramaic root,
grope. 98
11

"touch,

Akkadian ga~Hu should be related to ga.H'fi

~ellammi tta, "frame of a bed. 11 99

ga~Is

ill,

Possibly, ga!,I"~u and

are related semantically in that poles make up the

framework of a bed.

The Sumerian equivalents of ga~I~u are

giiBU and gi~SUD, both of which can be read as Akkadian
araku, "be long. 11 lOO

Thus, ga~I~ !;ellammitta may be com-

pared with " aru~tt hammitl?a, "the long poles of the bed. 11 101
95code of Hammurabi, par. 153; AHw, p. 283.
96D. D. Luckenbill, OIP II, 26:59.
97AFw, p. 31; A. Salonen, Die Wasserfahrzeuge in
Babylonien7lfelsinki, 1939), p. 110; TB Sab. 125b.
9 8cf. Isa. 59:10; AIA, pp. 101 and 274; Targum
Yerulalmi on Gen. 27:12; TB Git. 67b.
99M. Zabim 3:1 and 3. Perhaps also related is
ge!I~In, "splints," TB Sab. 53a.
lOOLabat, Manuel, p. 171.
101M. Sab. 23:5.
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15)

dir, "enclosure," < durum, "wall."

Akkadian durum is attested as early as Old Babylonian in the sense of "wa11. 11102

The word daru denotes

"settlement of shepherds. 111 03
It is suggested that Mishnaic Hebrew dir, "enclosure,11104 is a loanword from durum, probably through the
mediation of Aramaic dira. 105

If the view of von Soden

be accepted, that durum is related to Aramaic!!!£, "circumference," Arabic dar, "surround," and~. "enclosure,11106 it is not possible to speak of a loanword.
of these words are to be considered as cognates. 10 7

All
On

the other hand, the£!£_ denies t h a t ~ or diiru, "settlement of shepherds or nomads," is related to a root referring to a cyclic movement. 108

It is on the basis or

this separation of durum and daru from the cognates
102!ill!_, p. 178; £!£. III (D), 192-5.
l03cAD, ~ . , 115.
104M. B. Q. 6:1; M. ~eq. 6:1.
l05cf, Targum Yeru~almi on Micah 2:12, where
haddaQr$ is rendered by beg~ d1ra.
106AHw, p. 178; cf. Aramaic dwr, "circumference,"

p. 56.

l07cf. also Mandaic daura, "home, abode, dwelling,"
Drower and Macuch, Man. Dic.~99a. Syriac dura is
considered cognate with Arabic~ in Lex. Syr:-;-p. 147,
108£!£_ III (D), 197.
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referred to above that this loanword relationship, durum
/' dira ,> dir, can be proposed.
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16)

wadda~y. "certainly," < ~ -

The modal participle wu(d)di, "certainly, indeed," is regarded by von Soden as an imperative D form
from id~, "know."

It is attested only in Mari.109

It is suggested that the particle waddaJ y in
Mishnaic Hebrew, "certainly," is a loan from~•
This appears more probable than the view of Segal that
wadda~y derives from~. "confess, agree.nllO
A possibility remains, however, as the only
attestation is in Mari, t h a t ~ is West Semitic
and cognate with Hebrew rather than borrowed.

109GAG, par. 121d. Von Soden also lists Old
Babylonian midde, and the later mindema, also formed
from idG, but with the meaning "probably," GAG, par.
12le.-iiowever, there is a context in whichit appears
in the sense of "certainly:" min-de-ma ana-ku ina hi-t;i
maq-ri-i aq-su-sa lemutt1mtim, "No doubt I plotted mischief at the time of the former sin," W. G. Lambert,
"The Fifth Tablet of the Era Epic," Irag, XXIV (1962),
121:6.
110
Segal, GMH, p. 138; cf. M. Ker. 5:2. The
final ~aleph which'a:i)pears in the usual spelling of this
word is a mater lectionis. The word also occurs in
manuscripts a s ~ . vocalized wadday(y), Katsh, GM, Pl,
119, line 12, andibid., Pl, 156, line 6. Another form
is idyy, vocalized"t°w)wadday(y), ibid., p. 238, line 12,
cit ng the Kaufmann Manuscript.
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17)

ziiz, "monetary unit," < ztlzu

< ztzu,

"divide."

"

Akkadian zuzu derives from B!E!• "divide," in a
manner analogous to peras < parasu, "cut, divide," a half
of a mane. 111

The BAR sign which is the equivalent of

z~zu is also equivalent to mi~lu, "half," and to parasu.112
In the Mishnah, zuz occurs, 11 3 and is the equivalent of
dinar, Latin denarius.

Bendavid notes that both terms oc-

cur in the sale documents from the Judean Desert, but that
in Palestinian sources denarius prevails, due to the Roman
influence, and in the Babylonian Talmud zuz is dominant.
In the Mishnah, the terms co-exist, although there is a
convention of using zuz for designating many of the units,
while dinar is used for a single unit,114

The l oanword

enters through Aramaic. 115

111£!.Q. XXI (Z), 170; for peras, cf. M. 'Ed. 3:3.
ll2Labat, ~ • pp. 69-71.
ll3M. Pe•a 8:8; M. Ket. 1:5; as a unit of weight,
M. Ter. 10:8. The zuz /<l'fiiir is one-fourth of a ~egel
Iriniorietary value, Bendavfd,""13HMH, p. 181. H. Danby, in
The Mishnah~(0xford, 1933), p--:-'f97, understands it as
one half a ~ .
ll4Bendavid, ~ • • citing M. PeJa 8:8,
ll5cf. Syriac zauza, derived from Akkadian zuzu
following Jensen,~. VI (1891), 60, and AFw, p. 21-,-Lex. Syr., p. 191. er. also, AIA, p . 91 .
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18)

~

< hazannu,

~ • haziannu, "magis-

trate, official."
Mishnaic pazzan has been recognized as a loanword
from gazannu. 116

In Akkadian this word appears in the Ur

III period, in Old Babylonian rarely, and in Middle Assyrian
and Amarna with the sense of "chief magistrate, mayor,
head man. 11117

Strengthening this identification is the

fact that oazannu is also used in religious contexts, e.g.,

11 ha-za-nu ;a bit

dAG ilika anaku, "I am the t}azannu of

the temple of Nabu, your god.nll8
In the Mishnah, the word has several senses:

a

member of the synagogue hierarchy, ha zzan hakkeneset,
second to the roJi hakk 8 nese~,ll9

a teacher of children, 1 20

and, as 9azzan hakkeneset, the official who flogs offenders.121

116 AFw, pp. 6f,

See also AIA , pp . 64 and 233 ,

1172!!2. VI (H), 163-5,
118~, !!!,!g_., p. 165.
ll9M.

YSma

7:l; M, sata 7:8.

l 20M. ~ab, l:3,

121M. Mak. 3:12.
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19)

i]azini

< i]a~Ina

< !)aninu.

"axe."

Akkadian ~a~~inu is attested from Old Babylonian
on.122

It is also written as oa-az-zi-nu. as in the ex-

ample:

ina ba[-az]-zi-in-ni ia larri ta~t. "You will die

by the axe of the king." 12 3 Another example• where the
word is used for a divine symbol• is:

~ GIS.MAR K~.BABBAR,

9a-§i-in mi-it-[~]~

"axe. ~weapon. and spade of

silver (divine symbols) • 11124
Aramaic l]a~Ina has been borrowed from oa~~inu. as
has Greek

~ ~ ( V 'J.125 Mishnaic l}adna is explained by

Albeck as identical with Qa~Ina. 126

The variation of

y~

occurs in the Akkadian itself• with~ in the peripheral
dialects.
122 AHw, pp. 332f.; 2!£ VI

(!p,

l 33f •

1232!£, ~ - • 133. from El Amarna 162:37.

--· ~-

l24cAD

l 25AFw, p. 12; Liddel and Scott GEL, p. 74;
Segal, GMH. p. 32. The Targum on Isa. 44:12 renders
maCa;id by Qa§Ini. A possible cognate relationship between
ha§§Inu and7iibITcal garzen is suggested by AHw, p. 332.
A ceremonial axe from Ugarit is inscribed br§g• J. Friedrich, Extinct Languafes (New York, 1957), p. 5, fig. 4.
A change~ > & from ramaic to Neo-Babylonian. at a later
period, may be a parallel to a similar change earlier, von
Soden, ill• XIX (1959-60)• 149.
126M. Kel!m 14:2; Albeck, Mishnah, Tohor6t, p. 65.
The identification of iazini with baQ!n! is also made by
NCW II, 29a. Another nterpretation is "iron knob," cf.
Bertinoro•s commentary, ad loc. There are also variant
readings, e.g., Qazayyenf';'7ieer, MK, ad loc., and 9zynJ ,
to be read, presumably. as QazzTnf:° Qazyana, or baz1na.
Lowe, MPT, ~ • Cf. a different view. AIA, p:-I'o"2:"
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20)

hilt It
~

< hil

tiyati, "gum of asafoetida."

There are several combinations with gilu, "resin,

-

exudation," from the verb h~lu, "flow." 12 7

They include:

~
T
bil
eri,
"resin of copper," tp.l
baluobi, "resin of

galbanum," hil sarbati,

11

sap of the willow," oil erini,

"sap of the cedar," and hll tiyati, "gum of asafoetida." 12 8
Possibly Mishnaic t!~a is borrowed from tiyatu, 12 9 but the
source of hiltit 130 is clearly from hil tiy!ti. 1 31

-·----

The

medium of the loan was Aramaic.132

127ill VI (~), 54.
128 ill, ibid., 189; ~ • pp. 336ff.
12 9M. Teb. Y8m 1:5; M. CUql}In 3:5; NCW IV, 639;
11
Low, Flora, III, 125; AFw, p. 58. Another rendering is
"ranunculus," Albeck, !iffshnah, Tohorf>t, p. 460.
130M. §ab . 20:3; M. CUql}!n 3:5.
131~, p. 8, n. 2.
132Cf. Syriac l}eltita, Lex. Syr., p. 238.

Arabic

~ is regarded as a borrowing from Aramaic, Fraenkel,

Aram. Fw., p. 140.
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21)

~asit, qasiyy~t, "Allium," "leeks," <

Aramaic !}assii, "lettuce." < oassii, "lettuce. II
Akkadian oassu is attested from Old Babylonian on,
and is associated lexically with muraru, "small, bitter
lettuce. 111 33

The relationship of IJassii to Aramaic oassa,

has been noted.134
It is suggested that another term in the Mishnah,
oas11',

p 1 ura 1

oasiyydt, a general term for leeks,

arum, onion and garlic, may be borrowed from Aramaic oassl,
and thereby derive ultimately from Akkadian.

This term may

have been borrowed on the basis or a general similarity,
bitterness of taste.135
l33cAD VI (tl), 128; DAB, pp. 72r.
1 34DAB, ibid.; AFw, p, 57, "Bitter Herbs," marAr,
in M, Pes, fil, isusedin a general sense, and one or the
species that fulfills the requirement is oazere~, "lettuce,"
ibid,, defined in the Talmud as Qassa, TB Pes. 39a, This
is significant, as ~assu in Akkadianis associated lexically w i t h ~ . CAD, ibid.
135M. Ter. 9:7, 10:10; Bertinoro's commentary on
9:7; Albeek~nah, Zerac~m, p. 206. The relationship
or ~asit to Qassa, "lettuce," on the basis of similarity
of taste andaphilological relationship, is suggested by
NCW II, 88a. This supports the identification made above.
'l'Fie vocalization QasiyyS~, B e e r , ~ • ~ - 9:7, is followed by Yalon in the Albeck edition of the Mishnah, There
is also another vocalization 1 QSsit. s. Lieberman, Tosefta
ZeraCim, TeriimS4 9:3. p. 155, - - Akkadian aa~utu, "thyme," has a form which corresponds well with Q s t but which cannot be proposed as the
source of this loanword because of the difference in meanings, cf. Meissner, Studien, 40-1, and CAD VI (H), 148,
where no definition is given,
-¥
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22)

kab.iil

<kaballu,

type of garment.

This term is attested in Mari, Nuzi and in
Hittite texts from Boghazkoi.136

It is not clear to what

type of garment it refers, although the word is regarded
as borrowed by Mishnaic Hebrew as kaqni. 1 37

It is de-

fined as a piece of cloth worn upon the head as a kerchief upon which rests an ornament for the forehead. 1 38
Another definition is "woolen cap." 1 39

136!!!!_, p. 414.
137M. ~ab. 6:5; ~ . p. 35.

~-

l3Bcommentary of Maimonides on the Mishnah,
139Albeck, Mishnah, M~ed, p. 30.
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23)

kusbi r

< kisibirru,

"coriander."

There are several forms of this Akkadian word:
Old Akkadian ki-si-ba-ra-tum, Middle and Late Babylonian
ku(s)sibirru, and Assyrian kisibarru. 140

Mishnaic kusbar

has long been seen as a loan from the Akkadian, 141 and
it replaces Biblical S!!!!. 142

The problem is to deter-

mine which of the Akkadian forms entered into Hebrew.
Conceivably, the Middle and Late Babylonian ku(s)sibirru
is the source of Hebrew~. through Aramaic kusbarta.143
On the other hand, an attested Hebrew variant, ~ , 1 4 4
is closer to Assyrian kisibarru, and the Hebrew may be
borrowed from the Assyrian.

The Hebrew borrowing may

be earlier and not dependent upon the Aramaic.

It is

difficult, however, to make a determination, as the
changes!,/~ occur in both the Akkadian and the Hebrew
words and may be inner variants.145
140 AHw, p. 486a; DAB, p. 66.

--

--

141Me~ssner, ZA, VI (l~l), 294; A-r, p. 57; M.
Kil. 1:2; ~ - 9:l";M. MaCa. 3:9; a n d ~ - 1:1:142Exodus 16:31; Numb. 11:7.
14 3cf. Syriac kusbarta, Lex. Syr., p. 338.
144 Beer, MK, M. §eb. 9:1; M. Dem. 1:1; E. Porath,
Mishnaic Hebrew, ii:- 140; ands. Lieberiiian, Tosefta
Zeractm, K11 3 ayyim 1:1, p. 203.
l 45variations between the u and i-vowel in Biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew are discussed by w. Chomsky,
"Problematic Forms in Biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew,"
(Hebrew), Zev1 Scharfstein Jubilee Volume (Tel Aviv,

122

1970). pp. 180-1. He cites the opinion of Simcha Pinsker
of variants such as MeQUYi' el/MehiyaJ el (Gen. 4:18),
Pinon/Punon (Gen. 36:41 and Numb. 33:42) which is that
tFielrebrew ~-vowel is a combination of 2. and!.• and is
to be pronounced as German u-umlaut, u. Reference is
also made to the viflW of Dalman (Gramiiiatik des lldisch,allstinischen Aramaisch• pp. 71 f. that the situation in
almudic manuscripts is so confused that no conclusion
can be drawn about the correct written form of any word
if it contains either u or 1. Chomsky suggests that the
problematic form in the Passover Haggadah• mesubi n, "reclining," is another example of the u/1 variants. and is
eguivalent to mesibin. A parallel case would be tuqad/
~ . "will burn."
Chomsky. ~ . The variants
kusbar/kisbar in the Mishnah may be another example of
this situation and have no relationship to the variations
between Akkadian kisibirru and kus(s)ibirru.

w.
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24)

kar~Tna

< kiUenu,

"vetch."

This word occurs in Old Babylonian and in NeoBabylonian and has been equated with Lethyrus sativus.146
It is a loanword in the Mishnah, kar\Ina, rarely used as
human food.147

Between the forms kis,enu and karllna a

process of dissimilation has taken place,

~i ) rs,

analogous to the development of Akkadian kussG > Aramaic
kiirsa. 148

l46!1@., pp. 95 and 103; ~ . p. 492a.
1 47M. Ter. 11:9, M. Maca(. !en. 2:4, M. Sab.
20:3, and M. Joh. 17:1.
1 48Moscati, Introduction, par. 9.10. A different source is suggested by LBw, who defines this
word as "black vetch," and relates it to Sanskrit ~r5~a,
"black, 11 Persian krln(k). If this be true, Akkadia:n--kil5enu is not originally Semitic, L3w, ~ . II, 485ff.
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25) kat, "band, party, group,"< kimtu/kintu, "family,"

--=

- - - --

The Akkadian word is attested from the Old Babylonian
period on. An example is: ina ni~iya u kimtiya, "among my
people and my family. 11 149 There is a lexical equation of
kimtu with PU9ru,

11

group, gathering, 11150 indicating a more

generalized meaning closer to the Aramaic and Hebrew,
but most frequently the word is used in the sense of
"family."
It is proposed that Hebrew ka~, "band, party,
group,"

151

is a loanword from kimtu. A possible development

may be: kimtu > *kimt/*kint > *kitt > *katt

>~• Alternatively

the development may have occurred in Nao-Assyrian, which
also attests the form kintu. The assimilation of morn
to the following t is paralled by attahar .(amtahar, "I
1~
received," and taklittu (taklimtu, "show. 11

149

15o

AHw, p. 479,
Ibid.
151M. Pes., 5:7, M. Mak. 1:5, M. KeHm 25:4,
152
For the change a)'- _t before two successive
consonants, cf. above, p. ~7 and Moscati, Introduction,
par 10,Bc. On the assimilation !!!,.t/g_t > tt, cf, GAG, par. Jlg.
Hebrew kat cannot be derived from Akkadian kin'lltu, 11 colleague, 11
AHw, p.7:i:'79, which appears in Aramaic as k6 nnt, pl.
k"nawiita, Ezra 4:7, 9, 17, and 5:3, 6. An original /w/ has
been reduced in the Akkadian to a and reappears in the
Aramaic, raising doubts about a borroWing by Aramaic
rather than cognate relationship, cf. B-D-B, p. 1097, and
AHw, p. 479, For a different view of the relation of
kimtu and ka~, cf. AIA, pp. 69 and 238,
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26)

~

< laptu

1

"Brassica rapa, turnip."

Akkadian laptu 1 variant form !rn, is attested in
Old Babylonian, Nee- Assyrian, and Neo-Babylonian. 1 53

The

SU111erian equivalent, '1.u . lfilsar,l5 4 appears to be a reflection of the Akkadian 1 as it is also given as the equivalent of the homonym, luppu 1 "bean," borrowed as Hebrew
lu:12.1 "arum. 111 55

Mishnaic ~ is frequently attested. 1 56

It is probable that this word was borrowed by Hebrew from
Aramaic, as Syriac lapta is listed by Brockelmann as an
Akkadian loanword. 1 57

Mishnaic lietan 1 "one with a phy-

sical peculiarity, a turnip-shaped head,"158 is a further
development in Hebrew from leEe~.

--·

153AHw

p. 537 1 and DAB, p. 51.

154~• !!?J:!!.•

155Ibid., p. 564.

l5 6M. Kil. l:3, 9; 3:1; M. Maca6. 5:2, 8;
~ . 7:4"';aiiirM. cugoin 1:4.
l5 7 Lex. Syr •• p. 369b.

158M. Bek. 7:l.
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27)

liip, "arum," < ~ . "kind of bean."

Akkadian

~

is attested in Old and in Neo-

Babylonian, while the variant~ occurs in NeoAssyrian.159

Sumerian Lu.efsub appears to be a borrowing

from the Akkadian. 1 60

Von Soden defines this word as

"bean," and suggests tentatively that it is borrowed as
- 161 He was preceded in this identification
Arabic lub(j)a.
by Thompson.162
It is suggested that Mishnaic lup163 is a borrowing from luppu, although it cannot be certain that the Akkadian and the Hebrew words refer to the same species.
Maimonides defines~ as a species of onion. 164

Another

definition is Arum palestinum, a species which develops a
small, edible bud. 16 5

On the basis of the similarity of

this bud to a bean, luppu was borrowed to designate this
There also occurs luE ha!~a~e, "wild lu~," ~

species.

discorides, 166 the bud or which is edible only in emergencies.
159~, p. 564.

16 0!!!.!!!•

161 Ibid.

162~. p. 94.

16 ~. Pe~a 6:10; M. Kil. 2:5; M. ~eb. 5:2, 4;
M. Ter. 9:6; M. MaCai!. 5:8; and M. Sab:-Ilf:T.
l6 4commentary or Maimoniges on ~ebI 0 It 5:2.
interpretation originates i n ~ . V:2.
16 5Judah Felix, Mar~oth Hamishnah, p.
166M.
~ - • p.

The

Bo.

~eb. 7:1, 2; M.cuq~Im 3:4; and J. Felix,

ar.-
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28)

"

melo~ < mulugu, a kind of marriage gift,

-

This term and its relationship to Mishnaic mel~g
has been studied in detail by Levine,167

The connection

between the Akkadian and the Hebrew terms was noted by
Feuchtwang and by Zimmern. 168

The term occurs in Nuzi,

in Ugaritic, and in Neo-Babylonian,

It denotes some kind

of gift given by the father to his daughter upon the marriage, or after it,
nudunnG, 16 9

It is to be distinguished from the

Intermediate between the Akkadian and the

Mishnaic material is the Aramaic of the Elephantine period
where the term is not used but where the institution appears to exist, 1 7°

In the Mishnah, there occurs the ex-

pression CaQde mela~,171
Levine traces a development in the Rabbinic understanding of mel~~ from being property over which the
wife had almost complete rights of sale to a condition
under which her properties were under the executive control of her husband,172

Despite the many references from

16 7B, Levine, Survivals, pp, 43-62, 91-103, nn,
127-85,
168 n. Feuchtwang, ZA, VI (1892), 441; AFw, p. 46,
16 9Levine, ibid,, p. 45,

l70~•• pp, 5lff,

17 1M, Yeb, 7:1-2; cf, also Iinha! mel~g,
TB Ket, 79b-80a; nikse me18g, ~ - l0la; and behema!
melS,!!;, ~ . VII:l.
l72Levine, Survivals, p, 62,
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the periphery of the Babylonian culture sphere and from
Nee-Babylonian. as against one Ugaritic reference. Levine
is not certain that the institution of mulugu is originally
Mesopotamian.

He holds open the possibility that the in-

stitution was in existence on Palestinian soil• even in
pre-Biblical times.173
It is not possible to find an adequate etymology
for mulugu.

Levine reviews the suggestions that have

been offered• among them that of Ungnad who considered it
a SU111erian loanword from MULUG • ia beli. "that which the
master of the house may dispose or,• 1 7 4

He does not

mention the suggestion of J. Lewy who noted that
ta-ma-la-gu 5::.!!fil is equal to ™1!.!:!.• and is "a coffer in
which documents are kept.• 1 75

A

development from "box.

basket" to "fund" is possible. but cannot be decided here.
Talmudic mel~gl[ dise~are• "container of documents. 111 76
should. however. be compared.

l73Levine. Survivals. p, 62.
174 Ibid., p. 44.
175J, Lewy. Or, XIX (1950)• 2.
176TB Ket. 85a; TB B. B. 151a. For a contrary view
of the deve l opment o f ~ • cf , AIA, p . 111 .
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29)

me11er

< mi~rum,

plural miljretum, mi!Jril,

"b order."
This word occurs in a group together with bad-du
(patu), idG, and ~ , 177 and is also a synonym of
kisurrG. 1 78

An example is:

DN bel mi~ri u kudurri

kudurra~u lissup, "May DN, the lord of borders and boundary stones, tear out his boundary stone. 11 179
Hebrew~ has been borrowed from mi~ru, via
Aramaic.180

It is used partially to replace Biblical

ge2ill, which also is replaced by SeQir and te~ilm. 181

l 77MSL III, 85.
178~, pp. 448 and 659; 11£ill., par. 610.
Other forms are mi9irru and misarru, !ill!,, p. b59.
179 Mi!!., p. 499.
180M. B. B. 7:3; ~ . p. 9; ~ . p. 165; and
Manda1c misra, Drower and Macuch, Man. D1c.,p. 269.
18 1Bendavid, !lli!:lli_, p. 341.
in AIA, p. 110.

This loan is questioned
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30)

nidbak

< nadbaku.

"course of stone."

Akkadian nadbaku• "course or stones. bricks•" is
considered to be a development from tabaku. "spill, pour
out." used idiomatically for building.182

A related word

is tibku, tipku, variant tikpu. "layer or bricks• 11 presumably also from tabaku. 18 3 A relationship with Aramaic
nidbak has been noted.184
the Aramaic.185

Mishnaic nidbak derives from

Two possibilities of vocalization are

nidbak and nidbak.186

182 a. Meissner. Beitr~ge zum assyrischen
"
Worterbuch, AS I (Chicago, 1931), 55r. (hereafter abbreviated as AS I). A parallel use o r ~ . "spill, pour
out," in reference to building earth siege works occurs
in II Sam. 20:15; II K. 19:32; Isa. 37:33; Jer. 6:6;
and Ezek. 4:2, 26:8. AHw, p. 766; cf. Neo-Assyrian and
Late Babylonian natbakuand Middle and Late Babylonian
natbaktu, AHw, p. 166.
183A Sumerian equivalent of tib/pku is SIG4.TAB.BA,
the elements indicating "double row of bricks." The
term na-da-bak-ka is Neo-Babylonian. Meissner,~•
184Ezra 6:4; B-D-B, p. 1102.
185M. Ber. 2:4; M. ~Oh. 14:1. The term ridb~
i n ~ • o:r-;-,rrrame,"cir"stretcher, 11 is cons ere
to be incorrect. The variant preferred by Albeck is
nargad, (narw~d), Albeck, Mishnah, Iohor6t. p. 141.
186H. Yalon, !Y,!i, P• 34.
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31)

nil!~
--

< naptu,

"naphtha."

__.:J._

This Akkadian word is attested in Old Babylonian
and in Neo-Assyrian, and is regarded as the source or the
Kulturwort

y~cp9of

in Greek. 18 7

A Semitic origin is prob-

able for this word, possibly from nabatu, "shtne, glow,"

,

The Sumerian equivalent, I.KUR.RA, means literally "oil
or the mountains.nl88
Mishnaic neEt is to be regarded as a borrowing
from the Akkadian, probably through the mediation of
Aramaic, 18 9

Earlier than the Mishnah this substance is

referred to in the Book or Maccabees as neEhth~.l90

--·

187AHw

p. 742; ~ . p. 60,
188 AHw, p. 742,
189M. ~ab, 2:2. The use of nee~ hurled in
warfare is referred to in the Midrasii;"15"esiqia Rabb~4!,
par. 17, M. Friedmann, ed. (Wien, 1880), p. 9b, and in
TP sSta VII, 22b, both cited in M. Jastrow, Dictionary.
p. 9~3. er. Syriac nep~a. Lex. Syr., p. 436.
19011 Mace. 1:36.
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32)

~ . "destroy," < iutturu, "tear down,

cut through."
Von Soden has sought to establish that the root
of this verb is !!l!:, nataru, with Jutturu as an~ form,
against the view of Muss-Arnolt that the G is lat~ru.191
Examples are:

ula9rib mahazilun u!attir abubi!, "he laid

waste their cities, he tore (them) down like the deluge, 11 192

and ~ad~ ina akkullati parzilli u~attir;

, "I cut through

the mountain with iron akkullus (hammer-like tool). 111 93
The verb~ has entered Hebrew from Aramaic,19 4
and is used in place of Biblical ~.195

191 w. von Soden, Or, NS, XXVII (1958), 259r.
11, 31.

l9 2cAD I, Pt. 1, 77, from Langdon, VAB IV, 274,
l93cAD,

!!:!.!J!., 276, from

Q1f. II, 124:42.

l9~Ezra 5:12; M. !ab. 7:2; cf. transferred
sS4er ~ek seCarah, "undoes her hair," M. sata 1:5;
J e 4 haddrn, "reverses the decision," M. Sanh. 3:8;
stler libecim, "he must count seventy days again,"
2:10.
195Bendavid, fil!!1!!, pp. 122 and 130.

senses:
sBter
and
M. Naz.
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33)

fil, "crucify," < §alapu, "cross out, can-

cel," ;iiliptu, "diagonal, hypotenuse," §ilbu, "(bandage
or wood) arranged crosswise."
There is a range or meanings here in the Akkadian

.!!1:P., "pervert, distort," and which
suggests that §alabu and .!!1:P. are cognates, 196 However,

paralleling Biblical

~ . "crucify," is undoubtedly borrowed, as seen by the
form or the word and by the limited semantic range.

That

all or the Akkadian words are related is seen by the element BAR in the various equivalents, 1 97
Mishnaic ~lb, "crucify," §iilu)2, "crucified one,"
is a loan, 1 98

This is seen clearly from the meaning or

§iliptu, "diagonal, hypotenuse," attested in Old, Middle
and Late Babylonian, and §ilbu, "wood or bandage arranged
crosswise," attested in Neo-Assyrian. 1 99
196cr. Prov. 19:3; Ex, 23:8; Deut. 16:19; and
!a l1bbaKu §alpu, "whose heart is crooked," CAD XVI (~),
86, and dayyana §alpa mesira tukallam, "Yo~ (~ama~) make
the dishonest judge experience imprisonment," Lambert,
~ - 132:97,
l97cr. §aaaEu· CAD, ibid., 71; ~ullupu, "cancel,"
Late Babylonian, A, itiid,;§UI'lulu, "alse, dishonest,
crossed out," Old"aii'd Late Babylon an, CAD, ibid,, 240;
§i11ptu, "diagonal," Qlill, !!!,!g., 188, and§ilbu, ~ .
187; er. BAR.JHJN as equivalent of lil1ptu, "diagonal,"
ibid,, and LU.SA.BAR.RA• §a libba u §alpu, "whose heart
is crooked," CAD,~•• t16,
198M, Yeb. 16:3; M, ~ab. 6:10; er. also Mandaic
§aliba, "cross, 11 Drower and Macuch, Man, Die., p. 387b,
199~, ~ . , 187-8. It is possible, but not
certain that Mishnah ma~lI_p, "sprinkling back and forth,"

134

5:3 1 is identical, or it may be identical with
"whip."
Arabic ill is considered to be a borrowing from
the Aramaic, Lex. Syr., p. 629. The verb i!!?_ in Mishnaic Hebrew replaces Biblical ll,Y., "hang," and h~ qac,
"impale," Bendavid, BHMH, pp. 349 and 366. This is not
only the substitutionof a word but also a historical
development, illustrating the adopting of a foreign
method of execution, crucifixion, from the Romans, and
the application of the Aramaic and Assyrian word to it.
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34)

meqi E, "lends on credit," < q~pu, "entrust,"

qTptu, "loan, 11 qipu, "official."
Examples of this word are:

iqf'p

~umma tamkarum ~ama11am

, "if a merchant entrusted (something) to a trad-

er; 11200 qiptu eli qiptu ippu~, "He is making loan upon
loan;" 2 0l bel giptiya bab harraniya $a qatatim lii erri~ima

la abaJ a~, "would that the person who gave me (money or merchandise) in trust not ask me for collateral before my business trip begins for otherwise I shall come to shame; 11202
and, sibirri k'inu •••• • ana belutim lii iqipim, "he (Marduk)
entrusted to me a just staff for exercising rule. 11 203
~

The

is an official listed immediately after "king" and

"son of a king," as in the following:

lii ~arru, lii mar

~arri lu qipu lu ~aknu lu ~atammu lu tazannu. 204

It has

been seen that this verb has entered Mishnaic Hebrew in
wehaJ;lenwanI meqI:g, "the shopkeeper advances credit. 11 205
200code of Hammurabi, par. 107; cf. A. Goetze, The
Laws of Eshnunna, AASOR, 31 (New Haven, 1956), par. 16:-mar awi lim la zi-z~ardum ul iq-qi-a-ap.
2011ambert , BWL, 146:57,
202CAD II (B), 198.

203Ibid . , 203.

204 cAD VI(~), 165 ,
2 05M . J Ab , 3:16, from which must be read meqIE,
from f.fi!i, rather than aqqig, from./ffiffi., as read by Albeck,
Mishnah, Nezi qln , p . 3 7; the ident ification is made in
AFw , p . 17 . Compare also,,! . ~eb . 10:1, ha a a hehanii ,
llcredit given in a store . " _ __

6
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35)

quppa .( 9.!:!E.EE.• "box, basket, fund. 11

Examples of Akkadian 9.!:!E.EE. are:

1lkunann1 ina

quppi ~a 1ur1, "she placed me in a basket of reeds, 11 206
from the Sargon legend, and, from Sennacherib's description of his confinement of Hezekiah:

k!ma i§§iir

9.!:mP!., "(I confined him to Jerusalem, his royal city,)
like a caged bird." 20 7
Mishnaic guppa has been seen to be a loan from
Akkadian 9.!:!E.EE..2oS
maic.209

The intermediary was probably Ara-

The Akkadian word 9.!:!E.EE. is equivalent to Bib-

lical keliill, "cage•" and "basket. " 210

The entrance of

quppa into Mishnaic Hebrew causes some shift in the range
of kelul! but does not make it obsolete.

The word kelub

continues to function in the sense of "cage" and, in a
- - in the sense of "box."211
variant form, k e 11)2a,

On the

206salonen, Die Wasserfahrzeuge in Babylonien, p.
In present-day Iraq, guffa ( < Akkadian 9.!:!E.EE.) refers to a kind of boat, Salonen, ibid.; cf. also Mandaic
~ . "basket, round basket boat,'fr'"""i)'rower and Macuch, Man.
JYic:""
__
., p. 409a.
--

71.

207lli II, 33, 111, 27.
208!!!., pp. 15 and 34; M. Men. 10:3.
209cf. Syriac qupta, Lex. Syr., p. 681b.
2101n the sense "cage," Jer. 5:27; as "basket."
Amos 8:1 and 2.
211 In the sense "cage," cf. TB Be§ii 24a; for keliga,
"box, II cf. keliga ~el oayya'yin, "tailor's box (for needles)•"
Tosefta Kellm, BiiQi Mes!Ca 9:1. The form keltpa also serves
in the sense of •cage• 11 Midr. Lam. R. • Introduction• No. 9.
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other hand, quppa does not appear to have the sense of
"cage," but denotes "basket" and "box."212
In Neo-Babylonian,
meaning.

~

developed an extended

In the passage la ultu quppi ~a K, a~~ati~u

iJla, nwhich he had taken from the basket of K. his
wife, u213 ~ refers to a fund belonging to the wife.

The phrase la ina quppi is parallel to mulugu, Mishnaic
mel~g 1 referring to inalienable property which the wife
brings into a marriage.214
The Mishnah has a passage in which quppa is used
in a non-literal sense, related to the one above:

heyiitan

meqabbel calaw ca6ara dinarin lequppa lekol mline u mline,
"The bridegroom undertakes to give her ten dinar.a for the
quppa for every

!!!!!:!!!. that she brings in. 1121 5 The Baby-

lonian Talmud explains quppa '5el befamim as "box of perfumes,"

e.g, personal things the wife may buy.216

The

relationship between this and the Babylonian usage is
that the money is under the sole discretion of the wife.
212cf. quppa Mel be£amim, "box of spices," TB
~ - 66b; guppa Mel ier!§Im, "basket of creeping things,"
TB Yama 22b.
213Lev1ne, Survivals, p. 51.
214Ibid. 1 p. 50.

215M. Ket. 6!4.

21 6TB Ket. 66b; cf. H. Danby, The Mishnah, p.
253, "pin money."
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It is also possible that the Talmud's interpretation is
not the original sense of quppa in the Mishnah.
Another use o f ~ in Nee-Babylonian economic
documents is guppu Ma ~arri, "the basket of the king." 217
This refers to certain taxes which are collected as the
perquisite of the king. 218
mu

Another example is PN

la

i Eanna, "PN, in charge of the basket of

Eanna." 219

This, too, refers to the collection of certain

required payments.

Moore's view is that t h e ~ is the

place of paying receipt or rent. 220
A related, if not identical, usage in the Mishnah
is quppa in the sense of a communal fund for dispensing
sustenance to the poor every Friday. 221

The phrase ~a

~el :{daqa, "who was in charge of the charity fund." 222

21 7E. Moore, Nee-Babylonian Business and Administrative Documents (Ann Arbor, 1935), no. 57:3 and
p. 290. Cf. the literature cited in AIA, p. 252. Kaufman c o n s i d e r s ~ ~ in their basic meaning as cognate, or an early loan, and Akkadian influence present
only in the fiscal sense o f ~ . ibid., pp. 78-9.
218!2.!!!•• p. 290.
219rbid,, no. 182:1, and p. 308.
220!2.!!!·• p. 308.
221TB B. B. lla.
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36)

qurnit

< qurnu,

"Origanum vulgare, thyme."

This word is to be identified with Mishnaic
qurnit. 22 3

The feminine form in Hebrew was presumably
- - - 224
borrowed from the Aramaic; compare Syriac qurnila•
The short initial vowel and the long final vowel in
Hebrew reproduces the pattern of the Akkadian, through
the mediation or the Aramaic, which adapted the borrowing to the feminine form.

22'L
V
/
JDAB, pp. 7Bfr.; M. Seb. 8:1; M. MaCas. 3:9;
M. cug§rn 2:2; and Albeck, iITsimah, Zer~crm, p. 159.
224DAB, p. 78; Lex. Syr., p. 697. Brockelmann
compares Akkadian qurnu but does not indicate that he
considers it a loanword.
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37)

qur,2ayat, "vessels with p ,: >inted bottoms•"

<

karpatu, "vessel for drinking and storage."
Akkadian karpatu is used in conjunction with many
substances that are stored in it, e.g., milk, beer, wine,
salt, flour, and it may be made of clay, limestone, e.g.,
karpatu Xa p!li or lapis lazuli, karpatu~ina ugnG.225
It is suggested that Mishnaic qurpay~~. "vessels
with pointed bottoms, 11 226 is a loan from karpatu.

The

change from~ > ~ can be internal in Hebrew, as seen by the
change !£El

> 9E!, "fold. 1122 7 It should be noted that in
. A -

the same Mishnaic passage occurs the word gosim, no doubt
identical with kSs. 228

An alternat e suggestion is t hat

qurpay~~ is a place name signifying the origin of the
vessei. 229
22 5~. pp. 449f.
22 6M. Kelim 4:3; cf. commentary of Maimonides, ad
loc.; for the vocalization, cf. Albeck 1 Mishnah, +Ohora~
p;-31. The conjunction of qurpayS~ and q6stin~ M. K~l!!n,
ibid., should be compared with the parallelism of ks and
krpn in Ugaritic, V AB A, lOf. A borrowing of karpatu ?
Syriac kerapta is proposed by AFw, p. 33. On Mishnaic
qurEaya~. er: J. Brand, Cerami;;;: p. 506; G. R. Driver,
Canaanite Myths and Legends (Edinburgh, 1956), p. 82.
227segal, Q!1!!_, p. 30.
228M. Kelim 4:3.

Cf . also, AIA , p . 107 .

229cf. the commentaries of R. Simeon of Sanz and
the commentary attributed to R. Asher, in the Vilna
Edition of the Babylonian Talmud,~•
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38)

qurqe.b,an, "stomach," < quqquba:nu, "stomach,"

There appear in Akkadian a number of similar words:
ku-ku-ba-tum/tu • pi-i kar°M i • ku-ku-ba-nu i a

taqf,

"stom-

ach,"• "mouth of the stomach,"• •stomach of a pig, 11 230
and qu-gu-ba-tu • qu-gu-ba-nu, 2 31

This last form is con-

sidered by von Soden to be a loanword in Mishnaic Hebrew,
qurqebiin, 232
Arguments for a loan rather than a cognate relationship are as follows: if guqqubanu/qurqel,an were cognates, then
in Aramaic and Hebrew

we would expect a dissimilation of

~ > ~in the first vowel, as two successive ~-vowels do not
occur in these languages; 2 33 and, also, the purrusu noun
form and the -anu ending are expected in Akkadian 2 34 but
are unusual in Aramaic and Hebrew,

The change of 9.9. '> !:S•

quqqubanu > gurgehan, is a case of dissimilation, 2 35 and
the loss of the second ~-vowel is an instance or the reduction of a short vowel in an open unstressed syllable,
characteristic or Aramaic,236

Hebrew must have received

the word through Aramaic,
2 30~, p, 500b,

231Ibid,

232Ibid,; ~ . 3:3, 6; cf. Lex, Syr., p, 700a;
Mandaic qarg{uTbana, Drower and Macuch, Man, Die,, p, 410a.
233Moscati, Introduction, par, 9,12,
234Mf!, pars, 55n and 56r,
235Moscati, ibid,, par, 9,10.
236~ •• par, 10,lOc,
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39)

ill• "handle," < qatum, "hand."

Mishnaic

ill

Akkadian q!tum. 2 37
Akkadian. 2 38

has long been recognized as a loan from

This word is attested as early as Old

The borrowed word, S!li,., is not the only means

by which Mishnaic Hebrew designates "handle," as there also
occurs yad haggiird8m, "the handle of the axe. 112 39

Akkadian

gatum enters, via Aramaic, 240 not as a loan translation, but
as an ordinary borrowing or a term for a particular object.
In Biblical Hebrew,:!§., "wood," is used for "handle. 11 241
The variant form, gnl, is not a case of dissimilation, as
this would occur if there were a doub l ing of the~perhaps, a hypercorrection. 242

It is,

An additional cons i deration

is that the consonant pattern~ i s incompatible in Hebrew,
confirming this as a loanword, 2 43 and that the only other
2 37E. Schrader, KAT, p. 580; M. Mak. 2:1.

--

----

2 381. J. Gelb, A Glossary of Old Akkadian, Materials
for the Ass rian Dictionar
No.
(Chicago, 1957), p. 223
hereafter abbreviated as MAD III. The entry is given
syllabically: ia-ti-is-su-. - A derivation or gatum from
•gaptum < !.!l!t,, grasp," is rejected by Goetze who suggests
a derivation from •gat~um or •gatqum, A, Goetze,~. II
(1948), 269; GAG, par. 55b,
2 39M, Kelim 29:5.

2 40cr. qatta, Lex, Syr., p. 704.

241 compare ~ - 2:1, nilmay habbarzel miqqatt~,
"the iron slipped off its handle," and Deut, 19:5, wena§al
habbarzel min haCes, "the iron slipped off of the wood. 11
242cr. the forms mgntw, Lowe,~. and miggannatS,
Beer, MK, the Mishnah corresponding to M. Mak, 2:1.
2 43Moscati, Introduction. p. 75; cf , a differing
view , AIA , pp . 118-9 ,
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words with this pattern are Greek loanwords, qelj.idra,

J<,(Otfpc1 ,
ficial."

"seat," and qat61IgSs, k"4Do>.t1<ls , "of-
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40) reqaq

< Aramaic

rqagta. raqtii

< raqqatum.

"marsh. shallow."
Assyrian passages indicate that

raqqatum

denotes a shallow area at the bank or mouth of a river.
e.g •• ana raqqat

pr nari

ik~udii• "(the ships of my war-

riors) reached the swamps at the head of the river. 11244
and raggatum ~a ki'l;ad diqlat. "the shallows on the bank
of the Tigris." 24 5

In an Assyrian lexical list there is

an equation of raqqatum with u-sal-la. "swamp. watered
plain." 246
Mishnaic reqaq is proposed as a loan from Assyrian raqqatum. with Aramaic as the irtermediar~ Aramaic
ragta 247 and Mandaic ragata 248 are closest in form to
the Assyrian.

The difference between the form of Heb-

rew reqaq and the Assyrian can be explained on the basis
of variant formations in the Aramaic upon which the
Hebrew drew.

There occur Syriac reqaga 249 and Mandaic

244 oIP II, 74. line 77.
245~.
246von Soden. ZA• XLIII (1936)• 235.
24 7TB B. M. 108a; Hebrew reqaq occurs in M. Sab.
11: 4.

248orower and Macuch. Man. Die., p. 422a.
24 9Lex. Syr •• p. 473.
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rqaqta. 2 50

It is suggested that the loan process may

have followed this pattern:

Assyrian raqqatum > Aramaic

ragta, ragat;,a / secondary formations:

> Hebrew

reqaqa / rgagta

regag. 251

2 5°orower and Macuch, ibid.; cf. Arabic raqqat,
"land regularly flooded by a rfver," J. G. Hava, ArabicEnglish Dictionary. p. 264,
25 1 It can be speculated upon that the variant
forms in Aramaic aay have been obtained by association
of raqqatum with the pattern of the media-waw or geminate root, /•rwg./*rqq. There is no basis for any .m_mological association with any known roots, such a s ~ .
"spit," or ragagU111, .lffi, "be thin," B-D-B, p, 956. The
form of raqqatum follows the passat model; compare ~arratum
"queen," sassatum, "grass," GAG, par. 54.1, As this pattern is based upon two radiciiTs, the word could easily
have been associated with the media-waw or geminate
pattern. This loan is questioned but with inadequate
discussion in AIA, p. 120,
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41)

'fie1;iir • "document•" < ~a1;aru. "write•"

The Akkadian verb. !ataru. is widely attested.
An example is [~)patim labiratim tanpia [~ ei]~etim
taltura. "you have broken the old tablets and written
new ones. 11 25 2

It is generally accepted that Mishnaic ~ is
a borrowing from Akkadian ;ataru. 253

What needs clarifi-

cation. however. is the pattern of borrowing.
expected that the noun,

hr_,

Aramaic

~etiira. 25 4

It would be

~etar. would be borrowed from
This, in turn, would be borrowed

from an Akkadian noun form, as is the case in other borrowings.
This, however, is not the case.
form from ~ataru:

~iyru, "writing. 112 55

There is a noun
The Hebrew form.

letar, does not reproduce the Akkadian pattern.
expect

•~itr ,.

•leter.

One would

If the Aramaic vocalization is

ietara, the common vocalization, the same is true.

Only

if the Aramaic be vocalized •!itra 25 6 is there any
2 5 2cAD VI (ij), 172.
253~• pp. 19 and 29; B-D-B, p. 1009.

fu

25 4The word
appears widely in Imperial Aramaic, Jewish Aramaic from Elephantine, Palmyrene and
Nabatean, Q.!.§Q, pp. 295-6.
255oelitzsch, Assyr. Hwb., p. 652.
256Jastrow, Dictionary, p. 1555, lists this
vocalization parenthetically but does not authenticate it.
He also lists lixri, l!tra, vocalized as such, with the
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similarity.
It appears that the Hebrew and, possibly, the Aramaic, do not reproduce an Akkadian noun pattern, but form
a word according to native patterns. 2 57

In addition,

Akkadian l11;ru does not have the very specific technical
meaning of Aramaic and Hebrew
ment."

!.E:,

~e1;ar, "legal docu-

The noun formed from the Akkadian verb has the

same general sense which ke 4au has in Hebrew.

The ex-

pression ~11;1r lwni, "inscription of a name," is often
in apposition with musara, "inscription. 112 5 8

Por "legal

document," Akkadian uses dannatu, 2 59 le" u, 260 kaniku, 261
kunukku, 262 or tuppu. 263

It does not use ~11;ru in this

meaning "line, orbit of the stars." This may be derived
from !fatllru, "write," and may also be identical with
Arabic sa1;ara, "to rule (paper)," J. G. Rava, ArabicEnglish Dictionary& p. 320. Compare also " as'lr1;tr, 11 row,
line, handwriting, Hava, !!!.!!!•
2 57ttebrew ~et!r is formed according to the qeg!r
pattern; compare ket!4, ~ . kel!l, !:II!!:, and £!!ll.,
Segal, GMH, p, 230, It is probable that Hebrew received
this worcr-rrom Aramaic §e1;l[r~. Possibly the Aramaic was
modelled after ke,tab!, which means "decree" and, presumably, the written document which contains it, Dan, 6:9,
10 and 11. The verbs ktb and !a1;iru are synonymous,
258Del1tzsch, ibid., p. 652,
259 M!!., p. 160,

260 !!?.!!!,, pp, 546-7,

261!!!.!!!,, p, 437,

262!!!.!!!,, pp, 507-8,

26 3cf. 1Xtuma ibtu 1~Xas$a tu alu 1 1, "after
the interest has been demanded- and paid• destroy his
tablet," £!!2_ VI (ij), 172, from£! 29, 41:13, Old Babylonian letter, It is also significant that in an Aramaic
docket on a Neo-Babylonian business document, lli occurs,
but in the Akkadian text itself there occurs un{u, "ring,
seal," The example is: un-qu (PN) b1-1s-d1-e Akkadian),
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sense.
It would appear that, if a borrowing has taken
place, Aramaic has borrowed the verb 1 ¥ataru 1 not the noun
~iyru, and has formed the noun according to its own patterns, as has Hebrew, borrowing from it. 264
evidence, however, that lataru and

h!:. are

There is no
cognate in Ak-

kadian and Aramaic, and that a borrowing can be doubted.
Aramaic had no need to borrow a generalized verb for
"write" when it already had ktb and the noun formation
from that root. 26 5

It borrowed the general verb in order

to use it for the very specific purpose of designating a
~ti'_ _b~<,!!_>dh (Aramaic),
Archlves, p. 178. The
""a•n-:d---k,_.u...n~uk-,ku 1 both from
Jectured that the word
nature."

"written by Bysdh," Cardascia,
word unq~ corresponds to kan~ku
kanliku 1 seal." It may b ~
waii7'I'rst used in the sens e "sig-

26 4The root!¥ occurs as a verb in Aramaic, DISO,
p. 295. The verb sa r, "write," occvrs in Arabic but"""'I"s"
regarded as a loanwor from Aramaic seyar~, Fraenkel,
Aram. Fw., p. 250. There is also evidence of a Sabean
verb,~• "write," B-D-B, p. 1009. Following the view
of Fraenkel, the Arabic evidence does not help our case,
but the existence of a verb !l!:, in Aramaic argues for the
borrowing of the verb. Moreover, there is some basis for
maintaining that Neo-Babylonian re-borrowed the noun-form
getara. In a Neo-Babylonian text, there occurs the passage:
a-na la e-ni-e l en -a-an !a- a-ri 11- te-) u-u "So that
the agreement shou d not be a tere, they took a document," Richard Haase, Einfllhrung in das Studium keilschriftlicher Rechtsguellen (Wiesbaden, 1965), p. 14, citing J.
Kohler and F. E. Peiser, Aus dem babylonischen Rechtsleben
I, 25f. As the parasu form is not normally used in Akkadian for concrete objects, it appears to have been borrowed
from Aramaic. This tends to strengthen the view that Akkadian did not provide the noun form from which Jetara
is taken.
265KAI I, No. 222 c. 1, 2; No. 233:9, 12; No. 245:1,
3; No. 256:7; Ezra 4:8, 5:7, 6:2, 7:22; and Dan. 6:9, 10,
11. Cf. a different view , AIA , pp . 260- 1 .
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legal document,

The verb appears to have dropped out of

currency, and the noun-formation remained, 266
Mishnaic ~et;ar and Biblical

l~t!!r •

"officer," are

an example of doublets, two separate borrowings from the
same source,

There is no question of ~etar having developed

internally from ~~t ~r, as the latter word was understood as
a term for an official, without any reference to writing
as a part of his function, 267

While originally authority

and the ability to write were connected, thus leading to
~ataru

> ~~t e r,

the latter word functions on a different

level,
In the Mishnah, ! etar can occur alone, 268 or with
a modifying elements, e.g.• ~etar h~l;l.. "note of indebtedness, 11269 ! etare oalI§a, "records of drawing off the
shoe, 11270 and ~et are berurin, "deeds of arbitration, 11271
The entrance of ! etar into Hebrew, together with
another loanword,

ill•

displaced Biblical s eper 272 and

removed it from the area of "legal document,"

266 For specialization in meaning of borrowed words,
cf, U, Weinreich, Languages in Contact, p, 55,
267 cf, Deut, 31:28; Prov, 6:7; I Chron, 26:29; and
II Chron, 34:13, See, however, AIA, p , 260,
268M, Qid, 1:1 and 2; M, B, M, 1:8,
2 69M, B, B, 10:6,

270M, B, Q. 3: 3,
272neut, 24:1, 3; Jer, 3:8; Isa. 50:l; and Jer,
32:11 and 12,
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42)

tumstim

<

lamai~ammii', "sesame."

This word is generally written with the logogram
SE.GIS.t, 27 3 and has been proposed as the source of the
Hebrew loanword ~tim!wn. 274

The word is widely attested

inside and outside of the Semitic sphere. 275

It has been

derived from •iaman !ammim. 276
Recently, however, Kraus has drawn attention to
the fact that the word, most often written as a logogram,
also occurs syllabically, Old Babylonian la-ma-la-mi,
and Old Assyrian la-ma-[~]a-mi. 277

This writing indicates

that a derivation from •Jaman lammim is not possible.

In

addition, •;aman lammim would presumably mean "oil of
herbs," which, as Kraus notes, can hardly be the name of
Y ' also gives
a plant. 2 78 In addition, the Sumerian vSE.GI~.I
no satisfactory sense. 279

and 50.

The suggested renderings of

273~, pp. 101-2; Code of Hammurabi, pars. 49

27 4AFw, p. 56. This identification was already
noted by Jastrow! Dictionary, p. 1537a, but his attempted
derivation from ileme!!, 11 sun," is unacceptable.
275cf. Aramaic lum!ema, luMema, Arab}c sumsum,
~ • Armenian ~ . AFw, ibid.; Greek ('1JO-o<-;r,v;-Liddell and Scott, GEL, p. 633; Latin sesamwn, and Ugaritic
and Phoenician §Jiiin, KAI I, 12, No. 51, line 7; F. R.
Kraus, "Sesam inaI'ten"'Mesopotamien," JAOS, LXXXVIII
(1968), 113, n. 9.
--

~.

27 6Kraus, ibid., p. 115, n. 22; ~ . p. 101;
par. 59a.
277Kraus,

~

..

27Bibid., p. 115.

pp. 114-5.
279ill.!!_.
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the Sumerian, "corn of the oil tree" and "oil-wood barley"
are not descriptive of the seed. 280

In addition, there

occur in Mari letters the forms !E.~.GI~ AND !E.f,GI~.t. 281
Kraus suggests that both Akkadian lamal(M)ammu and
Sumerian •segili are borrowings from a third language
and that the original word behind both forms cannot be
recovered. 282

He also notes that iamal(§)ammu is a

plural tantum, 283
In the Mishnah, liim~um occurs regularly, being
part of a list with JSrez, dSgan, and peragin, "rice,
durra, and panic, 112 8 4 and also in conjunction w i t h ~
and pilpel, "black cununin and pepper. 11 285
It must be noted that there are variants to
Hebrew ium~um which appear closer to the Akkadian.
are ieiJem, 286 ~am~emin, 28 7 and sam!em. 288

~. xv

0

These

The last form

280 Kraus, ibid., p. 115,
281 Ibid,, n. 25, citing J. Botttro and A. Finet,
(19s1i"r;° 263, and 85.
282Kraus, ibid,, p. 115.

28 31£!!!.

284M. ~eb. 2:7; M. ijalla 1:4.
285M. feb, Y~m 1:5. Sesame oil
M, ~ab. 2:2.n the Code of Hammurabi,
sesaiiie is listed with grain as a common
Tosefta ~abbat 2:3, TB Sab. 26a, sesame
as the only oil available to the people

is mentioned in
pars. 49 and 50,
commodity, and in
oil is referred to
of Babylonia.

286Beer, MK, M. Teb. Yem 1:5,
2871£!!!,, M, ijalla 1:4; M. ~ab, 2:2.
127,

288porath, Mishnaic Hebrew, M. Te~. YSm 1:6, p.
This manuscript is not consistent, however, as the
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is closest to the Akkadian iamai(~)ammu, and it may be
that the name for a widely used commodity such as sesame
may have entered Hebrew directly from Akkadian, without
any Aramaic influence.
definitely.

This, however, cannot be stated

The more common Hebrew !um~iim appears to be

based upon the Aramaic ~umiema.

The change from~ > ~

in the first vowel may be due to the phenomenon of the
change of vowels to~ under the influence of labial consonants, e.g., Akkadian lamnu

> Aramaic ~umna,
or

and Semitic *libb > Arabic lubb.289

"fat,"

course, this

change could have taken place directly in the Hebrew
without Aramaic mediation.

form ~um~em!n is also cited, ibid,; cf, wh~m~mym. Katsh,
GM, Pl. 6, line 30. This is ~vocalized, but a short
first vowel is likely. The citation is M. ~alla 1:4.
289Brockelmann, Grundriss,
cati. Introduction, par. 9.6.

r.

par. 75; Mos-
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43) ve
s pir,
"sac of the foetus," "/ saparu, "net. 11

Examples of this word in Akkadian are: u1parirma
belum sapara~u u~almih, "the lord spread out his net to
enfold her, 11290 and sapari~ naduma kamarii u!ibii, "thrown
into the net, they sat in the snare. 112 91
This wor~ has been identified with Mishnaic \eEir 292
by Tur-Sinai, 29 3 If this is a loanword, certain differences
in consonants and form must be accounted for. One would
expect the change

l > s.

The opposite process does occur,

however, compare Akkadian sulupp~, 11 date, 11 > Aramaic
V
- 294
salpupe,
The noun pattern of saparu should correspond
to a Hebrew *~apar, compare gatanu, Hebrew '!}.a.tan, "son-in~

---

--I

,

11-

/
-

law," or an expected development might be: saparu ..,..:-sapar
*~e12iir. 29 5 In fact, Aramaic "aeplrii and Hebrew ~e:E_Ir - - correspond to the piris form, compare kil1lu and ke1T1,
"crown, 11296 The adaptation of this borrowing to the pirfs
290 Enuma elil IV:95

291 Ibid,, IV:112,

292M, Nidda 3:3,
293 Tur-Sinai, Commentary on Job, p. 2J2, Tur-Sinai
also finds this word in Psalms 56:9, siur~~ ka, and in
Job 26:13, ~ipra, which he reads as ~ep!r6 , ibid.
29 4cf. imitti sulupp: immiduh, "they will impose
upon him the estimate of the dates," Cardascia, Archives,
p. 137, and ~alpupe (pl.), TB Ber. 52b, An Assyrian
source is likely, as Akkadiii:n7°s7 was realized by Assyrians
as [s] , AIA, pp. 162-163, Cf, above, PP• 51, 59,
295 GAG, pa~. 55e,• Moscati, Introduction, par, lOc,~.
An original sa arru may underlie saparu,
involving no
accent changeDr. Moshe Held, in oral communication),

1

296 GAG, par. 55j.
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pattern distinguishes it from the homonym,

h!_,

"be

beautiful. 112 97

297There also occurs an Akkadian word, ~uparru~tu,
"net," Delitzsch, Assyr. Hwb., p. 684. It is not clear
if this is related at all as a loanword.
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44)

~ujepin

< susapinu,

"attendant of the groom

or bride."
It has been recognized that susapinu is a loan
in Hebrew, ~u~egin, "friend of the groom, best man." 29 8
A parallel is tapp~, "friend," in whose presence the
bride is veiled by the groom.

Driver and Miles have com-

pared this to the role of the susapinu. 299
Lambert brings evidence to show that the susapinu
was also associated with the bride.

A Sumerian equivalent

to susapinu is NIMGIR.SI, who, in Sumerian religious texts,
is represented as lying with Inanna.300

In Lambert's

view, the susapinu performed the ius primae noctis, a

function which, in later times, he de l egated to others.
In later times, the term ~u~egin continued in Jewish
tradition in the sense of "friend of the groom.n30l

The

relationship of the susapinu to a ius primae noctis cannot be verified here.

However, it will be seen that there

is a relationship between the Akkadian material and the
later usage.
The Mishnah uses ;u~ebin as an equivalent to
" 8hel2. "friend," a usage to be compared with tapp~
298AFw, p. 46.
299oriver and Miles, Assyrian Laws, p. 187, and
n. 8.

300Lambert, ~ . pp. 339f.
30lrbid. er., howe ver, a different vi ew, AIA,
pp . 127 and 289 - 90 .
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in the Assyrian Laws.3° 2

The Mishnah regards ~u!e~Inut, the

"status of being a friend of the groom," as a reciprocal
legal obligation.

The ~u~euin sent wedding gifts to his

friend which had to be reciprocated at his own wedding.
This obligation could be enforced through the action of
the court. 303
In material outside of the Mishnah there is evidence that the
well.

~uJeu!n

was associated with the bride, as

There was a custom in Judah where a lu!egin was as-

signed to the groom, and another to the bride.

They would

sleep in the same house as the couple on their first night
together, and would see that the evidence of virginity was
not mislaid or falsified.3° 4

There is reference to a

liilepin who had the cedilt. "testimony," of the virginity
of a king's daughter, i.e., the blood-stained cloth. 305
This material, while not identical with the claims of Lambert about the susapTnu, does have parallels with it.
There is a relationship to the bride, as well as to the
groom, and a relationship of the ~u~eg!n to the first night.
This usage, however, is not found in the Mishnah.

30 2M. Sanh. 3:5; cf. Driver and Miles, Assyrian
~ • ibid.
303M. B. B. 9:4; TB B. B. 145a-b.
304Tosefta KetubSt 1:4; TB Ket. 12a.
305Midr. Tanhiima, QSrag, par. 8. Cf. also
N.H. Tur Sinai, "~ii~In," Sefer Asaf (Jerusalem, 1953),
pp. 316-322.
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45)

taggar, "merchant, 11 < tamkarum.

The Akkadian word is a l,-formation from the Semitic
root J"°mkr, and the Sumerian DAM.GAR is to be regarded as an
Akkadian loanword,306

Goetze suggests that the original

meaning of tamkarum is "banker," one who was associated
with a sabrtum, "female beer seller," who also had financial connections,307

In the Code of Hammurabi, the tamkarum

was the one who provided the capital for the ;ama11tm to
work with in business ventures,308

Mishnaic taggar, de-

rives, through Aramaic taggara, from Akkadian tamkaru(m),309
The word tends to replace Biblical sSoer although not
completely,3lO
30 6salonen, Q!., NS, XIX (1950), 404-7,
307A, Goetze, The Laws of Eshunna, pp, 57f.
308code of Hammurabi, pars, 32, 49, 100, 102, 104,
and 106· Lamb~rt, BWL, 134:139 and p. 319 on line 69. Akkadian iamallum hasentered Aramaic as Yewalya, "apprentice," a shift from the original meaning.
309M, B. M. 4:3, 4, 11 and 12; M. cuggim 2:1;
M. B. B. 6:6; AFw, p. 16; and the word occurs in Palmyrene,
p. 324; inSyriac, Lex, Syr., p. 816; in Mandaic,
Drower and Macuch, Man. Die., p. 488b; and in the Hebrew
of Ben Sira 42:5, 37:11, cf. Segal, The Complete Ben Sira
(Hebrew) (Jerusalem, 1958), pp. 280 and 283.
310sendavid, BHMH, p, 356; cf. s~pare beh~ma, M.
~ . 7:2. Arabic tajir is regarded as a borrowing fromAramaic, with the Arabic verb, U!:_, as derived from the noun.
The problem of the long initial vowel in Arabic instead of
a short vowel and a doubled second consonant (compare Aramaic tagg<rr~) may be answered, following N8ldeke's suggestion,
by assuming that it derives from a dialectical Aramaic
tagra, s. Fraenkel, Aram. Fw., p. 181. See also, AIA,
pp, 198 and 263,
-

™•
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46)

teoiim .( tabiimu, "border,"

Mishnaic tepiim 311 has been recognized as a
loanword from Akkadian tabi'.i:mu, 312
Akkadian is:

An example of the

ma§sarI URU birat gabbu ~a ina mubbi

tabiime, "the guards of' all the f'orts which are along
the border,u3l3

There also occurs a lexical equation

of' ta-bu-um-mu with kippatu, "circle, limit, 11 31 4

In

Mis~naic Hebrew, tegum takes the place of Biblical
gebul which does not become obsolete, but takes on a
specialized meaning in the plural geQulin, "areas outside of Jerusalem, 11 315
There is no apparant derivation of this word
in West-Semitic,3 16 and it replaces
ments,317

lli

in Aramaic docu-

This suggests that it was -first borrowed by

311M. CEr. 3:4 and 4:3,
312AFw, p, 9,
3l3~ II (B), 263, f'rom Harper Letters, 197:23,
314 von Soden, "Lexicalisches Archiv," ZA, XLIII
(1936), 241, line 191; cf', kippatu, AHw, pp, 4"82-3,
3l5Bendavid, BHMH, p, 341, For gegulin in this
special sense, er. M. §e!, 7:3, For areas outside of the
Temple, including Jerusa em, medfna is used, er. M. R, H.
4:3; ~ - 10:13.
--316A relationship with 9Sma, "wall," proposed by
Jastrow, Dictionary. p. 1660, is not convincing, as tegum
is a semantic parallel to gegul, "border, district," and
does not share the semantic range or oSma at all.
317The word !:9.!!!. occurs in Nabatean, Palmyrene and
Elephantine,~. pp. 325-6. In the Aramaic inscriptions
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Aramaic, then entered Hebrew.

of Bar-Rekub and Barga• ya fil, not~. is used often,
indicating that~ is not original in Aramaic, KAI I,
39, No. 215:15 and No. 224:23. In a later inscription
from G8zne, towm occurs, as it does in Elephantine,~ I,
50, No. 259:1; Cowley, AP, 6:7, 8:5, and 13:13. The presence of taoumat in Arabic is regarded as not native but
as a loan from Aramaic, Fraenkel, Aram. Fw., p. 282; cf.
also Syriac tabiima, Lex. Syr., pp. 820-1. See also AIA,
pp . 128- 9 a nd 291 .
-
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47)

turm~s

< *tarmulu

<lall1TAR.MUS, "lupine,"

Lupinus termis.
V

V

Thompson discusses sall1TAR.MUS, a Sumerian writing,
and notes that it has long been compared to Aramaic turmusa,
Greek

B(pfQS • Syriac

turmesa. and to Arabic ~ . 3 1 8

Al-

though an Akkadian form is not listed, it may reasonably be
assumed to have existed, in view of the widespread use of
y

this word.

It is also possible that saffiTAR.MU~ is not

originally Sumerian.
It is suggested that Hebrew has borrowed this word
from Akkadian, through the mediation of Aramaic.
various vocalizations in Hebrew.

Yalon, in Albeck's edition

of the Mishnah, vocalizes turmts.3 19

In the Kaufmann Manu-

script there occur t~rmas3 20 and torm~sin.3 2l
change ~ > !:!.• *tarmu~u

> tarmesa,

There are

The vowel

Hebrew turmSs, takes place

under the influence or a labial such as ~. 322

The Hebrew

form derives from the Aramaic.
318~. pp. 125-6; ~ IV, 611.
M.

MakL

319cr. this edition, M. Kil. 1:3; M. ~ab. 18:1;
4:6; and M. Teb. YSm

r:r.-

320Beer, ~• M. Kil. 1:3, and M. ~ab. 18:1.
321 Ibid., M. MakM. 4:8 (Albeck edition, 4:6). The
reading trmwsr accepted by S. Lieberman, Tosefta Zer~C!m,
p. 130, Tertim t 5:7, only indicates that there is an initial short vowel. It may be read as tarmusfn, torm6'sin,
turm6sin, or turmusin. Compare also t6rm0stn, Katsh, GM,
Pl. 152, line 7.
32 2Moscati, Introduction, par. 9.6.

CHAPTER III
LOAN TRANSLATIONS AND EXTENSIONS

1)

ma• a9izin • et ha• iir

< i'fuata

~ubuzu, "causing/

to cause a fire to ignite."
Examples of the Akkadian idiom, using al]azu, "seize,
take hold," are:

ilia.tu tu-~a-ap-oa-za-~u, "you will cause

it to catch fire," and, using the St form, i~at u!;-tal)-ba-zu,
"the fire I kindle. 11 1
Aramaic is the intermediary between Akkadian and
Hebrew, as seen by Syriac J l)dt nwrJ . 2

The expression in the

Mishnah, uma• a])Izin Jet. ha Jiir, "causing a fire to :l.gnite, 113
is ultimately derived from the Akkadian.

1AHw, p. 19b; CAD I, Pt. 1, 182-3.
2Lex . Syr., p. llb; Albeck, IM, p. 174.
3M. ~ab. 1:11. There is a variant, umehizin,
Katsh, GM~l5, line 24. A variant from the Kaufmann
Manuscript, umel)i~in, is cited ibid., p. 30, ad loc. This
reading may reflect an Aramaic influence. The idiom also
occurs in the non-causative form, ked~ ~eyeJ eht z ha.J ur,
"so that the fire will take hold," M. ~ab., ibid. This is
the reading of Yalon, as against theeditions'te• eh8z,
Yalon, IVM, p. 50 . Another reading is ~eyyi§at , Katsh,
ibid., line 25. The Biblical idiom, 'es mitlaqqa9at., Ex.
9:24 and Ezek. 1:4, may be related, and may be a doublet,
another reflection of the Akkadian idiom.
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2)

binyan, "human frame," <

/I

binutu, "form, shape,"

"

binatu, "limbs,"

binTtu, "form, structure," noun

"

forms related to banu.
Examples in Akkadian are:

me~reti tu§abbiti

tu ~abbitI bin~ti, "you (Lama!;tu) seized parts of the body,
you destroyed the limbs; 114 tabu p~ mma watar binitam, "he
(Sin) is sweet of mouth, grand in form; n5 and eeyemtu ahitu
binut ameluti arbi~ litta;;amma, "let the foreign body, the
human shape, come out quickly ( from the womb). 116

Other

nouns from the same verb are biniannu, "form, figure," 7
and bunnan~. "outer appearance, figure. 118

Examples are:

ibukma §altam °l;ilturu biniannim, "he sent off Saltu,
grandiose in form, 11 9 and ~ikin ( ! ) bunnaniya i~eri~
u~ekliluma, "they (the great gods) have given me a perfect
appearance in every respect. 11 10
It is suggested that these forms have influenced
the cognate binyan, used in the Mishnah in the sense of
"human frame," e.g., rt

bin an~ werob min anS, "the greater

part of its frame or the greater number of its members. 1111
Albeck cites the definition by the Tosefta of binyan, which

--·

4 9.A!2. II ( B) • 237.

5cAD

6Ibid., 243

7Ibid., 238.

ibid., 238.

8rbid. • 317-9, meaning no. 2 on 318.
9Ibid., 238.
llM • " Oh • 2 : 1.

lOibid., 318
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is "the thighs, the legs, the ribs and the backbone. 11 12
One might argue against this suggestion that Biblical binyan, "building, 111 3 developed to the sense of
"human frame" in a manner parallel to gizra, used in both
senses • 1 4

However, gizra in the sense of "building" is

rare, occurring in Ezekiel, and the underlying concept in
both words is different.

I would suggest that gizra did

not influence binyan, and that there is a probability of
Akkadian influence.

12 Albeck, Mishnah, Tohor~t., p. 130.
l3cf. binyan, Ezek. 41:12 and binya, v. 13,
14 cf. gizra, Ezek. 41:12 and in v. 13, where it
occurs together with binya, and Lam. 3_:7, referr~ng to
the human form. Another sense of binitu and binutu is
"(fish) eggs, roe," CAD II (B), 23E"a:rid244, This should
be compared with Aramaic binTt.a, "small fish," TB B. Q.
19b.
---
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3)

<

mugmar, "spices placed upon coals," < gumarJ;.ii

gumaru, "coal, charcoal."
An example of guniiiru, attested in Nee-Assyrian, is:

~umma piJ ittu Iii gumaru i 'h u muol;li kanunu ittugut, "if
charcoal or a live ember falls out of the brazier." 1 5

The

CAD holds that Arabic gamr and Aramaic gumarta were borrowed from this word, but that there is no connection with
the Semitic root 12!!!:• 16

However, the root 12!!!: can mean

"totally burned, consumed," as in riqqe ••• ugdammeru, "the
spices were completely burned." 17

As the roots gamaru,

12!!!: are cognates, it is suggested that the special development of gamaru, "be consumed" ,- gumaru, "charred wood," was
transferred to the Aramaic cognate, forming gumarta,

Mish-

naic mufgllar 18 is a further development, the HofCal verbal
form being based upon the Aramaic noun, gumarta, indicating
that the spices have been acted upon by the coals. 19

__
__,
__,

l5cAD , V (G), 133; cf. also AHw, p. 298.
l6cAD

ibid.

1 7AHw

p. 278; cf. also Lex. Syr., pp. 12lf,

18 M. Ber. 6:6; M, Be§a 2:7 and M. cEd. 3:11. It is
not clear that Mandean gumarta, "consecrated wafer," is
at all related, Drewer and Macuch, Man. Die., p. 836.
1 9The Kaufmann Manuscript. BerakSt 6:6, has
hammi emar. If this is primary, the Hofcal suggested above
should be ruled out, and the form is ~miqKal noun formation. N~vertheless, not only the verb 12!!!:, consume,"
but gumart.a must be assumed for the understanding of this
word.
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4)

dinu, 11 judgment," in various combinations.

The pervasive influence of Babylonian legal terms
upon Hebrew and Aramaic has been studied in detail by
Kutscher, 20 Yaron, 21 and Muffs.2 2

A number of recognized

loan translations in this area which appear in the Mishnah
are:

bacal din < bel dababi, "litigant, 112 3 din udellarim

<

dinu u dababu, "lawsuit and complaint, 1124 and dine nel.l.a~St

4( din napi~tim. 25
A number of others will be discussed here.
a)

ha)iy~cen

J

el;. l;lal2er8, "he who claims from his

neighbor, 11 11 terally, "he who loads upon his neighbor." 26
Kutscher sought to derive the use of

l:!l

in this context

from the metaphor of piercing, Arabic tacana. 27
however, shows that

l:!l

Muffs,

in this context is a loan trans-

lation of Akkadian emedu, "load upon, obligate," and that
the same verb appears in Aramaic:

wtCnwk ly mwm' h lmwmJ ,

"And they obligated you to take an oath on

my

behalf. 11 28

Akkadian examples of emedu in the sense of "obligate, impose upon someone (penalty, oath)," are:

bel hiti

2 °Kutscher, "New Aramaic Texts," JAOS, LXXIV
(1954), 233-8.
21 Yaron, LAP.

2 2Muffs, Studies.

2 3Kutscher, ibid.

2 4Ibid.

2 5code of Hammurabi, par 3; M. Sanh. 4:1.
2 6 ~ . 13:4.

27Kutscher, ibid., 238.

28 Muffs, ibid., p. 32, n. 1.
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emid h'I"tasu bel gillati emid gillassu, "On the sinner impose his sin, on the transgressor impose his punishment; 11 29
biltam kayyantam imissun'ii.t"Ima, "he imposed a permanent tribute upon them; 1130 and nI~ 111 PN 1-mi-du-~u, "They obligate PN with the oath of the gods. 11 31

The same idea is

expressed also by luzbulu (zabalu), !ui~~ (na§u), and
takanu.

Examples are:

arnu'!i~u lu~a;~~. "I will cause him

to bear his guilt, 11 32 and maoir taJ ti la mu~te~eru tu~azbal
arna, "Him who accepts a present and yet lets justice miscarry, you make him bear his punishment, 11 33 and also aranlunu
ina muJJ,bika i'b~akkan. "Their guilt is placed upon you. 11 34
b)

sSt.er " et. haddin, "cancels the judgment, 11 35

should be compared with dina sapabu, as in dina lissapibma,
"let his judgment be disrupted. 11 36
29a11game~ XI:180.

30cAD, II (B), 235.

31AHw, p. 212, Old Babylonian, Susa.
32Enuma eli; VI:26.
33Lambert, BWL, 132:98 (~ama~ Hymn).
34AHw, p. 70. Akkadian ~~nu is cognate with !c.£,
but it is not used in the legal sense, CAD, XVI(~), 13lf.
In Mishnaic Hebrew, !c.£ is used in the general sense of
"carry," as a replacement of Biblical ns J and cms, Bendavid,
BHMH, pp. 355 and 15. It already occurs"""""in theBible in
this general sense, Gen. 45:17, but not in the SP.ecial legal
sense. This sense is expressed in the Bible by ~Im, Job
23: 6 , and ~It., Ex. 21: 22 and Numb. 12: 11.
-35M. Sanh. 3:8; cf. above, p. 132,
where this
expression is discussed in conjunction with lutturu > Aramaic, Hebrew str, "destroy."
36Mag1C III:127.
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c)

nig_mar haddin, "when the sentence has been

passed, 11 37 should be compared with dinam gamarum, as in
the following examples:

gamir dini, "(you) who decide my

case," 38 and dinam gumra-~unu~im, "complete judgment for
them. 11 39

Also to be compared is DI.TIL.LA /

diti11C, "ver-

dict," as the element TIL is equivalent to gamaru. 40

The

phrase in the Mishnah, gamru ., el;_ haddaliar, "when ( the
judges) reached their decision, 11 4 1 may be compared with
awatam gamaru.42
d)

geze~t. be.t. din, "verdicts of the court, 1143

should be compared with Akkadian parasu, "cut," and purussii,
"verdict."

An example is:

!umma dayyanum dinam iddin

puruss~m iprus, "if a judge has rendered judgment, given
a verdict. 1144
The Sumerian equivalent of dfnu is DI.KU 5 , and the
second element, Ku 5 , is also read as KUD and TAR, equiva37M. Sanh. 6:1.
38AHw, p. 277.

39rbid., p. 171.

40 rbid., p. 174; Labat, Manuel, p. 67.
41M. Sanh. 3:7.
42 AHw, op. cit., p. 89b. While Biblical !f!Y. has
the sense 1'decide, 11 and may be a parallel development, cf.
I Sam. 20:7; Isa, 10:23 and 28:22, it is not used with dTn.
This suggests that the Mishnaic expression is not depen:-dent upon it.
4 3M. M.

Q,

3: 3,

44 code of Hammurabi, par. 5; cf. Esther 2:1,
nigzar.
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lents of

nakasu, bataqu, and parasu, "cut. 114 5

The in-

fluence of this loan is already present in the Bible,
with the word ~ . "cut, decide a verdict, 1146 and with
~

(Job 22:28 and Esther 2:1).

A similar development

occurs in Latin, caedo, "cut," and decTdo, "cut off,
settle."

An argument for loan translations from parasu

is offered by Falk. 47

45 Labat, Manuel, p. 47.

461 K. 20:40.

47 z. W. Falk, "Hebrew Legal Terms III," JSS, XIV
(1969), 39-44. There is considerable elaborationof translations of this concept in Late Hebrew, outside of the
Mishnah. Examples are: pesaq din, "verdict," TB B. B.
130b; pSt.ek.Tn ~et. hahalaka, "they decide (cut) the law,"
Midr. Lev. R., 4:1; and nel).;eba calaw ~ezera, "the decree
has be~n decided (literally, chiselled for him," Yalgut
~imConi, Isaiah, par. 291. As the Latin can have had no
influence on the earliest instance of this loan translation,
Biblical !2.!:§., it would appear that it cannot be invoked to
explain the phenomenon in Mishnaic Hebrew. Moreover, while
~ , gez~r~, in Mishnaic Hebrew might be explained as a
development of the Biblical fil, it should be noted that
it is used in Imperial Aramaic in the sense of "conclude
a pact, order," DISO, p. 49 . This would indicate that
the influence upon Mishnaic Hebrew is from the outside,
traceable ultimately to Akkadian .
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5)
morals,"

y$sJet hti§, "prostitute, woman of loose

< wa:,iG,

"to be a gadabout."

In the Code of Hammurabi there occurs the expression:

~umma la na:,iratma wa:,iat, "if she was not care-

ful, but was a gadabout. 1148

This use of wa:.i O. in the parti-

cipial form in the special sense of "being of loose morals"
is reflected in the Aramaic naµgat. bara, "one who goes
outside, i.e., a prostitute. 11 49

The Aramaic is the in-

termediary between the Akkadian and the Hebrew yo:.i J e~
~,50 which is a direct translation of naµqa~ bara.

48 code of Hammurabi, par. 143.
4 9Targum Onkelos, Genesis 34:31.
50M. Kelim 28:9; compare yS~J anit, Midr. Tanbuma,
Wayyi ~lag, par . 7; cf. also Driver and Miles, The Babylonian Laws, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1952), II, 226. er. a
dlf'f'erent view, AIA, pp. 97-8 and 270.
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6)

ma§! ~ ~etar, "produce a bill of indebtedness,"

,(_ wa§G, "appear (of a legal document)."
Muffs has shown that wa§G ls used in the context of
the appearance or producing of a legal document.
ample ls:
maraqu

1;f,

An ex-

~umma lna ~ertu lna lldl~ egertu ••• tu§a sa
"if tomorrow or the day after a deed ••• appears,

it ls to be erased. 11 5 1

This idiom has influenced Aramaic,

as seen by the expression used in a document from Elephantine:

1,. yklwn ynpqwn Clyky spr l;ldt wCtyq, "they will not

be allowed to produce against you a new or old document. 11 5 2
The Aramaic idiom has, in turn, influenced Mishnalc Hebrew,
e.g., hamm~§IJ ~etar Q~b cal l;lagerS wehalla h~sIJ ~emma~ar
l~ " e.t. ha/{age, "if a person produces a bill of indebtedness
against his neighbor, and he produces a document that he sold
him the field, 11 53 and ho§I"a get,, "if she produced a bill
of divorce. 11 54

5 1Muffs, Studies, p. 183.
Assyrlan.

The usage is Neo-

52E. Kraeling, The Brooklyn Museum Aramaic Papyri
(New Haven, 1953), 10:15-16 (hereafter abbreviated as
BMAP); Muffs, ibid., pp. 182-3, n. 6, citing Kutscher,
Tarbiz, XVII (1945), 125ff.
5 3 ~ . 13:8.
5 4 Ibid., 9:9.
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"lobe of the
11 ver • 11

<, uban

amutim,

11

finger (lobe) of the 11 ver."

Akkadian amiitu is equated with ka-bi-du, kabattu,
a cognate of Hebrew ~ . "liver."55

Various parts of

the liver are designated as qabliat amutim, "middle of
the liver, 11 nar amiitim, river of the liver," uban amutim,
11

finger of the 11 ver," and tarba§ amutim, "courtyard of

the liver. 11 56

An example including ubanum, "finger," is:

summa amutim ••• babam la riu bab ekallim martum u ubanum la
ibais1, "if the liver has no 'gate' (and) there is no
'gate' of the palace," meaning "gall bladder"or "finger. 11 57
In the Mishnah there occur the terms Qa§ar
hakkabed5B and~sbac hakkaQeQ.59
sidered identical by Albeck.60

Both terms are conThe Targum Onkelos renders

Leviticus 3:10, weJ et hayy~teret Cal hakkabed by weyat
pi§ra decal kabda.

In S y r i a c , ~ . ge§ra has the

55AHw, p. 46. A relationship of Hebrew mecayyim,
bl)wels," to amiitu is proposed by H. Holma, Die Namen der
Korperteile im Assyrisch-Babylonischen (Leipzig, 1911),
pp. BBf.(hereafter abbreviated as K8rperteile).
56AHw, ~

. ;CAD, II (B), 25.

57cAD, ~ - . from YOS,
Babylonianr.

x,

31, xiii 9 (Old

58M. Y~nia 8:6.
59M. Tamid 4: 3.
6 0Albeck, Mishnah, M~Ced, p. 246; ibid, Qodosim,
p. 30 2.
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meaning "small finger, n6l thus -> e§bac hakkab.ed and gaiiar
hakkab.e~ are identical.

Zimmern related S y r i a c ~

to Akkadian ubanu 1;ibirtu.62

The loan process, however,

can be traced back further, to uban amutim. 6 3

61Lex. Syr., p. 252; H. L. Ginsberg, "Lexicographical Notes, 11 Baumfartner Festschrift, Supplement to
Vetus Testamentum XVI Leiden, 1967), 181.
62AFw, p. 46. If this suggestion is correct,
Mishnaic Hebrew Qa§ar hakkab.eg is a borrowing, through
Aramaic and Syriac, from ~euru, ~ihirtu. The cognate form
of ~eoru in Hebrew is ~acir.
63There does occur in Akkadian the expression
tarba:; amiltim, "courtyard of the liver," AHw, p. 46, As
tarba1;u and Hebrew haiier are equivalents, it is tempting
to relate tarbas amutim to oa§ar hakkab.eg. This, however,
is not possible if, as stated above, hasar hakkated and
-> e bac hakkabe are equivalent. Also, a part of an organ
with the term tarba~u would be wide, rather than a projection like a lobe, ~ompare German DHumel). A usage
similar to tarba§ amntim occurs in the Babylonian Talmud,
turba1; hawwe~et. "the wide part of the windpipe," TB Hul.
43b.
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8)

k~merin, mekammerin, "piling up dates, fruit,

for ripening,"

<..

kumurr ~.

The Akkadian verb kamaru, "heap up• pile up• 11 64
has a Hebrew cognate, krm, with metathesis. 6 5

There also

occurs kmr in a sense other than the frequent one of "keep
warm," shrink, shrive1, 11 66 as in the example:

~

kattannur, "fell in like a furnace," in contrast to naµal
lal:)iI-,, "fell outward. 11 67
The influence of Akkadian is seen in the special
use of kamaru for the piling up of dates to hasten their
softening and ripening.

Dates in their special stages of

ripening have specific names:

kimri, "green, bitter,"

alal, "yellow, sour," ~ . "brown," and tamar, "dry."
Of direct relevance is the term kumurr~, "laying dates
for ripening. 1168
The usage is reflected in Mishnaic Hebrew.

The

printed text of the Mishnah reads hammekamen ba~adama,
64 AHw, p. 430b. This is to be distinguished from
karamu, "hold back," ibid., p, 446. An example of kamaru
Is:mukammer nuohm utubdim, "who piles up wealth~
abundance," Code of Hammurabi, Prologue, I:54,
65cf, kisse~ ~e llakk~ e s ~ehu k~rem calaw J e
hakkelim, "the chair o the aunderer upon which he piles
the clothes," M, Kelim 23:4 .
66Jastrow , Dictionary, p, 647,
67Ibid ., from TP B. M. X:12c .
68 Landsberger, JNES, VIII (1949), 284f,; MSL I,
62, lines 36 and 44, and pp, 199f,; AHw, p , 506 ,
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"he who hides fruit in the ground, 11 69 but the variant
mekamme r exists.70
Outside of the Mishnah, this usage is well attested.71

It has been suggested here that, since kamaru

and krm appear to be cognates, only the extended sense of
kumurr Q was transferred, through Aramaic, to Hebrew.
ever, an alternate possibility exists.

How-

Since the usual

form in Mishnaic Hebrew is krm, the special use of kmr
for piling up fruit for ripening was borrowed separately,
probably through Aramaic.

As the two forms are different

in Mishnaic Hebrew, despite the ultimate cognate relationship, it is possible that kmr, in its special sense, should
be grouped with the loanwords.

6 9M . Maca{ . 4:1 .
70The variant mekamme r is cited by Albeck, Mishnah,
Zera Ci m, p. 233 . It is also found in the marginal notes
of R. Ezekial Landau and in the commentary of R. Joshua
ben Malkizedeq in the Wilna Talmud, ad loc.
7 1cf. k~meri n cana bi m, Tosefta Mena 9St, 9:10;
kSmer, "mass of fruit," TB B. M. 74a; TB Yeb . 97a.
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9)

/1.

s1glon

< zubullu,,.

"marriage gift . "

M1shna1c s1b.1Sn, "gift sent by the groom, 11 7 2 has
been considered a loanword from i ubultum, a noun formed
from wabalu, "bring . 11 73

What lends some support to the

suggestion is that iubultum occurs in a 11st of words relating to marriage gifts, e.g., biblu, "betrothal gift,"
terba tum, "bride-price," n1d1ntum, "dowry," and ~ubultum,
"present, 11 7 4
There are grammatical considerations, however,
which call this loan suggestion into question.

One would

expect in the Hebrew a loanword with a lengthened initial
vowel, after the model of i ubultum.

This does not occur

with s1bl3n, "wedding gift, 11 although there does occur
-sib~ let, "sending of provisions for a common meal," a
meaning apparently unrelated.75

A derivation of sibl~n

72M. Q1d. 2:6; M. B. B. 9:5.
73oriver and Miles The Assyrian Laws, pp. 186 and
472. A derivation from~, "carry," is here rejected.
See also, GAG, par. 56j, for the noun form of $\ibultum.
7 4MSL V, 11-12, from Uar-ra-qubullu, Tab. I.
,.
75Tosefta Pesahim 7:10; TB Pes. 89b. Hebrew
si bolet can be derived from ~ubultuaccording to the
principle that Hebrew does not take two successive u-vowels
in a word, and there is d1ss1m1lat1on of one to 1, Mos; at1, Introduction, par. 9:12. The development would be
subultu > s bulet
si b~ let. A connection with marriage
terminology may be that marriage gifts such as the biblum
may have originated with the husband's supplying food for
the wedding meal, Driver and Miles, Babylonian Laws I,
249-50.

r
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from sbl, "carry," is quite plausible and is suggested by
Fleischer.7 6

As the Mishnaic equivalent of Biblical n£J ,

"carry, 11 is sbl, 77 sill,l t n can be a development parallel to
ma6Jet , "gift (in a general sense) • 11 78

Held, however, has pointed out that Hebrew sbl is
the semantic equivalent of Akkadian zaba lu, as well as a
cognate, and that zubulla , from zaba lu, is a term used to
designate exclusively a marriage gift.79

An example is:

abu ~a zubull~ izbiluni kallassu ilaqgia ana marisu iddan,
"the father who has brought the marriage gifts may fetch
his daughter-in-law and give her to his son . 11 80

Held con-

siders Aramaic and Syriac sblnt a loan from zubullG. 81

The

influence of Akkadian is manifest in that both sill.l~n and
zubu11C are restricted to the special sense of "marriage
gift."

Had sibl~n developed independently as a trans-

lation of ma£Jet (

< nJJ ),

one would expect it to have a

semantic range as general as its model.
whether loanword from Akkadian or loan translation, must be considered.
The Hebrew does not reproduce the form of the Akkadian
76In the notes to NCW III, 720. For Levy's view,
cf . ibid., p . 467, also shared bys. Krauss, Lehnw8rter
I , l~nd 217 , i.e., that silll$n derives from Greek ~.;ppo~ov.
77Bendavid , BHMH, p . 355 .
78aen . 43 : 34 ; II Sam. 11 : 8.
79M . Held, JAOS , LXXXVIII (1968), 90-1 .
8 0ibid ., p , 90, n , 10 .

81 Ibid., p. 91.
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zubu11Q, but it does appear to be a direct borrowing of
Syriac sehlSna. 82

The Hebrew word, then, can be considered

an Aramaic loanword.

The Aramaic, however, is not a loan-

word from Akkadian but an extension, the transfer of a
specialized meaning of a word to its semantic equivalent
which, in this case, is also a cognate.

The Aramaic word

is formed according to indigenous patterns, but its specialized meaning, as indicated above, shows the influence of
Akkadian.

Thus, sih l ~n and its source, seQl ~na , should be

classed with the extensions and loan translations.

B2Lex. S~r., p. !155. Kaufman also rejects a direct
borrowing zubull > seol8na > si9l$n but does not consider
the possibility of an extension loan, AIA, pp. 90 and

266.

-
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10)

heb.qer, heuqer, "property confiscated, owner-

less, forfeit," ..( baqaru, "contest, vindicate (in legal
sense). 11
In some contexts, baqaru has the sense of "challenge, contest," and in others it is a technical term designating the recovery by the proper owner of any property
that happens to be in the possession of another, "vindicate," in the legal sense.83
eral sense are:

Examples of the first, gen-

alJIJu~u ul ibaqqaru~i, "her brothers shall

bring no claim against her, 1184 and aoum aoam la ibaqqaru,
"one will not raise claims against the other. 11 85
Mishnaic heQqer/heQqer86 has been seen to go back to
Akkadian bagarum. 87
ment.

There is, however, a semantic develop-

In Hebrew, the sense of the word is "ownerless pro-

perty, 11 and the verb maI).qir also has the sense of "confiscate."

To quote Speiser on this development:

"The post-

8 3speiser, "Leviticus and the Critics," Kaufmann
Jubilee Volume, pp. 33-6.
84code of Hammurabi, par. 179.
8 5cAD, I, Pt. 1, 203-4, from YOS, 8, 99:19f.
86 M. cEd. 4:3; M. Pe ' a 6:1; for the variants between Palestiriian and Babylonian manuscripts, cf. Bendavid,
BHMH, p. 215, and Epstein, ITM, II, 1220f. The form hbqr
Is"Palestinian, and !!E.9E. isBabylonian.
8 7speiser, ibid.; Speiser also connects Biblical
biqqoret, Lev. 19:20, with post-Biblical heRqer. Their
meanings, however, are not identical. The Biblical sense
is seen by Speiser as an "obligation to make good this
economic damage," ibid., p. 36.
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biblical usage of hbqr a n d ~ still harks back to the established earlier meanings of the Akkadian terms.

By then,

however, the Hiphcil had acquired a broader range:

not only

to restore property to its rightful claimant but also to declare anything free, forfeit, or ownerless; hence the occasional anarchic and un-complimentary connotation of the terms
involved. 11 88

What is not absolutely clear, however, is the

development of meanings from "challenge" to "declare ownerless. 11

A possible intermediate step may be exemplified by

the passage:

ina ga te PN ipgirriI, "they challenged ( the

structure of the house) out of the hands of PN. 11 89

The

challenge here implies a desire to remove the ownership of
the one challenged.

As indicated by Speiser, the connota-

tion of anarchic behavior is a further development.90
Speiser's view, that the Hebrew and the Akkadian are cognate,
is followed here.

Thus, this word is grouped with the ex-

tensions rather than with the loanwords.
88speiser, ibid., p. 35 .
89AHw, p. 104, Late Babylonian.
90An alternate explanation is that P.9£.• "act anarchically, throw off authority," is a metathesis of ~ •
"break (the yoke of) authority," cf. pagru hamminim, the
heretics threw off authority," TB Sanh. 38b, and happ~r e q
mimmenii c(h Tfua , "he who casts off the yoke of Torah, 11
M. J Ab . 3:5. Also possibly to be compared is Mandaic PRQ,
"rave, run riot," Drewer and Macuch, Man. Die., p . 377a.
In this event he,llqe r/he.Qqe r , "ownerless property•" need not
be derived from Akkadian baqa ru but from p_;:g_/p_q£, "throw off
authority . " A possible semantic development might be to
"throw off ownership . " However, it has been preferred to
accept the proposal of Speiser and to derive heh qer/he~qe r
from baqa ru. This is in view of the fact that the Akkadian
also appears to influence bigge ret in Lev . 19:20, as indicated by Speiser, and in view of the general influence of
Akkadian legal terms.
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11)

pirhe kehuna, "young priests," < perqu,

"young man."
Akkadian perhu is cognate with Hebrew perao,
"sprout, flower," but it is suggested that the extended
sense of "young man" is a loan.

Akkadian ligimG, "sprout,"

is equated lexically with ~eoru, maru, "young person, son,"
and also with perqu.9 1

This should be compared with

Mishnaic piroe kehun~, "young priests (in training). 11 92

9 1 AHw, p. 552a, from Malku I, 142 and 152.
92M. YSma 1:7; M. Mid. 1:8.
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12)

q~~, psq < oara~u, "determine a price."

Akkadian oara§U is cognate with Hebrew ~r~.93

The

basic meaning is "cut," and the extended meanings have influenced Hebrew through semantic equivalents.
An example of g.ara~u illustrating the sense "decide, set an amount," is:
/

ki ~arru beliya i\}tarsamma ultu

/

mulJQi l GIN adi 2 GIN, "if the king my lord has set for my
use a fixed amount of one or two shekels of gold. 11 9 4
Equivalents in the Mishnah are:

~eyyega§§es lahem

mez~n~t., "(that he should not) stipulate an amount for
their sustenance, 11 95 and happ~seq macSt 1e9atan~, "one who
stipulates an amount to give to his son-in-law. n96
It might be argued that~ and~• in their extended senses, are internal translations of Biblical !E.!!_,
and that outside Akkadian influence is not needed to explain this development.97

However, for the following con-

siderations it is preferable to regard the extended meanings as loan translations.

Both

q~~

and~ are the Mish-

naic Hebrew equivalents of Biblical krt, in the simple
93cAD VI (H), 92-5; cf. I K. 20:40, ken mi~pateka
J atta hara'ii'ff, "indeed, you have pronounced your own verdict; 11 and Job 14: 5, J im tiaru9Tm yamaw, "if his days are
determined."
94CAD, ibid., 93.

95M. ~eb. 4:1.

96M. Ket. 13:5.
97This process is discussed in Bendavid, BHMH,
pp. 109-10.
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senses of "cut down a tree" and "cease. 11 98

Except for

karat berit, krt does not have the extended meanings of
9.&!L and~ and cannot be regarded as the source of them.

While Biblical~ has the idiomatic sense of "decree, set
a limit," it does not have the simple senses of krt.

More-

over, there is another extended meaning for 9.ll which cannot be explained by !l!:§., and that is "subtract, deduct."
This can only be explained on the basis of 9ara~u.99

Out-

side influence, that is, loan translation of hara~u, is a
more probable explanation of the special senses o f ~ and
~.100

This outside influence is also operative upon Bib-

lical ~ . 101
The probability of outside influence in the use of
~

for "set an amount" is increased by evidence from Man-

daic.

One of the meanings given for PSQ is "arrange a

marriage dowry, 11 102 as in the passage:

kt baiit mipsag

qabin, "when thou wishest to arrange a marriage-contract. 11 103
98Bendavid, ibid., p. 351.
99c f. umege:;; miketuti1rt11h, "and he may deduct from
her ketuba," Sifre, Numbers 8, cited in Jastrow, Dict i o n ~ . lli"5'7;CAD VI (H), 93.
-lOOThe problem is complicated by the fact that more
than one word is exerting influence here. Akkadian parasu,
"render a verdict," influences both Biblical hrs and
Mishnaic ~ in that sense.
~
lOlFalk, JSS, XIV (1969), 39-44.
l02Drower and Macuch, Man. Die., p. 376.
103lli.£., pp. 376 and 398.
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This suggests Akkadian influence upon Aramaic, and, in
turn, Aramaic influence upon Hebrew.
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13)

gi~re milljama, "ranks of war," < ki§ir

taga zi, "battle unit," < kapatu, kupputu, ka§aru, "tie,
assemble."
Akkadian kapatu is cognate with Hebrew ~ . 104
and ka§aru is semantically equivalent to
meaning "tie. 111 05
example, troops.

51!!:.,

both words

An extended sense is "assemble," for
Passages illustrating this usage are:

§abam lukappit, "he assembles an army, 11 l06
ku§ur, "assemble troops. nl07

and sabam ...

A Neo-Babylonian example is:

i~narkabatiMES u sis~~u ma.t ad utu ikta§ar, "he gathered
together his chariots and horses in great numbers. 11108
Akkadian ka§aru is a term used for re-organizing an army.
It conveys the concept that various elements are brought
together into a compact and ordered array, and is used of
building materials used in construction, and of army formations • 10 9

Akkadian ki:,ru has the sense of "band, mili-

tary unit, 11110 and ki~ir tahazi, "battle array," appears
104AHw, p. 443.
105Ibid., pp. 456-7.
l06Ibid., p. 443, from ARM, III, 75:25.
107AHw, p . 456, from ARM, I, 42:27-29.
1080. J. Wiseman, Chronicles of the Chaldean Kings
(626-556 B. C. ) in the British Museum (London, 1961), p.
70, rev. a.
109Ibid., p. 96.
llOAHw, pp. 488-8 9.
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to be reflected by the Hebrew loan translation, gi~re
milhama, "ranks of war, nlll

lllibid,, p, 489; M, S~ta 8:5, This should also be
compared with Biblical ge~er, 11 band, conspiracy," II K,
11:14 and 12:21. Biblical ge~er and Akkadian ki~ru are
parallel. This may be due to an earlier loan influence,
or to parallel development, The latter possibility remains
open for qi~re miloama, too,
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14)

markIQ

< rakabu,

"mate, breed," rukkubu,

"pollinate the date palm."
Akkadian rakabu, "mount," has the special sense of
"mate, breed," as in the examples:

IR.BU.RA= ri-it-ku-

'!. 1"
'
ub!JU mes, "pairing of birds, 11112 and UDU.GI::;g
s.DU,A
=
•

im-me-ri la ana ra-ka-bu ui-~u-ru, "sheep which is fit for
breeding, nll3

The D form, rukkubu, is associated with the

pollination of the female palm tree with the pollen from
the male flower,114
the Mishnah:

This process is also referred to in

markI];/.In deqlHim kol hayy~m, "They (the people

of Jericho) pollinate palm trees all day (the fourteenth of
Nisan). 11 115

The term markI_g is also used in the Mishnah

in the sense of "innoculate, graft," in connection with
other species, 116

112 MSL, III, 140,
11 3A, L, Oppenheim and L. F. Hartmann, "The Domestic Animals of Ancient Mesopotamia," JNES, IV (1945),
158:§. Cf, also Targum Onkelos on Lev. 19:19, where
tarbica, "breed," is rendered by tarkll),
ll4DAB, p, 310; AFw, p, 54.
11 5M, Pes, 4:8, This is explained in the Talmud,
TB Pes. 56a, manJ:!e kuQ.ra dill;ra 1enuq'Q.e1<_a, "they put the
male flower over the female tree," Cf, also, Albeck, Mishnah,
ZeraCim, p. 296, The Talmudic passage is referred to in
Driver and Miles, Babylonian Laws, II, 185.
116M, CQrla 1:9, M, Kil, 1:8, M. ~eb, 2:6,
M, S~ta 8:2, and L8w, Flora, II, 318. - - -
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15)

~e9:Sre haroJ ~ . "the black-headed ones. 11

salmat gaggadi, "the black-headed ones," a term for mankind.
The Akkadian expression is a standard poetic expression, dating from Old Babylonian times, and going back
to Sumerian SAG.GE5.GA. 117

The reference is to mankind as

a totality, created by the gods and kept in safe pastures by
the kings. 11 8

The expression was continued down to the Neo-

Babylonian inscriptions, this providing the possible link

"e - -

between the Babylonian §almat qaqqadi and Mishnaic s 9ore
har~•~. 11 9

The Mishnaic expression does not have the same

referent, however, as the Akkadian.

It does not mean "man-

kind" but "men" as against "women," e.g., "He who vows not
to benefit from \ ehi re haroJ ! may not benefit from the bald
and the grey-haired, but may benefit from women and children, because only men are called ~ehor e ha roJ l.11120

117cAD, XVI(~), 75-6 .

118 Ibid . , 75.

119navid B. Weisberg, "Late Babylonian Texts and
Rabbinic Literature," HUCA, XXXIX (1968), 76 . The CAD,
ibid., 75, notes that there is a South Arabic parallel to
this phrase, cf . Qtl_
hor ri ~, "black-headed one." W.
Leslau, "Vocabulary Common to Akkadian and South- East Semitic," JAOS, LXIV (1944), 56.

<

120M . Ned , 3:8. Independent development cannot
be totally ruled out , as the phrase "black-haired people"
occurs in Confucian writings, cf . s . Commins and R. Linscott , eds , , Man a nd Man : The Social Philosophers ( 1947;
rpt. New York, 1966 ), p. 363.
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16)

1 e~em, 1e~um, cal ;iim, cal ~em, mi~ium, "be-

cause of, for the sake of,"

<allllum < ana l!um,

Examples of Akkadian a1lum are:

"because of. 11

tamkarum asllum

~amall~su ikkiru, "the merchant ••• because he denied his
trader, 11 121 and Enlil ai illika ••• aillu la imtalku, "let
Enlil not come ••• because he did not consider. 11 122
A direct loan translation of a~!um < ana lum is
1 e vMishnaic 1 e~sum 123 a n d
~ • 124 The Akkadian serves as a
model for other formations, Cal ~um, 125 cal !em,1 26 and
miUum. 12 7

12lcode of Hammurabi, par. 107; cf. GAG, pars.
114s, 116g, and 176a.
122 Gilgame~ XI:167.

12 3M. Git. 4:4.

124M. A. z. 3:7; M. " Ab. 2:2 and 12, 4:11, 5:17.
The form 1e~~m occurs in Palestinian manuscripts, while
1eium, clciserto the Aramaic and the Akkadian, occurs in
Babylonian manuscripts, Bendavid, BHMH, p. 197.
1 2 5M. Pes. 10:5.

126M. Sanh. 8:5 and 6.

1 2 7M. Ter. 8:4; the relationship to the Akkadian
has been noted by J. Barth, ZA, XXII (1908-9), 93f.;
Segal, GMH, p. 24, n. 2; Bendavid, BHMH, p. 197. In the
Bible, there occurs 1e§em, but only with the Divine name,
"for the sake of the Lord," Joshua 9:9, I K. 3:2. The
much wider scope and occurrence of this idiom in Mishnaic
Hebrew indicates a loan process, not a dependence upon
the Biblical usage.

CHAPTER IV
LOANWORDS OF LESSER PROBABILITY

1)

,1 agas

/

anga~u. "pear" or "plum."

The exact meaning of Akkadian anga~u is not clear.
Both the suggestions "pear" and "plum" are offered by
Thompson. 1

The consonantal correspondences between Akka-

dian and Hebrew are consistent with this being a loanword,
e.g.,

I > ~•

Hebrew ~aggas would be a possibility on the

basis of the assimilation of Akkadian !!.&. to gg_. 2

Yalon, in

the Albeck edition of the Mishnah, however, vocalizes
J ag~s.3

The change in the accent pattern from the Akkadian

to the Hebrew accounts for differences in vowel quantity;
i.e., anga~u was probably accented on the first syllable, 4
while , agas is accented on the last.

The second ~-vowel,

receiving the stress, was lengthened to~. and the first
~-vowel, losing the stress, was reduced to 3 .5
These factors, however, could also occur in the case
of cognates, and it may be that Hebrew , agas is not a loan.
1DAB, pp. 93 and 307; AHw, p. 51.
2 For

this vocalization, cf. Jastrow, Dictionary,

p. 13.

3M. Kil. 1:4; M. Maca(. 1:3; M. cug9Im 1:6.
4Moscati, Introduction, par. 10,6.
5Ibid., par. 10.8.
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A r a b i c ~ is identical,6 but the final consonant,~• is
not expected in a cognate.

The entrace of anga~u into

Akkadian is late, Neo-Assyrian, and the word may possibly be borrowed from Aramaic or some other language.7

6 nAB, ibid., p. 307.
7AHw, ibid.
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2)

I

" awwaz

~.
I\

"g oo s e. II

An example of ust in a passage is:

bin~t usi"'

"

ga-bi-e sa ina ba§i ! unulu ••• taeattan, "you eat goose eggs
from the dung which have been preserved in sand. 11 8

There

is a Sumerian UZ which is equivalent to us~,9 and it has
been generally assumed that Aramaic ~awwaza,Hebrew J awwaz,
are loanwords from Sumerian. 10

However, the forms of the

Akkadian and the Aramaic do not correspond to each other
as expected in the case of a loan

The/'!( sound was not

present in Sumerian, and the writing of this sound in Akkadian required the use of Sumerian PI and, later, the Assyrian~ sign. 11

If, indeed, "awwaz is borrowed from

Sumerian, via Akkadian, it is difficult to account for the
presence of/'!( in all of the dialects, when it was not
even present in Sumerian. 12

The tendency is a reverse one;

original/'!( is reduced in Akkadian. 1 3
BcAD II (B), 135.

Its reappearance

9oeimel, ~L, p. 105.

10 Porath, Mishnaic Hebrew, p. 151, citing Lex.
~ . p. 184b as support for a Sumerian origin for-J awwaz; cf. valso AFw, p. 51. Occurrences in the Mishnah are M. Sab. 21i:3, and M. Hul. 12:1. A Hebrew variant,
wazim, is cited by Porath, ibid.; cf. Katsh GM, Pl. 21,
line 17.
-llGAG, par. 21.
12 cf. Syriac wazza, Arabic wazz, " iwwaz, Aramaic
" awwaza. Arabic " iwwaz'"Isregarded asa borrowing from
Syriac wazza, Fraenkel, Aram. Fw., p. 117.
l3cf. *iwbil

> ii.bil,

waladu

> aladu,

GAG, ibid.
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in cognate languages argues for a cognate rather than a
loan.

Another peculiarity is that, generally, final~
"

--tl

in Aramaic; com-

pare hubulla '> hibulya, karG

'> karya.

Thus, one would

expect a loan usa > *J usya.

The problem of Sumerian UZ

in Akkadian loanwords appears as

may be explained tentatively as a Sumerian transcription
of an original *wazz.

Whether this was originally Semi-

tic or not cannot be stated decisively.

It appears, how-

ever, that Aramaic does not draw J awwaz, wazza directly
from Akkadian.
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3)

J ukkag, "saddle, 11

/

ukapu, 11 saddle, bag,

strap."
The Akkadian term occurs in an Old Assyrian passage:

'!;Im emar'I zurzT ukapi, "the price of the donkeys,

the pack sacks, the straps (?). 1114

The CAD is doubtful

about the exact meaning of this word.
is "thick net, coarse garment. 111 5

Another suggestion

Possibly, Old Assyrian

ukapu was borrowed as Aramaic J ukaua, 16 and was then borrowed as Hebrew J ukka.2. 17

There are other vocalizations

of this word, e.g., J ekuu, 18 and J et~~. 1 9

Aramaic J uka~a

and Hebrew J ukkap reproduce the Akkadian pura s form, e.g.,
ukapu, kuriii ~u, §uoa rum, 20 and it is possible that the
Hebrew word is a loanword.

Arabic J ikaf is regarded by

Fraenkel as a loanword in Arabic. 21
14 cAD XXI (Z), 167.
15A. Salonen, Hippologica Accadica (Helsinki,
1955), p. 201.
16 cf. Syriac J ukana, "pack saddle," Lex. Syr., p.
19; Talmudic Aramaic J uka2a, TB B. M. 27b.
17M. Keli m 23:2; Albeck, Mishnah, Ioho~t, p. 97.
18 Porath, Mishnaic Hebrew, p. 139.
19 a. Beer, MK, Keli m 23: 2.
Pl. 135, line 24. --

Cf.

Je

S,

Kat sh, GM,

20GAG, par. 55k.
21Fraenkel, Aram. Fw., p. 105; Lex. Syr., p. 19.
Compare also the verb J akkaf , "to put a pack saddle on
an ass, or mule , " J. G. Hava, Arabic-English Dictionary,
p . 11 . l n2 ther nominal foI']!l in Arabic, J uka f, like Aramaic J ukapa and Hebrew ~ ukkap, reproduces the Akkadian
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The possibility of a cognate, as against a loanword,
exists.

There is also a cognate verb, eke pu, ukkupu, "press

upon, draw near, follow directly, 112 2 Hebrew~. "press,
be urgent, 1123 Syriac ~ . "force on, press, urge. 1124

The

lexicons equate this verb with the word for "saddle, 112 5
assuming an etymology of "saddle" developing from "press
on."

If this is so, there is no loanword here, although

there appears to be no necessary connection between these
two ideas.

This is especially true in the case of the Ak-

kadian for which several different definitions were given.
These definitions are related to equipment for a horse or
mule , although not to the idea of weight, pressure.

Even

without a connection with a cognate verb,~. there remains the possibility that uka pu and Jukapa , J ukkag are
themselves cognates.

form of ukapu, Hava, ibid. In Hebrew, the~ may have
been doubled to preserve the original hard pronunciation.
Otherwise, in its position after a vowel, it would have
been aspirated .
22 AHw, p. 194.
23 B- D-B, p . 38; Proverbs 16:26; cf. Job 33:7 .
2 4Lex. Syr . , p. 19; cf. Aramaic J au ne deJ akpa,
"stones for weighting down," TB B. B. 69a; M. Wagner,
Die lexicalischen und grammatikalischen Aramli'.ismen im
alttestamentlichen Hebrllisch (Berlin, 1966), p. 24 (hereafter abbreviated as Ararn/:iismen).
2 5cf. B-D - B, ibid., where Arabic ~ikafun is cited
under ~ • and Lex . s:yr::-; ibid . , where ~ . 11 urge," and
., iikaQa,
saddle , 11 are listed under the same root .
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4)

hemses, "first stomach of ruminants,"

/

missisam, namsasu, "stomach."
Akkadian missisam occurs in a lexical list with
other equivalents for the stomach of a sheep. 26
equivalence is nam-sa-su with kart; u, "stomach. 11 27

Another
Mish-

naic hemses, "first stomach of ruminants, n28 may be related as a loanword.

However, the intermediate link may

be Aramaic mes~sa,29 which is closer to the Akkadian.
Another factor in the uncertainty is that there is a Latin
word, ~ • "tripe, paunch," which may, conceivably, be
the source of hemses, mes~ sa.

26cr. UZUKUN.A. ~1. GA = ~arqatum, ku-ku-dur =
~g-am, AHw, p. 500b.
2 7cf. ban-dil-lum, nam-sa-su (var. ru)

CAD II (B), 79.

kar-iu,

2 8 ~. 3:1.
29Midr. Q~helet. R. 12: 4; cf. also mesS, "liquid
for curdling," Midr. Gen. R. 4:9.
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5)

zibb'clrTt., zarbubTt, "spout, rim of vessel,"

zarbabu, "vase, vessel . "
An example of this word is:

zarbabu i ~ kunu ina

qireti u~bu, "They set up drinking vessels, sat down to a
banquet. 11 30
It is suggested tentatively that Mishnaic zibb~ r it,
"spout, rim of a vessel," is a loan from zarbabu.3 1

A Heb-

rew form which is closer to the Akkadian than zibbSr1t is
zarbu i ,32 and the Mishnaic form may be a development
from this.
The reason that a loanword in this case is less
than certain is the existence of an Aramaic verb zrb,
"flow.•33

Forms such as zibbSr T)< and zarbut>i t, can con-

ceivably be created from a root zrb which may be the source
of these words. 3 4 Moreover, Akkadian zarbabu and Hebrew
zibbSr i t are somewhat different in meaning ,

30 Enuma e li! VI:75,
31~
. 10:1; cf. also zar-ba-bu
vessel for beer," MSL VII, 111:94 ,

la KA ~ ,

"a

32Midr , Lev , R, 5:3; Midr , Numb, R. 10:7; the
Midrash interprets bemizr eqe yayyin of Amos 6:6 as:
be ~ s~ l e ei! l a hem zarbiiQI:t , "in bowls that have a rim,"
33TB Y
~ma 78a ; a Semitic root zrb/~/~ and ~rzp
does exist , cf , gp_, M. Para 6:2 , and marzeg , gutter,
M. B, B, 3:6 , Nee- Punic zbrm and Syriac zab $r a should
also be compared , KAI , I , ~ 137:5- 6; ibid,, II , 137 .
34segal , GMH , pp . 110- 1 .
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6)

zaraz, "belt wrapped around an animal,"

/

~ • "pack-sack , belt."
The word~ occurs in an Old Assyrian passage:
'tiim emarT zurzi uka pT, "the price of the donkeys, the packsacks, the straps (?), 113 5 and in other Old Assyrian and Nuzi
te xts.

Another possible rendering is "web, net," as zurzu

is equated with azamillum. 36

This .word, however, is not

present in Akkadian again until the Late Assyrian period.
The CAD regards ~ • "belt, part of soldier's equipment,"
as an Aramaic loanword from zarza. 37

The two possibilities

of interpreting this phenomenon are:

1) to regard~

as borrowed by Aramaic from Old Assyrian, and then reborrowed by Late Assyrian; or, 2) to regard it as originally
Aramaic, or present in an early stage of Aramaic, and borrowed by Assyrian.

Its infrequency in Akkadian or Assyrian

argues for the second possibility.

35cAD XXI (Z), 167 .
36cf . gi~sa- al- kad 5 /k' d = a-za-mil-lu/lum (=
--67:162. Akkadian azamillum,
zur-zu "
sa u-nu-tu/ti) , MSL VI,
Assyrian azaJ ilu, shouldbe compared with Aramaic Cazl,
"weave, spin , 11 Targum Onkelos, Ex . 35:25, and Cl zla ,
"web , net, 11 TB J;!ul. 51b.
37cAD, ibid ., 167 ; Mishnaic za ra z, "belt wrapped
around an animaI:°'M . Ke l i m 23: 2; Misimaic zarTz, "diligent, ready , " from Aramaic za r a z, zarzlr , "belt, girdle,"
reflects Biblical 2.S!:/Jzr mtnym .
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7)

l)a\2.It,, "jar, container,"

I

,.

\)abu, "vessel. 11

Suggestions have been made that Hebrew oai:!1t is
a borrowing from Akkadian oabG.3 8

There is a problem, how-

ever, in accepting this identification, as Akkadian words
ending in final--~ appear in Aramaic with final--~; compare sisG, susya, "horse. II

The CAD considers Syriac habit.a

as a loanword from an as yet unattested Akkadian variant,
*qabitu.39

It is difficult, however, to make a case for

a loan from a conjectural link.
Attention has been called by Weisberg to a variant
in the Aruk of oabit, which is Qabiyya. 40

This form also

appears in a manuscript from the Geniza, vocalized
babiyya. 41

This form would fulfill the requirement that

oabG appear in Hebrew as Qa2iyya.
is also conjectural.

Weisberg's reasoning

He considers the development to be:

Akkadian *habiatu>*t:abitu> Hebrew l)a!;(It, with a secondary
- - 42
link being Akkadian qabuA Hebrew l) a !2.iyya/haQ,iyya.

>

38 AFw, p. 33; CAD VI (H), 20; AHw, p. 306b.
Occurrencesin the Mishnah are: M. B.Q. 3:1; M. Kelrm
2:2, 3; a n d ~ - 2:10. The vessel is described in Brand,
Ceramics, pp-:--1L4and 158.
39cAD VI (H), 20.
40 David Weisberg, HUCA, XXXIX (1968), 77f.
variant is o n ~ - 2:l0-.--

The

41Katsh, GM, Pl. 130, line 10. A variant from
the Kaufmann Manuscript, babayya, is also cited, ibid.,
p. 260, line 10. Both variants are o f ~ - 2:10.
42David Weisberg,~-
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In view of the variants noted, oa~iyya and gabiyya,
the second link suggested by Weisberg, oabG ) l;lal2,iyya/
9alliyya, has more probability than the first.

The deri-

"

vation of Hebrew habit from either oabu or a conjectured
*gabiatu, *oabitu poses problems, discussed above, which
reduce the probability of there being a loanword here.
There remains the possibility that Akkadian qab~, as well
as Hebrew 9abit, QaQiyya, 9abiyya, all derive from Aramaic.43

Akkadian habG is attested no earlier than Stan-

dard and Nee-Babylonian and may well be an Aramaic loanword. 44

4 3cf. Syriac 9ahita, Lex. Syr., p. 209. Brockelmann follows Zimmern and Haupt in considering this word
as a loan from Akkadian Qap(b)u, ibid. Arabic oabiyat
is considered a loan from Aramaic and Syriac gabita,
Fraenkel, Aram. Fw., p. 168. Fraenkel considers Mishnaic Hebrew~ as originally Aramaic, ibid.
44cAD VI (H), 20. Possibly Old Babylonian oubunnu,
"bowl," cAn;-ibid., 219, may be connected with habiyy6na,
"small vessel-;-""M. Kelim 2:2. More probably, however,
~a~iyy$na is a diminutive form of ~aQit, cf. Segal, GMH,
p. 120. Fo;: an ~rgument against a loan *.!:abiatu
J:ia2I1,
or 9aba
l}a,!liyya, cf. AIA, pp. 101 and 274.
---

>

>
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8)

J;iazrar, "crab-apple,"

/

l:Jenzuru, ~a ~J:J uru,

"apple."
Akkadian oenzuru is equated lexically with ua~9uru,
"apple tree. 114 5

Zimmern considered !}a~ouru as a loanword

in Aramaic l)azzura. "apple. 11 46

This may be doubted.

Von

Soden considers oenzuru merely a dialectical variant of
uasouru. 47 yet Aramaic oazzura is much closer to oenzuru
than to ba~uuru.

It would also appear that oenzuru is a

loan from Aramaic, as it appears no later than Middle and
Neo-Babylonian . 48

It is dubious to assume a relationship

of ha! uru/( enzuru)

> hazz ura.

The relevance of this discussion for the Mishnah is
that the variant hazrar occurs. and is defined as "crabapple," Pyrus Syriaca , or Serbus aria. 49

This variant is

borrowed from Aramaic hazziira , but a loan from Akkadian is
doubtful.
The suggestion has been made by Meissner that,
4 5cAD VI (H) , 170; AHw. p. 347; DAB, p. 304.
46AFw, p . 54 .

47AHw. p. 347 .

48cAD, ibid . ; Syriac oizziira . Lex. Syr., p . 226.
49M . Kil . 1:4; the editions and the commentary
of Albeck have bazra , Albeck • Mishnah, Zera cr m, p. 102 .
Bertinoro•s commentary is evidence of a variant tradition ,
as he defines the word as "wild apple" and cites Aramaic
oi zar . This is bor ne out by the variant azra r in R. Rabbinovicz, Diqduqe s $Der1 m, Variae Lectiones Munich , 188688) , I , 15 , ad loc . The pattern of doubling the final
consonant in 9azra r is discussed in Segal, GMH • p. 110 •
par . 244 .
-
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while ginzuru is the West Semitic form of Qasouru,
"
both words are not native to Akkadian but are loanwords,
possibly from Armenian.SO

50Meissner, Studien, pp. 31-2. A secondary diphthongization occurs in the Kaufmann Manuscript, Beer, MK,
Kil • ayyim 1:4. Brockelmann proposes a borrowing from Armenian xnjor, Lex. Syr., p. 226.
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9)

l;lazzeret, "lettuce,"

/

t)asarratu.

The Akkadian botanical term, dating from the postOld Babylonian period, is not defined by the CAD or by von
Soden.5 1

Thompson suggests that it is to be equated with

Euphorbia helioscopia.5 2
It is suggested that Mishnaic 9azzeret, "lettuce,"
used to fulfill the requirements of marror, "bitter herbs, 11
on Passover,53 and represents a borrowing of this term.
It is not clear what the original species, to which this
term applied, was.

If Thompson's conjecture is correct,

that hasarratu is a poisonous plant,5 4 the relationship
may consist in a similarity perceived through bitterness
of taste.

Also, both plants contain a milky juice.

This identification, however, must be considered
very tentative, as neither the CAD nor von Soden venture
a definition, and the word is attested only lexically.
Furthermore, the consonant change~ > ~ is unusual.
51AHw, p. 329; CAD VI (U), 122.
52DAB, p. 148.

M. SA.

z.

53M. Pes. 2:6; cf. also M. Kil. 1:2, ~ - 10:3,
3 ~ d M. CUg§im 2:7.---

54DAB, ibid. It is evident from the discussion in
the Talmud-;-commenting upon the Mishnah, M. Pes. 10:3, that
the juice of the qazzeret, "lettuce," was considered to be
"poisonous," requiring the sweetening effect of the l;lartlset,
TB Pes. 116a ~ The term used for "poison" is Aramaic qappa,
Greek /fol. }-170) , "worm," S. Lieberman, Tosefta, Zera.Cim,
TerumSt 7:11, p. 145. The semantic relation between these
senses should be compared to na.hall, "snake," used of the
bitter pungent taste of an onion, TB CEr. 29b.
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10)

l)amr1;a, "type of bread or cake,"

/

"glow, be hot."
Akkadian hama1;u is widely attested.55
is:

Annunaki

il;~

An example

diparati ina namriri~unu uoammatu matum,

"The Annunaki carried torches; in their fierce glow they
cause the land to burn. 11 56

The noun form, 9im1(u, ~ ,

denotes "scorching, fever. ,.57
It is suggested tentatively that Mishnaic l)amI1;a, "a
type of bread or cake, 11 58 is borrowed from i}ama1;u on the analogy of !2.!:!:., "be hot," > )Jarara, "bread baked on hot
coals. 11 59

This suggestion remains only tentative because

the missing link in the process is absent.
lities would be 1)
2) uaniai;u

eama~u > *an

> *Aramaic

The possibi-

Akkadian noun ) ryami1;a, or

or Hebrew verb, *J;lm1;

two possibili ties may indicate a loan.

> ryamifa.

These

A third possibility

is that they are cognates.GO

55Attw, pp. 316f.; CAD VI (~), 64f.
56Gilgame ~ XI:104.

57cAD, ibid., 193.

58M. Macat. 1:7; M. Teb. Yt m 1:1, 2:4; Brand,
Ceramics, pp. 173f., and pp. 596f.
59cr. M. Sab. 1:10; M. B. Q. 2:3.
60A cognate *om1; is suggested by the existence of
Mandaic himta, e.g., him1;ia ubuia, "septic sores and boils,"
Drower and Macuch, Man . Die., p. 145b, and Arabic~,
"roast," Hava, Arabic-English Dictionary, p. 186.
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11)

i:iamam

/

\}amTmu, "Amomum Cardamum. 11

Akkadian oami mu occurs in Nee-Assyrian as the name
of an aromatic ingredient.6 1

Possibly this word was bor-

rowed as Aramaic 9ema ma, and Mishnaic Qamam , 6 2 It is also
JI. u
a Kulturwort, as seen by Greek f:l.rWfOV ,63 but Hebrew did
not borrow the word from Greek, or one would find forms
such as ~amam or camlrm. 64
9imum 6 5 and qamum . 66

There exist variants in Hebrew,

Von Soden does not record the Aramaic

as a loanword but as a cognate.67

This, and the fact that

it is not attested earlier than Nee-Assyrian, may indicate
an Aramaic loanword in Assyrian, or that both languages
borrowed from another source.

61 AHw, p . 317; CAD VI (H), 66.
62M . cug§I m 3:5; Lgw, Flora, III, 498,
6 3NCW II, 70,

>

64compare J{;, µ V Ao v
J amelan and camelan, "cook• s
starch, flour," Bendavid , BHMH, p , 186,
6 5E. Schachter, The Mishnah in the Babylonian and
Jerusalem Talmud (Hebrew) (Jerusalem, 1949), p . 329,
CUqsl m 3:5 .
66Beer, MK , cug§Tm 3:5.
67AHw, p. 317 ,
p. 2 38 .

Cf . S y r i a c ~ . Lex, Syr .,
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12)

t;iisJ;ius, "cartilage,"

/

_!)asTsu, "ear,

wisdom,"(?).
An attempt was made by Zimmern and Holma to relate Akkadian

asisu, "ear, wisdom," from t1asasu, "be

mindful, intelligent, to plan," to Aramaic and Mishnaic
Hebrew

is9us, seo~s.68

Some support for this identifi-

cation comes from the fact that a primary meaning of
lJasisu is "aperture of the ear," as in the example:

kTma

upa~i ina na!Jiri u oasTsi, "like dirt in the nostrils and
the apertures of the ears. 11 69

Also, Late Babylonian

hasistu is a bread for ritual purposes baked in the shape
of an ear,70

The expressions palk~ uzna and palk~ pasisu,

"wide in respect to the ear (understanding), 11 7 1 may be
compared.
Doubt is cast upon this identification, however,
for the following reasons.

Akkadian oasisu denotes "aper-

ture of the ear," not the cartilage,

Moreover, if \)asisu

in its physical connotation is borrowed, why is its wider
sense of "wisdom" much more frequently attested, not borrowed?

Finally, while Mishnaic sehSs, variant, 9isous,

denotes "cartilage of the ear, 11 72 it also denotes
68 AFw, p, 48; Holma, K~rperteile, p. 30,
69cAD VI (jj), 126.

70Ibid,

7 1 rbid., 127; Enuma eli~ I:18.
7 2M. Bek. 6:1; the Targum Yeru~almi on Lev. 8:23
renders tenID., "lobe," by ~ .
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cartilage of the chest and at the bottom of the spinal
column,73

73M, Pes. 7:11; cf. Rashi, ad loc,, TB Pes,

84a.
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13)

~a p! ah

/

t;ap u, "pitcher . 11

Zimmern cons i dered Akkadian ~apuu, plural ~apuani,
"pitcher," as the source of the Mishnaic loanword t;agI'al). 74
This view, however, was based upon the entry 1;apgu in
Delitzsch's Handw~rterbuch . 75

This reading, however, has

been questioned by Meissner , who holds that the correct
reading i s ~ or tapgu . 76
t;a2Ia

This renders the status of

as a loanword doubtful.

loanwords enters Hebrew as
"scribe, official."

.t,

Generally, Akkadian
e.g . , t;upl arru

"butcher, cook."

> 1;iQsar,

The equivalence of Akkadian and Heb-

rew t i s consistent in cognates
"wet," t ~bu, ~

in

also, e.g., ~ . ral; ~b ,

' "good, pleasing,

11

and !:abi\) u, \;abbaQ,

If a form *ta gi ao could be attested in

Hebrew, a suggestion might be made that the~ was emphaticized to

, in terms of a view of such change maintained

by Segal.77

However, as *ta£i ao is not attested, and the

emphaticization of~. becoming

t , in Mishnaic Hebrew is

also not certain, this loanword must be considered doubtful.

7 4AFw, p . 33 ; M. ~ab . 17 : 6 and 24:5.

--

----

75oelitzsch , Assyr . Hwb ., p . 302.
is indicated as uncertain .
76Meissner , Studien , pp. 79 - 80.
77segal , GMH, p . 30.

The reading here
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14)

knn

/

kana.nu, "roll, wind."

Akkadian kananu is attested from Old Babylonian
on. 7 8

Examples are:

ilu k'ima kalbI kunnunii, "the gods

rolled up (cowered) like dogs, ,.79 and MUS.DI.~US

kananu

~a ,;;erri, "the winding up of a serpent. 11 80
It is suggested tentatively that Mishnaic knn is a
loan from kana nu.

Examples are:

hammekanne n J et haoeb el

cal yad cal yad, "he who coils the rope of a bucket little
by little, 1181 and u a ebel ~ehrr me iinan Cal

aww • arah, "and

by the rope that is wound around its (a pitcher's) neck. 11 82
This word is rare in the Mishnah, krk, "wind," being more
widely used.
There is insufficient evidence to decide that knn
is borrowed rather than a cognate.

While Mandaic KNN has

been seen as a loan from kunnunu,83 van Soden treats
kananu and Hebrew knn as cognates.84

78AHw, p. 435a.
79Gilgame~ XI:115.

80 AHw, ibid .

8lM. Para 7:7.

8 2M. MakL 4:1.

B3orower and Macuch, Man . Die., p. 219b.
84 AHw, p. 435a. The expression natia~ me)!;unan, "a
serpent coiled," Midrash Hal'· adol, Shemot, Mordecai Margulies , ed. (Jerusalem , 1956J, p . 20Cline 7, Be~alao
14:13, should be compared with kananu~a §erri, AHw, ibid.
The Mishnah, however, regularly uses krk; compare naha
kariik, M. Ber. 5: 1.
-~
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15)

kere\ a

/

kara;u, "leek."

Akkadian kara;u, kar! u, is attested as early as
V

Old Babylonian.85

The Sumerian GA.RAS is not original but

is an Akkadian loanword.86

Zimmern counted kere! a as a

loanword from Akkadian kara;u, 87 but the distribution of
the -word in the various dialects indicates that this cannot be the case.

The !-consonant in Hebrew and Akkadian

goes back to original!, as seen by Aramaic
Mandaic karatia. 8 8

8 5AHw, p. 448; DAB, pp. 52ff.
86 AHw, ibid.
87AFw, p. 57. Mishnaic occurrenc~s are: M. Kil.
1:2; M. Seii":-7:1, 8:3; M. Maca t . 5:8; M. Sab. 8:5;M.Ned.
6:9, ariifkerelre lade, "field leeks," M. Kil. 1:2 and M.
cug~"Im 3: 2.
88 cf. Drawer and Macuch, Man. Die., p. 201a; Aramaicised Hebrew karji, M. Ber. 1:2. According to Gelb,
Old Akkadian had a eparate symbol to designate the sound
corresponding to Proto-Semitic t. This view, however, is
not shared by von Soden. The s i mbols
and [ were distinguished in the writing, buts could express original ,
although not consistently or exclusively. This could also
have been represented graphically by 6. In the Old Babylonian period ~ and i began to coalesce. In the earlier
period, however, the-t-sound may have been distinguished in
speech, Gelb, MAD II,-35-37; von Soden, Akk . Syll., p.

i

XXI.
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16)

lagrn, "bottle, vessel,"

/

laqannu, "drinking

vessel,"
Akkadian lahannu appears to be a Sumerian loanword,
dugLA.~A.AN,89

Von Soden indicates that Aramaic lagna,

n, is a loan from Akkadian, 90

Mishnaic la

It is not clear,

however, how the assumed transfer of the consonants~ ~
~/g can be explained,9 1

Hebrew and Aramaic lag1n, and Ara-

maic lagna, 1eguna, have been derived from Greek

)eK4 V?) ,92

Hebrew and Aramaic lagin are much closer to the Greek and
may have been borrowed from it.

Possibly, there is a

Kulturwort here, and Akkadian laoannu is identical, but the
possibility of a borrowing from Akkadian to Greek is also
doubtfui. 9 3
Zimmern also claimed an identification of lignu,
liginnu, and ligittu, "measure of grain," with Aramaic
1egTna.94

However, this definition of liginnu is not

89AHw, p, 527.

!Y'g
\

90Ibid,

91The known change of Q_I'~, and the rare change of
cannot account for this, GAG, par. 25d and par. 28c,
,,

92Krauss, Lehnw8rter I, 163 and 173, 1egiina

A£Kd,V~ ; NCW II, 526, and 475, for lag'In, kegin~

Latin lagena; Liddell and Scott, GEL, p.

09,

<

<).;( yvvo.s,

eK {pl'rl

and

)../Kos ; cf. also Latin lanx, "dish,platter."
1

93Akkadian~appearsasGreek X

, cf. uura~u >

'Xpvf:ro~, H, W. F. Saggs, The Greatness that Was Babylon,
p, 464, Occurrences of la~Yn in the Mishnah are: M. +eb,
Y6m 4:4, M, J Qh. 5:4, and M, KelTm 16:2 and 30:4.
9 4AFw, pp • 2 l f .
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noted by von Soden in his Handw8rterbuch.

His entry

for liginnu equates it with IM.GID.D , "one-column clay
tablet. 11 95

95AHw, p. 552. A borrowing of la!)annu>laqna,
la In, is also rejected in AIA, p. 108.
---
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17)

mizran, "mattress,"

/

mizru, ~ . "wool

material."
Akkadian mizru, mazru is equivalent to SIG.(NU).AL.
ZUN, and is defined as a kind of wooi. 96

According to Weis-

berg, Mishnaic mizran is a loan from mizru.97

The Mish-

naic word has been defined by Rabbi Hai Gaon as "a woolen
garment important people place on their beds under the
mattress. 11 9 8
The loanword proposed by Weisberg, mizru ;> mizran,
is not absolutely certain.

There is a Mishnaic Hebrew root

~ , "weave, 11 99 which may be cognate with Akkadian.

There

is a lexical entry, mazratum, "(wool) matted."lOO

96nelitzsch, Assyr. Hwb., p. 248; Deimel, ~L, p.
248; and AHw, p. 637.
97n. Weisberg, HUCA, XXXIX (1968), 73.
98M. Keli m 19: 3; A. Kohut, ed., Aruch Completum,
Vol. V, 103, cited by Weisberg, ibid., p. 73, n. 23.
9 9M. S~ta 6: 1.
lOOThe full passage is: SIG.(NU).AL.ijl.A = ( ~ipatu
la) mazratum, "(wool which has not) been matted,"
Delitzsch, Assyr. Hwb., ibid. AHw, ibid., also suggests
Hebrew mzr as a cognate. PossibI"y-; Syriac mizranii, "belt,"
should be compared, Lex. Syr., p. 379. However, Brockelmann considers this to be derived from the root ✓J zr,
"gird," following N8ldeke. He also cites Zimmern~view
that m1zriina is borrowed from Akkadian mesiru, 11 girdle,
belt. 11 A loan mizru /" mizran is also rejected in AIA,
p. 111. It_i;! temptingtoeompare Mishnaic mizran7;cl
Syriac mizrana whatever the origin of the latter.
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18)

~ • "crush, stir,"

/

marasu, "stir,"

mirsu, "pap."
An example of the Akkadian verb is:
tamarras, "you stir into ghee. n lOl
in the following example:

'

KI.I.NUN . NA

The noun mirsu occurs

'

miris di!; pi I.NUN te:;;~ n, "you

heap on them mersu made of honey and ghee. 11102

Zimmern

listed mirsu in his Akkadische Fremdwarter, identifying
it with Mishnaic mrs. 10 3

There is no clear evidence that

this verb is borrowed from Akkadian.

It is conceivably

a cognate in Aramaic and Akkadian.104

lOlcAD VI(~). 190; AHw, p. 609.
102Ibid.
103AFw, p. 38; cf. M. YSma 4:3 and 5:3, memares
bS', "stirring it." An extended sense appears to be:
;;-mar esTn be" ~rez bai ebi c f , "They may flood a rice field
in the seventh year , ~
. 2 : 10 . In the Targum Onkelos,
mrs is used as the equivalent of !!!!'.!2, "crush," Lev. 21: 20,
11
and mck, "crush, Lev . 22: 24.
104Akkadian mara su is attested in Nee-Babylonian
and Nee-Assyrian . Itislisted as cognate with Aramaic
~ • AHw , ~
.
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19)

~ . "measure," ma!tah, "surveyor,"

/

ma't,a9u, "measure."
Zimmern considered Akkadian ma~ao u as borrowed by
Aramaic and Hebrew ~ . "measure, 111 05 and ma~Sao, "surveyor.11106

There are, however, no phonetic peculiarities

to distinguish this as a loanword.

Von Soden considers it

a cognate with Aramaic~. and he notes that it occurs in
Middle and Late Babylonian. 107

Some basis for considering

this a loanword is the fact that in Imperial Aramaic the
word!!!!£ is attested in the sense of "oi1, 11 l08 suggesting
that the homonym mt h, "measure," 109 is borrowed, although
this is not conclusive.

Arabic !!!!!.Q., "to survey land," has

the correspondence of Aramaic , Akkadian
guing for a cognate.
nates, Akkadian

~

i

and Arabic~. ar-

On the other hand, if they were cog-

should not appear as Arabic~.

The Ara-

bic word may be borrowed from Aramaic,110 but there is insufficient basis for regarding the Aramaic or the Hebrew
as loans from Akkadian.
105AFw, p. 22.
l07AHw, p . 623a.

106M. CEr. 4:11; M. Kelim 14:3.
108nrso, p . 110 .

109There is a very doubtful entry for ~ . "measure,"
DISO , ibid. The root exists in Syriac in this sense, Lex.
Syr . , pp.406f. Mishnaic me!iIJ;la , "rope," M. Kil. 9:9,-M. Ke l i m 21:3, is also based upon the root~.
llOArabic ~ • misa gata are regarded as borro~ed
fro~ ~y~iac misoata rather than from Jewish Aramaic~.
me!iooaj a , Fraenkel , Aram . Fw . , p. 282 . This loan is also
rejected by Kaufman who proposes an Aramaic origin, AIA,
pp. 110 and 279.
-
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20)

ma'fikSn

/

mai ka nu , "security, pledge."

Examples of this word in Akkadian are:

! umma DAM

l u ma! katta ina ki di taltakan, "if you place a woman or
pledge in the field , 11111 and bi ssu u ame l iissu mal k'anu
§abtatu , "his house and slaves are being held in pledge. 11 112
The term makes its appearance in Middle Assyrian, Middle
and Late Babylonian .

Earlier terms are 1I tutu 113 and

nepGtu, 114 equivalents of later mai kanu tu .
Hebrew ma; kSn has been considered a loanword from
Akkadian ma! ka nu. 11 5

It is possible, however, that this is

an extension of meaning in cognate roots under the influence
of Akkadian.

The verbs i akanu and ! kn are cognates in Ak-

kadian and Hebrew, and the mapra s/maprus formations are
common to both languages.116
These considerations may point to an extension,
the transfer of an idiomatic sense in one language to the
cognate in the other , with a parallel development of the
111 Driver and Miles, Assyrian Laws, p . 384, A,

6, 71.
112cAD XVI ( ), 10 .

113Ibid .

ll4code of Hammurabi , par . 116 .
115J . Barth , Die Nominalbildun in den semitischen
Sprachen, 2nd ed . (Leipzig, l 9 , p . 90 hereafter abbre viated as Nominalbildung); AFw, p . 18; Delitzsch, Assyr .
Hwb ., p . 431 .
-ll6GAG , par . 56b; Mos c ati , Introduction, par . 12 : 16 .
The basic meaning is derived from ~aka nu, 11 put down , " AFw ,
p . 18 ; cf . ana manzaza ni u!i ziz , "heseti t upon its place,"
E. A. Speiser , Kaufmann Jubilee Volume, p . 37 .
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specific form of the word in each language ,

There are,

however, considerations which militate against this possibility,

While ~aka nu and l kn are cognates, they are not

semantic equivalents .

The Akkadian has the sense of "put,

place, " and the Aramaic and Hebrew the sense of "dwell. 11 117
Extensions occur where both words are semantically equivalent in their basic meaning, and a special case is where
the semantic equivalent is also a cognate ,
However, the mapras, maprus form is rare in Hebrew.
Aside from ma~kSn , it occurs with gutterals, e . g., maps~r,
"lack," magaz~r, "c ycle, " with few exceptions, e,g.,
matm~n, "treasure,"

Otherwise, the initial vowel changes

to :!:_, e . g,, mizmSr, "psalm, song," mi~qi lel( , "weight,
plumb. 11 118

Perhaps the unusual form of ma~kSn was borrow-

ed from mal ka nu.

An alternative to this may be to explain

the mal kSn form as an attempt to distinguish from the
form mii ka n, "dwelling, sanctuary."
There are, however, problems with a borrowing from
Akkadian to Aramaic and Hebrew .

The vowel change~ >

2.

which is presupposed in such a borrowing is hard to explain .
This change occurred only in certain periods, 11 9

In view

of the lateness of the occurrence of mal ka nu , an Aramaic
117oelitzsch, Assyr . Hwb, , pp . 657-60; DISO, p .
299 ,
118w . Chomsky , David KirnJ;li ' s Hebrew Grammar
(Mikh lol ) (New York , 1952), pp . 278-9 ,
11 9Moscati, Introduction, par . 8 , 83,
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source may be plausibly suggested ,

In Nabatean, there

occurs the noun form m~kwny, "my pledge . " 120

It should

be noted that this form, going back to m~kwn, is closer
to the Hebrew ma~kSnl21 than is Akkadian ma~kanu, in
view of the vowel£ indicated by the transcription.

There

also occurs in Nabatean a verbal form, m~kn, "give as
pledge. 11122

It is not clear whether this is primary

or denominative,
In view of these difficulties, this word has
been grouped with the loanwords of lesser probability.

120 niso, p. 170.
121Qccurrences in the iUshnah are:
and ,,! • Pe.I a 8 : 8 .

M. B. H. 6:7 ,

122 DISO , p . 171. Akkadian ma~kattum , " pledge , "
goes back to"*rna~ kantum , GAG , par . 56c . It may be the
source of Aramaic ma ~kantr,-or more correctly , Aramaic
ma ~kanta would have to go back to the same source as
Akkadian ma ~kattum , that is , *ma~ kantum . As indicated
above , an Akkadian source is not conclusively established .
A loan ma! k a nu / ' Syriac me~ kana is accepted by Kaufman ,
who sees no problem in the a ~ 5 vowel change , AIA , pp .
72 , 174, and 243 .
-
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21)

~ • ~ • "hatchel wool,"

I

-V
napasu,

"hatchel wool,"
Zimmern identified napa~ u with Mishnaic ~.123
It cannot, however, be accepted that Mishnaic
loanword,
Hebrew, 124

~

is a

There are variants between~ and~ in Mishnaic
If the form~ is the primary one, it is pos-

sible that a loan napa~u
however, the form

!!P§.

>

~ can be considered,125

If,

is the primary one in Hebrew,1 2 6 a

loan cannot be assumed at all.

It would be more correct

to say that an original~ was modified according to
factors peculiar to Akkadian.

It is unlikely that there

is a loanword here but a cognate.

123!U':!:!., p, 28; M. l ab, 7:2 and 13:4.
124Bendavid, BHMH, p, 186; Segal, GMH, p, 33,

i

125The change
> s occurs in loans from Akkadian to Hebrew, cf, Sarru-kln > Sarge n.
126Examples of this variation in the manuscripts
are: wehammenaps ~, Beer, MK, ~abbat 7:2, and whmnpsw,
Lowe, MPT, ad loc, The variation between~ and~ also
occur in loanwords from Greek and Latin, e.g., qa 2r ~ ,
qastra < castra, "camp," In Arabic, the instrument
for this operation is minbaq_. One would expect minpa~ .
if this were originally Arabic and cognate with Aramaic.
Fraenkel suggests that the word is possibly borrowed,
Fraenkel, Aram. Fw,, p, 260, Akkadian nappa.,u, "beating
stick (?1," Is also rejected as the source of a loan, AIA,
p. 113,
-
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22) seber panrm

/

subur panI, "facial expression."

The Akkadian expression occurs in lexical lists,
where it is equated with bunu and bunnannC, "face. 11 127
It is probably to be connected with §abaru, which has
several meanings, one of which is "squint, look askance,
signal with the eyes. 11 128

The CAD suggests that the basic

idea underlying this and the other meanings of the word
is that of a quick and repeated sideways motion, attested
mainly of the eyes.129

An example is:

~uqa aba~ma turru§a

ubanati errub ekalli~ma i.;abbura Ina.ti, "When I walk the
street, fingers are pointed at me.

Even when I enter the

palace, eyes look askance at me. 11 130
It is suggested tentatively that there may be a
relationship between this expression, §Ubur panI, and
Mishnaic se.t2er panim, "countenance, expression. 11 131

While

the verb §abaru appears, on slight evidence, to have a
negative connotation, subur panI, equivalent to bunu and
bunnannQ, is neutral, like Hebrew seQer panim, which needs
an adjective to qualify it, e.g., seller pa.nim ya12~!:., "a
friendly expression. 111 32

The adjective, however, may also

be tautologous, or for emphasis, and seher panim may have
127CAD XVI (9), 228.
128Ibid., 2-4.

129Ibid., 4.

130Lambert, BWL, 34:81 (Ludlul I).
131M. ' Ab. 1:15.

132Ibid.
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a positive connotation in itself.

There does not seem to

be any case of se ber pa n1:m r a c~t. , "unpleasant expression,"
and the verb 1ehasbi r pa ni m, "to show a friendly expression, 11133 requires no qualifying adjective .
A consideration which casts doubt upon this loanword proposal is the fact that the Akkadian is only attested lexically, not in literary passages .
Another possibility is that se~er pa ni m is to be related to Biblical sbr, "look at, look to, hope . 111 3 4

Thus,

the HipCil, hasbi r pa ni m, "show a friendly expression," can
be a parallel to har Je pa n'lm, "show a friendly expression,"
used in the specific sense of comforting a mourner. 13 5
this event, there is no loanword at all.

In

There remains the

possibility, however , that there is some cognate relationship between §aba ru, .;ubur pa nI , and Hebrew sbr, "look at,
look to, hope," and se ber pa nr m, "friendly expression."

l33TP Yoma 43b; cf. Jastrow, Dictionary, p. 951b.
13 4 Pss . 145:15; Neh. 2:13 and 15.
135TP M. Q. III:82b. Other possibilities, less
satisfying , are that se ber pii.ni m is a ~apCey of brr,
"brighten , " e . g ., "show a bright (cheerful face;;r Jastrow, Dictionary , ibid.; compare ya Je r .. . panaw, Numb .
6:25 , or that sbr is the Aramaic for "lift up,"
cf . yi /6a, ••• pa na w, Numb . 6:26 . The pr oblem o f t he change
~> ~ i s dis cuss ed a bo ve , p. 52 , and below , pp. 22 l f .
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23)

~ • "cut the hair, shear,"

/

sepe ru, "to

strand, dress the hair, trim , "
Akkadian §epe ru is attested in Nuzi , Late Babylonian and Nee-Assyrian.

Examples are:

mu~ati~a teleggi

kuni°t; tam ta-;;a-pir, "you take combings from her hair,
strand it into a roll of hair,,,, 111 36 and ki ma nagimtu
~U§i u--,ap-pi-ra 9 u-pur-a-a, "He (Marduk) trimmed my nails
as if expelling a tabooed woman, 11137
Possibly, Mishnaic ~ • "cut the hair, shear, 111 38
is a loan from ~epe ru.

Possible evidence for this is the

fact that~ appears to enter Hebrew after the Biblical
period, not completely replacing the earlier terms s.1!2_
and ~ . 138

Its entrance created a confusion of homonyms

with~. "talk, converse," and to avoid confusion, other
terms for "converse" were brought into activity,~.
hir 9a, t i na., "a mar, 1 40
The problem with this identification is both phonetic and semantic .

A change of consonants in borrowing such

as~ > ~ is most rare,

Generally the Akkadian consonant~

136 cAD, XVI(~), 132-3,

l37Ibid,

138M . ~A. z. 2:2; cf, sappa r, "barber, " M. $ ab.
1:2; and M, Qid , 4:14,
139Bendavid, BHMH, pp. 131 and 207,
14 Dibid,, p, 122
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appears in Aramaic as

, and~ in Aramaic, if it does not

reflect original~, reflects

1,

compare the personal name

Bel-~arru-u~ur, and Aramaic Blsr:;;r. 141

There is some in-

definitemess betweens and~ in Assyrian and Babylonian;
compare Neo-Babylonian pasanu and Assyrian pa§iinu, "cover,
veil. 11142

If :;,eperu was borrowed as ~ . a variant form

may be involved.
Akkadian seperu does not mean "cut" exclusively.
It is used in connection with stranding, dressing hair,
stranding linen, trimming an object with precious stones,
trimming away an inscription, and paring vegetables. 14 3

.,

One Sumerian equivalent, AG, can also be read as SA 5 , equiv

valent to lJa a~u, "cut," and an element in SA 5 .A, gulibtu,
"savings, 11144

On the other hand, other equivalents are

DIB, equal to .;abatu, "seize," in the sense of "pinch, 111 45
and K{~.DA, equal to ka:;;aru, rakasu, "tie. 11146

One must

assume a semantic development from "trim, arrange, tie,
order" to "cut, shear," as a part of hair grooming.

Thomp-

son, cited by the CAD, proposed as identification with Arabic ~ , "braid a woman's hair. 1114 7

If this be so,

141KAI, I, No. 234, Rs. 3, and No. 235, Rs. 2.
142 GAG, par.

30c.

14 3cAD XVI

U?>, 132-3.

144 cAD, ibid., 132, lexical section. The reading
AG is uncertain and is followed by a question mark. See
also, Labat, Manuel, p. 83.
14 5cAD, ibid.; Labat, ~anuel, p. 223.
146 cAD, ibid.; Labat, Manuel, p. 105.
147 cAD, ibid., 133.
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then in Hebrew one would expect *spr and in Aramaic *cpr,
if these be cognates.
a loan.

The presence o f ~ may argue for

This loan proposal is of a lesser degree of prob-

ability than others where the semantic and consonantal
criteria are more directly satisfied. 148

148 Relevant to this discussion is Syriac !a2ar,
"kind of knife," Lex. Syr., p. 492 and Arabic ~afrat,
safarat, "kind of knife, 11 Hava, Arabic-English Dictionary, p. 369, and Fraenkel, Aram. Fw., p. 247. Fraenkel's view is that this term goes back to a root in Arabic, ~arr, "cut," ibid. In view of this, Aramaic and Hebrew ~ • "cut the hair," and this Arabic root are cognates.
It would not be possible to speak of a loanword here, although Akkadian §eperu may still be related.
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24)

Cuqa, Cugya:•, Cugya, "cavity, trough, pit, 11

/

ika, ekO, "ditch, canal."
The Akkadian word ika, ekG, is attested as early
as Old Akkadian, as in the examples:

i-ka-am pa-al-ga-am,

"ditch, canal, 1114 9 and a~~um i-ki-im biritim marI PN
ibquru~unutTma, "concerning the fact that the sons of PN
have made a claim against them for the common border
ditch,nl50
Mishnaic Cuqa, "cavity, trough, pit, 11 151 and Cugya-' ,
Cugya, "ditch dug around the roots of a vine, 111 5 2 have been
considered loanwords from Akkadian ik~. 1 53

This is not com-

pletely certain for the following considerations,

There are

variants in Hebrew manuscripts where words spelled with

J

in Palestinian manuscripts are spelled with~ in Babylonian
ones, 154

If the primary form of the Mishnaic word is J uqa,

J ugya, one can assume a loan:

"

-

--

iku )> ~ -. -' uga, as the

original:_ was not pronounced in Akkadian or transmitted.
If, however, the Hebrew forms Ciiga, Cugya, are primary, the
presence of the~ indicates a cognate, not a loan,155
149 AHw
_ , p. 37 o.

150Ibid.

1 5 1M. Maca{. 1:7; M. CEr. 8:9; and M. Miq. 6:1.
l5 2M, M,

Q,

1:1; cf. Cii.ga, "pool," M, Hul. 2:9,

153AFw, p. 44,
l5 4 Bendavid, BHMH, pp, 213-4; Segal, GMH, p, 28.
155c f. id~ / ~ . "know." For a similar view,
cf, AIA, p. 235~n later Aramaic,~ lost its consonantal
value and was often interchanged with~, Moscati, Introduction, par. 8,56,
-
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25)

Ell,

"open,"

/

pala~ u, "pierce, penetrate."

Examples of the Akkadian, attested from Old Babylonian on, are:

~ um-ma bi t awi lim lu ip-pa-li-i~ l u

im-qu-ut, "If a man's house is broken into or collapses, 11 156
and ~ umma awi lum bi tam iplu~ ina pani pil~im ~ua ti
idukkuiuma, "If a man breaks into a house, he shall be
put to death before that breach . 111 57
It might be argued that Mishnaic meQ.ii.lal , "open, 11 158
is borrowed from pala~u on the ground that in Biblical Hebrew~. magteret (Ex. 21:2) is the equivalent to pala~ u,
pil~um.

However, there is no strong evidence to rule out

a cognate pala~u /

P11.1 59

l56Law Code of Eshnunna, par . 37 .
157Code of Hammurabi, par . 21 .
158M. $ab. 16:1; M. CEr. 9:4 . This is considered
a loan in AFw, p. 13. Cf . also Syriac, Lex . Syr.,
p . 577a .

ill

l59This
should be distinguished from ill,
"roll , wallow in the ground," Micah 1:10; Jer. 6:26;
25:34; Ez . 27:30 , cf . Ugaritic c i r pltt, "dust of wallowing," I* AB, vi, 15 , G. R . Dr ver , ~anaanite Myths and
Legends , p . 108 . Compare with our word Amharic f£11Rs~,
11 dig the earth with the hands," w. Leslau, Hebrew Cognates
in Amharic (Wiesbaden, 1969), p. 39. Possibly related is
Hebrew bl ~, e . g . , b'2> 1e!In -' i t a m:!l;~hteha, "they break the
clods under it (a vine , prior to planting)," Midr. Lev . R.
36 : 2 .
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26)

§arsur, "pitcher with a strainer," /

,ar 9aru, "water container."
The noun §arsaru, "container for water storage,"
is attested in Late Babylonian and in Nee-Assyrian, e.g.,
mam!t ina

ar§ari m~ ~at O, "the oath sworn by drinking

water from a 9ar§aru jar. 11160

It is suggested tentatively

that Mishnaic

with a strainer at its

mouth, 11161 is a borrowing.
What raises questions about this loanword, however,
is the fact that the noun, §ar§aru, is attested quite late,
although the verb, 9 araru, is attested as early as Old Babylonian.162

Moreover, there is a cognate EE. in Mandaic,

e.g., ' l?tarar bainh dimihta, "his eyes burst into tears. 11 163
This verb must also underlie the noun §rran, "one whose eyes
discharge a briny liquid. 11164

If ,araru / E!:. are pos-

sibly cognates in Aramaic and Akkadian, then borrowed by
Hebrew from Aramaic, the nominal formation §ar§ilr is characteristic of Mishnaic Hebrew, requiring no loan process .165
16 0cAD, XVI (9), 115, from ! urpu II:62.
l61M. Kelim 2:8, 3:2; M. Miq. 3:3. Cf. S. Langdon,
Tammuz and !~tar (Oxford, 1914), p. 136, for identification with a Late Hebrew $i§'ur.
162 cAD, ibid., 105f.
16 3Drower and Macuch, Man. Die., p. 397b; cf. Hebrew Q.g_, used with Cenay{m; cf. also Akkadian ~ . "flowing, leaking," CAD, ibid., 114, Late Babylonian.
1 6 4 ~ . 7:3.

165segal, GMH, p. 112.
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27)

qedera

/

diqaru, "cooking and drinking ves-

sel."
Akkadian diqaru was used as a drinking vessel, as
seen by the equivalence di-qa-ru = malt i1 rab Q, "large drinking vesse1, 11 l66 or as a container for water, medicine, or
food, or for cooking. 1 67
materials:

It could have been made of various

clay, stone, or bronze.168

Mishnaic qedera, "cooking vesse1, 11 169 has been regarded as a loanword from Akkadian.170

A number of questions,

however, can be raised against this identification.

In all

the dialects one finds a metathesized form, qidra, qedera,
but none that reproduces the shape of the original.
parallel example may be the Greek loanword

~(/A~'{,

A
"harbor,"

which, in Palestinian sources, was transcribed as 1emen,
while in Babylonian sources, removed from the Greek language area, was metathesized to nam~l.

The loanword, how-

ever, was reproduced in Hebrew in a form similar to the
l66AHw, pp. 172f.
167Ibid.; CAD III (D), 157-9.
l68AHw, ibid.

16 9M. Hul. 8:3.

l70AFw, p. 33; cf. also Arabic qidr, Hava, ArabicEnglish Dictionary, p. 591, Aramaic qidri, and Mandaic
~ . Drewer and Macuch, Man. Die., p. 10. Cf. Lex. Syr.,
p.~9, where the Syriac is considered a loan from diqUru,
following Jensen and Zimmern. Fraenkel notes the identity
of Arabic qidr and Aramaic qidia, Hebrew qege r a . One
would expect in Arabic a form qadi r if this were dependent upon the Hebrew with its long second vowel, Fraenkel,
Aram . Fw . , p. 63.
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original, and the metathesis is a variant within Hebrew
dialects.
It is possible that a loanword enters in a metathesized form, yet the non-existence of a form closer to
the original requires explanation.

It should be noted that

a form dTqura did exist in Aramaic,

In the Commentary of

Rabbi Hai Gaon on Mishnah Kelim, a definition of p1tasTn,
Greek

-,r[Oo s,

"wine jar," is given,

It is there stated that

there are diqure, identical with dane, and that they resemble qanqannim, except that qanqannTm are long and diqure
are rounded. 1 71

Aramaic dana is identical with Akkadian

dannu, "vessel, container, 11 and it is plausible to consider Aramaic dlqura as identical with diqaru,

If diqura

existed in Gaonic times, it may have existed earlier and
may be a link between Akkadian diqaru and the metathesized
forms qidra, qidr, qedera.
There is, however, a problem with the vowel pattern
in the Akkadian and the Hebrew.

A change of
-

I -,. "£

is un-

I\ -

usual, unless the word in Aramaic be *diqora, where an
~ change is possible,172

a >

Another objection that may be

ject that a borrowing appears unnecessary.

The possibility

is that diqaru and qedera are cognates.
17lcommentary of Rabbi Hai Gaon, M. Kelim 3:6.
172~foscati, Introduction, par. 8,8 8 . A similar
doubt about this loan is expressed in AIA, pp. 58 and
230. This change, however, takes place"Tn Western Aramaic
and may not be relevant to our case.
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Mishnaic qe~era replaces the almost obsolete
Biblical parur and @a.173

1 73Bendavid, BHMH, p. 359. An archaic survival is Mishnaic parur in M. Besa 1:7.
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28)

tilta n

/

tultu , ~fenugreek ," "Trigonella

Foenum Graecum . "
This plant name , cited by Thompson,174 is
identical with Mishnaic tilta n . 1 75
that this is a loanword, however .

It is not clear
If the name can be

etymologically related to the characteristic of three
clustered leaves which the plant has, the form of the
name is Aramaic .

It would then be a loan from Aramaic

into Akkadian .

174DAB , p . 65 .
175Low, Flora , II , 475 ; M. Kil . 2: 5; M. Ter.
10 : 5 , 6 ; M. Macar.T:6 ; M. Maca~ ~2:2 , 3; and M.
Nidda 2: 6 .

CHAPTER V
LESS PROBABLE LOAN TRANSLATIONS AND EXTENSIONS

1)

J ab bug_ roCe, "Polygonum a viculare," / !Jattu reJt .

Neither the CAD nor von Soden give a definition of
the plant name, which 11 terally means
Thompson suggests "Asa foetida. 11 2

II

shepherd's staff. 11 1

There are other popular

names for plants formed analogously, e.g., zt summati., "dove's
dung," a popular name for the carob, lisan kalbi, lit. "dog's
tongue," and nes qaqqari, lit. "lion of the earth. 11 3
The relationship of oattu

reJt

and Mishnaic J abbu

r3ce, defined by Albeck as "Polygonum a viculare, "4 is not
clear.

The CAD suggests that Aramaic outra deracya is a

loan from an Akkadian *hutar
attested . 5
earlier

reJi,

a form not actually

Moreover, Akkadian hu~aru is not

than

attested

Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian,6

may be conceivably

an Aramaic loanword.

and

Also, noting

1 cAD VI (H), 156; AHw, p. 337.
2DAB, pp. 352ff.
3i,1. Held , Landsberger Festschrif t, p. 398.
4M . Sab . 14:3; Albeck, Mishnah, M~Ced, p. 51.
5CAD, ibid., 156 .
6cAD, ibid ., 265 .
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the lateness of hattu

re~t.

occurring only in Standard Baby-

lonian, the language of literary texts of the Nee-Babylonian
or Nee-Assyrian period, 7 the possibility remains that this
is an Aramaic loan in Akkadian,
Also problematic is the relationship of Hebrew
~ abb ub r t ce to oa ~tu reJ f and ~u tra deraCya,

One would ex-

pect a Hebrew construction with letie~. "staff,"

This raises

the possibility that the Hebrew term refers to a different
plant, one which has a hollow stalk, while the Akkadian and
Aramaic are referring to some unknown plant which has a
solid stalk .

Both terms reflect traditional standard equip-

ment of shepherds, a solid object, a staff, and a flute ,
Hebrew " abbub r ~ce can be translated as "shepherd's pipe"
or 11shepherd's flute."

The plant may have been named be-

cause of its form rather than because it was used to make
the instrument.

As noted

by Sellers, the simple flute re-

mains throughout the Fertile Crescent today and is played
in the same manner as by the ancient Egyptians. 8

7cAD VI (~ ) , 156 .
8 ovid R. Selle rs , "Musical Instruments of Israel,"
Biblical Archaeologist , IV (1941), 33-47, reprinted in
The Bib lical Archaeologist Reader, eds, G, Ernest Wright
and David Noel Freedman (Garden City, New York , 1961),
pp , 81- 97; cf . especially , p, 88 ,
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2)

keleb hammay i m / kalab

rrfe,

kalab t ~ mti ,

"sea dog , dog fish(?)."
Sumerian DR.A is equivalent to kalab m~ . 9
also occurs kalab t ~ mti . 10

Mishnaic kele o hammayim

There
can

be considered a loan from Akkadian, using native and cognate terms in a combination influenced by the Akkadian. 11
There is, of course, the possibility that these are independent coinages, as it is natural that marine beings
be compared to land animals; compare German Seelgwe, " sealion," Meerschwein, "sea-hog," and Seehund, "seal."

9AHw , p . 425a .
lOLandsberger, Fauna , p . 85 . This is also compared to Aramaic kalba demayya, ibid .
llM . Ke l i m 17 : 13 .
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3)

mi])Jia beyali , "thwart an action," / retta

ma a su, literally, "strike the hand . "
The Akkadian expression occurs in the following
passage from Ludlul Be l Nemeqi:

imhas retti mahi~iya

u~addi kakka~u Marduk, "It was Marduk who struck the hand
of him who beats me, so that he made him drop his weapon . 1112

The expression occurs in translation in Aramaic,

weia.• • itay d:l yema1,19:e .1 bi de, "there is no one who can
thwart Him . 11 13

In the Mishnah, there occur the expres-

sions mi]:lhu beyaga m, "they prevented them, 11 14 and we"' en
me mah In

beya!iS, "they do not prevent him." 15

Some doubt

about this loan translation is raised by the fact that the
passage in Ludlul is concrete, not metaphorical, as in the
Aramaic .

If frequent metaphorical uses of this phrase

were found in Akkadian, the case would be strengthened.

l2Lambert, BWL, p . 58, Ludlul, IV:11-12.
13naniel 4:32 .

14M . Pes . 4:8.

15M . Sanh . 2:4 . Mishnaic Hebrew and Aramaic
goes back to *mehac and!!&§., the exact correspondent
maba,;u . This loan translation is discussed by Held,
*mh!; in Ugaritic and Other Semitic Languages , " JAOS ,
(1959) , 171 and n . 39 .
--

meva
of

"!!!!ll/
LXXIX
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4)

ha qe l r o • ~ , "act disrespectfully, 11 qallu t

r o J~ , "disrespect," / qaqqadu qalalu, "to be dishonored,"

and k~'Qed roJ~ , "respect, gravity," /

qaqqadu kaba tu, "honor . "

I

An example, from Old Babylonian, of the first idiom
is:

ana

I rumma ••• ri taqqudim •• • qaqqadni. •• iqallil, "because

of the dancing about we are dishonored (literally, our head
becomes light). 111 6

The opposite idea is expressed in the

following examples :

kabat qaqqadi, "respect, 11 17

ri~ ka

ukabba t, "he will respect you," 18 and qaqqassa tukabbit,
"respect her. 11 19
It should be noted that there is a difference between the Akkadian and the Hebrew idioms.

In the Akkadian,

the object of the verb qala lu or kaba tu is qaqqadu, "head, 11
this part representing the whole; that is, the person who
loses or gains honor .

In the Hebrew, qallut ro• ~ 20 is an

attitude of disrespect to something else, and l ~ yaqel
ro" ~~ keneged ••• means "let him not show disrespect to ••• 11 21
Similarly, kt bed r e • ~ is an attitude of respect or seriousness.22

The idioms in Hebrew may be based upon the Akka-

dian but they are not direct translations .
1 6aAG , par . 150j .
17 Lambert , BWL, 252:24 .

18AHw, p . 417.

1 9Ibid .; cf . also p . 416 , for the G construction .
20M . J Ab . 3:13 .

21M. Ber . 9:5.

22M . Ber. 5:1 . Closer to the Akkadian is the expression meya'ggeret r oJ iah, "making heavy (honoring) her
own head (herself, " i . e . , being arrogant, Midr . Gen . R. 18 : 3.
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5)

kol ~eneJ esaE min ha~suq / ina ;uqi ~iirub,

"brought in from the street."
The Akkadian expression is used in a legal context, referring to the adoption of a child:
lu-ru-ub, "brought in from the street. n23

ina ~u-qi
This expression

is quite similar to the Mishnaic expression and may be
the source of it:

kol !eneJ esa12, min ha1'!iuq, "whoever

has been taken in from the street (and does not know his
father or mother)."
"foundling. 11 24

This is the definition of an J asuEe,

This has been suggested as a borrowing in

view of the great influence of Akkadian legal terminology

upon Aramaic and Hebrew.

It should be noted, however,

that this kind of expression is quite general and need
not have been borrowed specifically from Akkadian.

2 3M. David, Die AdoEtion in altbabylonischen
Recht (Leipzig, 1927), p. 1, line 33.
2 4M. Qid. 4:2. Psalm 27:10, yaJ as~enT, "will
gather me in," appears to be the very same idea, in view
of the first part of the verse, "for my father and mother
have abandoned me." If this is borrowed, the Akkadian
influence has been exerted upon the Hebrew at an earlier
period. However, the possibility of parallel development
remains open.
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6) ziqqa, 11 bond , obligation:•

rn,

hizdaqe q , "be

bound , obligated , 11 / ka.;aru , rakasu, "tie , bind (in the
legal sense, 11
Examples of riksu, riksatu, from rakasu, are:
girram u riksatim ana abl~ a u ummi~a l a i ~kun, "he did
not conclude a formal marriage contract with her father
and mother, 11 25 and balum ~IbI u riksatim i 'fit a m, "has purchased ••• without witnesses and contract . 1126
pears in this example:
-

yll

The verb ap-

kaspum i§§ e r ~bi-ti_~u alpll u

'

eqlatim u mimma isu KU . BABBAR rakis, "the (debt of) silver is secured by his house, his oxen, the fields, and
whatever (else) he owns , 11 27
Examples of ki§ru, ki;;irtu, from ka;;aru, are:
ki:;;irtu ~a 10 q~ ~amne u,. ,'t; ipate, "the contract for 10 ~
of oil and .. ,wool, 1128

and i h i \! u u

l ini'!i! u a 'Mmm

GO. UN , tII.A

eqlim u ki1,,ir bl tim, . ,a~tanapparakkum, "I have written you
several times on account of the rent payments for the field
and the rent of the house, 11 29
The common Mishnaic ziqqa, "bond, obligation to a
2 5The Laws of Eshnunna, par. 27,
26 code of Hammurabi, par . 123 ; cf . also par. 124 .
27CAD, II (B), 283 . The verb rakasu is used in the
sense "makesomeone responsible , " B. Kienast, Alt-assyrische
Texte (Berlin , 1960), 37:50 and 66 : 34 .
28AHw , p . 488b ,
29cAD II (B), 234 .
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person, n30 and the verb

rn,

hizdaqqeq, "be bound to,

dependent upon, obligated to, 11 31 may possibly be a
loan translation of the special sense of ka§aru and
rakasu.
Some question can be raised, however, by the fact
that

rn

does not have the general application of "tie"

in Hebrew and Aramaic that ka§aru and rakasu have in
Akkadian.

Thus, a loan translation, a transfer of an

extended sense, is less certain.

Independent coinage

also remains a possibility.

30cf. M. Yeb, 3:9, ziqqa);_ yab_am, "the interdependence of the widow and her late husband's brother;"
Biblical ziggi m, "fetters," Nahum 3:10; Isa. 45:14; Ps.
149:8; and Job 36:8, is possibly derived from Aramaic rn,
"bind," B-D-B, p. 397a.
3lcf. M. Yeb, 2:5, z~qeq " et ll e1;et " ahiw, "he
holds his broth~r•s wife tied to the leviratical marriage," and M. Sebu. 6:3, "movable chattel binds (zilgegin)
the immovable with reference to the obligation of making
oath. 11
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7)

k1ines " i Ua / a ~h tam ana bit im ~urubu, "taking

a woman into the hous e , marrying . "
In Akkadian legal contexts, the concepts of marrying (a~~ atam aqa zum) and taking the woman into the house
are closely associated .

This is attested in the G and in

the causative ! forms, as in the following examples:

! umma

!9.ussi ma ana biti ~u 1.rub, "if he marries her, and she enters
his house," 32 and ana bi t PN u1 eribu1 i, "he brings her into

the house of PN. 11 33
It is suggested that the technical use of kt nes,
"brings in," in the sense of "marries," is a loan translation of erebu / ;urubu . 34

Another example is:

bikeni sata h

~ ell8 ul,f:,i" a.t ah ~e lJah, "(property) is his when she enters
and hers when she leaves . " 35

Independent coinage, however,

32The Laws of Eshnunna, par. 18.
33AHw, p . 236 .
34M. Yeb . 3: 1, 6, and 7; kSne s .f i t1ia is an equivalent of ~ i~~a, cf. Bendavid , BHMH, p . 179; kns
is also the equivalent of Biblical :!..ll in the general
sense of "gather," ibid. , p. 338; ~ is also used in the
specific context of marriage, II Sam . 11:27 . A similar
expression is waye);l i " eha Yi§l)a q haJ ohelah, "and Isaac
brought her into the tent , 11 Gen . 24 : 67 . This raises the
possibility that the loan from Akkadian influenced Hebrew
at an earlier stage, or that this is not a loan at all,
but an independent coinage .
35M . Ket . 8:4; cf. the formula used by Alexandrian
Jews : ke ~~ n s f l ee T tehi l I 1eJ int u keda t M~~ e
weYi f r a ' e l , "when you enter my house you will become my
wi fe according to the custom of Moses and Israel," Tosefta
KetubSt, 4:19 , cited in Albeck, Mishnah , Na~im, p . 79.
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remains a possibility in this case . 36

36cr. above , note 34 .
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8)
" 1

cayin l ellattannur , cayin ~ellakkTr a / I n kTri,

eye I of an oven, outlet for smoke . "
An example of this extended use of I nu, "eye," is:

ana kuri ~ a 4 IGI-me~- ~a kaiiti tu~erredma ina b1 r 1 t
IGI-mel tareddi, "you put (the mixture) into a cold kiln
that has four draft holes and place it between the holes. 11 37
The same usage occurs in the Mishnah:

becayin

~ellatannur becayin ~ellakki ra, "(if a creeping thing was
found) in the outlet of an oven or of a double stove. 11 38
It can be contended that there is independent
development here.

In Hebrew and Aramaic, cayin and Ce na

are used metaphorically in the sense of "hole, opening,"
e.g., hann~geca ... ba.Cayin, "If a man touched ••• the ringshaped collar piece," 39 and ha cayin ~ebamaca§ag, "the ring
attached to an adze. 11 40
On the other hand, a possible argument for an influence from Akkadian can be made,

A number of other terms

related to the area of ovens or stoves are also loanwords,
e.g., Sumerian GIR4 "> ki ru -;> ki r a , kirayyim, "oven, 11 41
37cAD VII (I/J) , 157; cf . also AHw, p . 383b,
38M. Ke U m 8:7 ,

39M. KelI'm 21:2 .

40 Tosefta Ke l Tm, Ba)ia Batra I:7. Independent
coinage may account for the figurative use of "eye,"
as in the English examples: "eye of a storm, 11 "eye of
a needle , " and "eye of a potato . "
p. 108.

41AHw , pp . 484-5 ,

For a different view, cf. AIA,
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and Sumerian UDUN ::,, utunu, Aramaic J atuna.42
In addition, there are some very specific extensions of Cayin in Hebrew which correspond to similar
usages in Akkadian, suggesting that there is a definite
influence of the Akkadian.

Both Inu, in Old Assyrian,

Old Babylonian, and Nee-Assyrian, and cayin in Hebrew
are used in the sense of "fountain. 1143

Akkadian ina Ini

lemutti, "with the evil eye," and Inu lemuttu correspond
to Hebrew cayin harac.44
This evidence, however, does not decisively rule
out the possibility of independent coinage discussed
above, and this word must be grouped with the loans and
extensions of lesser probability.

42 B-D-B, p. 1083b; Labat, Manuel, p. 191.
43AHw, p. 383; Gen. 16:7 and 24:16, 29, 30,
42, 45; andDeut. 8:7.
44Anw, ibid.; TB B. M. 107b.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Akkadian loanwords comprise a small part of that
segment of the Mishnaic Hebrew vocabulary which is distinct from Biblical Hebrew,

In the majority of cases there

is a distribution of the word in Aramaic and other dialects, indicating that Aramaic was the medium for the ent rarc e of the Akkadian word into Hebrew.

Loanwords with

the highest degree of probability are those which are originally non-Semitic, generally Sumerian,

They cannot be

considered as Semitic cognates but truly as loans,

A

second group contains words which are Semitic, but which
are considered as loans, not cognates, because of a derivation in Akkadian or a phonological pattern which does
not correspond to anything in Aramaic or Hebrew,
With reference to these categories, the results
of this study have been as follows .

The majority of the

words accepted in these groups have been proposed by Zimmern
or by others, and these proposals have

been accepted .

An

attempt has been made to collect all the relevant information on these words and to provide a study more thorough
than offered by Zimmern in his monograph or the identifications made in the dictionaries .

An effort has been made

to collect all the relevant information made available
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since Zimmern's monograph and to take advantage of significant developments in Akkadian lexicography since that
time.

The effects of the entrance of a new word into Heb-

rew have been considered, wherever possible.

Consideration

has been given to the replacement of earlier words or
specialization of function where words from the earlier
strata and loanwords both remain in the lexicon.

This as-

pect has not generally been considered in earlier studies.
The work of Bendavid, often referred to, has been most helpful in establishing the differentiae between Biblical and
Mishnaic Hebrew and thus facilitating that aspect of our
study.
Loanwords which are being suggested here are:
A) Non-Semitic:
AL,

~

< kuddu < KUD,

J alla,

11

lance, fork, 11 < allum

<

"box," and ~ .( mukku <: MUK,

"thread, cloth."
B) Semitic:

bat ;uah, "fruit of the Aleppo

pine," <. a!iut;u, "fir, 11 ~
karpatu, "vessel," dir

< kassusu,

< diiru, "wall, enclosure," waddaJ y

< wuddi, "certainly," nasit, "leek, 11
"lettuce, 11 kagiil < kaballu,
sect, 11

< kimtu,

§..._elab, "cross, 11
reqaq

< ragta,

11

11

family, 11 lii.12

<.

"falcon," garao ,(

~

(

<: }Jassii,

type of garment, 11 kat,

<~.

11

11

group,

type of bean,"

llilbu, "wood arranged crosswise," and

reqaqta < ra99atum, "marsh, shallow."

In some cases of loanwords which have already been
identified, it has been possible to offer more information
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clarifying the relationship of the Hebrew to the Akkadian .
Examples are as follows:

In the loan J a r l s

<erre~ um,

"tenant farmer," the fractions of the crop given to the
owner are almost identical in Akkadian and in the Mishnah,
and the terms describing acceptance for rental are parallel ,
legfi / meqabbel.

In the loan l)azzan

< hazannu,

"official,

headman," there is in Akkadian a use of this term as a
religious official of a temple, bringing it closer to the
Hebrew usage as a religious official of the synagogue.
the case of

~

< ~•

In

"box , basket," there are also

non-literal connotations of quppa in Hebrew as "money at
the disposal of the wife" and "charity fund."

Similar non-

literal uses are also found in Akkadian, w h e r e ~ is
parallel to mulugu , "property

l a ; arri

wife," and quppu

In the case of susapi nu

under the control of the

refers to taxes due to the king.

> ~u~ eQi n,

Mishnaic and related

material confirm Akkadian evidence that this role was associated with the bride as well as the groom.
An attempt has been made to distinguish words which
have been combined by Zimmern ; for example, ga~I ~u
"pole, framework , " to be separated from
dap

<dappu,

ill_,

> ga~I~,

"touch," and

"board," to be distinguished from ~ . "clay

tablet . "
A number of loanwords suggested by Zimmern have
been questioned here on philological grounds .

allit

<

ab ~, "vessel , jar , " ~ . ~

haShuru , "apple ,

11

~

.

" cartilage,"

They are:

< lJ i n zuru,

< hasi su ,

"ear , 11
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~a°J2lal;l ,(_ t;ap u, "pitcher," karesa < kara~ u , "leek," l agTn

<
mrs

liginnu, lahannu, "vessel," mt!} < ma!;alJu, "measure,"

< marasu,

< napa~ u, "hatchel
Ell < pala:Ju, "open,

"stir, crush," !lE.§., !!E.!!.

wool, II Cu gya, Cuga

< ikC,

"ditch, II

breach," and

Weisberg's proposal

that mizra.n, "rrattress," is a loan from mizru has also
been questioned ,
The loanwords that have been accepted can be broken
down into several areas:
1)
kerI

< kar ~,

Agriculture, Landscape:
me;,er

< mi:;;ru,

raqqatum, ~ <::" tabiimu,

'fiegir

2)

Anatomy:

3)

Animals, Birds:

reqaq

J appa r < apparu,

< regagt.a,

rag t.a

<

saparu, qurqe2an

~

< kass usu,

<

<quqquba.nu.

tarneg~ l

<

tarlugallu .
4)

Architecture, Building:

.J arla!J < arhu, bi!l_
kil~

< bi bu,

< gw < gmh < kimalJIJu,
5)

da12

J isquppa.

< dappu,

di r

< askuppatu,

< d uru,

kS~.

< nadbaku .

nigbaj$

Clothing , Things Worn:

bi r i t <

biri tu,

~

c( kaballu, m~k < mukku .
6)

Implements, Instruments:

~ abb il~ <:. ebbubu ,

< :,ilbu, a < qa.tu.
< aba ru, -' e'15 l ag <

" alla < allu , l;tazina < !:la ;g; inu, :,;elab
7)

Minerals , Plants :

ahaku, bat 'tiiial)
tiyati, !Jasit

" a bar

<"a~u.l;ia. <atuo u,

<~

ge11

< ga11~u,

!Jilt"it < lJil

< uassu, kar'15Ina <. kiUenu, le12.et

laptu, l u2 '- luppu , ke~u.!2_ <( kiMu, ne11t
gurnu, \um~um < ~amaUamm!i, tl" a

< naptu,

<tiyatu,

qurnit.

<
<

turmus ~ *tarmu~u
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< TAR . MUt
8)
J ari s

kusbar

< kisibirru.

Legal, Economic:

< erre ~um,

~

J '6me

< git tu, zi!z

< imittu, J md < eme du,
< ziizu < z~ zu, mel ~g <

mulugu, meqT1;1 ..( g~ pu, 'tlu~e!;lfo ,< susapTnu, ~i!m < ~~mu,
~uta 12

< 'ti iitap~ .
9)

Professions:

azzan

< oazannu,

na~t~ m <

nuhatimmu.
10)
arab

Vessels:

q~g

qurgaya , quri;iaYS!i,,

< karpatu.
11)

Miscellaneous:

-' emmatay, Jematay <. immati
~

,< quddu,

< kimtu,

str

J e~ tegag

< ina

< ~addaqad,

mati, waddaJ y

JimmatI ,

<. wuddi,

<. ~utturu.

As is to be expected in loanwords, the most frequent examples are in technical areas, names of plants,
minerals, and legal and economic terms.

While some new

loanwords have been discovered since Zimmern's monograph,
including some suggested here, the influence of Akkadian
is not as great in the area of loanwords as he assumed.
A much greater recognition of the role of Aramaic is required.

Not only was Aramaic the medium of transmission,

but some of the words thought to be Akkadian loans can be
defended as Aramaic-Akkadian cognates, even if the Akkadian word is attested in Old Akkadian or Old

Babylonian.

In the later period there are Aramaic loans into Akkadian.
This does not rule out a recognition of the great influence
of Akkadian and Assyrian upon Old and Imperial Aramaic.
What is needed is detailed study of that influence and of
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the relationship of the peripheral Akkadian dialects to
Aramaic.

These may be closer to West-Semitic ancestors

of Aramaic rather than to Akkadian.

This information would

help clarify the complex question of loans versus AramaicAkkadian cognates,
In a number of cases, 15 words, it was not possible
to establish with certainty that a word is a loan and not
a cognate.

These have been proposed in this study as

possible loanwords or have been suggested by others, and
the philological evidence is not decisive,

These words

are in addition to the suggestions of Zimmern listed above
which have been questione:l. in the study.
-' aggas ( anga ~u, "pear," J awwaz
ukapu, "saddle," hemses

<usC,

< missisam,

zarbabu, "pitcher," zaraz

< zurzu,

These words are:

<
zibb~r1t <

"goose," -' ukka.g_

"stomach,"

"belt," hazzeret

<

l'Jasarratu, "lettuce," hamI~a, "cake," < hamatu, "be hot,"
~

<oamimu,

panim

< §Ubur

hair,"

<.

cugya

< ikG,

tiltan

"Amomum, II knn

< kananu,

"wind," se];)er

panI, "facial expression," ~ • "cut the

§eperu, "trim the hair (and other things)," cuga,
"ditch, 11 §ar§i:ir

< tultu,

<. qar§aru

"pitcher," and

"Fenugreek."

When all these doubtful words are considered
against the nearly sixty loanwords in this study which
have been accepted as suggestions by others or have been
proposed here, the proportion, about one half, emphasizes
the degree of inconclusiveness which exists in the study
of the loanword problem.

This is due mainly to the fact
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that we are studying borrowings between cognate languages ,
and because the full vocabulary of Aramaic and the total
lexicon of Hebrew of the Biblical period beyond the literary remains , the Bible , are not available to us .

It has

been noted in the Introduction that certain words occurring in the Mishnah and in Old Akkadian can be cognates
because of consonant changes in Akkadian which are not
present in Hebrew.

On the other hand , words occurring no

earlier than Middle or Late Babylonian could conceivably
be loanwords, but the absence of decisive philological
evidence coupled with the Aramaic influence suggests the
possibility of an Aramaic loan into Akkadian .

The value

of discussing these words here is, I believe , to set them
up for further research to decide, and because, even as
cognates , they may shed light upon the meaning of Mishnaic Hebrew words .
The chapter on loan translations and extensions
contains several categories:

loan translations proper ;

loan renditions, where the Akkadian provides a general
model for analogous constructions in Hebrew; extensions,
where a special technical or idiomatic sense in Akkadian
is taken over by the semantic equivalent in Hebrew; and
a final category , where this process of extension occurs
with roots which are cognate in Akkadian and in Hebrew.
In

these

categories

it

was not always possible to

pro v ide decisive proof of Akkadian influence as against
pa rallel development in the various dialects .

In the last
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two categories it is not always clear that the cognate relationship was recognized ,

Also, certain words were cog-

nates but not semantic equivalents,

These considerations

increase the probability that these words may have been
borrowed as loanwords,
In the area of loan translations and extensions,
the following have been suggested here as original proposals, to the best of my knowledge:

loan translations,

-' esbac hakka be d < syriac he 99 ar kabda

< uba n

"lobe of the liver," ma" ahi zi n -' et haJ ur
nwrJ

<1Yia ta

amutim,

< Syriac

al)dt

~ul} uzu, "ignite a fire," and qi~r e milha ma

<

kl ir taoazi, "ranks of battle;" extensions in cognate

- < binatu,
A

roots, binyan

structure," mu~rriar

A
binutu,
binitu,

< Aramaic

11

human frame, form,

gumarta <'.gumaru, "coal, char-

coal," thus, "spices placed upon coals," gSmerin " et
haddi n
s Ste r

< di na
Je~

gama ru, "pass sentence, decide a case,"

hadd i n

<.

di na sapa hu, "cancel , disrupt judgment,"

yt ir ' e~ J:i ii;i .( Aramaic na12qat ba rii.
morals," and kSrnerir, mekamrneri n
fruits for ripening . "

<. wa?ia t , "woman of loose

< kumurr ~,

"pile up dates or

As noted in the discussion of this

last word , the possibility remains that this should be
treated as a loanword rather than an extension,
because Hebrew

v'kriii

This is

may be cognate with Akkadian kama ru

but not semantically equivalent ,
The following were treated as extensions and loan
translations of lesser probability:

- •"1
~.

J abb uQ r ~ ce

"shepherd's staff," a kind of plant ,

vfil,

<

oa ~tu

"tie ,
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obligate," < kasa ru, raka su, "bind (in a legal sense), "
kele

hammayim

< kalab

" i 't,~a

,< a ~~atam

ina bi tim l iirubu, "take in , marry a woman,"

m~ , kalab t ~mti, "sea-dog," k~ne s

m;!.IJ!Ja beyag < Aramaic mel;iaJ beyag

< retta

the hand, obstruct, protest," ha qe l roJ ~

maoa.iu, "strike

< gaggadu

gala lu,

"be disrespectful," k~bed r e>-'~ , "seriousness," < gaggadu
kabatu, "treat with respect," J a sa12 min ha"s°!;uq < Ina ~uqi
~urubu, "gather in from the street, adopt," and cayin _
'!i ellattannur <:_ i n ki ri, "eye, hole of the stove."
In these cases, Akkadian influence has not been
demonstrated beyond all doubt, and they may be parallel
developments.

In the case of J abbUQ r ~Ce and oattu re ' 'i\

these terms may not even refer to the same plant.

The

question of parallel development rather than Akkadian influence can be raised against s~ter J et haddi n, g~merTn
.J e)i, haddi n, as well as against V9.§.§.,

~

< !Jara ~u,

"determine a price ," and gezar di n < puruss G" < parasu .
The possibility of parallel development was raised in
the discussion, but in view of the more technical nature
of these terms and the recognized influence of Akkadian
upon legal and economic terms , it was felt that they be longed with extensions and loan translations of greater
probab ill ty .
If the loan translations and extensions which have
been considered more probable are listed in categories as
were the loanwords, they fit into the following classifications :
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1)
~

Agricult ure , Landscape :

me kamme r

< kumurr~,

< rukkubu .
2)

Anatomy , Psychology :

" esbac hakka be d

< ub a n

binya n .( bini tu, birta tu ,

amu tim, 'fi eh'or e ha r oJ ;

< §almat

qaqqadi .
3)

Legal , Economic :

gezar di n < d1na para su,

puruss ~; g~meri n J e ~ haddi n < di na gama ru~ s ~ter J e t haddi n

<

di na sapa.\} u ; din udebar'rm C:: dI"nu u daba bu ; he2qe r,

'? ii~ ..( napqal ba r a < wasiat, wa'!~;
wa 9 G.; sib. l ~n .C::, Syriac sell l ~na <

he 2,qe r -4 baqa ru ; Y~f1 e);

mC§IJ ~eta r

< tuppum

zubull~; ~

, ~

4)

<t,ara ~u .

Miscellaneous:

i 'l;ata 1iu~uzu ; mugma.r

maJ a:t;ti zTn ' e t ha.J u r .C:. .l hdt nwrJ

< gumart_a < guma ru ;

pergu; Cal ~um, miHum, 1e~e m

<a'!i~ um;

pirhe kehuna.

<.

<

and qi~re milh'll.m!i

4'_

kisir t a.hazi.
The largest number of loan translations and extensions are again in the legal and economic area .

This

is not surprising in view of the widespread influence of
Akkadian legal terminology as shown by the work

or

Kutscher,

Yaron , and Muffs .
The loan translations are not parallel to the loanwords in number and in range .

Thus , there are none in the

categories of building terms , plants, minerals, clothing
and professions .

In the "miscellaneous" category , there

are a number which have no common bond between them .
group, from a~; um, is grammatical, while qi ~re milgama
has a technical sens e.

It is to be expected that loan

One
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translations

will

be

restricted to specific areas

even more than loanwords .

Only special technical terms

will be translated or serve as models for analogous constructions .

In other cases, the word will be borrowed

phonemically, or, the borrowing language will make use
of its own resources.

Many of the expressions suggested

here as loan translations were not technical enough to
rule out parallel development rather than borrowing.

The

limited range and number of loan translations in Mishnaic
Hebrew, and the larger number and range of loanwords can
be accounted for by the vitality of Mishnaic Hebrew and
of Aramaic, and by the great influence of Greek, more proximate in speech area

and time .

There was a great influence

of Greek loanwords and loan translations upon Hebrew, including grammatical and syntactical aspects.l
The results of consulting the Kaufmann Manuscript,2
the Babylonian manuscript edited by Porath,3 and variants
cited by Yalon, 4 are that certain loanwords were seen to
have variant forms closer to the Akkadian than the usual
Hebrew vocalization permits .

Akkadian askuppatu, "thres-

hold," occurs as a variant " asqu pa, alongside of the more
- 5 In the Kaufmann Manuscript, -1 appar
common J isquppa.
1 Bendavid, BIB~H, pp . 135-46 .
2Beer, MK.

3Porath, Mishnaic Hebrew.

4Yalon, IVM.
5Beer, MK, ~abba t 10:2; Yalon, IVM, pp . 19 and
214 .
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(there appearing as J appa r), having a doubled second
consonant, is consistent with the form for a loan from
appa ru, Sumerian AMBAR.6

In the same manuscript, J emm~#ay,

"when," occurs with a doubling of the second consonant as
would be expected in a loan from immati

< ina

mati,7

Ak-

kadian mukku, from Sumerian MUG, "thread , rag," appears
as mukki n in the plural as against Yalon's vocalization
m1i~In , 8 while the variant ~am~em, ~am~emi m,9 is closer to
the Akkadian ~ama ~~ammu , "sesame," than the more common
tum!um.

Akkadian tarmu! , "lupine," has several variants,

turrrtos, t a rma s, and tarma s . lO

However, Lieberman, in his

edition of the Tosefta, prefers the reading trmwsyn, indicating that the first vowel is short, closer to the presumed Akkadian TAR.Mu!

> *tarmu'i; u. 11

In the case of

tarlugallu , from Sumerian DAR,LUGAL . MU~\EN, the variant
tarn~ l i m in the Kaufmann Manuscript 12 is closer to the
Aramaic tarnugla and to the Akkadian than the more frequent
6Beer, MK, Be 9a 5:7; E. Y. Kutscher, Le~ on6nu,
XXXI (1967) , l0ll-"9 .
7Beer, MK , Bera kSt 1:1 ; Kutscher , Hanok Yalon
Festschrift , p . 269 .
8 Porath, ibid., p. 140; Yalon, IVM, pp . 19 and
214.
9Porath , ibid., p. 127; Yalon, IVM, p, 215 .
lOcf, turmt s, Albeck , Mishnah Zerac r m, p. 101;
t ~r nfo s , Beer , MK , KilJ ayyim 1:3; M, ~abbat 18:1; t a rmSs,
Beer , MK , Ma~!Tr i n 4: 8 .
lls . Lieberman , Tosefta, Zera Ci m, p . 130 .
l2Beer, MK , ~abbat 24:3.
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tarne~ol.
The various Mishnah fragments from the Geniza collected in Ginze Mishnah 1 3 also provide some interesting
evidence relating to the possible form in which a loanword
may have entered into Hebrew .
ab C

> auit,

While the proposed loan

"vessel," was questioned in this study, it

was noted that a greater probability would exist if there
were a form *J;lab iyya, closer to Jaab (t
a form in the Aruk . 14

Weisberg found such

In Ginze Mishnah , however, the form

qabiyya is actually found in a manuscript . 15

While this

alone does not remove all doubts about the proposed loanword, it does add significant evidence to the discussion.
The form
a

a , "lime , 1116

u than the usual

fu,

is somewhat closer to Akkadian
while J aslag , "laundry alkali , 111 7

is closer to Akkadian a ~ l a ku, "launderer , " and Aramaic
J a ~ lega , "alkali," than the usual J e~ l a!lj..

In two of these

manuscripts there occur the form wadday , 18 lending support
to the proposal made here that the source of this word is
Akkadian wuddi , "certainly, " and that the " aleph in the
usual form , wadda~y, is a mater lectionis .

A manuscript

l3Katsh , GM .
14n . Weisberg , HUCA, XXXIX (1968) , 77f .
l5Katsh, ibid . , Pl. 130, line 10 .
1 6 ~•• Pl. 136, line 12 .
l7Ibid . , Pl. 146, line 4 .
l8Ibid ., Pl. 119 , line 12 and Pl. 156 , line 6 .
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in this collection vocalizes ntokkin, "threads, 111 9 supporting the doubled, unaspirated form of the second consonant as in the reading mukki n, noted by Porath. 20

This

brings the form closer to Akkadian mukku.
There are cases, however, where consulting the
variants does not yield results in the form of closer resemblance to the Akkadian original.

For example, the loan
A

A

~ • "lend on credit, trust," appears in M. J Abo:t. 3:16,
and the passage there should be read weha9enwani meql~,
"the store-keeper lends on credit."

This vocalization is

required by a media-waw verb such as this.
Manuscript has, however, maqqTE,

The Kaufmann

indicating that the word

was understood as if it were from the root

V£9.£.·

In the

case of the word kusbar, "coriander," there is a variant
ki sbar. 21

This, however, cannot be attributed with cer-

tainty to the loan process, although there is some probability of this.
kisbar.

Akkadian kisibirru is closer to Hebrew

However, variants occur in Akkadian itself; along-

side of Assyrian kisibarru there also occurs Middle and
Late Babylonian ku(s)sibirru.

The variants in Hebrew may

be due to internal, dialectic factors as well as to the
loan process.
There are inconsistencies within the same manuscript.
l9Katsh, GM, Pl. 97, line 10.
20 Porath, Mishnaic Hebrew,

p. 140.

21 Beer, MK, Set)ICit 9: l; ,'1. Dem. 1: l; Porath, Mishnaic Hebrew, p . ITO; S. Lieberman~fta, Zerac r m, p ~ .
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For example, -' md, "estimate," which is considered in this
study to come from Akkadian eme du, "lay upon, impose,"
should properly be spelled with -' aleph , as the Cayyin would
not be transferred in a loanword.

One finds, however,

variants where the spelling is with Cayyin . 2 2

This con-

fusion is not due to any cayyin being transferred in the
loan, but to variations between Palestinian and Babylonian
traditions. 2 3

Possibly the spelling Cmd, ca me , ct ma d St,

is the result of the association of the word with a known
Hebrew word, Cmd, a kind of folk etymology . 24
The general assumption of this study has been that
in almost every case Aramaic has been the first receiver of
the Akkadian loan, and from there it was borrowed by Hebrew .

In some cases this can be shown clearly , because the

word is attested in Biblical Aramaic or in Elephantine
documents.

Examples are i utturu > Biblical Aramaic str

22 Beer, MK , lllakkS t 3: 11, camadii.h u ; cf. also, Ka tsh ,
GM, Pl. 51 , l i n e l 4 , ~ b . 1 : 16 , C'6ma d6!;,, "by estimate . "
There can be inconsistency within the very same manuscript,
cf . Beer , ;,1K , ~ 1:1, " Smedl n , "they estimate . " The
same confusion of ~aleph and cayyin takes place with regard
to Greek loanwords ; cf. becarka,. eJ;, , "in the law courts,"
Beer , MK, Gitt r n 1:5 , but " ar a•~t, Lowe , MPT, ad lac.
The Palestinian Talmud, close to the Greek speech area,
does not transcribe with Cayyin , as there is none in the
source, but the Babylonian sources, not knowing the Greek
source , assimilate it to a Semitic root Crk .
23Bendavid , B~1H , pp. 185- 6 .
2 4A proposal is made by Bendavid that Cmd in the
sense of "estimate" is due to Greek influence from t"'Tt(lµetv,
" stand , " > "weigh , " Bendavid, BHMH , p . 149 . This may be an
additional factor operating in the Greek speech area , but
it does not apply for the Babylonian area .
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Hebrew str , "destroy , 11 nadbaku > Biblical Aramaic

~

Hebrew nidbak, "layer of bricks ," and tat,umu > Elephantine
t wm

> Hebrew

tehum, "boundary. 11

In other cases, Hebrew

is a further development of and can only be explained on
the basis of the Aramaic.

Examples are:

has~inu > Aramaic

l;la~I na ;,, Mishnaic Hebrew haz I"na , "axe," raqqatu ::> Aramaic

a

> Hebrew

reqa q, "marsh, shallow

water," the Hebrew having developed from a variant form in
Aramaic , and

ass u ';>Aramaic l}assa , "lettuce," from which

developed l;la si t, pasiyy~ t , a general term for onions and
leeks .
In the other cases, where this specific evidence was
not available, but where there appeared a n Aramaic counterpart to the Hebrew word and where its form was consistent
with the Hebrew, it was assumed that the loanword was transmitted through Aramaic .

There are, however, a small number

of cases where Aramaic may be questioned as a vehicle of
the loan , either because no Aramaic counterpart is known,
or because the Aramaic form exhibits the influence of Hebrew .

There appears to be no Aramaic for biri tu

" chain, " ga~Tl u ">

gahJ ,

~

~.

" pole ," kaballu :;> kall.ul, "type

of garment or cap," and nia ru > neyar, " papyrus . "

This

last word did not originate in Akkadian or Assyrian, but
the latter was the source from which Hebrew received it .
Possibly , these are earlier loans, coming from a period
of direct Assyrian cultural influence upon Hebrew.
Similarly, although the majority of the loan
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translations have an Aramaic counterpart , indicating that
Aramaic was the vehicle of entry into Hebrew, there are a
few cases where an Aramaic expression has not been found .
These are:

qi~r e mill)a ma (' ki~ir t at,a zi, "ranks of war,"

and ~ e S r e ha r o • s

<salmat

qaqqadi, "the black-headed

people . "
Although an Aramaic counterpart has hitherto not
been noted, it is not possible to state categorically that
these loan translations represent a direct contact of
Akkadian with Hebrew.

Such a counterpart may have exis-

ted in one of the Aramaic dialects although not known to
us.
Speaking both of loanwords and loan translations,
while some may, indeed, have entered at an early period,
without Aramaic mediation, it is difficult to establish
the date and method of entry of these loans.

Judeans

came into contact with Assyrians , but by the time of
Ezekiel's contact with the Nee- Babylonian empire, Akkadian was probably no longer the spoken language of
Mesopotamia .
ity of cases .

Direct contact would apply only in a minor In general , Aramaic served as a kind of

reservoir of Akkadian influence .

The time of entry of

an Akkadian word into Aramaic is not necessarily identical with its date of entry into Hebrew .

Both time

points are difficult , or impossible, to establish .
Finally, this study has been limited to the
Mishnah .

If the scope of the study were widened to
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include the Hebrew of the Tosefta, the Midrashim, and the
Baraitot in the Talmudim, other loanwords from Akkadian
would be included.
gel~m

<gul

These are:

J fbul .( abullum, "gate,"

<

nu, "garment," J ahal <'. ~ , "alkali," ~

~ • " b r i s t l e , " ~ < ~ • "spade," naggar < naggaru,
"carpenter," nipp~ l

< nappillum,

"larva, caterpillar,"

peraJ;ilat,a n < puruplibnu, "white flower," pardanit., "runabout woman,"

< pur'Idu,

"leg," para du, "run, 11 peraqda n

naparqudum, "lie flat," and qaq~la

<. qaqqullu,

<

"cardamum ."

There are differences between the contexts of discourse
in the various Late Hebrew documents, some of which are
related to their degree of influence by Aramaic.
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

167.

KUD, "box," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••84, 244.

'

KU.BABBAR, "silver," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••237.
LA.tiA.AN, "vessel," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••210.
I

LU.ueub, "bean," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••126.

,,

LU. uesar, "turnip , " • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 125.

'"

LU.SA.BAR . RA, "whose heart is crooked," ••••••••···•··133n.
MUG, "thread," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 79, 244.
MUG. ~UL, "worn garment," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 79.
MU.HAL.DIM, "baker," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••41, 81.

"

MURU, "middle region of the body, 11
/

••••••••••••••••••••

68.

..,

NAM.APIN.LA.SE, "for tenant farming," .; •••••••••••••• 98n.
NIMGIR.SI, "religious functionary," ·••····•••••·•••··155.
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*NU.HAL.TIM, "baker," (possibly derived
"
from MU.HAL.DIM)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81.
~
~A5, "cut," ··•••••·••·•••••· ·•·•·•••·•··••···•·•·•••••222,
§A 5 .A, "shavings," •••·•••·••···•··•·••·••••·••••••••·222.
SAG.GE6.GA, "black-headed ones," •••••••••••••••••••••187.

"SA.AM,
,, ""
SAM,

"price," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••85.

SIG.(NU).AL.liI.A., "kind of wool," ••••••••••••••••••212n.
SIG. (NU) .AL.ZUN, "kind of wool," ••••••••••••••••••••• 212.

"

SIG4.ANSE, "pile of bricks," •••••••••••••••••••••••••97n.
/

/

SIG4.AB, SIG4.MI, "half-brick," •••••••••••••••••••••••97.
TAR, "cut," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 167.

"

TAR.MUS, "lupine," . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160, 247.
UDUN, "oven," •••••··••••••••••·•••••·••••••···•··•··•242.

Akkadian

abaru, "lead," . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56, 61, 246.
abullum, "gate," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 260.
adianum, "fixed time," •••••••••••••••·•••·•··••••·•···46.

~ , "crown," •••·•••••••••••••••••••••·•••·•·•••·•·····6•
~,

11

border, 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

129.

al)azu, "seize," i~ata ~uouzu, "cause a fire to
ignite," ••••••••••••••••••••·••••••161, 250, 252.
allum, "hoe," "lance," •••••••••••••• 41, 45, 63, 244, 246.
alpe u liati ul imutti, "bulls and cows that
do not die, 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . 23.
~ , "pile of bricks," . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97n.
amutu, "liver," uban amutim, "lobe of the
liver," ·••••••·••••·•·•••·••••·••17lf., 250, 252.
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V

angasu, "pear," ............................... 189f., 248.
~ , "yes," ·••·•••••·••·••••••••••·••••••··•••·•••···27.

apparu, "swamp," ..................... 12, 17, 41, 64, 246.
arad ekalli, "architect in service of the king," •••••• 3n.
arou, "half-brick," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 97, 246.
arra~u, "tenant farmer," ari~ii.tu, "ten- - - ancy," ••••••••••••••··•••46, 55n., 57, 98n., 100.
askuppatu, "threshold," ••• 15n., 37, 50, 58, 96, 246, 253.
a~laku, "launderer," •••••••••••••••••••• 41 , 66, 246, 255.
attum, "because of," ........................ 34, 188, 252.
a~ii!Ju, "fir tree," ••••••••••·•·••·••· .. ••••l03, 244, 246.
baqaru/pfrqaru, "contest, vindicate," baqiranum,
--one who contests," ···•··•··••••••52, 178f., 252.
bel dababi, "opponent, enemy," •••••••••••••••••••••••• 13.
b~lutu, "lordship, 11
b1bu, bi.J u, "drain, 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

57.

42, 48, 104, 246.

biltu, "tax, tribute," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3n.
bin~tu, binltu, binCtu, bunnanna, "form,
- - - frame, figure," ·•·•••·••••••··•·•162f., 250, 252.
birtu, "fortress," •••••••·····•••••·••·•·••••··••••••·3n.
berittu, biritu, "chain," .14, 41, 48, 56, 68f., 246, 258.
burrumu, "multi-colored," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2n.
dalalJu, "disturb," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••13.
dannatu ,

"valid deed, 11

11

legal d ocument, 11

•••

3n. , 22, 147 1

dannu, "strong, legally valid," ...................... 22n.
"judgment, 11 various combinations: d:i.nu u
dababu, "context, litigation;" dl~~tim,
"capital case;" dina sapalJu, "disrupt judgment;" dlna gamaru, "complete judgment;" and
dina parasu, "decide judgment," .165ff., 250, 252.
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diqaru, "cooking and drinking vessel," ••••••• 227ff., 246.
diti11n, "verdict," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• 167.
du9nu, "millet," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2n.
durum, "wall, enclosure," •••••••••••••••• 112f., 244, 246.
ebl!bu, ubbubu, "clear of obligation," •••••••••••·••·••20.
ebbubu, embubu ,
ebet;u,

11

enbubu ,

"flute," ••••••••••••• 90f., 246.

tie," .••.........•....•......•.....•..••...... 48.

egertu, "letter," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 44.
emedu, "impose," imittu, "estimate," •••••••••• 22, 41, 46,
--92ff., 247, 257.
"impose, obligate," arnam, dinam, biltam,
l;ursanam emedu, "to impose punishment, judgment,
tribute, or ordeal," ••••••••• 22, 162f., 232, 243.
ekeku, "search," "scratch," ••••••••••••••••••••••• 43, 48.
"enter," ••• 19; turubu, "bring in," at!atam ina
bitim ~uruburn, "to marry a woman," ••• 239f., 251;
ina iu~i 'turubum, "bring in from the street,
adopt,' •••·•·•··•••··••··•••··••••·•·9, 236, 251.
erre~um, "teoant farmer, II (Assyrian form:
arrasum) ••••••••••••• 20, 41, 57, 98ff., 245, 247.
eteru, "remove," gassu uttir, "remove, pay off," ...... 22.
ezzii likkilmu;u, "may they look upon him
with anger," ·•••••••·••·••••·•••••·•••••••••··16.
gadamu, "cut off," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 44.
galalu, "stone," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 44.
gallabu, "barber," •••.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.•• 2n.
gari§tu, "bread," •••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 44.
~ • "lime," •·••··•·•••••·•··•·•••···•·•15n., 246, 255.
gaii;u, "pole," .................... 42, 57, 111, 245, 258.
gimaoou/kimaoou, "sepulchre," ••••••• 16f., 50, 73ff., 246.
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girgirru, "Eruca sati va," •••••••••••••••••••••••• 42, 110.

illE,

"document," ................... 40f., 48f., 70, 247.

guli nu, "garment," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 260.
gurnaru, "coal, charcoal," .................. 164, 250, 252.
gurabu, "reinforcement around an
earthenware jar," ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• 109n.
hab O, "vessel," •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 198f., 245, 255.
"be hot," "to glow," ··•••·•••···••••····203, 248.
IJamimu, "Amomum," ··••·••••••·••••••••••••·•·•••·204, 248.
"wash the hair," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 44.
hara ~u , "decide , de t e r mine," ••••••••••••• 35, 18lff . , 252.
hasarratum, "Euphorbia helioscopia," •••••••••••• 202, 248.
hasTsu, "ear, wisdom," ...................... 45, 205, 245.
117, 246, 258.
assu, "lettuce," ................. 45, 119, 244, 246, 25 8 .
hat tu
v

. .

reJ'i\

"Shepherd's Staff," a type

of plant •••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••200f., 245.

ll,azannu, "official of a city,
or temple," .................... 49, 116, 245, 247.
henzuru / hinzuru (variant: hal huru),
"apple," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••200f., 245.
1,11 tiyati, "gum of Asafoetida," •••••••••••• 41, 118, 246.

,.

idu, "border," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•••••• 129.

"

iku, "ditch, canal," ................... 47, 224, 246, 248.
ilku, "tax, obligation," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3n.
imittu, "obligation, estimate, 11

••••••••••••••••••

41, 92f.

immati, ina mati, "when" (interrogative), ••·•·••·•·12n., 26, 41, 94f., 247, 254.
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inu , " eye , opening , 11 I n k i ri , " hole of a
stove , " ··•·••·••· • ···•····•··•·•··35, 24lf., 251 .
i ! t e n, "one," •••• • • •••••••••••••••••• • ••••••• ••• ••••• • 46 .
i t e ni'I, "together , " •• • ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 38 .
kaballu , "a garment , " ••••••.• • •••••••• 1 20 , 244, 246, 258 .
kabattu , "liver , " ••••••••••••••• • •• • ••••••••••••••••• 171.
kalab m~, kalab tiamti , kalab t1 mti ,
"dog fish , " ··•••••••·•••••···•···•••• 9, 233 , 251 .
kama ru , "pile up , " kumurr~, "pile up fruit
for ripening ,
•••••··•··• • ••••9, 173f., 250, 252 .
kama,;; u , "bend , crouch , " .................... . ... .... ... 17.
kana nu, "wind up , " •••••••••••••••••••••••• 32n ., 208 , 248 .
kanal u (variant:

ana~ u). "submit ,

II

•• • •••• • •••••••••

kapa tu , kupputu , "tie , 11 "assemble (troops) ,

11

.........

son .
184 .

kara~ u , "leek , " ·•••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••• 54, 209 , 246 .
karpatu , "vessel , " ••••·•••·•••••·· 42 , 109 , 140 , 244 , 247 .
kar! u , "stomach , 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

2n .

I\

karu , " heap , pile , " .......................... 41 , 77 , 246 .
ka aru , " tie , bind , " "assemble , " ki .;; ir
t a ha zi , " battle unit , " •••••• 184f ., 250 , 252 , 259.
ka:'ia ru , " bind legally . II ki :, ru , II legal
ob l iga ti on ," •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 235f ., 251 .
ka ss u s u (va riant: k azz uzu) ,
" falcon ," •••••••••••••••• 49 , 54 , 105 f. , 244 , 246 .
kirna

u , " sepulchre . II

See gi rnaalJu.

kimtu , " family , " ···••••····•·•····•··•· 57 , 124 , 244 , 247 .
ki sibirru, " cor iander , " 15n ., 37 , 49 , 51 , 12lf ., 247 , 256 .
kis i ttu , " chain, bond , " ·•··•······•••·•··•····••••••·· 69 .

killinu, "vet ch ," •••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••• 123 , 2 46 .
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ki!Ju, "bundle of reeds," ··••·•···•·•··•···••••••78, 246.
kubburu, "stout," ••••·•····••···•·•··•••··•••····•··•57f.
kuddu/quddu, "box," ................. 41, 57, 84, 244, 247.
kukkubanu/quqqubanu, "stomach," ••••••• 49f., 57, 141, 246.
kunukku, "sealed document," •••••••••••••••••••••• 22, 147.
kutallu, "back, wall," •··••···•••·••·••····•···••·••••2n.
lahannu, "drinking vessel," •··•••••·••···••••··•210, 246.
laptu, "turnip," .................... 42, 50, 59, 125, 246.
leqG, "take, accept," ............................ 99, 245.
libbalu tib, 11 his heart is satisfied," (a formula of
renunciation in a sale document) •••••••••••••• 21.
libbatu mal t , "be filled with fury, 11

••••••••••••••••••

3n.

lignu, liginnu, "one column clay tablet," ••••• 210f., 246.
~ . "kind of bean," ..................... 126, 244, 246.
madattu, "tax," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3n.
marasu, "stir," mirsu, "pap," ............. 32n., 213, 246.
~ • "hoe," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15n., 260.
ma! ahu, "measure," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 214, 246.
mal k'anu, "pledge," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 13, 215ff.
natu, "land," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••3n.
mazratum, "matted wool," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••212.
missisam, "stomach," •··••···•·•·•··••••·•····•••l95, 248.
mi:;;ru, "boundary," ·••·••·•••···•·••·•••··•••59 , 129, 246.
mizru, "wool material," ••••••••••••••••••• 18f., 212, 246.
mukku, "thread, cloth, rags," •·••·•··••••41, 50, 57, 79,
244, 246, 254, 256.
mulugu, "kind of marriage gift," . . .. . ........ 20, 36, 58,
127f., 245, 247.
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murrugu, "to clear of obligation," •••.•••.••••••...••. 20.
nadbaku/natbaku, "layer of stone or brick," ••••••• 43, 53,
58, 130, 246, 258.
naggaru, "carpenter," •••.••••••••••••••••••••••. 3n., 260.
namsasu, "stomach," .•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 195.
napa~u, "hatchel wool," .••••••••••••.••••••••••• 218, 246.
na

aru, "totality," ••··•••·•··••••••·•·•······•····•·3n.

napi~tu, "life," ...................................... 57.
nappillum, "larva," •·•··•••··••••···••··•··•··••·••••260.
naptu, "naphtha," •••••••.••••••••••••••••••. 50, 131, 246.
n~ru, "kill," ••···•·•···•·•·••··•·•·•·•••••·••··•••••·48.
niaru, "papyrus," •••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 83, 258.
nuhatimmu, "cook, baker," ·••••·•··•···•••••41, 8lf., 247.
nuqaru,

11

WOrn garment, II

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

79 •

pala~u. "penetrate," .•••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 225, 246.
paradu, "run," puridu, "leg," •••••••••••••••••••••••• 260.
parasu, "decree' decide' II purussa,
"verdict," ··•··•••···••••··•······23, 167f., 252.
pasanU, pa;;anU,

11

COVer > II

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

52 > 222 •

pa!aru, "release," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••15.
pa~~iiru, "table," ••·••·•••••••··•••••··••·•·•·••••····56.
pergu, "young man," •••·•···•••··••·••••·•··•36, 180, 252.
pit(i)nu, "strong," ••·••·•••••···•·••·•·••·•···•·•··•18f.
purqidam, "lying flat on the back," ·••••••••••••·••··•17.
puru\] libnu, "white flower," ··•·••··•··•·•••·••·••··•260.
qablu, "battle," •••••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••• 20.
qalapu, "peel off," .............................. 14, 32n.
qapdipp ~ , "top of a building," ........................ 16.
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q~ pu, "trust, lend on credit, 11 qiptu "position of
trust, loan," •·••••·•·•···•g4, 51, 135, 247, 256.
qaqqadu ~alalu, "to dishonor, 11 qaqqadu kabatu,
to honor," ............................. 235, 251.
qaqqulum, "cardamurn, 11

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

260.

qatum, "hand," •• .................... 13, 40, 57, 142, 246.
~ , "box, fund," ·•·•••·••·••·······•·•52, 136ff., 245.
qurnu, "thyme, 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

139, 246.

rakasu, "tie," riksu, "legal bond," •.•.••••••• 237f., 251.
raqqatum, "marsh, shallow," ......... 144f., 244, 246, 258.
retta rnaha u, lit.:

"strike the hand," .•.••••• ,234, 251.

ritta ~ataru ana, "inscribe the hand to," ............. 19.
rukkubu, "impregnate the palm tree," ............ 186, 252.
sakapu, "strike down," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 13.
saparu, "net," ................ .... 16, 51, 59 , 153f., 246.
sigarru, "cage," ·•··•••••··••••···•••·•••••••••·••·••·2n.

sirnanu, "windpipe, 11
sukallu, "vizier, 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

14.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3n.

susapinu, "attendant of the bride
or groom," ·•••··•··•·••••51, 56, 155f., 245, 247.
§abatu, "seize," ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••.••••••. 13.
,.;alapu, "to cross," §ilbu, "material arranged
crosswise," •···••••••·····•••52, 133f., 244, 246 •
.;almat qaqqadi, "black-headed people, 11

18, 34,
187, 252, 259.

••••••••••••

sarsaru, "water container," .•••••••••••••••••••• 226, 248.
~eperu, "to trim," .............. . ....... . 52, 22lff., 248.
ubur panI.

11

facial expression, 11

..............

219f., 248.
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!addaqad, "last year," ........................ lOlf., 247.
~ahluqtum, "destruction," •···•••••··•••••···•••···••••87.
~akanu, "place, set down," •••••••••••••••••••••••••215ff.
'[;alaqu, "dissect," , ••••••••••• , ••••••.••••••••••.••••• 14.
! ama!larnrnil, "sesame," ......... 14n., 52, 150ff., 246, 254.

l~mu, "buy," limu, "price," •••.••..•••••••••• 41, 85, 247 •

.,

saniu, "second," •··••••••·••··•••••••·•····•···•·•••••57.

~ataru, "write," ! itru, "writing," ........... 3n., 13, 44,
52, 146ff.
lebultum, "transport," ·••·•·······••••••••••······••·•87.
l u" u (variant:

!ubu), "lamb," .................. 42, 104n.

iubultu, "marriage gift," ...................... 19, 175ff.
l uklulu,

11

complete," •••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••• 33.

liimu, "garlic," ·••·•···•·•••·••••••··•••··•·•··•••·• ... 56.

tugi

~iiqu, "street, II ina
!urubu, "bring in from
the street, adopt," ·•·••••••·•·•·••·••••·••·•236.

l usG,

"complete," •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 33.

~iitap~, "partner," .................... 34, 53, 86ff., 247.
l utturu, "destroy," •••·•····•·••••·••••53, 132, 247, 257.
'[; ii.z ub u, "save , " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•• 3 3 .
taoii.mu, "boundary," ••••••••••••••••••••••••3n., 15n., 56,
59, 158f., 246, 258.
tarnaku), "hold," •••••••••••••••••••50n.

tarnkarum, "merchant," ·•···•·•••••••••••••·•··••••41, 157.
~apou, tapnu, "pitcher," .................... 53, 207, 246.
~ . "associate, friend," ...................... 34, 86f.
tappii tu, "partnership," tappii.ta epe ~u, "make
a partnership," •.•••••.•.•.•••••••••••.•••.••• 87.
taqanu, "set in order," .•••••.••••••••••••••••••••.••. 13.
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tarba§ amITtim, "wide part of the liver," lit.:
"courtyard of the liver," •••••·••·····••···•172n.
tarlugallu, "cock," ••••••••••••••••••• 53, 88f., 246, 254.
*tarmuiu, "lupine," ·••···••···••·••••·•····160, 246, 254.
tibku, tipku, tikpu, "layer of bricks or stones," .... 130.
tiyatu, "Asafoetida," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••ll8, 246.
tultu, "Fenugreek," ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• 230, 248.
~ . "tablet," .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 72, 245.
uban amiitim, "lobe of the liver," •••• 34, 17lf., 250, 252.
u ulu, "alkali," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 260.
ukapu, "saddle," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••193f., 248.
ust, "goose," ····•·•••••······•·····•·•·······191f., 248.
wabalu, "bring," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 19.
wa ~. "go out," wa 9 iat, "gadabout, loose woman," ..... 169.
wa

C,

"produce a document," ••••••••••••• 22, 35, 170, 252.

wuddi, "certainly," •••••••••••••••• 41, 49, 244, 247, 255.
zabalu, "carry," zubu11G, "marriage gift," ••• 175ff., 252.
~ . "bristle," ·········••·····•••·••·····••••••·••260.
zarbabu, "vase, vessel," •••••••••••••••·••••••·•196, 248.
ziru, "hate, reject, divorce," ........................ 20.

ztzu, "to divide," zITzu, "unit of

money," ... -=-:-:-:-•••••••••••••••••• 41, 49,115,247.

zi" ipu, "mold," ·••·········•···••··•·•·•·••···········l4.
/\

zukku, "clear of obligation," ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20.
~ • "pack saddle, belt," ••••••••••••••••••••• 197, 248.

Aramaic
(JA

Jewish Aramaic; Eleph.

Elephantine; Imp.
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Aram. = Imperial Aramaic; Mand. = Mandaic; Nab. = Nabatean;
Pal.= Palmyrene; Syr. = Syriac.

These indicate, not the

total distribution of the word in the various dialects, but
the form cited in the text.

Where no other indication is

given, the citation is from Jewish Aramaic.)
.J abb uba, ( Syr.), "flute," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 90 •
.,abara, "lead," •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••• 61.
" gra (JA, Imp. Aram.), "letter," ..................... 44.
Ja

dt nwr J (Syr.), "kindling a fire," ........... 161, 252.

" awwaza , "goose," ................................... 19lf.
~

(Syr.), "force, urge," ........................... 194 •

.1 ukaE,1i (JA, Syr.), "saddle," ........................ 193f.
J mat (Mand.), "emmati (Syr.), emmat (l,lalula
-dialectT;"when?" ••• -:-:-:-:-:-•••••••••••••••••••• 95n.
J iskupta, " isqu pa (JA, Syr.), .l squpta, squpta
(Mand.), "threshold," ••••·••·••••·•15n., 58, 96n.
" pklJ (Imp. Aram.), "official," ···•·••••·•·•••••··•·•·3n.
" e12ra, "reed

growth," ........................ ·....... 64n.

" rdkl" (Imp. Aram.), "architect," ..................... 3n.
J arha (Syr.), "half-brick, lathe," ••••••••••••••••••• 97n.
" rs, "bind in a legal sense," ........................ 98n.
" a !u

a,

"fir," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 103.

J a!,1e ga, ~alga, "alkali," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 66f.
• e~teqad (Syr.), "last year," ....................... l0lf.
J atiina, "furnace," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 242.
bi

a,

"drain," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 104n.

bel~ (Imp. Aram . JA), "tribute," ...................... 3n.
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binita, "small fish, II

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

163n.

bira (Imp. Aram., JA), "fortress," ••••••••••••••••••••3n.
baCal dellaba, "opponent," ............................. 13.
bar gazza, "type of bird," .......................... 106n.

s!?..!_ (Imp. Aram.), "boundary," •••••••••·•••··•••·•••••158.
~

(Nab.), "sepulchral chamber," ............. 16f., 73ff.

getta (Syr.), ~ (JA), "document," ................ 71n.

ge1a1a, "stone," ...•.•.•••....•.•...••.••..•.•.. . 44, 106.
galgila, "Eruca sativa," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ll0n.
~

(Pal.), "sepulchral chamber," ............. 16f., 73ff.

gumarta, "coal," ••••••••••••••••• ••••• •••• ••••••••••• 164.
gumarta (Mand.), "consecrated wafer," ·•·•·•••••••••·164n.
~ • garba, "vessel," ................................ 109.

gerI;,In, "bread, n

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 44.

grh dyn (Eleph.), "sue in court," •••·•••••·•••••••••••20.
gesa, "gypsum," ............................... 15n., 107n.

tl!_,

"touch, 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

111, 245.

dnh, dnt (Imp. Aram., Eleph.), "legal
--document" •...................•..•....... . 3n., 22.
dappa (JA, Syr.), "board," ............................ 72.
dwr, "circumference," daura (Mand.), dura (Syr.),
dira (JA), "home, abode," ••• -:::-: •••••••••••• 112f.
!Jibulya, "pledge," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 19 2.
halak (Imp. Aram., JA), "tribute," •••••••••••••••••••• 3n.
himta (Mand.), "sores," ............................. 203n.
wazza (Syr.), "goose," .............................. 19lf.
zabSra (Syr.), "vessel," ............................. 196.
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zuza (JA), ~ (Syr.), "coin," •••••••••••ll5, and 115n.
~,

11

bind," •••••••·•••·•••••••••·•••••·•••••••·••••238n.

zrb, "flow," •••••••••••••••••••••·••••••·••···• ........ 196.
zarz'a, "belt, n ........•.•••..•.......•.•........•... . 197.
(JA, Syr.), "vessel, container," ·•••·••••••••198f.
l)azzura, l)izzura (JA, Syr.), "apple," ........... 200, 245.

l,utra deracya, "Shepherd's Staff," type of plant •••• 23lf.
oeltit_! (Syr.), "gum of Asafoetida," •••••••••••••••• 118n.
l)amama (Syr.), ~ (JA), "Amomum, 11 ••••••••••••••••204.
hassa, "lettuce," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••45, 119, 258.

2££,

"wash the hair," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 4.

has r na, "axe," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••54, 117, 258.
l,e\lsar kabda ( Syr.), "lobe of the liver," ........... l 7lf.
kal,ada, "together," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••38.
kalba demayya, "sea dog, 11 type of fish .......... • .... 233.
knn (Mand.), "to wind, wrap," •••••••••••••••••••••••• 208.
kena!;, plural:

kenawata, "colleague(s)," ........... 124n.

kusbart.a (JA, Syr.), "coriander," •••••••··•·· .. l5n., 121.
k~ra, "pile, heap," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••77.
karya, "pile, heap, 11

.................................

192.

karia (Mand.), "ruins," ••••••·•••••••····•··•···•·•••77n.
k u rsa, "chair," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••123.
keraE~a (Syr . ), "vessel, "

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 140n.

kere ta (JA), karatia (Mand.), "leek," ••••••••••••••••209.
kitt a , "group," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 124.
lbty ml-' (Imp. Aram.), "be filled with fury," ••••••••• 3n .
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1egTna, laqna, lequ na, "vessel for drinking," ........ 210.
lapta (Syr.), "turnip," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 125.
midd[ (JA, Imp. Aram.), "tribute," •••••••••••••••••••• 3n.
mizrana (Syr.), "belt," ••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 212n.
mtiy beyad, "strike the hand, protest, 11

..........

234, 251.

mel ~ga di e1;are, "container for documents," ••••••••.• 128.
~

(JA), misra (Mand.), "boundary," .••••••••• 3n., 129.

marra, "hoe," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 15n.
mrs, "stir," ·•··••·••··•·••·•···••••·••••·•·•··•·••·213n.
!!!.!:4,, "clear of obligation," ·•••···•••···••····••·····•20.

misl).ata (Syr.), me!Sha ' a (JA), "surveyor," ........... 214.

~.
e A -

"stomach," •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 195.

m°f;kwn (Nab.), ma l kanta (JA), "pledge," ............... 217.
mt (Imp. Aram.), "land," • ·•••••·•·•······•·••·········3n.
nagha, n~gha, "the night before," ..................... 28.
~

(Imp. Aram.), "carpenter," •••••••••••••••••••••••• 3n.

nidbal!;, "layer of bricks or stones," ........ 43, 130, 258.
na t ~ma (Syr.), "baker," ••••••..••••••••••••••••••••• 8lf.
~

neo
!:!PS_,

(Imp. Aram.), "totality," .••••••••••••••••••••••• 3n.

a,

"naphtha," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 131.

"go out," ynpq spr (Eleph.), "will produce
a document," ................................. 170.

na qa~ bara, "prostitute," •••.•••••••••••••••••• 169, 250.
seglSna ( Syr.), "marriage gift," ••••••••••••••••••• l 75ff.
sbr, "lift up, 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

220n.

skl (Imp. Aram.), "vizier," •••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 3n.
~

(Eleph.), "document for purchase of a house," • 39n.
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spr ksp (Eleph.), "document regarding money, 11

••••••••

39n.

spr mrl,q (Eleph.), "document for quittance," ......... 39n.
~apar (Syr. ) , " kind o f kni f e, 11

••••••••••••••••••••••

223n.

str, "destroy," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 132, 257.
Czl, "weave," Ci zla, "web," "net," •••••••••••••••••• 197n.
P.§..9. (Mand.),

"arrange a marriage dowry," •••••••••••• 182.

EE.9. (Mand.), "rave, run riot, 11

••••••••••••••••••••••

179n.

ped~ra, "table," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 56.
§aliba (Mand.), "cross," ............................. 133.

:E:!'.. (Mand. ) ,

11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2 26 •

quda, "box,

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

84n.

11

flow,

11

qldra, "cooking vessel,

11

.............................

227n.

qulpa, "axe," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 63n.
qappa, "worm, poison, 11

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

qiirnit.a ( Syr.), "thyme,

11

202n.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

139.

qarq(u)bana (Mand.), "stomach," ···•·•·••·••••••····•141n.
qatta (Syr.), "handle," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 142.
ra

a

11.!:

(Imp. Aram., JA, Nab., Palm.), "to write," ...... 148n.

(JA), raqata (Mand.), reqaqta (Syr.),
"marsh, shallow," ••••••••••• 144f., 244, 246, 258.

h!:_, ! e1;ara

(Imp. Aram., JA), "document," ..... 3n., 146ff.

~alpil,.e, "dates," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••153.
l um~ema:, ! nl ema, "sesame," ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15off.
~ erii ra, "sac of the foetus,

11

.........................

153.

~ awtapa (Syr.), sutapa (Mand.), "partner," •••••••••••• 86.

~ ( Palm.), "to be a partner," •••••••••••••••••••••• 86n.

l ;zi ll, "to save," ·••••••••••····••••·•••••• .... • •• •.••33.
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!a~UH, "to complete," ................................ 33.

~e~I,

"to complete," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 33.

fnJ , "hate, divorce," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20.
taga J

fl

CrOWn J II

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

6•

taggara., "merchant," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 157.
thm, te~wma (Nab., Palm., Eleph., JA), tahuma (Syr.),
border, boundary," ••• 3n., 1 5 n ~ f . , 246, 258.

~

turmusa (JA), turmesa (Syr.), "lupine," •••••••••••••• 160.
tarnugla (Syr., JA), "rooster," ••••••••••••••••••88, 254.
tarnaula (Mand.), "rooster," ··•••••••••••••·•·•··••••·89.

Hebrew

J a)2ar, "lead," ............................. 56, 6lf., 246.
" ibul, "gate," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 260.
" abbuJ., "flute, tube," ........................ ~90f., 232.
-' abbub r ~ ce, "Shepherd's Staff," a plant ........ 91, 23lf.
246, 250f •
..l aggas, "pear," ............................... 189f., 248.

" etiag, "one," keJ ehad, "together," .................... 38.
" i!hal, "alkali, 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

260 •

..t awwaz, "goose," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••191f., 248.
~ . "seize," maJ a~Izi n J et ha.J ur, "causing a fire
to ignite,
•••·•••••••••·•••••···•·161, 250, 252.
" ukka.2, "saddle," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••193f., 248.
" alla, "club," "lance, hoe," ........ 111, 45, 63, 244, 246 •
., md, "to estimate," J ~med, "estimate" (variants:
Cmd, c t me<;l) ................... 41, 46f., 247, 257.
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-' ematay, .J immati, "when?" ... 12n., 26, 41, 94f., 247, 254.
A

Je roa~, "young bird," ·•••••••·•••••••··••···••·•·••·90n.
~ , "gather in," Jasap min ha'f ~u q, "take in from
the street," "adopt," •····•··•·•·•••·9, 236, 251.

J isquppi, "threshold," ••••••••••37, 50, 58, 96, 246, 253.
J appar, "swamp, reed growth, pasture," ...... 12n., 17, 41,
64, 246, 253f.

JeI?~ar, "possibly," .•••••.••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 15.
" e§bac hakkabed, "lobe of the liver," .... 34, 17lf.,

250.

J -Sr 1eySm, "the night before the day," ••••···••·•·••··28.
J ariao, "half-brick," •.•..•••••..••••••••••••••.• 97, 246.
" aris, "tenant-farmer," .,,arisiit, "tenancy," .20, 41, 45f.,
57, 98ff., 245, 247.
" e~la , "alkali," ..................... 41, 66f., 246, 255.

Jelteqa~, "last year," •••••••••••••••••••••••• l0lf., 247.

£.Tu.,

"drain," ............................... 48, 104, 246.

binyan, "human form, frame," ••••••••••••• 162f., 250, 252.
baca1 de't.agi, "opponent, II

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

13.

be A mi m, "multi-colored material," .••••••••••••••••••. 2n.

bTrit,, "chain," ............... 14, 41, 56, 68f., 246, 258.
bat lua , "fruit of the Aleppo pine," ...... 103, 244, 246.
geb ul, "boundary," ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 38.
a , "coriander," ................................ 37, 121.
gidde m, "amputee," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••44.
~ , ~ , "falcon," .............. 49, 54, 105f., 244, 246.
~ , "to decree," ............................... 23, 167f.

gizrll'., "form," •·••··••·•••·•·•••·•·•••··••·•··•••••••163.
~ , "document, divorce," ........ 39f., 41, 48f., 70, 247.
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gelal, g~lel, ~ , "stone, cover of a tomb," ••••• 44, 106.
gallatl, plural:

gallagim, "barber(s)," ••••••••••••••• 2n.

gel~m, "garment," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 260.
~ • "finish, consume," mugmar, "spices burned
on coals," •••••••••••••••••••••••••164, 250, 252.

fu,

"lime, gypsum," ·••••••••••••••••••••107f., 246, 255.

gara);l, "itch," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 42.
garatl, ''vessel," •••••••••••••••••••••••42, 109, 244, 247.
gargar, garger, "berry," ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 42, 110.
gargir, "Eruca sativa," •••·•·•·•••·•••••••·••••••42, 110.
grh milt,ama, "incite war," ••••••••••••••••••• o • • • • • • • • 20.
geri-;in, "bread," •••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••·•••••44.
ga~n, "pole, frame of bed," ....... 42, 57, 111, 245, 258.

ga'tiS~, "sounding pole," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 111.

ill_,

"grope, touch," ·••·•••·••••••0•••••··••42, 111, 245.

"judgment," in various combinations: g~merfn J et.
haddin, "conclude judgment;" s~ter " et. haddin,
11 disrupt, undo judgment;" din udetlarim, "litigation, contest;" and gezer8t bet din, "verdicts of the court," .......... 1~5ff., 250f., 252.
d0Qan, "millet, 11

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2n.

dl];), "disturb," ....................................... 13.
dae, "board," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••41, 49, 72, 245f.
dir, "enclosure," •·•••·••··•·••••·•••··••ll2f., 244, 246.
he!;2qer, hep_qer, "ownerless property," ••••••••••• 13, 178f.
hemses, "stomach of an animal," ................. 195, 248.
hen, hin, "yes," ...................................... 27.
h~qac, "to impale," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 134n.
wadda"y, "certainly," ......... 41, 49, 114, 244, 247, 255.
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wazim, "geese, 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

19ln.

zibbirit.. zarbut!It, "saucer, rim of a vessel," •• 196 • 248.
zuz, "monetary unit," •••••·••••••••••••·41, 49,115,247.
zayyeE, "to forge," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14.
~ . "to clear, free of obligation," .................. 20.

zI2,, "bristle," .••••.•...•..•..•.•••••••..•..•.•.... . 260.
zirS.z, "belt, 11

rn,

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

197, 248.

"bind, obligate (in a legal sense)," ziqqa,
"legal obligation," ••••••••••••••••••• 237f., 250f.

l)ebet, "thong of a sandal," •••••••••••••••·•·•••••••••48.
hab.It, 9:al,iyya, "vessel, container," ••••• 198f., 245, 255.
gazina, "axe," ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 54, 117, 246, 258.
hazzan, "official of the synagogue," ••• 49, 116, 245, 247.
J;lazzeret, "lettuce," ·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••202, 248.
hazrar, "crab-apple," •••••••••••••••••••••••••200f., 245.
~ , "scratch," ••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••43, 48.

~ . "rent," ••• 29 and 29n., hSj.er, "rentor,
tenant,'' ••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••··•99.
J;liltit., "gum of Asafoetida, 11

••••••••••••••••

41, 118, 246.

J;lamita, "cake," • •••••• •• •• ••• ••• •••••••••••••••• 203, 248.
gamam, "Amomum," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••204, 248.
gasit, "leek," ••••••••·••·••·•·•·•45, 119, 244, 246, 258.
9:isl;llis, sehSs, "cartilage," •••••••••••••••••••••45, 205f.
!tE.E_, "wash the hair," ..•.••...•.•...••

9:a9ad (variant:

o •••••••••••••••

44.

J;lasab) , "fine date," ................. 29.

ha:;;ar hakka.tl.e!l, "lobe of the liver," ••••• 17lf., 250, 252.
~ . "decide, decree," ••••••••••••••••••••23, 35n., 18lf.
tebel, "untithed grain," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 53.
~ . "to fry," ··••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••40.
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~ , "to litigate," ••••••··••···•••·••••••·•·••··••••·22.
~a:eiaq, "pitcher," •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 53, 207, 246.
a a , yahdaw, "together," •• : ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 38.

Y.H, "to make beautiful, to enhance," 1eyapp~J;. k~h 6',
"to strengthen his legal right," •••••••·•••·•22n.
~ , "to go out," y~s .J et l)uq, "prostitute," 169, 250, 252.

m~.;Il ~etar, "produce a document," .......... 22, 170, 252.
ke J ehad, "together," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 38.

ka

e
252.

k~!) e

ro J~, "seriousness, respectfulness," •••••• 235, 251.

kabul, "garment," •••••••••••••••••••••120, 244, 246, 258.
~ . ku , "sepulchral chamber," ••••• 16f., 50, 73ff., 246.
kelel) hamayim,

"dog fish," •••••••••••••••••• 9, 233, 251.

kmr, me ammer, "pile up fruit for

ripening," •••••••••··•••·•••••9, 173f., 250, 252.
knn, "roll, wind up," ···••••••••••••••••••32n., 208, 248 .
kns, "gather, bring in," k~nes Ji'li'fia, "bring a
woman in, marry, " ••••••••••••••••••••• 2 39 f. , 2 51.
I\

kos, "bird of prey," ·••••·•••••••••••··•••••·•···•··106n.
~ . "fold," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••49, 14 0.
kusbar (variant:

kisbar), "coriander," ••••••• 37, 49, 51,
--12lf., 256.

kerI, "heap, pile," •·••••·•·•··•••··•····13, 41, 77, 246.
!s'.Y_, "pile up," ····••·•••·••··•··•••·•·•·•••·•······•77n.

kere{, keres, "stomach," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2n.
k e _..,_ (Aramaicized Hebrew:
~

kart.I), "leek," 54, 209, 246.

karlina, "vetch," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 123, 246.
krt, "cut, fix, determine," •••••••••••••••••• 35n.,

18lf.
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kelut, "tuft, fibers," ·••·•·•••••••••••·•••••••••78, 246.

!3!:.Ji.., "band, party," ••••••••••••••••••••57, 124, 244, 247.
ktb, "write, 11 muls;.tall 1 emal eku:t,, "marked with the
royal mark," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 18f.
ket.iilla, "marriage document," •••••·•·••·••••·•••••39, 40n.
kStel, "wall," ....••....•.•..•.••.....••..•...•...... . 2n.

lag_in, "drinking vessel," •••••••••••••••••••••••210, 246.
1emen, "harbor, 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

lu.2, "kind of bean, 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••

227.

126, 244, 246.

!_E, "embrace," .•.•••.••••..•••.•••••.•.•.•••....••••. 4 2.
leeet, "turnip," ••••••••••••••••••••••••42, 59, 125, 246.
~ . "take, 11 Je;! mit.laqgaJ;lat,

11

fire burning, 11

•••••••

161n.

1e~$n l)akamim, "language of the rabbis," ••••••••••••l, 6.
1e1iSn hedyS1;, "language of the common people," •••••••• ln.
1e~Sn Torah, "language of the Torah," ·•••••••·••••••••ln.
mizran, "wool material, mattress," •••••••••••·•18f., 246.
mizmSr, "song,'' •••••••••••••••••·•••••·•·••·•··••••••216.

!!!!U_, "strike, 11 miJ;lha beyag, "strike the hand,
thwart, protest," ••••••••••••••••••••••• 234, 251.
mal)az-Sr, ncycle," .•••.•.•••...•...•.••••.•.••..•.... • 216.
mal)s'6r, "lack," .•..•...••.•.•......••••.•.•••.•.•.•• . 216.
mat;m~n, "treasure, 11

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

216.

~ . "thread, rag, cloth, 11 41, 50, 57, 244, 246, 254, 256.
me1$g, "kind of marriage gift," ••• 20, 36, 58, 127f., 247.

-----

miE_t8.n, "threshold, 11 •••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••l9, 37.

mei;;er, "boundary," ••••••••••••·•••••·•••38, 59, 129, 246.
~ • "spade, 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••

260.

!!!!..:!., "crush," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 32n., 213, 246.
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!!!l£,

"measure," ma~Sah, "surveyor," ••••••• 32n., 214, 246.

ma~ktn, "security, pledge," ••••••••••••••••• •••••• 13,215 .
miikan, "dwelling," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 216.
mi~gSlet_, "weight," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 216.
naggar, "carpenter," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3n., 260.
nillbal!;, "layer of stone or brick," •••••••••••• 43, 53, 58,
130, 246, 258.
/
- - "meat killed not according
!:!Q!:, "stab," besar
nehira,
to requirements of slaughtering," ••·••··•··••·48.

nal;lt~m, "baker," ....................... 41, 59, 8lf., 247.
neyar, "papyrus," ................................ 83, 258.
name 1, "harbor," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 227.
ne121i, "naphtha," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••50, 131, 246.
nippSl, "larva, caterpillar," ·•·•••••••••••••••••••·•260.

!.!l?.!!., !!£ii., "hatchel wool," ••••••••••••••••••••••• 218, 246.

!2.9.Y., "clear of debt or obligation," •••••••••••••••••••20.
si);llSn, "marriage gift," ••••••••••• 19, 20n., 175ff., 252.
seber panim, "facial expression," ••• 219f., 248;
1ehasbir ~anim, "to show a friendly expression,

...••••..•.•••.•.••....••••.....•.• 220.

sugar, "cage," .••.•.•.•....•.•..•••.•.•.•.•••.•.••.•. . 2n.
~~.

"afflict," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 13.

~ . "remove the hand, pay off a seller," ·•••••••••22.
siman, "windpipe," •••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14.
sand8.l, "sandal," .....•.•.••..•••.•.•...•.•.......•... 4 8.

:!!?£, "cut the hair," ••••••••••···•••·•·••52, 22lff., 248.
se12er, "document," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 38f., 149.
se12ar, "border," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 38, 59, 154.
str, "destroy," •••••••••••·••••••••••••53, 132, 247, 258.
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Cayin hirac, "evil eye," ·······•········•••••····•••••l6.
Cayin i ellattannur, Cen hattannur, cayin ~ellakk! ra,
"hole, outlet of an oven," ••.••••• 35, 24lf., 251.
Cami lan, (variant: J amilan), "well-worked dough," .••.. 47.
cinbal, (variant: J inba l), "clapper of a bell," •.••.•• 47.

a,

cu qa, ca

"ditch, pit," ............. 47, 224, 246, 248.

Cera ~n, "surety," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••19, 20n.

a.-' t ,

car

(variant: ..t ar aJ ~j; ), "courts,
recorder's office,' •.•••••••••••••••••••••••.• 47.

Ca! te, "one, 11 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••46.

Ell,

"open, penetrate," ·•·····•·•·····•••···•••·225, 246.

~ ' "cut, determine a price," ••.•.•.•••• 35, 18lff., 252.

E.9£, "act anarchically," ···•·•·•·••·••••·••••·•··•••179n.
pardanit,, "runabout woman," .•••••.••••••••••••••••..• 260.
perah la);lan, "white flower," .•••••.•.•••••.•••••••••• 260.
paru r,

11

pot, II

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

.40n.

pirhe kehuna, "young priests," .•.•.•.•.•.• 35f., 180, 252.
parnas, "administrator," .••••••.••••••••••••••••••.•.• 29.
peragdin, "lying flat on the back," ····•··•••••••17, 260.

8.

i n, "crossbeam," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••18.

s5J n barzel, "iron sheep," a term for "inalienable

property of the wife," .••.•.••••••••...••••••• 23.
bt, "seize," ··•··•·······•··•···••·······••······••··42.
e a , "tongs , 11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

lb, "to crucify,"
~ . ma:;;lIQ, "whip, 11

e1all,,

13, 4 2.

alu , "cross," .••••••• 52, 133,
244, 246.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

134n.

:;;ar:;;ur, "pitcher, water-container," ............. 226, 248.
qbl, meqabbel, "receive, accept," ................ 99, 245.
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ft,

"basket, box," ••••••••••••••••• 41, 57, 84, 244, 247.

qeoera, "cooking vessel," .............. 40n., 227ff., 246.
~ ' "to peel," qel
qallu t,

pa,

"husk," .................. 14, 32n.

ro"l,

"light-headedness, disrespect," ••• 235;
haqel ro l ~, "to act disrespectfully," ... 235, 251.

, "corpse lying doubled up," •••••••••••••••••••• 17.
~ . meqip, "lend on credit," •••••• 44, 51, 135,247,256.
~ ' "box, basket, fund," •••••••••••••• 52, 136ff., 245.

Sl.Pl., "fold," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 49, 140.
s, "cut, fix an amount," ••••••••••••••• 35, 18lff., 252.
qaq~la, "cardamum, 11

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

260.

qurnit., "thyme," ................................ 139, 246.
quruaya, plural: quri;ia.y~J;, , "vessel with a pointed
bottom," ·•·•·•••·••·••••···•••·•·······•140, 247.
qarpiE, "courtyard," ···••···••····•·•·•·········•••···l6.
qurqeban, "stomach," •••••••••.•••••••• 49f., 57, 141, 246.

ill,

"adorn," ·••·•·•·•···········•···•·•••·•·•··•••·•42n.

qe ~e;t , "bow," •.•.••..••.......••••••..•.•••.••....••. . 63.
qi ~re mill;1ama, "ranks of battle," ••• 184f., 250, 252, 259.
~ . "handle," ··•••·•••··•·•····••··13, 40, 57, 142, 246.
qe t.I dra, "seat," ................................. 40, 143.
qat~li q~ s, "official," ........................... 40, 143.
rkb , marki]2, "pollinate the date palm," ......... 186, 252.
r~mal), "spear," •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• ••.••• 6 3.
reqaq, "marsh, shallow water," ........... 144f., 244, 246.
/
~
,

11

1 amb , 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 42 •

!~bar, "receipt," ·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 19.
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'fi eh t r e ha r o ~!, " black- headed ones ," 18 , 34 , 187 , 252 , 259 •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 33.
; e 1;ar , "document ," ............. 13 , 22 , 39 , 44 , 52 , 146ff .
l a 11 1 , " to perfect ," •·•·•••···••···••·•·•·········• 33f .

~ (variant :

" e~ l a g) , "alkali ," ..................... 67 .

~ . " dissect ," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 14 .

.,_

sem , " name " 1 e!em 1 e:um Cal rum cal tern mi!ililm
"b~causeof, ---ror-he sake ~f ,
•••• : • ~ 8 , 252 .

!um, " estimate , " ............................. 41 , 85 , 247 .
!um~um, "sesame , " ............. 14n ., 52 , 150ff. , 246,254 .
: ac ame m, " stupefy, " ••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 33 .

l e I r , " sac of the foetus , " •••••• • 16, 51 , 59, 153f ., 246 .
;ule n , "attendant of the bride or groom," • • • 14 , 51 , 56 ,
155ff ., 245 , 247 .

:uta, " par tner , " ........................ 34 , 53, 86 ,
tIJa, " Asaf oetida ," ............................. 118 ,

247 .
246 .

te e l, " something imprope r, " ••••••••••••••••••.••••••• 53 .
tagga r , " me r chant ," .............................. 41 , 157 .
~ . " boundary ," ••••••••••• 38 , 56 , 59 , 158f ., 246 , 258 .
ta :11;, " ornament ," ••••••..••••••••••••••••••• • •••••• 42n .
~ ' " ha ng ," •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 134n .
tiltan , " Fenugr eek ," ............ .. .............. 230 , 248 .
~ ' " se t in order ," .................................. 13 .
t ur m~ s , turmiis , " lupine ," .................. 160 , 246 , 25 4.
t a rneg~ l, " cock , r ooste r," ............ 53 , 88f ., 246 , 25 4.

Ar abic
-' irrT s, "tenant f a r me r," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 98 n.
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.t asatir, "row, line, handwriting," •••••••••••••••••• 147n.
J

ikaf,

J

ikafun, "saddle," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 19 3f.

" inja?, "pear, plum," ···•••····••·······••••·•·•·••·•190.
J iwwaz, "goose," ·······••···••·•·•··••·••··••••·••·•191n.
bib, bibat, "drain, gutter," ••••••.••••••••••••••••• 104n.

!J.E.,

"to do business," taj ir, "merchant," •.••••••••• 157n.

tabumat, "border," ··•··••·••·····•·······•··••••··••159n.
jarab, "vessel," •••••..••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••• 109n.
a •,

i

uss, "gypsum," ••••••••••••••••.•••••••• 107n.

il tit., "gum of Asafoetida," •••••••••••••••••••••••• 118n.
r~

< hor

ri! ( South Arabic), "black-headed one," ••• 187n.

abiyat, "vessel, container," ·••••••··•••·•·····•···199n.
harrub, lJarnub, "carob," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 90n.
hm~, hamat;a, "to roast," ········•••··•••·•·••·•···••203n.
dar, "surround," daur, "enclosure," •••••••••••••••••• 112.
raqqat, "land regularly dlooded by a river," ........ 145n.
satara, sa1;r, "write," ....................... 147n., 148n.
simsim, sums um, "sesame," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 150n.
!afrat, ~afarat, "kind of knife," ~afr, "cut," ...... 223n.
@, "crucify," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 134n.

gafara, "to braid a woman's hair," .•••••••••••••••••• 222.
qidr, "cooking vessel," ..................... • .227n., 228.
qirbat, "vessel," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 109n.
q_!ll, "a register," •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 70f.
lubb, "heart," ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 152.
lub(j)i, "kind of bean," •••·•·•••·····•··••••·•·•·•••126.
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!!!!!&,

"to survey," misaoata, "surveying," •••••••••••• 214n.

minbaQ., "instrument for hatchelling wool, 11

..........

218n.

~ , "goose," ..•••......•....•.•.•..........•..•.. . 19ln.

